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Summary 
We live in compartmentalized, clustered environments and have to deal with 
spatial information scattered across rooms, streets, neighborhoods, and cities 
every day of our life. Yet, we are able to piece this information together in our 
head, for example, in order to find our way from our flat to our workplace, even 
when faced with construction work and blocked streets. Furthermore, we can 
point out the direction to the supermarket to a pedestrian without having di-
rect visual access to it. My thesis is concerned with the question of how our 
memory for spatial relations of places in navigable space (also called survey 
knowledge) is actually structured. In four consecutive studies, I contrasted two 
major theoretical approaches that try to explain how we represent survey 
knowledge, namely, Euclidean map and enriched graph approaches. Euclidean 
map approaches assume that spatial locations are represented in a map-like, 
globally embedded, Euclidean format. Enriched graph approaches propose a 
partitioned, unit-wise representation of places connected in a network. These 
local units are not required to be globally consistent. In each study, I used dif-
ferent virtual environments, sometimes single rooms, mostly navigable multi-
corridor environments, once even an impossible non-Euclidean environment. 
Participants learned spatial relations between objects spread across these en-
vironments and solved survey tasks afterward (e.g., pointing to object locations 
from memory). Their performance yielded multiple effects. In short, the most 
prominent effects were: (1) Pointing latency increased with increasing number 
of places along the route towards the target, (2) facilitated recall along the di-
rection of the initially experienced path walked within the environment, (3) 
globally incoherent pointing behavior following the local metrics experienced 
from place to place, (4) facilitated performance upon alignment with local cor-
ridor geometry but also (5) upon alignment with regional geometry and a glob-
al main orientation, and (6) decreased pointing latency when pointing beyond 
regional boundaries. Interpreting these effects jointly implies that human sur-
vey knowledge is not represented in the form of a Euclidean mental map em-
bedding all encountered places in a uniform, globally consistent format. In-
stead, just as the environment we experience, also our memory of it seems to 
be compartmentalized, consisting of a network of local places connected by di-
rected links that specify how to get from one place to another (rotation and 
translation) without directly requiring a global calibration. Survey estimates 
have to be constructed incrementally following this graph structure along the 
memorized connectivity, thereby relying on the local metrics that enrich the 
graph entities. These estimates are generally transient but can be retained for 
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a limited amount of time for aiding subsequent estimates. In addition to the 
local entities of the enriched graph representation, it seems that general refer-
ence directions can be acquired during learning a navigable multi-
compartment space. Such a reference direction can be understood as a mental 
“north”, a main direction that is tried to be maintained and propagated across 
multiple local places and represented supplementary in memory. It might be 
limited to only a sub-group of local units, thereby forming regional clusters, or 
it can cover the entire environment that was encountered. Such a general ref-
erence direction can aid the coordination of the local memory units during the 
construction of survey estimates, however, it does not require a global embed-
ding of all place information into a coherent Euclidean map format. In sum, 
our representation of navigable space seems to be best described as an impos-
sible puzzle where the memorized pieces and connections do not necessarily 
match up on a global scale.  
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| 1 1 Introduction 1.1 Spatial memory of local environments 
1 Introduction 
The environment we are living in prompts us to navigate through many local 
entities. Consider your everyday life activities, for example, getting out of bed, 
getting ready in the bathroom, eating breakfast in the kitchen, then leaving 
the house to get to work. Depending on the distance to your workplace you 
might walk, cycle, drive by car, bus or train, but in essence, you are traveling 
through a number of interconnected local environments, such as streets, alleys 
or open places. At your workplace again, you are confronted with a large num-
ber of rooms, corridors or halls often spread across multiple floors that are 
making up the workplace building. On your way back home in the afternoon 
you might take different routes, stopping by at the grocery shop or at a friend’s 
house. Due to the nature of this navigation you will need to relate spatial in-
formation that could not be explored all at once but instead were experienced 
distant in space and time. Albeit living and operating in such a fragmented 
world, humans are able to find their ways (normally) without getting lost and 
grasp spatial relations between the visited places. We know which turns to 
take to reach the bakery shop in our neighborhood. When standing in front of 
the fridge in our kitchen we can point directly (straight-line direction) to the 
toilet in the bathroom although not in sight. In case of construction work in a 
frequently traveled street we will be able to find a novel route to our goal 
through streets never traveled before. Thus, there must be a mental conceptu-
alization of the space we navigate. The question of how we mentally represent 
the navigable, compartmentalized space we live in is addressed in the spatial 
cognition research already for many years. The aim of the present doctoral 
thesis was to add a few more buildings blocks to the existent rich literature 
and to broaden our understanding of how we make sense of all the locally con-
fined places we encounter. Precisely, I sought to examine the structure of nav-
igable space memory, to test whether the compartmentalized space we experi-
enced is likewise stored in a compartmentalized, memory-unit-by-memory-unit 
fashion, and—if this is the case—to understand how relations between these 
mental units are characterized in our memory structure. 
1.1 Spatial memory of local environments 
To approach concepts of how humans represent large, navigable space I would 
like to start with a simpler case. Imagine a locally confined space where you 
can see everything that surrounds you, a space clearly circumscribed by 
opaque walls, for example, your office at work. Most likely it contains a desk, a 
chair, a bin, books, and folders arranged on shelves, a computer screen and a 
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drawer (maybe multiple of these items in case you share your office) arranged 
within the room. How do we make sense of such a spatial surrounding in order 
to represent it mentally? In the natural case we understand a space and keep 
track of it relative to our moving body mainly based on visual and idiothetic 
information (e.g., Rieser, Pick, Ashmead, & Garing, 1995). Visual cues that 
underly our 3D percept of the environment are binocular disparity (seeing the 
environment from two slightly distant vantage points, the right and the left 
eye) (e.g., Van Den Berg & Brenner, 1994), surface texture (distortions like 
convergence of presumably parallel lines if textured surfaces are viewed from 
perspective) (e.g., Saunders & Backus, 2006), optic flow (movement of objects 
across retina, e.g., expansion of a dot field indicating forward movement) (e.g., 
Lappe & Rauschecker, 1995), motion parallax and occlusion (change of view 
upon an object during movement). Such 3D depth cues help us to understand 
the layout of objects (including distance to and relations between objects), the 
geometry of the environment and our relative position within.  
While many of the visual cues can help understand the space around us 
without ever walking a single step (i.e., static cues), active or passive move-
ment first enhances the visual cues (as it introduces stronger visual change in 
the scenery) and additionally provides idiothetic information of our body mov-
ing through space (e.g., Mittelstaedt Horst, n.d.; Mittelstaedt & Mittelstaedt, 
2001). Being passively pushed around in a wheelchair (blindfolded vs. see-
ing)—as done for example in studies investigating the interplay of visual and 
idiothetic information for learning space (e.g., Chrastil & Warren, 2012; Waller 
& Greenauer, 2007)—allows for the use of vestibular afferents from the inner 
ear otoliths that sense translational and rotational acceleration (i.e., inertial 
idiothetic cues) (e.g., Israel & Berthoz, 1989). Actively walking additionally 
involves podokinesthetic (or podokinetic) signals (e.g., Weber, Fletcher, 
Gordon, Jones, & Block, 1998), which include, on the one hand, proprioceptive 
afferents about the position of body parts such as the feet, the legs and the hip 
and their displacement relative to the floor, and on the other hand efferent mo-
tor plans that determine the path and efference copies (i.e., substratal idiothet-
ic cues).  
The tight coupling of both visual and idiothetic cues enable us to grasp 
the spatial arrangements of objects within our immediate surrounding and to 
identify our position within. The more cues available, the better the metric un-
derstanding of space and one’s own movements within (e.g., Klatzky, Loomis, 
Beall, Chance, & Golledge, 1998). Nevertheless, even when walking a meter 
through your office and rotating your body a bit with eyes closed you will be 
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able to keep track of the position of your chair, your screen, and your desk, or 
even the corners of your office relative to your changing location. The process 
of keeping track of locations within ones surrounding (whether in sight or not) 
during self-motion is referred to as spatial updating (e.g., Holmes & Sholl, 
2005; Wang & Spelke, 2000). Involved in this is the process of keeping track of 
one’s self-motion over time relative to a fixed starting position, also called path 
integration (e.g., Loomis et al., 1993). Updating is considered to be highly au-
tomatic (e.g., when moving blindfolded in a room it is harder to recall the orig-
inal object positions at the start compared to recalling the factual, nonvisible 
target location, which changed during blind motion; Farrell & Robertson, 2000; 
Martin & Thomson, 1998), but also limited in capacity (e.g., drop in perfor-
mance when trying to update the position of more than six objects blindfolded; 
Hodgson & Waller, 2007; see also Wang et al., 2006).  
The updating of object locations during locomotion is considered to be 
part of a highly precise but transient online spatial system by many theories 
(e.g., Easton & Sholl, 1995; Gallistel, 1990; Huttenlocher, Hedges, & Duncan, 
1991; McNamara, 2003; Mou, McNamara, Valiquette, & Rump, 2004; Wang & 
Spelke, 2000), and contrasts a second system, namely, a more permanent but 
also much coarser offline system based on long-term memory representations 
of space (e.g., Mou et al., 2004). Support for this two-system approach comes 
for example from a study by Waller and Hodgson (2006) that showed how di-
rection estimates to objects within a room are differently affected by blindfold-
ed disorientation depending on whether participants had to perform an ego-
centric pointing task (i.e., “Where is object X relative to your current loca-
tion?”) or a judgement of relative direction task (also called JRD, i.e., “Imagine 
you are at position X, facing object Y, please point to object Z.”). While egocen-
tric pointing performance decreased with increasing disorientation, JRD tasks’ 
performance increased with increasing disorientation. The drop in perfor-
mance for the egocentric pointing task is interpreted as losing track of the up-
dated object locations within ones surrounding that was supported by the 
transient online system. The increase in performance in the JRD task instead 
can be explained by reverting to the long-term representation of the object lay-
out in this task (i.e., the offline system), which initially interferes with the cur-
rent information of one’s orientation within the environment, but decreasingly 
so the more a person is losing track of one’s orientation in space. Furthermore, 
performance was more precise in the egocentric task (online system) compared 
to the JRD task (offline system). Such opposing performance patterns support 
the dissociation of the online and the offline system.  
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A great number of studies investigating the enduring long-term represen-
tation found that this memory is orientation dependent (e.g., Kelly & 
McNamara, 2008; Meilinger & Bülthoff, 2013; Mou & McNamara, 2002; 
Shelton & McNamara, 2001). These studies often used object arrangements 
learned in a single room and had participants perform a judgment of relative 
direction (JRD) task afterward. For example, in one trial participants were 
instructed to “Imagine you are at position X, facing object Y, please point to 
object Z.”, while in another trial the to-be-imagined orientation changed by in-
structing to face another object: “Imagine you are at position X, facing object 
W, please point to object Z.”. Like this over many trials a whole range of to-be-
imagined body orientations was queried. Indeed, pointing was found to be fast-
er and more accurate when participants were aligned with certain orientations 
(of which one orientation often elicited the best performance) compared to be-
ing oriented otherwise. The often replicated sawtooth-pattern of performance 
over the tested orientations is typically explained by encoding object layouts 
relative to one or more orthogonal reference axes of a common reference sys-
tem, as if object locations are assigned unique coordinates in a mental carte-
sian coordinate system (McNamara, Sluzenski, & Rump, 2008; Mou et al., 
2004; Shelton & McNamara, 2001)1. Being aligned with these axes allows for 
an effortless retrieval of coded information. Drops in performance for oblique 
orientations are thought to reflect costs of mental transformations as one must 
mentally align the oriented representation stored in long-term memory with 
one’s current orientation (e.g., McNamara et al., 2008; Meilinger, Berthoz, & 
Wiener, 2011). Albeit transformational costs resulting from the alignment pro-
cess, all inter-object relations should be directly represented allowing for a 
simple read-out of coordinate values and computation of difference vectors be-
tween objects. According to Shelton and McNamara (2001), an environment is 
scanned to identify a conceptual “north”, a dominant reference direction to an-
chor the spatial mental reference system to. Multiple factors have been found 
to be used as a reference direction thereby setting the mental reference frame 
orientation, for example, egocentric experiences (e.g., first perspective taken 
within the environment) (e.g., Kelly & McNamara, 2008; Rieser, 1989), salient 
layout intrinsic cues (e.g., multiple objects forming rows, columns, orthogonal 
and symmetric arrangements) (e.g., Kelly & McNamara, 2008; Richard & 
Waller, 2013), salient layout extrinsic cues (e.g., rectangular room forming an 
                                            
1 Results from Street and Wang (2014) suggest that only one reference axis is represented in 
memory. Enhanced performance in contra- and orthogonally aligned orientations relative to this 
reference orientation seem to mirror lower transformation costs compared to obliquely aligned ori-
entations, instead of a representation of additional reference axes. 
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elongated geometry) (e.g., Shelton & McNamara, 2001; Valiquette & 
McNamara, 2007) and even instructions (e.g., instructed to pay attention to a 
specific perspective) (e.g., Mou & McNamara, 2002). Such reference frames 
store object-to-object relations with respects to environmental elements and 
independent of the navigator’s body and are thus per definition allocentric ref-
erence frames, which are conceptually different from egocentric reference 
frames (e.g., Klatzky, 1998). Egocentric reference frame code self-to-object re-
lations, thus, the relative location of objects with respect to the observer. 
1.2 Memory for vista vs. environmental space 
Coming back to the example of your workplace now imagine leaving your office 
to join a meeting in another room—what happens to the items within your of-
fice and all the new items you encounter on your way to the meeting room 
(e.g., a printer, cabinets, plants, armchair, and couch)? In the literature there 
have been many attempts to conceptualize the space we encounter, often based 
on dimensions like size, or locomotion (for a comprehensive summary see for 
example Freundschuh & Egenhofer, 1997). One of the taxonomies often revert-
ed to in the spatial cognition literature is the one by Montello (1993). He dif-
ferentiates figural, vista, environmental and geographical space. Figural space 
is generally visible at a glance. It can be both small 3D object spaces that are 
reachable and manipulable as well as 2D pictorial representations like pic-
tures or downscaled representation of larger spaces such as maps. Geographic 
space is defined by its size, which is too large to be experienced by locomotion 
but instead must be learned via a symbolic, downscaled representation of the 
geographic scale (e.g., a map; this symbolic representation ultimately renders 
this geographic space a figural space). Environmental spaces are defined as 
spaces one must navigate through in order to experience it (but obviously 
smaller in size compared to geographical space). This includes, for example, 
buildings (e.g., your workplace building), a neighborhood, or a city. Environ-
mental spaces contrast thereby nicely the concept of a vista space, a space that 
can be learned from a single vantage point such as a room (e.g., your office), a 
corridor, a single street, a town square or alley.  
Knowledge of environmental space was categorized by Piaget and 
Inhelder (1969) into different formats, namely landmark, route and survey 
knowledge (see also Siegel & White, 1975). Landmark knowledge was de-
scribed as memory for salient reference points that allow to identify specific 
locations (e.g., a church, a river, a unique feature in the environment) and is 
typically tested with recognition tasks (e.g., Caduff & Timpf, 2008; Presson & 
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Montello, 1988; Siegel & White, 1975). Route knowledge refers to memory 
about correct actions one must take at decision points (i.e., intersections) in 
order to pursue the correct path towards a goal. The relative position of the 
goal itself is not represented in route knowledge. Instead route knowledge is 
often referred to as simple representation of interlinked stimulus-response as-
sociations: A cue/landmark at an intersection is associated with a motor re-
sponse such as “turn right” and followed by another cue/landmark which again 
is associated with another motor response (e.g., O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Siegel 
& White, 1975; M. Strickrodt, O’Malley, & Wiener, 2015; Wolbers & Wiener, 
2014). Route knowledge is typically measured by wayfinding tasks, for exam-
ple, confronting participants with one or more decision points asking for the 
correct direction to take to follow a previously learned path (e.g., Janzen, 2006; 
Marianne Strickrodt, O’Malley, & Wiener, 2015), or by simply querying the 
sequence of motor responses that must be taken along a route from start to 
goal (e.g., Meilinger, Frankenstein, & Bülthoff, 2013). Finally, survey 
knowledge refers to the memory of the relative location of places/objects within 
the environment irrespective of the path one must take to get there. This in-
cludes knowledge about distances and relative directions, for example the 
knowledge that, when standing at your entrance door at home, the bakery 
shop is located roughly 45° towards the left relative to your current view and 
in 600m distance when considering an as-the-crow-flies straight line, whereas 
the next bus-stop is located roughly 400m right behind you in a parallel, cur-
rently non-visible street. Survey knowledge is the form of spatial memory that 
enables us (in contrast to for example route knowledge) to take novel shortcuts 
to a known location across previously untraveled terrain, to point in a straight 
line towards a distant goal currently not in view or estimate its distance and it 
is measured with the appropriate tasks. In the following sections I will outline 
different theoretical concepts that try to explain how survey memory is repre-
sented. The question I pursue in my thesis is which of these concepts actually 
captures the underlying memory structure that guides our survey behavior. 
1.3 Theories and concepts of survey knowledge 
1.3.1 Euclidean cognitive maps 
For a long time already cognitive scientists hold a debate about how survey 
knowledge is structured. Already 1948 Edward C. Tolman introduced the term 
cognitive map to describe a comprehensive long-term representation of envi-
ronmental relationships formed by rats that he found to be able to identify 
novel shortcuts, a straight-line direction from a start towards a target place 
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that was previously traveled to non-directly via multiple corridors. The concept 
Tolman described back then constituted a contradiction to the conviction at 
that time that rats merely act in space based on simple stimulus-response 
strategy, thus, they only replicated movements previously executed when 
learning the path the first time. In the time since the notion of a cognitive map 
proved to be very influential. It was often referred to and refined in the human 
spatial cognition literature and often utilized and understood in its literal 
sense: Spatial relations of objects and places within our environment were of-
ten suggested to be represented in the structured format of a 2-dimensional 
map (e.g., Evans, 1980; Gallistel, 1990). According to Thorndyke and Hayes-
Roth (1982) places are memorized relative to a fixed coordinate system where 
also Euclidean straight-line distances between objects are represented. Poucet 
(1993) uses the following wording: “As a matter of fact, the buildup of a spatial 
representation implies that information sequentially acquired (as a result of 
an animal's movements) be integrated into a maplike structure allowing for 
simultaneous access to all relevant information” (p.163). Likewise, Ishikawa 
and Montello (2006) explicate the following: “For survey maps to emerge, 
routes need to be metrically scaled and interrelated into a global allocentric 
reference system. In other words, places and routes learned during separate 
travel experiences are integrated and interrelated with each other in a com-
mon frame of reference” (see also Montello, 1998; Siegel & White, 1975). Thus, 
these concepts of survey knowledge as a cognitive map are in strong accord-
ance with the model of reference frames suggested by McNamara and col-
leagues (e.g., McNamara et al., 2008; Mou et al., 2004; Shelton & McNamara, 
2001). However, whereas the model of reference frames is mostly used to ex-
plain pointing patterns in vista spaces, a similar representational structure is 
assumed for larger, navigable environmental spaces by cognitive map ap-
proaches. Nadel (2013) emphasizes “Maps are enormously powerful informa-
tional tools because every point on the map is related to every other point 
within the reference frame of the map” (p. 166). A process that might allow 
populating a metric map was proposed by Gallistel (1990; Gallistel & Cramer, 
1996). When moving through space the path integration system registers the 
bodily displacement relative to a cardinal y-axis (a mental “North”) and its or-
thogonal counterpart, the x-axis. For salient places or landmarks that are en-
countered their allocentric coordinates relative to the starting location (x,y) = 
(0,0) are computed and entered in the metric map. Iteration of this process al-
lows to fill up the globally consistent coordinate system. Figure 1 illustrates 
how the external world (left) might be represented in a Euclidean coordinate 
system (middle). Common to all these cognitive map approaches is that hu-
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mans possess a metric map of their environment, which represents spatial lo-
cations relative to a reference system with a designated main orientation. Fur-
ther, such representations need to conform with the axioms of Euclidean ge-
ometry, which will be further expounded in a bit2.  
It is argued and supported by numerous studies that rodent and mammal 
brains possess the ability for such a global metric embedding. In the past years 
we came to unravel and understand the neural architecture and functioning of 
spatial memory based on numerous neuroscientific experiments, ranging from 
single cell recordings in rats, lesion studies in humans, cell recordings from 
epilepsy patients, through to fMRI studies that observe BOLD-signal patterns 
that correspond to the more direct recordings of cells. Although there is no top-
ological mapping between places in the real world and neuronal ensembles, 
different cell types have been discovered that show activity patterns matching 
definable spatial properties and were therefore interpreted as the neural corre-
lates of an inertial coordinate system that support the encoding of metric maps 
from path integration (e.g., Derdikman & Moser, 2011; McNaughton, 
Battaglia, Jensen, Moser, & Moser, 2006; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978). Place cells 
are typically found in the hippocampus and appear to represent individual 
places in space (e.g., O’Keefe & Dostrovsky, 1971; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978). 
Having a mouse explore a laboratory box while recording a collection of hippo-
campal place cells reveals that single cells are sensitive to specific places with-
in that box. Independent of the view-point every time the mouse revisits this 
place the same place cell becomes activated while staying silent in other parts 
of the box, thus, representing the animal’s allocentric location within the envi-
ronment. In contrast, grid cells are firing repeatedly across the entire box in a 
regular fashion, forming a six-fold, hexagonal activation pattern. Associated 
with this regularity, information about distance and direction traveled can be 
provided. Therefore, grid cells located in the entorhinal cortex are considered 
to code self-motion-based processes aiding path integration (e.g., McNaughton 
et al., 2006; Moser, Kropff, & Moser, 2008). Information about the navigators’ 
direction is carried by head direction cells. Irrespective of the navigators’ posi-
tion in space the firing rate corresponds to the viewing direction (Taube et al., 
1990; Taube, 2007). In humans, evidence for place cells in hippocampus and 
                                            
2 A slightly different cognitive map approach by Sholl (2001 Easton & Sholl, 1995; Sholl & 
Nolin 1997) suggests that spatial relations of environmental space are stored in a cognitive vector 
space specifying object-to-object relations on the local place-to-place basis. The model holds that the 
object-to-object relations are not embedded in a cartesian system with a predefined “north” axis but 
represented in an orientation-independent fashion. Albeit not explicitly stated Sholls model seem to 
assume that this vector space is metrically embedded in a globally coherent format. However, un-
fortunately she owes and explication. 
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grid cells in the entorhinal cortex comes from cell recordings in neurosurgical 
patients (Ekstrom et al., 2003; Jacobs et al., 2013; Jacobs, Kahana, Ekstrom, 
Mollison, & Fried, 2010) and less directly also from interpreting BOLD-signal 
patterns in fMRI studies (e.g., Doeller, Barry, & Burgess, 2010; Horner, Bisby, 
Zotow, Bush, & Burgess, 2016; Kunz et al., 2015). Further, fMRI studies 
showed corresponding patterns for the sensitivity for single places and facing 
direction (similar to the function of place and head direction cells) in other me-
dial brain structures (retrosplenial complex and the presubiculum) (e.g., 
Marchette, Vass, Ryan, & Epstein, 2014; Vass & Epstein, 2013). Using these 
cell types in concert is thought to be the basis for assigning coordinates to sali-
ent places visited based on the visual and idiothetic information of translations 
and rotations through space (e.g., Gallistel & Cramer, 1996; McNaughton et 
al., 2006; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978).  
In sum, there are several assumptions underlying very strong and rigid 
conceptions of cognitive maps (see also Figure 1 middle): The representation 
should be allocentric (i.e., independent of the navigators’ position in space) and 
places should be stored relative to a common coordinate system while preserv-
ing properties of the world in a metric format, thereby upholding Euclidean 
axioms. This in turn should enable an all-at-once readout of the spatial infor-
mation stored within the cognitive map since all information should be readily 
accessible in a common representational format. Metric postulates a cognitive 
 
Figure 1. Left: External world layout of four places in an environmental space that are 
learned successively from A to B, C, D and then back to A. Middle: Euclidean map representa-
tion. Each place is assigned to unique coordinates in a mental coordinate system. Like this 
angular and distance information can be read out immediately. This representation can be 
subject to distortions and deviate from the external world. However, it must be globally em-
bedded obeying Euclidean metric postulates. Right: Enriched graph representation. Angular 
and distance information is stored on the local place-to-place level without being globally em-
bedded. Survey estimates are based on the successive recall of these local metrics, which might 
lead—without conflict—to different estimates (see C) depending on the mental path along the 
graph. Modified from study 4. 
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map must uphold are symmetry, positivity, and triangle inequality (e.g., Beals, 
Krantz, & Tversky, 1968; McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997; Warren, Rothman, 
Schnapp, & Ericson, 2017). Symmetry is met when survey estimates between 
pairs of places are reversely commutative, meaning that the distance estimat-
ed from A to B must be the same as the estimate from B to A. Positivity is 
achieved when the distance between any point and itself is zero (i.e., there is 
only one clearly defined location in the map a place of the external world is 
assigned to) and when the distance between any two points is larger than zero 
(i.e., distinct places cannot overlap in the cognitive map). Triangle inequality 
refers to the relationship between any three points (e.g., A, B, C) on the map. 
More precisely, adding up the distance between points A and B and between 
points B and C must always be larger or equal to the distance between points 
A and C. Additionally, an assumption specific to Euclidean space is that the 
inner angles of such a triangle should sum up to 180° (see red lines in Figure 1 
middle). In sum, this means that the translational and rotational metrics of a 
Euclidean cognitive map might render a distorted version of the external world 
but must comply with the limits of the metric postulates. In the following the 
rigid interpretation of a cognitive map being a full metric map will be referred 
to as the Euclidean map approach. 
1.3.2 Non-hierarchical enriched graph representations 
Contrasting such all-encompassing, metric cognitive maps alternative ap-
proaches have been proposed that combine topological knowledge of connectivi-
ty between places and local metric information in a non-hierarchical graph or 
network structure thereby eliminating the need for a global metric embedding 
(e.g., Chrastil & Warren, 2014; Meilinger, 2008; Warren et al., 2017). Such 
graph representations are conceptualized in the form of nodes, which represent 
places within the environment, and edges, which define links between these 
places. To enable survey estimates metric information is stored in these graph 
representations but on the local level of single nodes and/or edges. In the net-
work of reference frame proposed by Meilinger (2008) edges interlinking nodes 
define the translational and rotational perspective shifts that are necessary to 
get from one node/place to another. Each node is represented in the form of a 
reference frame encompassing spatial information from the local environment 
such as a corridor or room. The labelled graph model (e.g., Chrastil & Warren, 
2014; Warren et al., 2017) deviates slightly in that nodes are not specified as 
local reference frames and further that edges are labelled with translational 
information (i.e., distance) and nodes are labelled with rotational information 
(i.e., junction angles) between outbound edges to two or more other nodes. Es-
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timating survey relations between distant places in both models can be 
achieved by simple vector addition from one’s current position along the graph 
towards the target. The network of reference frames explicates this retrieval 
process in detail by stating that a navigator imagines the upcoming places 
along the graph to the target successively, thereby forming a transient, com-
mon reference frame that encompasses current and target location. This pro-
cess is referred to as building a mental model. Despite these differences, the 
important commonalities are that path integration enables recording of 
walked paths and turned angles in space and that this information is stored in 
a piecewise fashion as local metrics that define how to get from one node to the 
adjacent node(s). This piecewise representation can then be used to point to or 
plan a short-cut to a distant target by successive activation and processing of 
all the local information that resides between one’s current location and the 
target online during the retrieval process within working memory. Refer to 
Figure 1 right for a visualization of an enriched graph representation. These 
models maintain that each local metric can be independently distorted and 
therefore spatial knowledge must not be geometrically consistent on a global 
scale, meaning that Euclidean axioms of symmetry, positivity and triangle in-
equality must not be upheld. This implies, for example, that in a circular envi-
ronment as the one illustrated in Figure 1, which consists of the interlinked 
places A, B, C and D and from D another link/edge to A, survey estimates from 
A to C can vary according to the local metrics that are processed for making 
the estimate. The estimate can be done by processing and incorporating the 
translational and rotational information stored via the graph sequence A-B-C 
or via the graph sequence A-D-C. As the deviations from the real external 
space are independent for every local metric a person can end up pointing to 
different locations albeit queried the same target. Throughout my thesis I will 
use the term enriched graph models to refer to the globally non-embedded non-
hierarchical graph representations just described. 
So, while the Euclidean map approaches assume that spatial information 
gathered across multiple interlinked rooms or corridors (i.e., vista spaces) are 
brought into a coherent geometrical format by imposing a single cognitive map 
covering all these local entities, the enriched graph representations treat local 
places as discrete entities which are connected to one another without the need 
for forming a coherent global map-like picture of the environment. Indeed, 
there are also attempts to unite both models. For example, the space-graph 
approach by Mallot and Basten (2009) specifies possible variations of the level 
of metric embedding of a place graph layer. They define three possible types of 
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graphs containing metric information that cover both the Euclidean map and 
the enriched graph models described here so far. A graph representation en-
riched by local metrics stores globally inconsistent local metrics (hence, an en-
riched graph in our terms), which can—but don’t have to—be optimized with 
the help of triangulation to conform with global metric postulates. This metric 
embedding is done either by correcting local inconsistencies (which is still co-
ordinate-free; compare to Easton & Sholl, 1995; Sholl, 2001; Sholl & Nolin, 
1997) or by assigning optimized values within a coordinate system (hence, be-
coming a Euclidean map in our terms). The most complete case in the space-
graph approach is the full metric map where each point in the coordinate sys-
tem is assigned an identity (i.e., is this coordinate occupied by an object/place 
or not). The space-graph further proposes the flexible use of various labels 
(e.g., local translation and rotation information, views, global metric coordi-
nates, functionality labels) to enrich the spatial knowledge of the graph. As-
suming such a flexible model allows accounting for many different findings in 
the spatial cognition literature. In my thesis, however, I question whether we 
actually need to assume that global metric embedding occurs and that Euclid-
ean maps are stored. 
1.3.3 Hierarchical representations 
Besides non-hierarchical, single layer representations in the form of enriched 
graphs or Euclidean maps, alternative approaches postulate that multiple lay-
ers can be formed to represent environmental space. These models often ex-
tend and/or combine the non-hierarchical models by postulating hierarchies 
(e.g., Mallot & Basten, 2009; McNamara et al., 2008; Meilinger & Vosgerau, 
2010; Stevens & Coupe, 1978; Wiener & Mallot, 2003). Wiener and Mallot 
(2003) for example proposed a hierarchical graph. In addition to the local level 
where each node represents a visited place (fine level), a second super-ordinate 
graph level is added where nodes represent regions comprising multiple places 
(coarse level). The coarse level is consulted when targets are located in another 
region relative to one’s current position. A similar idea to the model of Wiener 
and Mallot (2003) has been stated already by Stevens and Coupe (1978) who 
proposed a hierarchical semantic network containing concepts (i.e., place and 
region nodes) connected by arrows enriched by spatial relationship labels (e.g., 
“east from”, “1000m”). These theories share the assumption that spatial enti-
ties are subsumed to form a new super-ordinate entity. The format of these 
super-ordinate entities of regions or clusters has been proposed to be rather 
non-spatial in the form of semantic or conceptual labels (e.g., Hirtle & Jonides, 
1985; Hirtle & Mascolo, 1986), or spatial, covering aspects from topological un-
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derstanding of connectivity and containment (e.g., Stevens & Coupe, 1978; 
Wang & Brockmole, 2003b, 2003a; Wiener & Mallot, 2003) via the computation 
of an overall location-independent reference direction attached to each local 
place (e.g., Poucet, 1993) through to metrically embedded representations such 
as an additional global reference frame integrating multiple local spaces and 
defining a global reference direction (e.g., Greenauer & Waller, 2010; 
McNamara et al., 2008). The latter assumptions, integrating multiple vista 
space information under a single, superordinate reference frame indeed allows 
for the proposal of a hybrid model encompassing both the enriched graph and 
Euclidean map model at the same time. While local vista spaces are still treat-
ed as individual memory units, which for example possess a local reference 
frame where all objects within that vista space are embedded, a metric embed-
ding of spatial information from multiple vista spaces into a Euclidean map 
can be assumed in addition on a higher level of hierarchy.  
1.4 Linking theory to observation 
Having portrayed different concepts of how environmental space might be 
structured in memory, in the following I now want to summarize experimental 
findings that support or violate the discussed models. So, what do we know 
about human survey knowledge? What happens when leaving a room and how 
do we perform survey tasks such as point to distant targets? We are generally 
well able to build up survey knowledge in environmental spaces. Maps can be 
helpful during this process but not necessary, instead survey tasks can be 
solved based on direct egocentric navigation experience alone (e.g., Meilinger, 
Frankenstein, Watanabe, Bülthoff, & Hölscher, 2015; Richardson, Montello, & 
Hegarty, 1999; Rossano, West, Robertson, Wayne, & Chase, 1999; Taylor, 
Naylor, & Chechile, 1999). Even when learning two routes in two neighbor-
hoods separately, between-route pointing was usually possible with sufficient 
accuracy instantly after participants were exposed to the connecting route be-
tween the neighborhoods (e.g., Han & Becker, 2014; Schinazi, Nardi, 
Newcombe, Shipley, & Epstein, 2013; Weisberg, Schinazi, Newcombe, Shipley, 
& Epstein, 2014; but see Ishikawa & Montello, 2006). However, when taking a 
closer look at the performance in survey tasks it becomes apparent that survey 
knowledge of environmental space seems to be subject to strong biases and 
clustering effects. 
1.4.1 Evidence for local nodes of enriched graphs 
It was found that updating of object locations seems to be impaired when leav-
ing a room (Wang & Brockmole, 2003a) as if participants suddenly lost track of 
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what was previously updated when separated by a barrier. Thus, automatic 
self-to-object updating seems to be concentrated on the immediate, local envi-
ronment and ignores targets lying behind a visible border (Avraamides & 
Kelly, 2010; Kelly, Avraamides, & Loomis, 2007; Wang & Brockmole, 2003b).  
Also, long-term representations seem to be affected by opaque boarders 
typically accompanied by constraint visibility of objects within the environ-
ment. From the animal literature we know that place cells, albeit typically 
identifying a single unique place, seem to be re-used and assigned to geometri-
cally novel locations when mice are leaving one compartment (i.e., local envi-
ronment) and enter an adjacent compartment (i.e., another local environment) 
(e.g., Derdikman et al., 2009; Fenton et al., 2008; Spiers, Hayman, Jovalekic, 
Marozzi, & Jeffery, 2015). Further, grid cells have been observed to remap 
each time a mouse enters a new corridor, thereby disrupting the regular activi-
ty pattern of a six-fold symmetry normally exhibited within local environments 
(e.g., Derdikman et al., 2009; Fyhn, Hafting, Treves, Moser, & Moser, 2007). In 
a study by Meilinger, Riecke and Bülthoff (2013) participants had to learn ob-
ject locations in a complex, multi-corridor, virtual environment and later had 
to solve a straight-line pointing task from various locations within that envi-
ronment to the other objects encountered during learning. Similar to the 
method applied in the JRD tasks, participants were bodily aligned with one of 
eight possible orientations each time they were teleported to a new location 
within the virtual world. Pointings to the target had to be made relative to 
their current location and orientation. Note that JRD tasks are typically done 
purely mentally without visual input, whereas virtual setups like the one used 
by Meilinger and colleagues (2013) allow to teleport participants to any point 
in virtual space and to provide the corresponding visual scenery. Participants 
performance indeed depended on the predefined body orientation during point-
ing. Importantly, best pointing performance was achieved when participants 
were aligned with the first view they experienced within every single corridor, 
so when looking along the elongated corridor walls, compared to for example 
looking against the wall or being oriented obliquely to the corridor geometry. 
These results suggest that local reference frames have been formed by the par-
ticipants, one reference frame for each individual corridor and access of spatial 
information beyond that corridor was still relying on this local reference frame 
(see also Werner & Schmidt, 1999, for a slightly different approach unfortu-
nately confounding local and global reference directions but suggesting similar 
conclusions). This contrasts findings from vista space studies involving learn-
ing of a single layout. Typically, a single main orientation is found which upon 
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alignment facilitates judgment of relative direction to other objects, and this is 
found independent of where a participant has to judge spatial relations from 
(e.g., Shelton & McNamara, 2001). These findings are usually interpreted as 
the formation of a single reference system framing the relative location of all 
objects learned. 
 Taken together such results indicate that visual separation by walls af-
fects the processing of spatial locations across locally confined environments. 
The formation of local, distinct reference frames, one for each corridor learned, 
further suggests that vista spaces are treated like individual memory units. 
Consistently, Marchette, Ryan and Epstein (2017) showed that, albeit having a 
relative exact memory of the location of an object within a room, confusion er-
rors occur when participants must select among similar rooms potentially con-
taining the target object. Distinct memory units for visited vista spaces can be 
well explained by enriched graph representations that emphasize the im-
portance of local environments as molds for the formation of individual 
memory units (i.e., one node in the graph for each place visited). In contrast, a 
Euclidean map representation should store all locations, even if experienced 
across multiple vista spaces, within one coherent metric format. Realizing such 
a format involves the need to keep track of non-visible targets during learning 
and the formation of a single global reference frame with a coherent main ori-
entation stretching across the entire environmental space (except for Sholl, 
2001, who assumes orientation independence). The results summarized in this 
subchapter are not sufficient to conclude that global metric embedding into a 
Euclidean map does not occur. For example, assuming a hierarchical represen-
tation where local units are stored but globally embedded into a Euclidean 
map on a superordinate level is still a valid proposition to account for these 
results. Nevertheless, the summarized findings are a first indicator that leav-
ing a vista space seems to affect the spatial processes at work and alter the 
resulting long-term representation of space compared to learning in vista 
space.  
1.4.2 Evidence for a Euclidean map 
There are a few studies that can indeed be taken as evidence for the formation 
of Euclidean maps of environmental space. It was shown, for example, that 
reference frames don’t seem to be limited to local vista spaces but instead can 
spread across and integrate multiple adjacent corridors or streets. Wilson, 
Wilson, Griffiths and Fox (2007) had people learn four object locations within a 
simple U-shaped environment consisting of three corridors. In a subsequent 
pointing task participants performed best when aligned with the initial per-
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spective along the very first corridor compared to being bodily aligned with 
other orientations. Importantly this pattern was shown independent of the ac-
tual position of the participant in the environment during task execution (i.e., 
standing in the first, second and third corridor). This indicates that a global 
reference frame covering spatial information from all three corridors, hence, a 
Euclidean map, was formed for representing this environmental space (see 
also Meilinger, Frankenstein, Watanabe, Bülthoff, & Hölscher, 2015; 
Richardson, Montello, & Hegarty, 1999; Tlauka, Carter, Mahlberg, & Wilson, 
2011). In line with this, grid cells in rats have been found to realign and form a 
continuous firing pattern across two adjacent compartments of an experi-
mental box (i.e., two vista spaces) with prolonged experience in the environ-
ment (Carpenter, Manson, Jeffery, Burgess, & Barry, 2015). Following these 
studies, it seems that metric embedding into a continuous Euclidean map may 
indeed be possible. 
It should also be noted that the distortion of distance estimations by 
opaque barriers and the formation of multiple reference frames that were dis-
cussed in the last subchapter are not exclusive to learning an environmental 
space but can also be found in single rooms. For example, distorting effects of 
barriers on distance estimations between objects were also found when partic-
ipants were confronted with transparent barriers (e.g., strings on the floor) 
that clustered a vista space into regions (e.g., McNamara, 1986; Sherman, 
Croxton, & Smith, 1979), and multiple distinct reference frames were observed 
for two object layouts presented within a single room (e.g., Greenauer & 
Waller, 2010). These results point out commonalities in the representational 
structure of the two types of space and suggest that spatial memory acquired 
in vista or environmental space might not be so different after all. 
1.4.3 Violations of a Euclidean map? 
There are some studies that—at first sight—seem to disprove the formation of 
a Euclidean map. On a closer look, however, their claims cannot be upheld off-
hand. For example, distance judgments between objects that are spread across 
an environmental space were shown to be distorted, namely, mostly overesti-
mated when separated by a wall (e.g., Cohen, Baldwin, & Sherman, 1978; 
Kosslyn, Pick, & Fariello, 1974; Newcombe & Liben, 1982). However, such bi-
ases are insufficient to reject the Euclidean map hypothesis, for even a distort-
ed map can comply with the metric postulates described above (Tobler, 1976). 
Distorted and incomplete representations have been suggested among others 
by Downs and Stea (1973) or Golledge, Klatzky and Loomis (1996). For exam-
ple, based on multi-dimensional scaling techniques Golledge and Spector 
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(1978) succeeded in generating a distorted but Euclidean map from a city 
neighborhood based on participants distance estimations. Distortions are im-
manent in human survey memory. We tend to remember irregular environ-
ments as being more parallel and regular, for example, memorizing non-
orthogonal turns as 90° turns (e.g., R. W. Byrne, 1979; Moar & Bower, 1983; 
Tversky, 1981). In cases where participants are still able to draw a coherent 
map (e.g., Gillner & Mallot, 1998; Tversky, 1981), such findings can again be 
accounted for by a distorted but Euclidean map. Moar and Bower (1983) had 
participants judge the angles between triplets of city junctions interconnected 
by roads, meaning that participants had to judge the pointing angle between B 
and C when standing at A, the angle between C and A when standing at B and 
the angle between A and B when standing at C. Thus, the tested triplets of 
junctions (i.e., three places) formed triangles with mostly non-orthogonal inner 
angles and sum of inner angles of 180° when regarding the as-the-crow-flies 
connections between the places. Nevertheless, participants reported mainly 
90° angles, which sum up to more than 180° of inner angles for a triplet. This 
implies a violation of the triangle inequality of metric Euclidean maps. Howev-
er, as Moar and Bower (1983) noted in the discussion of their results, the local 
intersections tested usually had an orthogonal layout (i.e., two streets crossing 
each other orthogonally) and only when a navigator leaves the intersection and 
navigates along the linking road to the next intersection deviations in the 
street alignment (i.e., curves) become visible. The memory of the orthogonal 
local intersections might have been used as a simple heuristic to judge the an-
gles between the neighboring two intersections instead of using the survey re-
lations, which might still be stored in a Euclidean map format. Thus, even 
though at first sight angular distortions might indicate the violation of the tri-
angle inequality postulate of Euclidean maps, I do not consider these studies 
persuasive in disproving the Euclidean map approach. 
Another Euclidean map postulate that was questioned by a number of 
findings is the metric postulate of symmetry, which states that the distance 
estimated from A to B must be the same as the estimate from B to A (e.g., 
McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997). Literature shows that spatial estimates and 
planning is not always reversely commutative between pairs of places. Differ-
ent routes were shown to be selected when planning a trip from place A to B 
compared to planning a trip from B to A (e.g., Stern & Leiser, 2010). Likewise, 
distance estimations between a pair of places varied depending on which place 
was set as reference or as target object (e.g., Burroughs & Sadalla, 1979; 
McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997; Sadalla, Burroughs, & Staplin, 1980). Such 
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asymmetries per se seem to violate the metric postulate of symmetry. Howev-
er, this dilemma can easily be resolved by proposing that in addition to a Eu-
clidean map another information level is stored which affects survey 
judgments. One bias model is the category-adjustment model of spatial coding 
(e.g., Huttenlocher et al., 1991; N Newcombe, Huttenlocher, Sandberg, Lie, & 
Johnson, 1999), which proposes a fine-grained (conceivably Euclidean) and a 
categorical level of representation. Categories can, for example, be the four 
quadrants imposed by vertical and horizontal visual axes of a circle drawn on a 
piece of paper. Biases emerge during the retrieval of the target location as the 
fine-grained place information (which can very well be a Euclidean map) inter-
acts with the category level and is distorted towards a category prototype (e.g., 
the center of a quadrant the target is located in). Thus, asymmetries emerge 
depending on the prototype that is biasing the estimate and the distance of the 
target to this prototype. Another slightly different explanation is proposed in 
the contextual-scaling model (McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997). Every place is 
assumed to evoke some additional context in working memory when being ref-
erenced depending on its salience (e.g., familiarity, functional importance). 
Depending on the reference object, hence, depending on whether distance has 
to be estimated from A to B or from B to A, different contexts are activated, 
scaling the retrieval process accordingly and leading to asymmetries. These 
two models render asymmetries in distance estimations much less of a viola-
tion of metric postulates than originally thought. 
Non-hierarchical enriched graph models have the capacity to account for 
the summarized effects. Distances can be represented distortedly on the local 
place-to-place level. Enriched graph representations are especially plausible in 
case of angular distortions that indeed violate the triangle inequality postulate 
of Euclidean space since distortions are thought to be unique to individual 
place-to-place metrics and are independent of each other across the entire 
graph. Since there is no need for forming a globally coherent metric represen-
tation no conflict would emerge if angles between three interconnected neigh-
boring places are each represented as 90° angles. Also asymmetries can easily 
be explained by defining the links between graph nodes as directed (e.g., in 
following the first walk through the environmental space) and affect retrieval 
processes accordingly (i.e., slower and more error-prone estimates when re-
trieving against the directed link) (e.g., Meilinger, 2008) or by assuming not 
just a single edge that interlinks place nodes but instead two connections asso-
ciating different travel metrics with each direction (e.g., Mallot & Basten, 
2009). But importantly, based on these results it occurs to be invalid to con-
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clude that metric embedding on a global scale (i.e., Euclidean maps) does not 
exist in human spatial memory. 
1.4.4 Evidence for regions and hierarchies 
As pointed out earlier already hierarchical representations could combine the 
enriched graph and Euclidean map representation into one model. Evidence 
for hierarchical representation of space comes, for example, from studies that 
have participants learn a number of objects spread across a vista space or from 
a map. In a study by McNamara, Hardy and Hirtle (1989), first, individual hi-
erarchies were ascertained by deploying an ordered-tree analysis (based on 
Reitman & Rueter, 1980) on individual participants’ object recall protocols. 
Subsequent distortions in distance estimations between objects and the speed 
of primed recognition of objects strongly corresponded to these individual spa-
tial hierarchies. This dependency between clusters and performance in primed 
recognition and survey estimates was also found when clusters were imposed 
by transparent barriers dividing a vista space containing target objects in four 
quadrants (McNamara, 1986). Across both studies, general findings were that 
facilitative priming effects were evoked when priming a target with an object 
from the same cluster compared to priming with a target from another cluster 
and that within-cluster distances were underestimated while across-cluster 
distances were overestimated. But what do we know about clustered environ-
mental space learned from navigation? 
In environmental space regional borders and self-imposed regional clus-
ters that circumscribe multiple local vista spaces have been found to affect 
route decisions, landmark recall, and survey estimates. When having to judge 
the relative position of remote cities in America (e.g., San Diego in California 
and Reno in Nevada), participants in a study by Stevens and Coupe (1978) 
were shown to revert to another level of relational position, namely the one of 
the two federal states containing the cities (e.g., California is west of Nevada), 
even if basing the judgement on this higher level conflicted with the actual lo-
cation of the cities (e.g., San Diego is east of Reno) (see also Friedman & 
Brown, 2000). One major drawback of this study is the scale of space. Such 
target stimuli are covering an area that falls into the category of geographic 
space and have quite probably be learned via a map, hence, represent spatial 
memory of figural space (Montello, 1993). It is therefore unclear how much 
such results can be generalized to the spatial knowledge of environmental 
space that is acquired through navigation alone. 
Thankfully, there have been studies delimited to smaller navigable spac-
es such as city neighborhoods. For example, distorted distance estimations be-
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tween locations in a multi-neighborhood city area of Ann Arbor were found to 
be related to subjectively formed clusters (e.g., Hirtle & Jonides, 1985). Similar 
to the vista space study by McNamara and colleagues (1989) described above 
these hierarchical clusters—different for each participant—could be unveiled 
based on participants landmark recall protocols and subsequently correlated 
with distance judgments. Upon direct comparison within-cluster distances 
were underestimated while across-cluster distances were overestimated. Such 
regional distortions could be replicated by Uttal, Friedman, Hand and Warren 
(2010) on a University campus divided into sub-campuses. They further 
showed that such cluster biases evolve over prolonged exposure to the envi-
ronmental space and adduced—based on the category-adjustment model by 
Huttenlocher (Huttenlocher et al., 1991)—an interaction between a fine-
grained and a category level to explain these effects. 
These studies done in vista and environmental space are generally ac-
cepted as support for hierarchical representations. It should be noted here, 
however, that this interpretation is not without doubts. First of all, the or-
dered-tree algorithm used in some of these studies (Reitman & Rueter 1980) is 
based on and sensitive to whether learned items are recalled in different but 
systematic orders. It assumes that only after a full cluster has been recalled a 
new cluster will be selected and recalled, thereby potentially imposing a hier-
archical structure where none exists (see also “methodological concerns” in 
McNamara, Hardy, & Hirtle, 1989). Also, a non-hierarchical representation 
can be distorted in a way that clusters are formed simply based on the 
straight-line distances between represented object locations. Objects repre-
sented closer to each other form a cluster that is represented distant from oth-
er object clusters. Such a non-hierarchical representation, for example in the 
form of a Euclidean map, might be updated and distorted iteratively (i.e., build 
up over time) to conform with and exaggerate recurrent clusters a navigator is 
exposed to. In a neighborhood like the one in Ann Abor this could be “clusters” 
of places that are regularly visited together during a trip, for example, grocery 
shopping at the bakery, the butcher and the supermarket or visiting a friend 
and going to a park and then a bar nearby. Such places might “move” closer 
together over time. Psychological distances deviating from the real external 
world can find expression in spatial performance measures. In this case, as-
suming an additional level of representation for regions and clusters hence is 
obsolete. This critique is very similar to what was stated above with regards to 
distorted distance estimations due to opaque barriers: They can still be ac-
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counted for by a distorted representation that simply does not mirror external 
world correctly but was distorted by different factors during encoding. 
A promising method to resolve this issue was applied by McNamara 
(1986), who contrasted participants distance estimates with spatial priming 
effects in vista space. Non-hierarchical Euclidean map theories would predict 
that priming effects reflect the erroneously distorted representation, thereby 
breaking the effect down to simple straight-line distance represented in 
memory. A linear or exponential decay of priming effects with psychological 
distance would be expected (e.g., Kosslyn, Ball, & Reiser, 1978). This, however, 
was not mirrored in participants data, indicating that it is more than just the 
represented straight-line psychological distance that is driving the priming 
effect. This is supporting the interpretation that a hierarchical representation 
was formed. To my knowledge, such a counter-check was not carried out for 
survey estimates made in environmental clustered space yet. 
More solid evidence that regional knowledge is indeed represented in 
long-term memory and used in spatial tasks comes from Wiener and Mallot 
(2003) who had participants learn a circular, hexagonal space which was di-
vided into three regions marked by semantic landmark cues (no opaque barri-
ers). In a subsequent wayfinding task, participants had to walk to a goal loca-
tion in each trial, which could be reached by two equally long routes (clockwise 
or counter-clockwise around the hexagon to the opposite side). Interestingly, 
participants preferred the route with the least number of transitions between 
predefined regions (see also Schick, Halfmann, & Mallot, 2015). Whereas the 
three regions in the hexagonal space could simply be represented in a distorted 
way (i.e., without the need to actually represent the regions in long-term 
memory) that might render the direct path to the other region to be shorter in 
terms of psychological walking distance compared to walking via the third re-
gion, another environment Wiener and Mallot (2003) used did not allow for 
this alternative explanation. They built a virtual grid field of two rectangles 
(two regions) arranged directly adjacent to each other and had people navigate 
to targets within the other region. If regional biases distorted target locations 
towards the centroids of each region similar distortions would be expected for 
both regions thereby rendering the path with longer dwelling time in the start-
ing region to be of comparable psychological walking distances as the path 
with direct transition to the other region (given equivalent path length and 
complexity in physical terms). Still, they found that participants preferred to 
directly approach the region containing the target. Thus, potential distortions 
in memory cannot account for the bias in route decision. Instead, results indi-
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cate that regional knowledge was additionally represented in memory. Indeed, 
representing clusters of places seems to help during navigation. Faster learn-
ing and increased efficiency during navigation were found for participants that 
learned an environmental space clustered into regions compared with no clus-
tering (Wiener, Schnee, & Mallot, 2004). 
In sum, these studies support the formation of hierarchical layers in spa-
tial memory. However, they remain relatively uninformative about the format 
of the regional information that is stored. Effects on route planning found by 
Wiener and Mallot (2003) can be well accounted for when assuming that the 
superordinate region- or cluster-levels possess a topological character, thus, 
representing information about connectivity and containment, but no explicit 
metrics. For explaining the effects found by Stevens and Coupe (1978) at least 
some relational properties, for example in the form of verbal labels or metrics, 
must be stored on the superordinate levels of states (e.g., California is west of 
Nevada). Distance estimations distorted by clusters/regions (Hirtle & Jonides, 
1985; Uttal, Friedman, Hand, & Warren, 2010) could, as described above, be 
due to distortions in a non-hierarchical representation. Alternatively, a cate-
gorical label or a category prototype might bias the estimates during recall. A 
hierarchy of reference frames (which could also be referred to as hierarchy of 
Euclidean maps), referring to local reference frames for representing vista 
spaces and regional reference frames encompassing and integrating infor-
mation from multiple vista spaces, has been discussed in the literature (e.g., 
McNamara et al., 2008) but has not yet been experimentally tested for. As 
mentioned above, findings revealing orientation dependency following a single 
global orientation (e.g., Richardson et al., 1999; Tlauka et al., 2011; Wilson et 
al., 2007) suggest that a metric embedding into a global reference system cov-
ering a whole region of environmental space is possible.  
1.5 Thesis backbone: Assumptions tested 
We have seen so far that local vista spaces seem to play a special role in the 
formation of spatial knowledge. Updating of objects is disturbed when leaving 
a room (e.g., Wang & Brockmole, 2003a, 2003b), opaque barriers affect re-
membered straight-line distances between objects (e.g., Cohen, Baldwin, & 
Sherman, 1978; Kosslyn, Pick, & Fariello, 1974; Newcombe & Liben, 1982), 
local reference frames each following the geometry of a single corridor are 
formed (e.g., Meilinger, Riecke, et al., 2013), and when searching for items con-
fusion error occur in the selection of the correct vista space but not in the se-
lection of the appropriate position within the vista space (e.g., Marchette et al., 
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2017). In sum, navigating an environmental space seems to impose some diffi-
culties integrating spatial information across vista spaces into a coherent met-
ric format.  
At the same time, evidence for the formation of a global reference frame 
covering multiple vista spaces have been found (e.g., Richardson et al., 1999; 
Tlauka et al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2007) and the ability of grid cells to realign 
with sufficient experience within a compartmentalized space (e.g., Carpenter 
et al., 2015). Violation of Euclidean postulates and biases in survey estimates 
can be met by assuming additional processes involving the context activated by 
referenced objects (McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997) or additional category rep-
resentation (e.g., Huttenlocher et al., 1991; N Newcombe, Huttenlocher, 
Sandberg, Lie, & Johnson, 1999) and by embracing that Euclidean maps do 
not need to be a perfect reflection of the external world but can be distorted 
(e.g., Downs & Stea, 1973; Golledge et al., 1996). 
Many studies point towards the formation of spatial hierarchies, also 
when learning object locations in environmental space from navigation only 
(e.g., Schick et al., 2015; Wiener & Mallot, 2003), but not much is known about 
the format of regional clusters. Generally, a variety of combinations are feasi-
ble for hierarchical representations, for example, an enriched graph on the 
subordinate level might be formed including local metrics from place to place 
and regional nodes subsuming multiple places on a superordinate level. These 
superordinate regional nodes might simply be conceptual labels attached to 
the places, but they could also be spatially interconnected on the regional level 
with region-to-region metrics that specify how to get from one region to the 
other region. A hybrid version of enriched graph representations and Euclide-
an maps is also conceivable, where places and local metrics are stored on the 
subordinate level which, however, are globally embedded into a Euclidean map 
format where each location is assigned coordinate values in a global, mental 
reference frame (e.g., McNamara et al., 2008). 
Taken together, the summarized theories and empirical findings show 
that there is still experimental work ahead of us to understand how environ-
mental space memory is structured. The Euclidean map approach is widely 
accepted in part also because it is a very intuitive concept to grasp for the hu-
man mind as we are frequently confronted with maps. Much of the literature 
reviewed so far questions the Euclidean map approach but is not sufficient to 
disprove it entirely. Many studies cast reasonable doubt on the conception that 
a compartmentalized environmental space is represented in the same way as 
locations learned in a clearly circumscribed, fully visible vista space. My work-
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ing hypothesis is that human survey memory is stored in a non-Euclidean for-
mat which might well be enriched by metrics but not globally embedded. If en-
vironmental space is not represented within a single, non-hierarchical Euclid-
ean map, the promising alternative is indeed the enriched graph approach or a 
hierarchical combination. The studies of my thesis are constructed to verify 
and test the potential characteristics of an enriched graph representation and 
at the same time collect evidence that might falsify the Euclidean map hypoth-
esis. In the following, I want to deduce several potential effects that should be 
found in survey tasks performance according to the assumptions made by en-
riched graph representations. These will be contrasted by predictions based on 
Euclidean map approaches or the combination of both in a hierarchical fash-
ion. In my thesis I aimed to shed light on the memory units that are stored 
when representing environmental space (i.e., what is represented in the node 
of a graph and in which format? Are there local place nodes as well as regional 
nodes?) and how relations between these memory units are specified (i.e., 
what’s the nature of an edge connecting two place nodes?). Related to the 
nodes and edges is the question of what metrics are stored. In particular, I ex-
plored whether we rely on local place-to-place metrics that are not further cor-
rected for noise and adjusted to form a coherent global geometry. Table 1 lists 
the effects that I examined in the studies of my doctoral thesis and which will 
be deduced in the following paragraphs.  
Consider again the differences between enriched graph and Euclidean 
map representations. Enriched graph approaches assume that places form lo-
cal entities in the graph (i.e., nodes) and survey estimates are constrained to a 
successive mental activation thereof following the graph connections from 
one’s current location to the target (e.g., Chrastil & Warren, 2014; Meilinger, 
2008; Warren et al., 2017). In contrast, having formed an all-encompassing 
Euclidean map representation of space all spatial information is already rep-
resented within a single memory unit and recall should follow a simple read-
out of coordinates and calculating the direction vector between one’s current 
position and the target using simple trigonometry (e.g., Gallistel, 1990; 
Gallistel & Cramer, 1996). Based thereon different predictions can be made for 
the time that is needed to make survey estimates to more or less distant ob-
jects. Recalling spatial relations from a Euclidean map should be either done 
with similar ease for all locations embedded in the map or it might depend on 
the straight-line (Euclidean) distance between points, which might reflect the 
time needed for activation to spread across the map or a mental scanning of 
the map (e.g., Kosslyn et al., 1978). For enriched graph representations the 
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computation time needed for making a survey estimate should be determined 
by the number of nodes that must be activated along the graph towards the 
target. Step-by-step each new local memory unit must be added in the compu-
tational process, which should render both latency as well as error of the esti-
mate to increase with increasing number of local units along the graph to-
wards the target. At this point I would like to point out that only looking at 
error accumulation over number of place units can lead to major misinterpre-
tation of the results (e.g., Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982) as it is not clear 
whether this error accumulation was already generated during the encoding 
process and effects simply mirror the precision of memory or whether it is pro-
duced during the retrieval of multiple memory entities while executing the 
survey task. Therefore, it is of importance to look at latency as well which is 
more strongly associated with the reconstruction process of the memory con-
tent (e.g., Pantelides, Kelly, & Avraamides, 2016). In short, while survey esti-
mates based on Euclidean map representation should be bound to the 
 
Table 1. Summary of the effects tested. They cover different concepts that 
ought to be examined, namely the stored memory units, the nature of their 
connecting links and the metric information that is represented. 
  
Examined effects on sur-
vey task performance 
Study 
1 
Study 
2 
Study 
3 
Study 
4 
Units/ 
nodes 
Subordinate 
level 
Place-to-place distance 
effect 
● ●  ● 
  
Facilitative alignment 
effect along local vista 
space 
(●)   ● 
 
Superordinate 
level 
Region-to-region distance 
effect 
   ● 
  
Facilitative alignment 
effect along region-
al/global orientation 
(●)   ● 
Links/ 
edges 
Order/ 
Direction 
Order of layout recon-
struction 
●    
  
Effect of route direction 
to the target 
 ●   
Metrics Local 
Biased, globally impossi-
ble pointing behavior 
  ●  
 
Legend: ● Effect was examined in the respective study. (●) Effect was examined but could not be 
disentangled from a related effect (see summary of studies in the next section). 
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Euclidean distance between places, recalling from an enriched graph should be 
bound to the travelled place-to-place distance (i.e., number of corridors/places 
along the graph). An increase in the distance unit should lead to a decrease in 
performance. The same logic can be applied for superordinate levels in a hier-
archical representation. For example, if distinct regional memory units are 
formed that subsume a subset of places (whether in a metrically embedded 
Euclidean map format or not) participants should take more time to point 
across regional boundaries compared to pointing within regional boundaries, 
as the former requires the activation of a new memory unit. Thus, in the case 
of such intermediate hierarchical levels, region-to-region effects on latency are 
assumed. I tested these distance effects in study 1, 2 and 4. 
How are relations between place units specified in memory? Correspond-
ing to the arguments made in the previous paragraph, inherent in the concept 
of the Euclidean metric map is the idea that such a representation must pos-
sess an allocentric all-encompassing format that relates “every point on the 
map […] to every other point” (p.166, Nadel, 2013). Thus—within the limits of 
distortions of the psychological distances between learned object locations—the 
Euclidean map format should be abstracted from the actual egocentric learn-
ing experience in the environmental space. This implies that no order effects 
based on the sequential encounter during learning should prejudice the pro-
cess of estimating survey relations. In contrast, enriched graph models are se-
quential in nature, specifying the walked translations between neighboring 
places. Therefore, also memory should be accessed following along the graph 
from one’s current location to the target location. Additionally, enriched graph 
models often assume that the links connecting two local places are directed, 
specifying unique travel instructions to get from the current place to the other 
but not the other way around (e.g., Mallot & Basten, 2009; Meilinger, 2008). 
Based on these assumptions we would predict that the experienced successions 
of spatial information across an environmental space should be directly speci-
fied in graph memory and affect computations based thereon. For example, 
layout reconstruction should follow the experienced learning order and/or sur-
vey estimates should be facilitated in the direction the route was learned. 
These order and direction effects were tested in study 1 and 2. 
How are metrics of environmental spaces stored? Enriched graph repre-
sentations assume that local place-to-place metrics are memorized and reac-
tivated successively to estimate survey relations on the fly when needed. Im-
portantly, these local metrics do not need to be globally consistent. Instead, 
each local metric is independent of the other local metrics. This means, for ex-
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ample, that a triangle of three places can be represented without sensing a 
conflict even though the sum of inner angles that are stored as part of the local 
metrics might be subject to erroneous encoding and exceed or undercut 180°. 
Euclidean maps, on the other hand, need to obey metric postulates. Thus, the 
stored metrics must be adjusted to achieve global embedding and to assign 
unique coordinates in a mental coordinate system. Normally distortions in rep-
resented metrics arise from our flawed path integration system (e.g., Loomis et 
al., 1993; H. Zhao & Warren, 2015; M. Zhao & Warren, 2015). We amplified 
this by testing how participants handle local place-to-place metrics that induce 
a massive conflict with Euclidean metric postulates. We had participants learn 
a non-Euclidean environment where the local place-to-place metrics did not 
match up on a global scale. Gaps in physical space were covered by non-overt 
teleportation in virtual space. Enriched graph representations would be able to 
preserve the local place-to-place metrics as experienced without evoking any 
conflict in the representation. Euclidean metric embedding, however, requires 
adjustments and corrections to be made to all experienced metrics in order to 
account for the teleportation gaps and to form a globally consistent representa-
tion. Whether local place-to-place metrics are used as experienced or whether 
global embedding occurs was tested in study 3. 
The enriched graph representation of Meilinger (2008) assumes that local 
vista spaces are represented as local reference frames, thus, small Euclidean 
maps limited to the circumscribed area of a corridor or room. These local refer-
ence frames are connected in a graph network, but not further embedded on a 
higher level. Opposed to this, the Euclidean map approach postulates that a 
single map (i.e., global reference frame) can embed all locations encountered in 
environmental space. In my thesis, I also wanted to address the possibility 
that not only single layer representations are formed, but also hierarchical 
representations (e.g., Stevens & Coupe, 1978; Wiener & Mallot, 2003), which 
might even combine graph and map approaches into a single model. Therefore, 
I confronted participants with an environmental space consisting of multiple 
corridors that are divided into two saliently defined, interconnected regions. 
My approach basically translates to the formation of multiple Euclidean maps 
on multiple levels of the hierarchy: Multiple local coordinate systems on the 
lowest level one for each corridor encountered, two distinct coordinate systems 
on the intermediate regional level entailing the spatial information of the local 
corridors of a region and potentially a single global coordinate system compris-
ing the entire space learned. Such a metric embedding into Euclidean maps on 
multiple levels should manifest in orientation dependencies of survey esti-
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mates that follow local, regional and global main orientations. Bodily align-
ment with the main orientation of a reference frame should yield better survey 
performance compared to being aligned otherwise. Alignment effects of 
orientation-dependent spatial memory were tested in study 1 and study 4. 
Having derived now all assumptions that I tested in my doctoral thesis 
another relevant question remains, namely, whether such effects are specific 
to environmental space knowledge or whether they can also be found in vista 
space? This question actually was the starting point of my examination. In my 
first study, I tested whether two of the assumptions deduced from enriched 
graph representations can be found in spatial memory acquired in a single 
vista space as well. I directly compared the formed survey representation for 
the same object arrangement that was either learned fully visible within a sin-
gle room (vista space) or separated by walls that made up multiple intercon-
nected corridors (environmental space)3. By keeping the Euclidean distance 
and relations of the object layout exactly the same across conditions I prevent-
ed any confounding effects of environmental scale (as it is often the case when 
comparing different studies investigating either vista or environmental space, 
where environmental spaces are often much larger). Additionally, I aimed to 
entangle the effects of opaque barriers (walls), physical movement through 
space and the successive encounter of objects which typically accompany navi-
gation through environmental space and contrasts with the natural experience 
within a vista space. Specifically, I tested whether survey estimates based on a 
vista space representation are also bound to unit-by-unit distance effects and 
whether the recall of spatial relations is constrained to a predefined order set 
by the learning experience. Both effects would be expected by enriched graph 
representations of environmental space. 
In sum, in the studies of my doctoral thesis I examined unit-to-unit dis-
tance effects, order and direction effects, local bias effects and alignment ef-
fects to explore the long-term memory structure of environmental space repre-
sentations. In four studies I covered the characteristics of local, regional and 
global map memory units, their connecting links and stored metrics and their 
potential hierarchical structuring. I sought to provide evidence that environ-
mental space—in contrast to vista space—is stored in a clustered graph format 
and not embedded in a globally consistent Euclidean map. 
                                            
3 Vista space studies usually test what they call object-to-object relations (e.g., Avraamides & 
Kelly, 2010; Mou & McNamara, 2002; Yamamoto & Shelton, 2009). Object-to-object relations 
formed in environmental space are subsumed under the term survey knowledge (e.g., Siegel & 
White, 1975). For the sake of convenience, I use the term survey knowledge for both the vista and 
the environmental space condition. 
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2 Summary of studies 
In this section, the four studies of my doctoral project will be briefly introduced 
and summarized individually. A broader discussion encompassing all results 
will be made in the General Discussion section. The focal point will be to elab-
orate upon the predictions worked out in the last section. Nevertheless, each 
study also covers some novel unique aspects not yet introduced or discussed 
but still worth noting. Each study in its entirety and including figures can be 
perused in section 7 “Full publications and manuscripts” at the end of this the-
sis for an in-depth comprehension. 
All spaces used were virtual environments especially built for experi-
mental purposes and contained virtual target objects. The experimental setup 
of study 1, 3 and 4 consisted of a large tracking space participants physically 
walked through while their head movements were tracked by cameras. A 
head-mounted display connected to a computer rendered a real-time egocentric 
view of the virtual environment according to participants body and head 
movements. Study 2 covered a large virtual environment exceeding the walka-
ble area of the tracking hall. Thus, an omnidirectional treadmill was used that 
moved participants back to the center of the treadmill with each step they 
took. Survey estimates were executed either via a 360° movable joystick or via 
pressing a button on handheld controller device while facing the estimated di-
rection of the target. Both setups enabled free physical movement through the 
virtual environments and thereby provide proprioceptive and vestibular feed-
back (existent also for the omnidirectional treadmill at the beginning of 
movement and during and shortly after change of heading as the centering of 
the treadmill was accompanied with some latency), efference copies and visual 
cues such as stereo vision, optic flow, motion parallax and occlusion. The im-
portance of body-based senses for acquiring accurate information about spatial 
metrics has been supported in many studies (e.g., Klatzky et al., 1998; Ruddle 
& Lessels, 2009). Thus, the setups used in the current studies are particularly 
suitable to examine how environmental space long-term memory is structured 
and to allow generalizability to spatial learning in real, physical space.  
2.1 Study 1: Vista vs. environmental space 
2.1.1 Research question 
The aim of study 1 was to ascertain how survey knowledge acquired within a 
vista space (also often referred to as object-to-object relations, e.g., Avraamides 
& Kelly, 2010; Mou & McNamara, 2002; Yamamoto & Shelton, 2009) differs 
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from survey knowledge acquired in environmental space. As indicated by the 
literature reviewed in the introduction differences in the structure of survey 
memory can be expected, however, adequate comparability between the two 
types of space in terms of memory load and difficulty was never ensured so far 
(e.g., Brockmole & Wang, 2002, 2003; Kosslyn et al., 1974; McNamara, 1986; 
Newcombe & Liben, 1982). Therefore, in my study, the same number of objects 
had to be learned in both vista and environmental space covering a comparable 
area in size. In a second step, the origin of potential differences between 
memory for vista or environmental spaces was examined. In contrast to vista 
space, environmental spaces are concomitant with the presence of opaque bar-
riers compartmentalizing space into multiple local vista spaces, the need to 
physically move through these local compartments for full coverage and the 
successive nature of object encounter along the path through the environment. 
Indeed, both opaque and transparent barriers were found to effect distance 
estimates between objects (e.g., McNamara, 1986), rendering the other two 
factors to be of potential relevance for structuring survey knowledge as well.  
Walking enriches the learning experience by visual and proprioceptive 
inputs (including a more direct experience of some inter-object distances in the 
case of our experiment) and multiple perspectives onto the object layout. Pro-
prioceptive input alone (blindfolded walking across locations of an object lay-
out) was shown to be sufficient to yield a facilitative reference orientation in-
dependent from an additional reference orientation set by visual learning (e.g., 
Yamamoto & Shelton, 2005, 2007). Regarding multiple views within an envi-
ronment it was found that despite the importance of the first view experienced 
within a vista space for setting the reference frame orientation (e.g., Kelly & 
McNamara, 2008; Rieser, 1989), also bodily alignment with salient layout in-
trinsic or extrinsic cues later during learning was shown to determine the ref-
erence frame orientation (e.g., Kelly & McNamara, 2008; Shelton & McNama-
ra, 2001; Valiquette & McNamara, 2007).  
Successive encounter of objects within an environmental space does not 
only provide strong spatiotemporal cues along an order predefined by the path, 
but additionally affords simultaneous visual access to only a subset of relevant 
objects (e.g., distance and relative position between object A and B located 
within one local environment of an environmental space) while preventing this 
direct input for other objects (e.g., object B in first vista space and object C in 
the neighboring vista space). Thus, some spatial relations must be inferred 
across multiple visual experiences. 
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For Experiment 1 of the first study comparable conditions for learning an 
object layout either in vista or environmental space were created in virtual 
reality. Seven objects arranged on the floor in an incomplete 3x3-grid with bi-
lateral symmetry (closest row three objects, middle row three objects, farthest 
row one object in the middle) were presented to the participants in the middle 
of a virtual room (vista space group) or spread across multiple parallel corri-
dors (environmental space group). In the vista space the object layout was 
aligned with the room geometry (rectangle with longer walls along the visual 
perspective of the participant and the elongated midline of the object layout). 
For the environmental space group, the object layout was identical to the vista 
space layout (same Euclidean distance and relative direction between the ob-
jects). To create the environmental space virtual walls were erected that com-
partmentalized the space forming four parallel, interconnected corridors (each 
containing one to two objects) obliquely aligned to the global object layout and 
the room of the vista space condition. Permanent objects at the wall (e.g., win-
dow, plant) provided an overall orientation within the local environment(s). 
The vista space group learned the object layout while standing at a predefined 
vantage point, looking along the midline of the object layout. The environmen-
tal space group started off from the same location relative to the layout but 
walked along all corridors multiple times to encounter all objects. After learn-
ing the object layout was removed from the scene and two survey tasks had to 
be solved, a visual pointing and a layout reconstruction task. In each visual 
pointing trial participants were teleported to different locations within the vir-
tual environment standing right on top of one of the seven object locations, be-
ing bodily aligned with one of eight orientations. These orientations were arbi-
trarily labelled with respect to the underlying object layout, 0° orientation re-
ferring to being bodily aligned with the main axis of the layout (midline to-
wards the single object in the last row) and from there 45°, 90°, 135° rotated to 
the left or right or contra aligned, labelled 180°. Participants had to point with 
a joystick to one of the remaining six target objects, which could be either lo-
cated within one’s current corridor, in a neighboring corridor or two or three 
corridors away, rendering the factor corridor distance. In the layout 
reconstruction task objects were presented in random order in a row in front of 
the participants and the arrangement had to be reconstructed from memory. 
We were interested in three possible effects that would distinguish be-
tween the two types of space. If the compartmentalization of space (environ-
mental space) yields a likewise compartmentalized representation (e.g., a net-
work of reference frames; Meilinger, 2008) that is not isolated from the egocen-
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tric experience during learning, we first predicted that the layout reconstruc-
tion of the environmental space group should follow the order of the first en-
counter through the environment. Second, during the visual pointing the indi-
vidual local memory units should be activated successively on the fly to incre-
mentally calculate the target direction relative to one’s current position. There-
fore, the more local memory units (i.e., corridors) are residing between current 
and target position, the higher the computational effort, and thus, the higher 
the pointing latency. Finally, the intrinsic cue of the global layout should be of 
negligible relevance for setting the reference frame orientation as it is not di-
rectly perceived during learning. Instead the orientation of the local corridors 
(oblique to salient layout-intrinsic axis) should set the reference frame orienta-
tion. In contrast, if survey estimates are based on a global, all-encompassing, 
allocentric Euclidean map, performance in the environmental space should be 
similar (or at least approximate) performance displayed in the vista space 
group. Survey performance should be abstracted from the order of learning 
experience (no order effect in reconstruction task) and all information from the 
local compartments should be integrated into a single representation unit, 
therefore, being accessible with similar ease (no corridor distance effect on 
pointing latency). Also, global cues from the entire layout (main axis of layout) 
might get more weight in setting the orientation of the reference frame, there-
by shifting the alignment of the reference frame to the salient layout axis. 
In Experiment 2 of study 1, we ran three additional conditions that emu-
lated the learning experience of the environmental space in a vista space set-
ting. One group of participants walked the exact path participants in the envi-
ronmental space group traveled, but with full view of the entire layout within 
a single room (movement-simultaneous objects). Another group viewed the 
room from a single vantage point without moving, but the object layout was 
presented to them successively in the same order and grouping as experienced 
in the environmental space condition (static-successive objects). The last group 
moved along the predefined environmental space path through the vista space 
room while subsets of objects were presented to them depending on their cur-
rent location (movement-successive objects). Implementing movement through 
space and successive object encounter without compartmentalization of space 
along opaque barriers allowed us to examine which component is the driving 
factor for potential differences between vista and environmental space survey 
knowledge. 
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2.1.2 Main results 
Learning in the compartmentalized environmental space led to (a) an effect of 
corridor distance on pointing latency (i.e., increase in latency the farther away 
the target was located in terms of travelled corridors), (b) best pointing per-
formance (lowest error and latency) when aligned with the local geometry of a 
corridor (oblique to global layout geometry) and (c) layout reproduction follow-
ing the order of first encounter through the corridors (in contrast to following 
an order along rows/columns of the object layout or the random object presen-
tation at the beginning of the reconstruction task). These patterns differed 
significantly from the performance displayed by the vista space group. Here, 
pointing latency was neither dependent on corridor distance (albeit irrelevant 
for the raw vista space condition, as no corridors were experienced) nor on Eu-
clidean distance between current and target location, best pointing was ob-
served for body orientations along the layout geometry (consistent with first 
view and room geometry) and the layout was reconstructed in an order either 
following a sequential work-through of the row/column of the layout or the 
random presentation. Neither of the hybrid conditions in the vista space room 
of Experiment 2 emulating walking and successive object encounter typical for 
environmental space yielded an effect of (invisible) “corridor” distance nor did 
they render best pointing performance when participants were obliquely 
aligned to the global layout and room geometry. Patterns significantly differed 
from the environmental space condition, but instead resembled those found in 
the original vista space condition. Only for the layout reconstruction task me-
diocre relocation preferences along the order of environmental space learning 
were found for the static-successive objects and movement-simultaneous ob-
jects groups. Yet, these medium correlations differed significantly from the 
high correlation found for the environmental space group, except for the static-
successive objects group. 
2.1.3 Summary of study 1 
Albeit learning the exact same object layout survey memory acquired in vista 
space differed fundamentally from that acquired in environmental space. Re-
trieving survey information from an environmental space was bound to the 
functional distance (corridor distance effect on pointing latency, which is not 
driven by Euclidean distance) and order (reconstruction order) exposed to dur-
ing learning. Thus, no abstraction from the egocentric learning experience was 
achieved in environmental space and not all targets were accessible with simi-
lar ease. This contrasts the vista space condition where layout reconstruction 
was much more flexible and distance to the target (neither invisible corridor 
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distance nor Euclidean distance) had no effect on the time needed for estimat-
ing the target direction. Additionally, for the same object layout obliquely 
aligned reference frames seem to have formed in both types of space, each ref-
erence frame following the geometry of the local environment (corridors or sin-
gle room). Neither movement along a similar path, successive object presenta-
tion nor their combination implemented in vista space yielded similar effects 
as found in the environmental space condition. Only order effects during lay-
out reconstruction can at least be partly accounted for by these factors. Never-
theless, the main factor dissociating survey memory for vista and environmen-
tal space occurs to be the presence of opaque barriers. 
The local geometry of the individual corridors in the environmental space 
seemed to have off-set the reference frame alignment compared to the vista 
space condition. Yet such a result is inconclusive on whether the found orien-
tation dependencies mirror the use of a global reference frame encompassing 
all seven objects (e.g., Meilinger, Frankenstein, Watanabe, Bülthoff, & 
Hölscher, 2015; Tlauka, Carter, Mahlberg, & Wilson, 2011; Wilson, Wilson, 
Griffiths, & Fox, 2007) or multiple local reference frames, each limited to an 
individual corridor (e.g., Meilinger et al., 2014; Werner & Schmidt, 1999). A 
similar ambiguity with respect to these two alternatives can be identified for 
previous studies concentrating on the accuracy of spatial memory, for example, 
how well psychological distance resembles physical distance. For example, 
findings that opaque barriers (but also transparent barriers, whether walked 
across or not) bias distance estimations between targets (e.g., McNamara, 
1986) can both be explained by a strong distortion of a global cognitive map 
due to error accumulation during learning or by the successive recall process of 
multiple sub-maps that biases and increasingly distort the estimates (e.g., 
Fujita, Klatzky, Loomis, & Golledge, 1993; Meilinger, 2008). However, evidenc-
ing corridor distance effects on pointing latency as done in this study yields an 
important insight into the structure of survey knowledge. It suggests that the 
representation itself is compartmentalized into subunits, for example, one unit 
for each visited vista space. The process of computing survey estimates seems 
to rely on these local memory units and is bound to the successive, ordered re-
call thereof. Accounting for such distance effect based on a globally integrated 
Euclidean map seems challenging (but this will be addressed in the General 
Discussion of this thesis). Instead, our results seem to support enriched graph 
theories. 
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2.2 Study 2: Routes embedded in survey knowledge 
2.2.1 Research question 
Study 1 already indicated that vista space subunits have been formed and that 
survey knowledge is not abstracted from the order of learning. These memory 
characteristics seem to be strongly influenced by barriers occluding the view 
upon spatial locations that must be related to one another. Spatio-temporal 
aspects defined by the egocentric experience within environmental spaces are 
typically associated with route knowledge. For example, results by Strickrodt, 
O’Malley and Wiener (2015) suggest that routes are not navigated based on 
simple stimulus-response association, meaning, that the appropriate decision 
(left, right, straight) follows as a response to a landmark at an intersection. 
Instead, the representation seems to be much more complex and interlinked. A 
tight coupling of the succession of landmarks along a route each associated 
with a decision to make allows for recalling the correct route decision when 
faced with ambiguous intersections. For example, when confronted with an 
intersection containing a non-unique landmark (i.e., a similar landmark was 
already encountered somewhere else along the route) the identity of the pre-
ceding landmark as well as the route decision made there was shown to be suf-
ficient to retrieve the correct route decision on the next intersection (Strickrodt 
et al., 2015). Hence, single decision points are integrated into a richer route 
representation best described by stimulus-response-stimulus associations (e.g., 
O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Schinazi & Epstein, 2010; Strickrodt et al., 2015; 
Wiener, Kmecova, & de Condappa, 2012). Correspondingly, these links be-
tween connected places of a route were shown to be directed. Primed recogni-
tion experiments repeatedly evidenced what is now known as the route direc-
tion effect. Being primed by a landmark that preceded the target object during 
learning speeds up recognition of the target compared to being primed with a 
landmark that succeeded the target along the route (e.g., Janzen, 2006; 
Schinazi & Epstein, 2010; Schweizer, Herrmann, Janzen, & Katz, 1998).  
The directed graph model proposed by Meilinger (2008) assumes that also 
survey estimates are constructed based on local memory units connected by 
directed links (see also Mallot & Basten, 2008). Thus, having learned an 
environmental space along a predefined route subsequent survey estimates 
that are made to targets located route forward towards the end of the route 
should be made faster than estimating survey relations to a target located 
route backward towards the start of the route. In contrast, following a stern 
definition of a Euclidean map would preempt the existence of route direction 
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effects in survey estimates altogether as allocentric configurational knowledge 
is typically thought to be uncoupled from the order of learning. Therefore, in 
study 2 we set out to examine whether this so-called route direction effect is 
also immanent in survey knowledge. After learning eight locations along a 
virtual route at least six times in the same direction (always from start to end), 
while wearing a head-mounted display and walking on an omnidirectional 
treadmill, participants were again teleported randomly to different locations 
and had to point to targets located route-forward or route-backward within the 
environmental space. This approach differs from the free layout reconstruction 
of study 1, as now the to-be-recalled spatial information of one’s current 
location and the target is predefined, allowing to observe the processing time 
for survey estimates in or against the learned route direction. In addition to 
manipulating the route direction of the target participants always had to point 
from one standpoint to multiple related targets one after another, more 
precisely, the subsequent target within a chunk of trials was always a direct 
neighbor to the preceding target. Within a chunk of trials either all targets 
lying towards the start of the route or all targets lying towards the end of the 
route relative to one’s current location had to be pointed to successively. We 
balanced whether this was done in a sequence away from ones current location 
(i.e., first pointing to one’s direct neighbor, then the following target etc., until 
reaching the target at the start/end of the route) or in a sequence starting at 
the outer part of the route and successively querying targets in a sequence 
towards one’s current position (i.e., first pointing to the start/end of the route, 
then to the second/second last target along the route etc. until having to point 
to one’s direct neighbor). Testing such chunks of interrelated trials allowed us 
to investigate whether subsequent survey estimates are based on previous es-
timates or whether they are of such transient nature and independent that 
every new estimate must be made from scratch again. While a simple read-out 
of coordinates from a cognitive map reference system would predict compara-
ble performance for first and later pointings within a chunk (i.e., independ-
ence), incremental construction models based on a graph structure allow to 
base subsequent estimates on previous estimates, which might ease the com-
putational effort. Furthermore, since pointings had to be made from all places 
along the route different place-to-place distances (i.e., number of places along 
the route between current and target location) were queried across and within 
a chunk of trials, allowing to analyze whether the distance effects found in 
study 1 can be replicated.  
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2.2.2 Main results 
With regards to latency, we found a route direction effect on survey estimates 
for the first target within a chunk of trials. Participants pointed faster to tar-
gets lying in route direction than to targets lying against route direction to-
wards the start. Additionally, latency correlated with the leg distance to the 
target, indicating that the time needed to estimate the direction increases with 
increasing route distance to the target. Due to the almost circular nature of the 
route (i.e., the end of the route bends towards the start again thereby minimiz-
ing the Euclidean distance), this leg distance effect cannot be explained by an 
effect of Euclidean straight-line distance. Both the route direction effect and 
the place-to-place distance effect on latency disappeared for later pointings 
within a chunk of trials. The accuracy pattern (absolute pointing error) largely 
mirrors the latency pattern of results—for first pointings error is lower when 
the target resides route forward towards the end and error increases with in-
creasing leg distance to the target—with the only difference that the distance 
effect is still present for later pointings within a chunk of trials. Overall partic-
ipants pointed slower but also more accurate in their first pointing compared 
to later pointings. 
2.2.2 Summary of study 2 
The observed route direction and effects on pointing latency for first pointings 
within a chunk of trials support graph theories assuming route forwards en-
coding in the form of a directed graph structure. As survey estimates are pre-
sumed to be directly constructed from that directed graph the integration of 
local memory units towards the end of the route should be sped-up, while inte-
gration towards the start of the route should be slowed down. Our results, 
therefore, suggest that the route direction effect found in landmark recognition 
tasks (e.g., Schweizer et al., 1998) can be generalized to survey knowledge. We 
observed route direction effects both on latency and error. This supports but 
also extends previous findings where the route direction of the target was 
found to effect pointing accuracy after participants learned a route in one 
(Moar & Carleton, 1982) or both directions (Meilinger, Henson, Rebane, 
Bülthoff, & Mallot, 2018). Evidencing asymmetric effects on accuracy after en-
abling participants to experience both directions (Meilinger et al., 2018) al-
lowed for an alternative explanation, namely, that two separate distorted Eu-
clidean maps for each walking direction were formed and selected respectively 
depending on the location of the target (in or against route direction). Howev-
er, as in our study the environment was experience only in one direction and 
effects were found both in error and latency the observed asymmetry must be 
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immanent in the format of a single representation thereby influencing the spa-
tial processing of survey estimates. The observed distance effect replicated 
findings from study 1 and further supports the assumption that survey esti-
mates are done incrementally based on a graph structure, successively activat-
ing the local memory unit along the experienced order.  
Later pointings that followed the first estimate were faster but also more 
error-prone than the first pointings. Interestingly both the distance and the 
route direction effect were only evident in the first trials of a chunk of interre-
lated trials. Later pointings were independent of whether the target was locat-
ed route forward or route backward relative to one’s current position, and for 
latency also independent of the leg distance to the target. Bearing in mind that 
within a chunk of trials successive pointings were always just one intersection 
away from the previous estimate (i.e., target-to-target distance is 1) our results 
suggest that participants did not repeat the incremental process of integrating 
all intersections between their current location and the new target again 
(which should have resulted in distance effect on latency for later pointings as 
well), but instead only added or subtracted the single segment between the old 
and the new target to their previous estimate4. This makes the estimate on 
average faster for later pointings but also increases error. That is because 
when building upon previous estimates the number of estimates across the 
chunk of trial adds up and increases error for every mental processing step 
that is made. The distance effect on pointing error which sustained for later 
pointings within a chunk of trials can be explained by error accumulation dur-
ing learning. Assuming a roughly constant random error during encoding, in-
tegration across larger distances during learning will aggregate larger errors. 
Thus, distance effects on error for first and later trials within a chunk may 
simply reflect the accuracy of the survey representation.  
Taken together our results suggest that estimates are done incrementally 
along an enriched graph structure that incorporated the directedness of the 
learning experience. Each estimate is generally transient because at the be-
ginning of every new chunk the process had to be reiterated, but within a short 
timescale the estimate can be maintained in working memory to serve as a ba-
                                            
4 Note that the route direction effect for later pointings did not invert in chunks following an 
order starting at the outer ends of the route towards ones’ current location. In these cases, the route 
direction along with the first estimate is constructed is invers to the route direction along which 
subsequent targets might be constructed if later estimates were based on estimates of previous 
targets. This inversion, however, is not reflected in participants performance in the form of a re-
versed route direction effect. Thus, the role of route direction for later pointing is not yet fully clear. 
Potentially participants accessed the previously constructed mental model parts still present in 
working memory. 
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sis for subsequent survey estimates. An all-at-once read-out from a Euclidean 
map could not account for these effects. Instead, utilizing a Euclidean map 
would predict comparable performance for first and later pointings within a 
chunk, no route direction, and no place-to-place distance effect. 
2.3 Study 3: Learning a non-Euclidean environment 
2.3.1 Research question 
Study 3 aimed to investigate whether survey knowledge is embedded into a 
globally consistent format, as postulated by Euclidean map approaches. More 
precisely, we examined whether pointing patterns conform with the metric 
postulate of positivity (see Beals et al., 1968; McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997; 
Warren et al., 2017). It follows the assumption that a Euclidean map represen-
tation should be stored in a coherent global format and it defines that every 
place is assigned unique coordinate values which cannot be occupied by other 
places. A coordinate-free but still globally consistent version of the Euclidean 
map idea has been explicated for example by Mallot and Basten (2009) (see 
also Sholl, 2001; Easton & Sholl, 1995; Sholl & Nolin 1997). Local metric in-
formation can be checked and optimized for global consistency by triangulation 
without the need to assign coordinates. For both the coordinate-free and the 
Cartesian coordinate version of the Euclidean map an embedding into a global-
ly consistent metric format is assumed. This infers that survey estimates from 
one place to a fixed other place should result in identical responses. In other 
words, pointing from A to B should yield a uniform pointing direction (within 
the normal range of variability). Enriched graph representations do not pre-
suppose global consistency. Instead, local metrics can be independently dis-
torted. To test which approach described the format of survey knowledge best 
we decided to have participants learn an impossible, non-Euclidean space in 
study 3 and ascertain how their spatial memory system deals with this situa-
tion. 
Virtual impossible worlds have been used previously in the spatial cogni-
tion literature. Typically, visually seamless wormholes are used which upon 
contact teleport participants to different locations in the environment. This 
leads to traveled paths within physical space that overlap in an impossible 
manner and to shifts of virtual places to different locations in the external 
physical world every time the wormhole is passed. Whether learned via a 2D 
projection or via walking participants, were found to be well able to find the 
shortest routes to objects located within the impossible environment (e.g., 
Ruddle, Howes, Payne, & Jones, 2000; Warren et al., 2017; Zetzsche, Wolter, 
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Galbraith, & Schill, 2009), indicating that local place-to-place connections are 
stored and used for route planning. Kluss, Marsh, Zetzsche and Schill ( 2015) 
had participants learn relatively simple virtual environments, for example, 
three corridors forming a triangle. While the possible version of the triangle 
possessed a sum of inner angle of 180° the impossible version used widened up 
individual angles of 90° that summed up the inner angle to 270°. Examining 
participants turning angles during blindfolded re-traversing of the path 
showed that the sum of turned angles was around 270° indicating the repre-
sentation and use of local metrics that do not match up to a globally consistent 
triangle. Unfortunately, no difference could be found from the behavior in the 
possible triangle environment due to a high variability in responses rendering 
the result less persuasive in its interpretation that no global embedding into a 
Euclidean map occurred. A more complex environment was used in a study by 
(Warren and colleagues (2017). Global inconsistencies of the local metrics that 
were traveled occurred between the walking trajectories from object A to B via 
the constant midpoint of the maze or traveling there via a route crossing a 
wormhole. Straight line directional estimates revealed that—compared to the 
possible maze group that learned a natural scenario of the maze—near-
wormhole objects in the impossible maze were represented as ripped apart 
from other close-by object locations and biased strongly towards their expected 
wormhole locations. However, since testable predictions for a potential global 
embedding of the impossible space were missing in this study results remain 
ambiguous on whether the observed biases can also be explained by a highly 
distorted but an overall globally consistent Euclidean map. Indeed, modeling 
the distortions induced by another wormhole maze including the rotation of 
local corridors and the displacement of the target object relative to the ground 
truth (no wormhole condition) as parameters to the model was found to provide 
a good explanation of participants pointing behavior (e.g., Muryy & 
Glennerster, 2018). 
In study 3 we wanted to take remedial action to resolve this ambiguity. 
Participants either learned a possible or an impossible, complex, seven-
corridor environment. Both environments were circular, thus, the last corridor 
was directly connected to the first corridor, enabling a continuous walk 
through the environment for multiple laps. Each corridor contained an object 
identifying the place that must be learned. In the possible maze the seven ob-
jects were positioned at the vertices of a regular heptagon. The impossible 
maze was a disjointed, widened-up version of the possible environment where 
the same seven places were mapped onto seven adjacent vertices of a decagon, 
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leaving two vertices unfilled thereby creating a gap. Thus, after walking one 
round, reentering the starting corridor, participants ended up at a position in 
real, physical space a few meters distant from their starting location. Here the 
virtual environment was rotated visually seamless, matching up a duplicate 
corridor with participants’ current position and continuous exploration could 
carry on. Each round the local corridor-to-corridor metrics remained constant 
although the space was not matching up on a global scale. Path length and 
straight-line distance between direct neighbors were the same across both en-
vironments. 
Subsequently, participants had to solve a pointing task. They were tele-
ported to different objects and had to point towards four other objects one-by-
one. The sequence of targets within a chunk of trials was predefined, following 
either a clockwise order around the circular environment (starting with the 
nearest neighbor to participants left, followed by the next neighbor and so on) 
or a counterclockwise order (starting with the nearest neighbor to participants 
right, etc.), resulting in the factor relative corridor distance (1-4) and order of 
target sequence (clockwise vs. counterclockwise). The last two of the four tar-
gets within a chunk queried in clockwise order overlapped with the last two 
targets queried when standing at the same location but following a counter-
clockwise order. Hence, these were the trials were participants actually had to 
point from the same position to the same target but being either primed along 
the clockwise or the counterclockwise direction. Considering a graph represen-
tation, by manipulating the target order we established which graph nodes 
and edges are activated (clockwise vs. counterclockwise along the circular 
graph) and hence which local place metrics are used to estimate the target di-
rections. This lends from the logic of study 2, where we found that querying 
neighboring places in succession seems to operate like a single cycle of related 
estimates that sustain in working memory, each succeeding one based on the 
preceding one (until a new teleportation disrupts this process and requires the 
operation to start anew. If estimates are based on an enriched graph represen-
tation local place-to-place metrics should be systematically biased and globally 
inconsistent in the impossible maze group. In contrast, if a Euclidean map rep-
resentation is formed local metrics from the clockwise and counterclockwise 
direction should be embedded in a common coordinate system. Thus, the gap 
introduced by spreading seven objects across seven of ten decagon vertices 
should be closed. When averaging across all seven standpoints from which a 
participant had to face other targets a roughly even spread of the objects 
around a circle should be approached. Hence, in the case of global embedding 
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participants should point along a heptagon layout similar to that of the possi-
ble maze group.  
A possible mechanism that could support global metric embedding of 
those local place-to-place metrics is the constant updating of the locations of 
visited places relative to one’s changing position through an environmental 
space and a recalibration and correction thereof when reaching a known loca-
tion (e.g., getting back to the first corridor after one walk through the maze). 
Such a mechanism was proposed, for example by Wang (2016), who specified 
that a navigator might carry a set of vectors each pointing to visited places. 
Upon view of one of the known places the predicted location and the actual lo-
cation in view can be compared and used to synchronize the set of vectors. A 
similar approach has been proposed and simulated for robot navigation by 
Hübner and Mallot (2007). These proposals have been made to compensate for 
the imperfect path integration systems in robots and in humans (e.g., Loomis 
et al., 1993; Zhao & Warren, 2015a, 2015b) that involve accumulating of error 
with every step taken and every angle turned (e.g., Fujita, Klatzky, Loomis, & 
Golledge, 1993). However, they are just as well suitable to explain how our 
participants might be able to make global sense of our impossible world. In 
short, the question I asked in study 3 was whether participants independent of 
the biased direction actually point towards the same place when indeed asked 
to do so? 
2.3.2 Main results 
The possible maze group was not affected by the biased direction within a 
chunk of trials (clockwise vs. counterclockwise), instead their pointing pattern 
was accurate and not significantly different from the underlying heptagonal 
layout of the objects. In contrast, an effect of the order of target sequence was 
found for the impossible maze group. When having to point to the exact same 
target objects participants actually showed a significant leftward bias when 
pointing successively along a clockwise target sequence and a significant 
rightward bias when following a counterclockwise target sequence. In other 
words, their direction estimates towards the same targets differed significant-
ly, each showing a strong outward bias. We then contrasted the groups point-
ing patterns over all four relative corridor distances queried within a chunk, 
both relative to the baseline prediction of the possible maze heptagon (likewise 
the prediction for global embedding) and relative to a linearly increasing out-
ward bias across corridor distance that is predicted when storing the experi-
enced local place-to-place metrics without global embedding. First, the pat-
terns of the two groups differed significantly. Second, the outward bias of the 
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impossible maze group (i.e., deviation from the Euclidean map prediction) in-
creased with increasing corridor distance to the target. This was reflected in 
post-hoc t-tests evidencing significant differences in outward error across que-
ried distances and reflected in a positive slope which was averaged from the 
individual slopes taken from independent linear regression run on the full data 
of every single participant over the four relative corridor distances. Third, the 
error pattern of the impossible maze group was best described by the system-
atic increasing outward bias predicted by the enriched graph model. Pointing 
directions were close to the enriched graph prediction (i.e., decagon) for the 
first three targets. Only the last target within a chunk yielded a constant error 
that swung off from the enriched graph prediction towards the global embed-
ding prediction. Neither the enriched graph nor the Euclidean map prediction 
could account for this “flattening” pattern. Importantly, the within-subject var-
iable error (SD) was the same for both groups and increased steadily over the 
four targets in both the possible and the impossible maze group. Additional the 
latency pattern across the four targets was highly comparable. Especially, no 
latency difference was observed between the estimate to the second, third and 
the fourth target. Both SD and latency patterns indicate that no switch in 
strategy or change in estimation process occurred for relative corridor distance 
four. Further, they suggest that the same mental processes underly survey 
estimates in both groups. 
Nearly half of the participants in the impossible maze group (but also 
22% in the possible maze group!) reported noticing something unusual about 
the environment (e.g., “I feel the environment might not be a circle”). Still, 
their error pattern did not significantly differ from those who did not notice 
anything. Both the noticer and not-noticer pointed out different directions to 
the same target and yielded error patterns that followed the impossible local 
place-to-place metrics. 
2.3.3 Summary of study 3 
Study 3 clearly showed that the impossible maze was not brought into a coher-
ent, globally consistent memory format as predicted by the Euclidean map 
theory. Instead, pointing patterns corresponded nearly perfectly with the local 
place-to-place metrics that have been experienced, causing the participants in 
the impossible space group to point out different directions albeit being que-
ried the same object. Maze architectures for the possible and impossible maze 
group showed high similarity in most terms. The same number of objects lo-
cated in the same number of corridors which are connected in a highly compa-
rable circular manner with identical neighbor-to-neighbor straight line dis-
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tances but with only slight differences in connecting corridor angles and indi-
vidual corridors length but overall covering the same path length had to be 
learned in both groups. The only difference was, that the local place-to-place 
metrics in the impossible maze did not match up on a global scale but instead 
widened up the baseline object layout of the possible maze (regular heptagon) 
to fit on seven vertices of a regular decagon leaving a gap in physical space. 
Indeed, our results show how sensitive humans can be to the local metrics en-
countered and how precise they can be stored and recalled. 
No global embedding seemed to have occurred. As pointed out above, up-
dating and optimization upon visual reference could be a potential mechanism 
enabling global embedding (e.g., Hübner & Mallot, 2007; Wang, 2016). Re-
search suggests that up to six objects can be updated in parallel without losses 
during blindfolded movement (Hodgson & Waller, 2007). Thus, with seven ob-
jects in study 3, we might have reached the maximum capacity. However, our 
participants had additional visual cues and a minimum of six walks through 
the environment, which might extend the capacity, for example, by chunking. 
Importantly, even if the environment was too long and contained too many 
targets to update at the same time in working memory parts of the environ-
ment could have already been transferred into offline long-term memory (e.g., 
Waller & Hodgson, 2006) and adjusted and corrected in retrospect. Adjust-
ments to survey estimates over prolonged time have been found, for example, 
by Uttal and colleagues (2010) on a University campus. 
Despite theoretically plausible the results of study 3 clearly show that no 
metric embedding took place. Observed patterns violate the metric postulate of 
positivity a Euclidean map is supposed to obey. According to Euclidean map 
theories, a place should be assigned a unique location in a coherent reference 
frame. Correspondingly, a place cannot possess two locations in a mental map. 
Thus, estimating the direction from a point A to another point B should always 
lead to the same pointing direction and not to such a bimodal pointing behav-
ior as it was shown in this study. Importantly, this drifting apart of estimates 
for the same object is not likely to be driven by a bias towards previous esti-
mates within a chunk of trials (i.e., target three biased towards the estimate of 
target two). If this would be the case, we should see similar outward biases in 
the possible maze group as well. However, this is not what we observe. 
 While the contextual-scaling model (McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997) or 
the category-adjustment model of spatial coding (Huttenlocher et al., 1991; 
Newcombe et al., 1999) were able to explain previously found asymmetries in 
distance estimation between pairs of places (Burroughs & Sadalla, 1979; 
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McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997; Sadalla, Burroughs, & Staplin, 1980) without 
the need to let go of the Euclidean map assumption, we reckon that they can-
not be adduced to explain our results. Both approaches can explain specific 
asymmetric biases to the recalled location of place pairs stored in a Euclidean 
map when alternating the direction of the estimate (e.g., from A to B in con-
trast to from B to A). However, our biases occur despite constant reference-
target pairing. Thus, the same context should be activated, and the same cate-
gory prototype should be combined with the Euclidean metrics of the map in a 
Bayesian manner.  
In sum, our results are in strong accordance with enriched graph theo-
ries. They postulate that metrics are stored on the local level and allow for 
global inconsistencies in the mental representation. This assumption is nicely 
reflected in the results of study 3. Even if assuming additional processes at 
work or a high amount of noise in the representation, still a Euclidean map 
representation is not able to account for the observed pointing patterns. How 
about considering a hierarchical representation with a Euclidean map top lay-
er? This top layer must obey the same principles as a non-hierarchical repre-
sentation, thus, acting upon the local place units and adjust their local metrics 
to be globally consistent. 
2.4 Study 4: A hierarchy of reference frames 
2.4.1 Research question 
The formation of mental coordinate systems is usually detected and examined 
by utilizing orientation dependent memory recall (e.g., McNamara, 2003; Mou, 
Zhao, & McNamara, 2007; Shelton & McNamara, 2004). As described in the 
introduction it is assumed that a layout of objects within its surrounding space 
is interpreted in terms of a dominant reference direction which is then setting 
the direction of the mental cartesian coordinate system within which object 
locations are stored. Thus, evidencing a single main orientation facilitating 
survey estimates made from different points in space (i.e., evidencing an allo-
centric reference frame) can be understood as the manifestation of a Euclidean 
map occupying a coordinate system. Bodily or imagined alignment with the 
reference direction of this mental map allows for effortless retrieval of survey 
relations, while being misaligned requires costly transformation that finds ex-
pression in increased error and latency of the survey estimate (e.g., McNama-
ra, Sluzenski, & Rump, 2008; Mou, McNamara, Valiquette, & Rump, 2004). 
Orientation-dependent survey estimates were already applied in study 1 to 
find a general misalignment of the reference frame for the same object layout 
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either learned in vista and environmental space. In study 4 it was used to ex-
amine whether a hierarchy of reference frames can be formed for regionalized 
spaces (e.g., McNamara et al., 2008). Multiple locally confined as well as single 
global reference frame encompassing multiple vista spaces have been found in 
the literature already, indicating that a hierarchy might indeed be possible 
(e.g., Meilinger, Riecke, et al., 2013; Wilson et al., 2007). 
The idea of a hierarchy of reference frames deviates slightly from the 
more rigid understanding of a single Euclidean map were all places are repre-
sented in a coherent metric format. Indeed, it is a generally accepted proposi-
tion that we cannot represent the whole world within a single cognitive map. A 
hierarchy of reference frames, therefore, constitutes a fair compromise that 
still preserves the idea of metric embedding on regional and/or global scale, 
while reverting to ideas of connectivity between local and regional memory 
nodes as proposed by (hierarchical) graph models. 
In study 4 participants learned two interconnected but overall obliquely 
aligned regions. One region consisted of four successively connected corridors 
each containing a virtual object. Regions were dissociated by color (blue vs. 
red), semantic membership of objects (tools vs. animals), complexity of the an-
gle of turn (90° within region, 45° at regional transition point) and 
spatiotemporal learning experience (longest path at regional transition point 
and separate learning of the regions) to trigger regionalization in memory. In a 
subsequent pointing task participants were teleported to different locations 
within the environment, always standing in the middle of a corridor. Here, 
similar to study 1, we manipulated the body orientation using one of eight body 
orientation in steps of 45° around the full 360° possible (e.g., looking along the 
corridor, looking obliquely against a wall). If local reference frames are formed 
participants should show a general facilitation of survey estimates when 
aligned with the first view experienced in each corridor compared to being 
aligned otherwise. If regional reference frames are formed we should find a 
facilitative effect when participants are aligned with a dominant region-wide 
main orientation (i.e., independent of whether they stand in the first, second, 
third or fourth corridor of a region, there should be one coherent orientation 
eliciting best performance). Similarly, if a global reference frame is formed 
there should be a single coherent main orientation across the entire environ-
ment which should enable the best performance upon bodily alignment. In 
short, by examining which orientations allow the fastest recall of survey esti-
mates enabled us to detect whether local, regional and/or global reference 
frames are formed. 
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While former vista space studies already investigated in detail which fac-
tors set the reference frame orientation of a layout within a single room (e.g., 
Kelly & McNamara, 2008; Mou & McNamara, 2002; Rieser, 1989; Valiquette & 
McNamara, 2007) this aspect is clearly under-investigated in environmental 
space. The first perspective experienced was suggested and evidenced in a few 
studies (e.g., Richardson et al., 1999; Tlauka et al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2007), 
unfortunately the spaces used where often confounded with other factors such 
as parallelism of multiple corridors (i.e., simple U-shaped environments where 
the third corridor was parallel to the first) or differences in the duration a per-
spective is experienced (i.e., the first corridor was often the longest). Therefore, 
in order to detect potential reference frames on regional or global level we de-
cided to test for all three factors: regional or global reference frame that 
aligned with the first experienced perspective within a region, aligned with the 
most frequently experienced perspective within a region, or aligned with the 
salient geometry of two parallel legs forming a U-shape with the corridor that 
is connecting both legs, and this either limited to the individual region or im-
posed onto the entire environment including the second learned region as well. 
Besides body orientation, we manipulated the location of the target, which 
could either be in the same region as the participants current stand or located 
in the other region, and the corridor distance to the target. This allowed us, 
first, to see whether distance effects along local place units found in study 1 
and 2 could be replicated again, and second, to expand this concept to the idea 
of regional clustering. If distinct regional memory units are stored across-
region pointing should lead to longer latency compared to pointing within a 
region as a new memory unit has to be activated. 
Just like a non-hierarchical, single layer Euclidean map representation 
also single layer enriched graph representations would not be able to explain a 
hierarchy of reference frames and the formation of local as well as regional 
memory units. They as well would need to be adjusted to accommodate addi-
tional levels. 
2.4.2 Main results 
In the analysis we concentrated on trials covering corridor distance one, two 
and three (maximum distance for within-region trials) to ensure comparable 
complexity both for within- and across-region trials (across region trials in-
cluded corridor distances up to seven). First, we found main effects of corridor 
distance and of target region (within vs. across) on latency. With increasing 
corridor distance pointing latency increased and pointing took on average 
longer when pointing across regional boundaries. While the distance effect was 
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also present in the absolute error, the target region had no general effect on 
accuracy of pointing. This indicates that—despite higher complexity and de-
spite the fact that participants never walked across regional boundaries—the 
regional transition point was memorized just as accurately as the corridor an-
gles within a region. Second5, when pointing to targets within one’s current 
region we found that on average participants pointed faster when bodily 
aligned with the first view experienced in each individual corridor compared to 
their performance in the remaining seven body orientations. Additionally, we 
found evidence for regional reference frames: Averaging performance across all 
corridors within a region significantly faster performance was shown when 
participants were aligned with the dominant reference orientation of the first 
corridor they had experienced within a region and when aligned with the sali-
ent parallel legs of a U-shape of a region. In contrast, when examining orienta-
tion patterns of trials involving across-region pointing neither evidence for lo-
cal nor for regional reference frames could be found. Instead, now global main 
orientations could be identified that seemed to facilitate survey estimate upon 
alignment. Alignment with the perspective experienced in the first corridor of 
the first region learned and alignment with the U-shape geometry of the first 
region learned both led to best pointing performance irrespective of one’s cur-
rent location in the entire maze. This includes a facilitative effect of bodily 
alignment oblique to ones currently visible corridor when standing in the sec-
ond region learned (half of the trials). It should be noted that the orientation 
dependent pattern for across-region trials became indefinite when including 
corridor distances four to seven to the analysis. Individual standard deviations 
suggest that this might be due to the high noise in the full across-region data. 
In a second experiment, we changed the learning procedure slightly to see 
whether global embedding could be enhanced, and findings replicated. While 
in the first experiment participants always started at the outer end of each 
region and walked towards the transition point, now participants started 
learning from the transition point, walking toward the outer ends of each re-
gion (continued by back and forth navigation within a region, just as in Exper-
iment 1). In contrast to the first experiment now it was immediately possible 
to relate each new corridor of the second learned region to the previously 
formed memory unit of the first region. Now evidence for local as well as global 
memory units was found. Corridor distance again had a main effect on latency 
                                            
5 We corrected for the known distance effect by using residual values from an ANOVA includ-
ing only distance as a factor in order to reduce variance in the data that is already accounted for by 
distance. 
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and error and alignment with local corridors facilitated pointing latency for 
within-region pointings. Across-region pointings again revealed fastest esti-
mates when aligned with the parallel geometry of the U-shape experienced in 
the first learned region independent on where in the entire environment the 
pointing was performed. However, now the picture was less clear for regional 
memory units. As before error was not significantly higher when pointing 
across regional boundaries. Additionally, this effect was also absent for point-
ing latency. Comparable time was needed for estimating directions to targets 
within ones current and in the other region. The reference frame analysis indi-
cated a facilitative effect of alignment with a regional main orientation follow-
ing the most frequently experienced perspective. However, this effect disap-
peared when controlling for the effect of local reference frames. Considering 
both analyses jointly the formation of local memory units but no regional 
memory units seems more likely in the second experiment. 
2.4.3 Summary of study 4 
We provide evidence for the formation of a hierarchical reference frame struc-
ture. Across two experiments we showed that the computation of a targets’ di-
rection is facilitated when aligned with local corridor reference directions for 
targets lying within one’s current region, and when aligned with a single glob-
al reference direction for targets lying in the other region relative to one’s cur-
rent location. Local memory units seem to be accessed successively during re-
call irrespective of whether pointing within a region or across regional bounda-
ries leading to the observed distance effects. Furthermore, the first experiment 
suggests that also intermediate levels of regions can be represented in the 
form of reference frames and that latency costs of activating an additional re-
gional memory unit is to be expected when pointing across-region. These re-
gional reference frames, however, seem to be susceptible to the learning proce-
dure and the availability of direct reference to previously formed memory that 
enables linking older and new spatial information.  
The absence of region effects in the second experiment contrasts other 
studies that were able to induce regional clustering by far less regional cues 
than ours. For example, semantic category of objects was sufficient to affect 
subsequent route decisions (e.g., Schick et al., 2015; Wiener & Mallot, 2003). It 
might be that different formats of regional memory (e.g., a semantic label, a 
topological region node connected to the other region node, a metrical embed-
ding) can co-occur and can be targeted depending on the used task (i.e., point-
ing, route planning, etc.). 
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The results we found in study 4 are in line with a study by Greenauer 
and Waller (2010). They showed that two micro- and one macro-reference 
frame was formed for two object arrays within a single vista space. The use of 
the macro-reference frame was only detectable when pointing between the two 
layouts while within-layout pointing followed the main orientation of each in-
dividual layout (i.e., using the respective micro-reference frame). This nicely 
corresponds to our finding observed in environmental space. The studies 
demonstrate how flexible the stored memory content can be used.6 Further, it 
suggests that global reference frames are only accessed when required, for ex-
ample when a subordinate memory unit does not yet contain the to be recalled 
target location. This interpretation, however, is made with caution or instead 
rather be taken as a hypothesis worth testing further. If indeed no regional 
memory units were formed in experiment two the global reference frame 
should have been consulted also for within-region pointing trials according to 
this logic. 
Further speculations can be made based on the finding that across-region 
pointing, on the one hand, seems to utilize a global memory unit—presumably 
containing relational information from all the places learned—but on the other 
hand, is still bound to recalling the targets in successive order corridor-per-
corridor. The fact that the corridor distance effect on latency prevail irrespec-
tive of whether the target is located within or across regional boundaries sug-
gests that the overall estimation process continues to follow the connection of 
local memory units along a graph structure. This aspect, along with the ques-
tion of how evidencing global reference frames can be brought into accordance 
with findings from study 1 to 3 which suggests that no global embedding into a 
Euclidean map format takes place will be elaborated upon in detail in the 
General Discussion section. 
We found that different cues have the capacity to determine the orienta-
tion of a superordinate regional or global reference frame. Not only was the 
perspective along the first corridor a defining factor (e.g., Richardson et al., 
1999; Tlauka et al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2007), but also geometric cues (i.e., 
parallelism) that are not apparent at first sight but must be gathered, derived 
and compound across multiple corridors. This implies that both assimilation of 
subsequent spatial information into an initially set reference frame can be re-
alized, but also accommodation of a new distinct reference direction. This is 
                                            
6 Observing differences in orientation dependency between survey estimates made within a 
region or across regional boundaries indeed suggests that multiple hierarchical levels prevail with-
in a single participant and not only across participants (i.e., one participants forms local, another 
regional, yet another global memory units). 
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known already from vista space studies (Kelly & McNamara, 2008; Mou & 
McNamara, 2002; Shelton & McNamara, 2001; Valiquette & McNamara, 2007) 
and was suggested for environmental space as well (McNamara & Valiquette, 
2004). Our study supports this and highlights that efforts should be taken to 
investigate potential cues setting reference frames in environmental space fur-
ther. 
Overall study 4 showed that memory for environmental space is hierar-
chical (e.g., Mallot & Basten, 2009; Stevens & Coupe, 1978; Wiener & Mallot, 
2003). Results suggest that neither a non-hierarchical, single layer enriched 
graph representation consisting of multiple local memory units nor a single 
layer Euclidean map representation comprising the entire environment in a 
metrically embedded coherent format was formed. It supports findings show-
ing that regional clusters are represented on a superordinate hierarchical level 
and affect route decisions in environmental space (Wiener & Mallot, 2003) and 
survey estimates when learning from figural or vista space (e.g., McNamara, 
1986; Stevens & Coupe, 1978). Importantly, showing that multiple vista spaces 
(e.g., four from a region or eight from the entire environment) could be sub-
sumed under a superordinate reference frame challenges the results found so 
far in study 1, 2 and 3, as these uniformly supported non-hierarchical, non-
embedded enriched graph representations and disconfirmed Euclidean map 
theories. This will be elaborated upon in the next section. 
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3 General Discussion 
In my doctoral thesis, I set out to examine the structure of survey knowledge 
acquired in compartmentalized, walkable environmental space. I contrasted 
two major approaches and their potential combinations that are discussed in 
the literature: The formation of an allocentric, globally consistent Euclidean 
map that assigns coordinate values from a mental coordinate system to each 
place visited (e.g., Gallistel, 1990; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Siegel & White, 
1975; Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982), and the representation of an enriched 
graph preserving the local places and their connectivity as individual units, 
and augmenting this local place-to-place information with local metrics of an-
gles to turn and distance to walk to get to the next place (e.g., Chrastil & 
Warren, 2014; Meilinger, 2008; Warren et al., 2017). I derived several new 
predictions from both approaches that I explored in four studies to illuminate 
the debate. 
3.1 Main findings 
In sum, I could show the following:  
(1) Vista and environmental survey knowledge are different, and these 
differences have their origin probably in the presence of opaque barri-
ers (and not so much in the successive encounter of spatial infor-
mation or the travel along a predefined path) structuring the envi-
ronmental space and thereby compartmentalizing the representation 
(study 1). This indicates that vista spaces serve as distinct units in 
environmental space survey knowledge. 
(2) These units are likely to be composed of local reference frames that 
are representing the spatial properties within a single corridor or 
room in a uniform format, as was indicated by orientation dependent 
memory recall following the local corridor geometry (study 1 and 4). 
(3) Survey estimates seem to be constructed on the fly when needed, in-
volving a time-consuming successive activation of individual, local 
memory units. This was indicated by the place-to-place distance effect 
on latency (study 1, 2, and 4). The more local place units are activated, 
the more time it takes to come up with an estimate of a target direc-
tion. The distance effects and the order of layout reconstruction (study 
1) further suggest that this successive estimation process is not driven 
by the Euclidean straight-line distances between places but is bound 
to the connectivity of the graph which in turn is based on the egocen-
trically experienced place sequence during learning. 
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(4) The egocentric learning experience does not only seem to determine 
which memory units are connected by links but further seems to speci-
fy the local translation and rotation information in a directed fashion 
(i.e., precise information how to get from A to B but not necessarily 
how to get from B to A). As suggested by the route direction effect on 
survey estimates (study 2), this facilitates the speed of processing 
along the specified direction of the link that can be driven, for exam-
ple, by the direction of a learned route through the environmental 
space. 
(5) Survey estimates are based on place-to-place metrics which are not 
necessarily metrically embedded on a global scale. Instead, each local 
place-to-place metric can be subject to very individual distortions. As 
indicated by the impossible pointing behavior of study 3, deviating es-
timates can occur depending on which mental route along a graph one 
takes. This clearly violates Euclidean metric postulates. 
(6) Survey estimates are transient and generally need to be constructed 
again when queried again later in another trial (replicating corridor 
distance effects across the entire testing phase) but are available at 
least for a short amount of time to base contiguous consecutive point-
ings on. This was reflected in shorter and relatively stable latencies 
for trials succeeding the initial estimate within a chunk of related, 
neighboring targets (study 2 and 3). In those cases, potentially only 
the difference vector from the previous estimate to the new target had 
to be computed, thus, involving the additional activation of only a sin-
gle new memory unit.  
 
So far, all these observations are very informative about the sub-layer of 
survey representations, specifying neighbor-to-neighbor place information. 
Additionally, I also detected manifestations of vista space clusters and facili-
tated pointing performance when aligned with orientations on the regional and 
global scale: 
(7) Survey knowledge of environmental space seems to be subject to clus-
tering and global consolidation. This was reflected, for example, in 
negative effects on latency when another regional unit was activated 
(region-to-region effect) and orientation dependent recall on regional 
and global scale (study 4). This indicates that consolidation into a su-
perordinate memory unit occurred which covers more than just a sin-
gle vista space. Access to this additional information seems to be de-
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pendent on the position of the target relative to the navigator, as 
pointed out by the finding that global main orientations only seemed 
to be used when pointing across regional boundaries (study 4).  
 
Before continuing with the theoretical embedding I shortly want to sum-
marize how my data corresponds to previous findings in the spatial cognition 
literature. My results strongly highlight the particular role of a single enclosed 
space for structuring our spatial survey memory. They extend studies showing, 
for example, effects of opaque barriers on distance estimations (e.g., Cohen, 
Baldwin, & Sherman, 1978; Kosslyn, Pick, & Fariello, 1974; Newcombe & 
Liben, 1982) and disturbed updating of locations beyond one’s current local 
environment (e.g., Wang & Brockmole, 2003b, 2003a), and nicely corresponds 
to previous findings of local, corridor-bound reference frames (e.g., Meilinger, 
Riecke, et al., 2013). Evidencing route forward facilitated pointing performance 
shows that the route direction effect that is usually associated with route 
knowledge (e.g., Janzen, 2006; Schweizer et al., 1998) can also be generalized 
onto survey knowledge. This indicates that previous studies showing 
uncorrelated error for forward and backward pointing (e.g., Meilinger et al., 
2018) might not reflect the formation of two uniquely distorted mental maps 
but one graph format that is directed. The impossibility of pointing patterns in 
the impossible maze group of study 3 is in accordance with but also extends 
previous findings that seem to violate the Euclidean metric postulates maps 
must obey (e.g., R. W. Byrne, 1979; Moar & Bower, 1983; Tversky, 
1981)(Burroughs & Sadalla, 1979; R. W. Byrne, 1979; McNamara & Diwadkar, 
1997; Moar & Bower, 1983; Sadalla et al., 1980; Tversky, 1981). In contrast to 
these previous findings, we are confident that our results cannot be accounted 
for by category knowledge (e.g., Huttenlocher et al., 1991) or by landmark sali-
ency (McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997), but indeed reflect non-embedded survey 
memory. The hierarchical structure of memory with levels that can be flexibly 
accessed and operated on has been observed for direction estimates made with-
in and between multiple layouts learned in a single vista space (e.g., 
Greenauer & Waller, 2010). We show that similar processes and memory 
structures are employed for clustered multi-corridor spaces, thereby support-
ing previous findings and models postulating hierarchies in spatial memory for 
environmental space (e.g., Stevens & Coupe, 1978; Wiener & Mallot, 2003). 
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3.2 The structure of survey knowledge 
What conclusions can we draw based on the effects summarized above with 
regards to the possible representational structures of environmental space 
survey knowledge? In Table 2 and 3 I summarized the observed effects again 
and contrasted them with a number of feasible survey memory structures that 
are based on the theoretical concepts presented in the introduction. The mod-
els that are visualized in the tables represent memory structures for four plac-
es learned in environmental space (e.g., four corridors or streets traveled suc-
cessively). Check and cross marks in each open cell indicate whether the re-
spective model is able to account for the effects found in the studies of my the-
sis. Violations (cross marks) are additionally colored in red. I would first like to 
concentrate on the local place level of representation (Table 2) and describe 
and discuss the more complex models that consider additional information 
about regions and potential global embedding on superordinate levels (Table 3) 
further below. 
3.2.1 Representation of the place-level 
Model #1 to #5 in Table 2 concentrate on the description of a single hierar-
chical layer of the representation, the sub-layer. Here I compared enriched 
graph representations with a Euclidean map memory. More precisely, for the 
enriched graph representations I contrasted feasible models that assume a lo-
cal place to be represented in a local reference frame format (model #2 and #4) 
(e.g., network of reference frame proposed by Meilinger, 2008) and those that 
do not expect a local main orientation on the place level (model #1 and #3) 
(e.g., local graph model by Chrastil & Warren, 2014). Further, I added the as-
sumption of non-directed (model #1 and #2) or directed graph edges/links 
(model #3 and #4). The Euclidean map representation consists of a single coor-
dinate system specifying memorized locations as coordinate values (e.g., 
Gallistel, 1990; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978). 
In sum, the non-hierarchical Euclidean map representation (model #5) is 
not able to explain the observed local effects of my studies. Euclidean map the-
ories typically postulate that long-term survey memory stores places relative 
to a common coordinate system. All information should be readily accessible in 
this single representational unit and thus enable an all-at-once readout of the 
spatial information or at least an immediate computation thereof. Such a for-
mat by itself would not predict a successive activation of local place units along 
a learned order. Euclidean map approaches also don’t specify whether a loca-
tion in the mental map can possess its very own local reference frame. There is 
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also no need for successive estimates to be based on one another, as calculating 
the direction between my current location and the new target should be just as 
fast as (or even faster than) using the old estimate and add another vector in-
formation towards the next target to it.  
 
Table 2. How is the place level structured? Contrasting the local effects found 
in the four studies with the different theoretical approaches. 
# 
Place level 
Successive 
activation 
of memory 
units evok-
ing place-
to-place 
effects 
Orientation 
dependency 
on local 
place level 
Facilitation 
of esti-
mates 
along route 
direction 
Estimates 
along 
learning 
order 
Progressive 
estimates 
during 
successive 
pointings 
Enriched graph models      
1 
 
✓ × × ✓ ✓ 
2 
 
✓ ✓ × ✓ ✓ 
3 
 ✓ × ✓ ✓ ✓ 
4 
 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Euclidean map model      
5 
 
× × × × × 
Note: The scale attached to the node links in model 1-4 represents the local place-to-place met-
rics. In model 5 globally consistent metrics are expected. ✓ The model can explain the observed 
effect. × The model cannot explain the observed effect. 
 
In contrast, all these observations can be explained by assuming a single 
layer of an enriched graph and a successive usage of spatial information along 
that graph structure to construct survey estimates to distant objects. Further, 
our results allow specifying that the local units that are stored each possess 
their own locally confined reference frame and that the links between places 
specify their connections in a directed fashion7. Hence, considering all these 
                                            
7 In contrast to the Euclidean map approach, a non-hierarchical enriched graph representa-
tion could also account for the impossible, non-Euclidean pointing behavior found in study 3. While 
the former requires globally coherent embedding, the latter does not. However, I decided to discuss 
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effects the Euclidean map (model #5) and the enriched graph representation 
models #1, #2 and #3 can be ruled out, rendering model #4 the best theoretical 
account for the place sub-level of survey memory based on our results (marked 
in green). Such a directed graph was proposed by Meilinger (2008). However, 
such a non-hierarchical representation cannot explain effects of regionalization 
and consolidation on the global scale. Hence, it seems necessary to assume 
that multiple local places can be subsumed in a joint memory unit. 
3.2.2 Representation of non-local information 
In the next step, I would like to consider the effects that are pointing towards 
additional layers of information, which might, for example, be represented on a 
superordinate level in a hierarchical memory structure, and evaluate which 
representational structure could account for them. Table 3 summarizes the 
models discussed in the following. Due to the lack of space the visualization of 
the different layers only includes two levels, yet many more are conceivable 
(e.g., local, regional, global).  
First, I want to discuss the potential interaction of hierarchical memory 
layers. If a target lies outside of a formed memory unit, for example, outside of 
the place unit or region unit that is stored, and at the same time a higher or-
der memory unit, for example, a global memory unit is accessible, will the en-
tire recall process be entirely based on this superordinate level thereby ignor-
ing subordinate level(s)? I reckon this is not the case. Study 4 shows that albeit 
evidencing an orientation dependent recall following a global main orientation 
(i.e., potentially activation of global memory unit), coming up with a survey 
estimate is still bound to corridor distance effects, hence, following the local 
place-to-place connectivity probably stored on a subordinate level. Hence, even 
if higher order memory units are formed and accessed during recall, the sub-
ordinate place-level is still co-creating the survey estimate. Correspondingly, 
any hierarchical theory we suggest and discuss now should be bound to this 
restriction, the simultaneous use of subordinate place levels if superordinate 
levels are called upon.  
Model #6 in Table 3 proposes a hierarchical representation consisting of a 
purely topological, subordinate place level and a Euclidean map as a superor-
dinate level, hence, all metric information is stored on the higher level, while 
the subordinate specifies connectivity between places only. This means that no 
metric information about translation and rotation are specified on the local 
                                                                                                                                    
the impossible pointing behavior in Table 3, as I reckon it to be of major importance to differentiate 
the possible multi-level models. 
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level of this model. Such a representation could indeed account for place-to-
place distance effects and a successive recall (which both have been discussed 
in Table 2) if assuming as well that retrieval of survey relations is bound to 
activation along the topological connectivity on the place level. If the underly-
ing route topology includes directed links direction effects are feasible as well. 
However, such a representation implies that properties of the external space 
are preserved in a metric format that complies with Euclidean metric postu-
lates on a global scale. Yet, the distorted “impossible” direction estimates ob-
served in study 3 violate the metric postulates of Euclidean maps. Hence, 
model #6 could not account for the bimodal pointing patterns found in study 3.  
Following the deduction from the last two paragraphs two points seem to 
be vital when trying to come up with a potential representational format that 
can account for our results: First, the local place level is always involved in 
survey estimation processes even if superordinate memory units are consulted. 
Second, there must be metric information stored on this local place-to-place 
level. Hence, the lowest place-to-place level in the remaining models #7 to #10 
(also Table 2) corresponds to the deductions expounded in the last paragraph: 
a network of local reference frames connected by directed links enriched with 
local metrics. 
Model #7 is a graph model with a topological superordinate level loosely 
based on the hierarchical model that was proposed by Wiener and Mallot 
(2003). All metric information is stored on the local place level, but clustering 
of individual places can be achieved by forming an additional layer of region 
nodes, and potentially also a global node covering all places. The connectivity 
of the superordinate nodes is represented purely topological. Each place, be-
sides being connected to its neighboring place, is also connected to its corre-
sponding regional node on the superordinate hierarchical level. Such a repre-
sentation is able to account for the increase of latency when pointing beyond 
regional boundaries when assuming that the superordinate regional memory 
units are co-activated and incorporated in the estimation process (study 4). 
Furthermore, since the superordinate regional nodes reflect topological infor-
mation about connectivity to neighboring regions but do not specify metric in-
formation, all metrics are stored on the local place level and are not required to 
be globally embedded. Hence, this model would also be able to capture the im-
possible pointing behavior of study 3. However, as the superordinate memory 
unit is not specified further a pure topological node of  
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Table 3. What is represented beyond local place-to-place information? Con-
trasting the remaining local, regional and global effects found in the four stud-
ies with the different theoretical approaches. 
# 
Beyond local place nodes 
Distorted, global-
ly 'impossible' 
estimates follow-
ing local metrics 
Successive activation 
of memory units 
evoking region-to-
region effects 
Orientation 
dependency on 
regional and 
global level 
Euclidean map without local metrics    
6 
 
× ✓ ✓ 
Topological node clustering place units    
7 
 
✓ ✓ (×) 
Hierarchy of reference frames    
8 
 
× ✓ ✓ 
General reference direction    
9 
 
✓ ✓ ✓ 
10 
 
✓ ✓ ✓ 
Note: The scale attached to the node links in model 7-10 represents the local place-to-place met-
rics. No local metrics are expected in model 6. In model 6 and 8 globally consistent metrics are 
expected. ✓ The model can explain the observed effect. × The model cannot explain the observed 
effect. 
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a region could not account for the orientation dependent recall on the regional 
and global level. It should be noted here that although this model cannot ac-
count for the entirety of my findings I do not mean to imply that regions or 
higher order memory units can only be represented in an orientation-
dependent format. As pointed out in the summary of study 4 already (aiming 
to explain the discrepancy between the vanishing region effect in Experiment 2 
and previous studies evidencing the formation of regions with far less salient 
cues than in my study) different formats of regional memory units could co-
occur (e.g., a semantic label, a topological region node connected to the other 
region node, an orientation-dependent format) and triggered by different tasks.  
Model #8 is a hierarchy of reference frames. Such a model would be a compel-
ling hybrid version of enriched graphs and Euclidean maps as it assumes mul-
tiple Euclidean maps that differ in the space they encompass, and it includes 
the global embedding of multiple locally confined places. Assuming that both 
regionally confined Euclidean maps for a subset of places were formed on the 
regional level of the hierarchy as well as a global, all-encompassing Euclidean 
map on the superordinate level, this model is able to explain the orientation 
dependent recall following regional as well as global main orientations (study 
4). It can also account for the latency increase for estimates across regional 
boundaries since another regional memory unit must be activated in a time-
consuming manner. This, at first sight, renders the hierarchy of reference 
frames a compelling model. It indicates that the subordinate memory units 
indeed have the characteristic of a Euclidean map with a main axis that facili-
tates estimates upon bodily alignment. This interpretation, however, contra-
dicts strongly with the finding of “impossible”, deviating direction estimates 
following non-embedded local metrics (study 3)8. So, given that the same learn-
ing mechanisms underly the representation of the environments of all my 
studies and the same representational structure is aimed for in the spatial 
memory system, how can a Euclidean coordinate system be formed (as indicat-
ed by study 4) without globally embedding the learned locations (as indicated 
by study 3)? 
3.2.3 A general global reference direction 
To bring together both findings, I reckon that it is important to first reflect on 
what we measure in orientation dependent recall scenarios. Deduced from the 
                                            
8 Not only does this last finding contradict the formation of a Euclidean map that is pos-
sessing an oriented mental reference system, but it also contradicts models assuming an orienta-
tion-free global embedding (e.g., Sholl, 2001) because both approaches require a representation 
which is globally consistent. 
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Euclidean map approach places should be stored in a mental coordinate sys-
tem with set cartesian axes that orient relative to dominant spatial cues in the 
environment. This, in turn, should manifest in main orientations facilitating 
survey estimates that are detectable in orientation dependent recall scenarios 
(e.g., Shelton & McNamara, 2001). Deduced the other way around, evidencing 
orientation dependence in survey estimates may not always necessarily in-
volve an embedded, coherent coordinate system where all spatial relations are 
explicitly specified. Alternatively, the “conceptual north” that was measured in 
study 4 might reflect an anchor orientation propagated across multiple corri-
dors, for example, via a global sense of direction system (e.g., Sholl, Kenny, & 
DellaPorta, 2006). For each local memory unit participants might have had 
access to an additional vector denoting a global direction which might be 
stored on a superordinate hierarchical level. Such a general reference direction 
in additional to local charts has been proposed already by Poucet (1993), who 
wrote “the distinct reference directions provided by different local charts [may] 
be combined into a single, local chart-independent, overall direction so that a 
two-stage vector summation would be sufficient for correct orientation to a dis-
tant environment” (p. 173). Both Poucet (1993) and the results from study 4 
(local and regional orientations facilitate memory recall for within region 
pointing, global orientations facilitate survey estimates across regional bound-
aries) implicate that this general reference direction is represented in addition 
to the local reference frame. Such superordinate vectors can facilitate the coor-
dination and alignment of the local memory units stored on the subordinate 
level and therefore help during the successive construction of a survey esti-
mate across the graph. Model #9 and #10 visualize two feasible versions of 
such a memory structure (general reference direction depicted in red), one be-
ing explicitly hierarchical (#9) the other one not necessarily, as the general ref-
erence direction is attached to each local memory unit (#10). 
Let’s consider both in detail. Are they sufficient to account for orientation 
dependency on regional and global scale (study 4) but at the same time allow 
for a globally inconsistent representation (study 3)? Model #9 stores the gen-
eral reference direction on the superordinate level of the hierarchy. Each place 
of the local level is connected and explicitly aligned with respect to this one 
general direction. This implies that—just as for the hierarchy of reference 
frames that are aligning local reference frames with a superordinate main di-
rection—this alignment with the general reference direction vector should 
propagate back to the local level and correct and adjust the defective local 
place-to-place metrics that are stored in long-term memory. What would this 
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imply for the circular impossible maze in study 3? Figure 2 gives an example, 
standing at the shoe and walking from there to key and duck. As the left side 
of Figure 2 shows, depending on whether one decides to walk there clockwise 
or counterclockwise following the impossible local place-to-place metrics one 
ends up at different locations in physical space and the local alignment of the 
corridor also differs relative to the physical world outside of the virtual reality. 
This is the same for any location one wants to walk to in the impossible maze. 
According to model #9, an alignment of the seven corridors should be achieved 
and specified relative to a reference orientation on the superordinate level. The 
red arrow attached to each local reference frame in Figure 2 left visualizes the 
perfect, physically correct global main orientation a participant could try to 
propagate over the entire environment during walking when trying to keep 
oriented relative to a mental “north”. It becomes clear that this perfect general 
reference direction is impossible when faced with this impossible maze. Take, 
for example, the clockwise and counterclockwise orientation of the general ref-
erence direction relative to the local reference frames of duck and key. They 
point to different directions relative to the local corridors. In order to follow 
coherently a general reference direction, this conflict must first be reduced by 
trying to match the alignment of the corridor pairings in memory. An example 
is given in Figure 2 right again for duck and key corridor (remaining corridors 
adjusted as well but colored in grey as their partner corridor for the cw and 
ccw direction is not visible in this figure). It shows that the two possible align-
ments of the partner corridors relative to a global direction should be matched, 
for example, by averaging the orientation of the local reference frames relative 
to the general reference direction. For the remaining corridors, the same 
alignment of each of the two impossible corridor orientations should be tried to 
achieve as well. This attempt to align all seven corridors with respect to a sin-
gle global reference direction should then propagates from the superordinate to 
the subordinate local level and requires the adjustments of all angular place-
to-place metrics (i.e., how much I must rotate my body from here to the next 
neighbor). Basically, trying to match a general reference direction to this circu-
lar layout of seven places should lead to a sum of inner angles between places 
of 900°, which is that of a heptagon. However, only angular metrics should be 
affected by this global alignment. The translational distance information, how-
ever, is not specified and also not directly affected by the general reference di-
rection, just as visualized in Figure 2 right. This implies that, although the 
orientations of the local units are fitted, the resulting local place-to-place met-
rics (translation and rotation to the next neighbor) can still be globally inco-
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herent and the pointing pattern can reveal that “impossible” locations are 
stored. 
Model #10 holds that the general reference direction is stored directly on 
the local level, attached to each memory unit. This model is very similar to 
model #9 as it also requires a coherent general reference direction relative to 
which each local reference frame is defined (similar to Figure 2 right). Im-
portantly and in contrast to model #9, due to the local confinement of the gen-
eral reference vector there is no need to adjust the local place-to-place metrics 
stored in long-term memory (i.e., how I must turn to be aligned with the 
neighboring corridor geometry) to fit the rotational information that can be 
computed from the rotational deviation of neighboring vista spaces from their 
attached general reference direction. Hence, just as local place-to-place metrics 
can be globally inconsistent the same holds for the locally stored general refer-
ence direction. In other words, the model implies that there can be noncon-
formity between the rotation information stored as part of the local place-to-
place metrics and the rotational information implicitly carried by the orienta-
tion of a corridor and its neighbor relative to their attached general reference 
direction. The general reference direction is supposed to aid the coordination 
and alignment of the local memory units during recall. Hence, here it is likely 
that the general reference direction interacts with the defective local metrics 
during the estimation process and adjusts (but not overwrites!) the estimated 
direction to a target, thereby potentially bringing it closer to a globally possible 
picture. But like model #9 global embedding is not achieved. 
Taken together, the difference between the models is, that #9 adjusts the 
rotational metrics of the local place-to-place metrics that are stored on the 
subordinate level in long-term memory to comply with the superordinate refer-
ence direction, whereas #10 retains the local metrics as experienced but they 
must be integrated with the additional general reference frame information 
during the estimation process, hence, during memory retrieval. Both models 
could explain the “impossible” pointing patterns found in study 3 and combine 
these with the orientation dependent recall following regional and global ori-
entations found in study 4. One could argue that the hierarchical #9 sets more 
limits to the “impossibility” that can be represented as local rotation must be 
brought in coherence already in long-term memory, while the non-hierarchical 
#10 allows for storing larger discrepancies without necessarily inducing con-
flict and adjustments be done on the representation itself. Both approaches 
could explain why pointing patterns in the impossible maze group of study 4 
were very close to the impossible local metrics prediction, but not perfectly 
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match it. The use of a general reference direction could have helped to adjust 
the local metrics during pointing to match with the fact that the space was cir-
cular and that the loop should close at some point. Hence, the general refer-
ence direction helped to create a pointing pattern that approaches the possible 
case but without global embedding or the obedience to metric postulates. 
 
 
Figure 2. How could the two models proposing a general reference direction handle the layout 
of the circular impossible environment used in study 3? The layout shows that depending on 
whether a navigator travels clockwise (cw) or counterclockwise (ccw), for example, from shoe to 
key/duck, they end up at different locations in real physical space. Also, the orientation of the 
clockwise-counterclockwise corridor pairs differs. Left: Propagating a mental “north” across 
the impossible environment (red arrows)  leads to an impossible general reference direction for 
each corridor. The example corridors show the difference between the orientation of the refer-
ence direction relative to the local reference frames for the same corridor either walked cw or 
ccw. Right: This conflict must be reduced by generating a coherent general reference direc-
tion. This can be done, for example, by averaging the orientation of the local reference frames 
from both corridors relative to the general reference vector (red arrows). The example corridors 
show how the vectors are now matched. Deduced from model #8 in Table 3, if a general refer-
ence direction is used as a superordinate memory layer which aligns the subordinate local 
reference frames (i.e., all corridors), this should lead to adjustments of the rotational compo-
nents of all place-to-place metric in long-term memory, as visualized by the rotated local refer-
ence frames relative to the actual corridor orientation. The actual position of the local unit, 
however, is not directly affected and allows for global inconsistency in pointing behavior. Grey 
reference frames are adjusted as well but their partner corridor for the cw and ccw direction is 
not visible in this figure. Model #8 holds that this matching process is only affecting the recall 
process but not alter long-term memory.  
 
 In sum, such a general reference direction approach can account for the 
entirety of findings obtained during my doctoral project and described in this 
thesis (hence, marked in green in Table 3). Is it possible to determine based on 
study 4 alone whether one or multiple general reference direction can be added 
to a local memory unit? The fact that regional orientation dependency was 
found for within region pointing and global orientation dependency for across 
region pointing suggests that these patterns are no reflections of inter-
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individual difference but instead that multiple general reference directions can 
be stored and used flexibly when needed. An experiment allowing for detailed 
analysis of pointing patterns of a single individual would be necessary to verify 
that multi-level information indeed exist within-subject, or a larger sample 
size that allows for the detection of potential subgroups (e.g., a group storing 
one global reference direction vs. a group storing general reference directions 
for a region of corridors). Importantly, the orientation dependency on regional 
and global level and the non-embedded, impossible local metrics (and of course 
the other effects described before) have been observed in separate studies of 
my thesis. To experimentally verify my conclusions that a general reference 
direction is stored I reckon it a fruitful and necessary endeavor to combine ori-
entation dependent testing and impossible worlds in a joint experiment. Show-
ing a main orientation facilitating survey estimates in a non-embedded, global-
ly impossible environment would be a convincing argument for the general ref-
erence direction model. 
Even though my joint results question the formation of mental coordinate 
systems covering and embedding multiple vista spaces they do not oppose the 
common view that mental coordinate system can be formed within vista spac-
es. Much research has shown the formation of a single (e.g., Shelton & 
McNamara, 2001) or even multiple reference frames (e.g., Greenauer & 
Waller, 2010; Mou, McNamara, & Zhang, 2013) for object arrangements within 
vista space. Especially, also study 1 of the current thesis implicates that these 
reflect metrically embedded representations. In contrast to the environmental 
space group the vista space group in study 1 accessed all objects of the layout 
with similar ease from memory for making survey estimates. Latency of point-
ing was not depending on Euclidean straight-line distance between partici-
pants current position and the target. This favors a simple process of reading-
out coordinates from an embedded representation and calculating a difference 
vector to the target when learning takes place in a single vista space. 
3.2.4 Is global embedding possible? 
In the light of the reviewed literature and appreciating the results I obtained 
and discussed in my thesis it seems valid to argue that the survey knowledge 
acquired in environmental space is not represented in the format of a Euclide-
an map in its literal and rigid interpretation of a global embedding of all places 
encountered in a common frame of reference. Nevertheless, it should be added 
that based on the four studies I presented here I cannot exclude the possibility 
that global embedding and the formation of a Euclidean map—at least as a 
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superordinate memory unit in addition to a local graph—might take place un-
der certain conditions.  
Could extensive exposure help to form a Euclidean map? We know from 
rodent grid cell recordings that firing patterns that are initially disrupted can 
form a continuous representation spanning the entire compartmentalized box 
after a prolonged experience of ca. 20 days (Carpenter et al., 2015). In contrast, 
Ishikawa and Montello (2005) showed that learning two interconnected routes 
in a city neighborhood over 10 weekly sessions resulted in a slight continuous 
improvement in spatial judgments for some participants, but also large inter-
individual differences. While some participants had acquired accurate survey 
knowledge from the beginning others retained a weak representation through-
out. Even though Ishikawa and Montello did not specifically test for global 
embedding their findings show that more exposure to an environment does not 
necessarily improve the representation. It remains unclear what time can do 
for forming a Euclidean map. A possible and compelling experiment could in-
volve having people repeatedly learn an impossible environment and testing 
one group of participants after the first session, another group of participants 
only after a week or a month full of learning sessions. Comparing their rate of 
global embedding compared to the bias towards impossible local metrics could 
give insights about the time course of the potential formation of Euclidean 
maps. 
Could global embedding be achieved with less complex environments? 
The most compelling case against a global embedding on any level of the rep-
resentation was made in study 3. This was also the most complex environment 
with non-orthogonal angles and corridors of different length. However, indica-
tions of impossible, non-embedded mental representations were also observed 
in much simpler impossible environments, for example in the impossible tri-
angle and rectangle used by Kluss and colleagues (2015). Based on these re-
sults in combination with the corridor distance effects found in study 1, 2 and 
4 (all of them used simpler environments than study 3) it seems that even 
when confronted with very simple and small environments the representation 
remains to be compartmentalized and is probably not brought into global co-
herence.  
Could global landmarks facilitate global embedding? The aim of my doc-
toral project was to focus on the representation of environmental space under 
unaided conditions, forcing participants to bring together spatial information 
from clearly circumscribed, mostly encapsulated local environments. There-
fore, I chose to prevent access to any global landmarks visible from multiple 
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local places in my experiments as these could have aided global embedding. 
Head direction cells in rats, for example, are sensitive to the location of distant 
landmarks surrounding their environment (e.g., Taube, Muller, & Ranck, 
1990; Winter & Taube, 2014). This suggests that global landmarks can be uti-
lized as a general reference direction. More precisely, having access to a stable 
global landmark even makes it unnecessary to stay globally oriented, for ex-
ample, based on a self-created mental general reference direction that I was 
describing above. Although human spatial cognition literature was not able to 
show a general advantage in having access to global landmarks compared to 
local landmarks for correct route decisions (Steck & Mallot, 2000) and survey 
estimates (Meilinger, Schulte-Pelkum, Frankenstein, Berger, & Bülthoff, 
2015), there are findings indicating that the reliance on global landmarks al-
lows for more flexible wayfinding behavior in cluttered environments 
(Hurlebaus, Basten, Mallot, & Wiener, 2008). However, the effect of global 
landmarks on the structure of survey knowledge (i.e., global embedding) was 
not yet examined. Correspondingly, learning an environmental space from 
looking at a map is different from learning from egocentric navigation experi-
ence only. In case of map learning indeed a Euclidean map representation can 
easily emerge based on the mere fact that the spatial input itself was already 
presented in this exact format. 
Despite these potential factors that might hinder or facilitate global em-
bedding what clearly remains from the four studies I presented here is, that in 
order to make survey estimates in environmental space a globally consistent 
Euclidean map is not required. We seem to be prone to store spatial infor-
mation gathered in environmental space in a piece-wise fashion and we can 
base our survey estimates on this knowledge by incrementally recalling all the 
necessary information on the fly. 
3.3 Neuronal correlates of mentally walking a Euclidean 
map? 
The neural structures that have been interpreted to be the brains spatial ad-
ministration center and to allow Euclidean metric maps to form all group 
around the hippocampus. Especially grid, place and head direction cells are 
assumed to be the neural underpinning for the formation of a metric Euclidean 
map (e.g., Gallistel & Cramer, 1996; McNaughton et al., 2006; O’Keefe & 
Nadel, 1978). While place cells identify unique locations in space head direc-
tion and grid cells provide the essential rotational and translational metrics to 
store. The contingency of a Euclidean map covering an entire environmental 
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space is supported for example by the finding that grid cells in rodents previ-
ously dissected in their activity patterns across multiple compartments can 
realign and form a uniform pattern after sufficient exposure, similar to the 
pattern observed in vista spaces (Carpenter et al., 2015). It has been proposed 
that the same neural structures that support the construction of a mental rep-
resentation of space are used for memory consolidation but also for upcoming 
navigation including route planning to a target not currently in sight (e.g., P. 
Byrne, Becker, & Burgess, 2007b; Sanders, Rennó-Costa, Idiart, & Lisman, 
2015). Thus, a mental walk through the previously learned environment is 
simulated or imagined so as to explore potential routes or extract goal-directed 
heading vectors. Electrophysiological measures in rodents detected a candidate 
mechanism for such a mental walk (e.g., Bush, Barry, Manson, 
Correspondence, & Burgess, 2015; Erdem & Hasselmo, 2012) which is often 
referred to as preplay. During rest periods of the rat a subset of place cells fire 
in a fast succession reflecting upcoming trajectories to be traveled (e.g., Dragoi 
& Tonegawa, 2011). This prospective activity during preplay of place cells was 
further found to be correlated with coherent grid cell activity (Ólafsdóttir, 
Carpenter, & Barry, 2016). Interestingly, such replay is not limited to recalling 
the precise path that has been travelled before but can also be observed cover-
ing novel, previously untraveled paths, which for example combine parts of an 
environment experienced separately, or involve areas that have been only vis-
ually explored but never travelled before (e.g., Ólafsdóttir, Barry, Saleem, 
Hassabis, & Spiers, 2015; Gupta, van der Meer, Touretzky, & Redish, 2010). 
This indicates that not just simple stimulus-response strategies are at play but 
instead a flexible utilization of a network of spatial information, which admits 
the resolution of survey tasks. 
Such mental simulations also seem to occur in humans. In fMRI studies a 
60˚ directional periodicity of BOLD-signal modulations in the entorhinal cortex 
interpreted to reflect grid-like signals, has been found during navigation of a 
virtual environment but also during imagined movement through that space 
(Horner et al., 2016). Likewise, neural sensitivity to one’s head direction dur-
ing mental imagination of different viewpoints was observed (e.g., Bellmund, 
Deuker, Navarro Schröder, & Doeller, 2016). On top of that, neural activity 
patterns where observed that correspond to the direction of a target relative to 
one’s current location and one’s viewpoint (e.g., Chadwick, Jolly, Amos, 
Hassabis, & Spiers, 2015) as well as activity patterns that seem to reflect not 
only route distance but also straight-line distance to the target (e.g., Howard et 
al., 2014). Such findings can be interpreted as evidence for a Euclidean map 
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directly representing object-to-object metrics across the entire environment in 
memory (e.g., Epstein, Patai, Julian, & Spiers, 2017). However, an important 
counterargument can be brought forward. The BOLD patterns observed in 
these studies were based either on memory for vista space, environmental 
space learned via maps (i.e., direct access to a Euclidean map from a bird’s eye 
perspective) or environmental space with central and surrounding global 
landmarks (i.e., allowing to maintain oriented with respect to viewing orienta-
tion). Hence, these studies might mirror the human brain’s general capabilities 
under certain inputs, but importantly generalizability of these Euclidean map 
references to environmental space memory that is acquired based on our natu-
ral spatial capabilities and without distinct global cues is doubtful.  
Interestingly, although advocating the representation of a Euclidean map 
in memory the mental walk mechanism proposed to explain the recall thereof 
is following the succession of egocentric experiences along traveled paths in-
stead of the read-out of coordinates or directly represented distance and angu-
lar information from a completed, all-encompassing mental map. Not only the 
mental walk approach but also the replay patterns observed in rodents suggest 
that the recall of the paths to the goal is following physically traversable paths 
through the environment. To my knowledge to date, no replay patterns could 
be observed that followed a straight line towards a goal thereby “passing over” 
opaque walls—which indeed would make a nice case for a hard-wired straight-
line relation between distant places.  
The mental walk approach relates well to the mental processes assumed 
by enriched graph representations. Meilinger (2008), for example, suggested a 
construction of a mental model involving the successive activation of the non-
visible parts of the environment vista-per-vista space from one’s current loca-
tion along the imagined path to the goal to come up with a survey estimate. 
Both the mental model from Meilinger (2008) and the mental walk approach 
(e.g., Byrne, Becker, Burgess, 2007) could account for the latency increase with 
increasing corridor/place distance observed in study 1, 2 and 4 of the current 
thesis. However, whereas Meilinger’s theory assumes an increase with every 
new vista space memory unit activated, the mental walk approach indicates 
that latency should increase with every meter that was mentally traveled. A 
prediction worthwhile testing9 and an issue worthwhile discussing in more de-
tail in the next section 
                                            
9 See O’Malley, Bülthoff and Meilinger (2014) who presented an experiment aiming to differ-
entiate both approaches. Their findings suggest that both the number of local vista spaces but also 
the travelling distance along these vista space seem to affect performance in survey estimates. 
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Despite the commonalities between the mental walk and the mental 
model approach, they differ on a major assumption. In contrast to Meilinger 
(2008) who’s model particularly opposes the global embedding of places in en-
vironmental space into a Euclidean map, advocates of the mental walk usually 
assume that this process is based on recalling spatial information from a Eu-
clidean mental map (e.g., Byrne, Becker, Burgess, 2007; Nadel, 2013). As ex-
plained in detail in the last section the results of my studies clearly violate Eu-
clidean map approaches. Hence, based on my studies I reckon there is a need 
to relax the assumption of a Euclidean map but instead face the possibility 
that a mental walk might be done based on a non-Euclidean representation. 
3.4 The definition of a place 
Related to the distinction between mental walk and mental model is the ques-
tion of what we actually define as a “place”. Indeed, the aspect of what exactly 
we store as place-memory units should be discussed when advertising the ex-
istence of enriched graph representations. As Mallot and Basten (2003) point-
ed out nicely “The notion of a ‘place’, unanimous as it may seem, is not easily 
defined” (p.1662). In my doctoral thesis in four studies, I showed the im-
portance of local memory units. For example, they possess their own reference 
frames and seem to be activated in succession in a time-consuming manner. 
However, the “local units” were not specified consistently across all studies. In 
study 1, 3 and 4 we decided to designate individual corridors (i.e., vista spaces) 
containing one or two objects as our local memory units. In these studies, 
standing in the middle of each corridor did not provide any visual information 
about the neighboring corridors and the objects within except for the visibility 
of the turning angle. Also, no route decisions had to be made during learning 
as the corridors basically were constructed in a long zig-zagging pipe without 
intersecting corridors. In contrast, study 2 used a succession of intersections 
(each requiring a route decision to make) as “local units” for the analysis of 
place-to-place distance effects and route direction effects. Here neighboring 
intersections were visible from one’s current view when teleported to an inter-
section. Both versions of places produced place distance effects. 
So, what in our stimulus-rich environments induces the processing of 
place information in the first place? As described above, in the neuroscientific 
literature a place is defined by the firing patterns of a place cell, which de-
clines gradually with increasing distance from its ascribed place, thereby over-
lapping with the firing fields of “neighboring” place cells (which are not neces-
sarily located side-a-side in the brain). Thus, place fields cover the entire envi-
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ronment in a continuous manner. A single place cell in the CA1 region of the 
hippocampus in rodents can cover an area from 20 x 20 cm (dorsal part of hip-
pocampus) via 50 x 50 cm (middle to ventral part of hippocampus) through to 
covering a complete environment (168 x 168 cm) (Jung, Wiener, & 
McNaughton, 1994). Albeit continuous firing fields are not necessarily homo-
geneously spreading the entire space considered. Hollup, Molden, Donnett, 
Moser and Moser (2001) found higher place cell density and higher overlap at 
the hidden platform in a water maze. Hence, multiple place cells in concert 
seem to be able to capture and represent the significance of an area larger 
than every single cell alone.  
This finding relates nicely to a more perceptual and psychological under-
standing of a place as a rather discrete entity. Mallot and Lancier (2018), for 
example, express their notion of a place as follows: “spatial memory seem[s] to 
be organized in terms of discrete places, which we remember, assign functions 
to, or communicate about. These places are not geometrical points, but have a 
spatial extent within which we can perform small movements without always 
thinking of the newly acquired position as a separate place” (p. 291). Many of 
the following concepts fit into this description and define places to be formed 
based on an areas perceptual distinctiveness and/or psychological value. 
In order to make a robot navigate through space Hübner and Mallot 
(2007) differentiate catchment areas and confusion areas in the robots sur-
rounding. When a goal is visible and identifiable from a distance and enables 
beacon-based homing towards it then one is located in its catchment area. The 
confusion area is reached close to the goal when the memorized visual cues 
correspond to the current visual input (i.e., matching snapshots). Then one has 
reached the goal. The size of this area is depending on the distinctiveness of 
cues available in memory and at the goal. Thus, a place is an anchor point de-
fined by perceptually salient aspects together with its extended neighbor-
hood—a concept adaptable to human navigation as well. Correspondingly, the-
ories have been presented that are mainly based on encountered views (e.g., 
Schölkopf & Mallot, 1995). In a view graph, nodes represent views and edges 
indicate a movement and/or head rotation to encounter the next view, thus re-
flecting the immediate temporal sequence during exploration of the space. 
These views can then additionally be connected to a place node.  
Poucet (1993) distinguished local charts from places. He proposes “A local 
chart may contain any number of place representations, but, by definition, all 
of these place representations must share a number of common stimulus ele-
ments provided by either the proximal or distal environment” (p.170). By doing 
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so he takes into account the issue of scale and the hierarchical character of the 
attempt to define and describe a place based on visual anchor points (i.e., 
landmarks). In an open field containing multiple local landmarks that are sur-
rounded by distant landmarks such as mountains, each landmark, and its im-
mediate neighborhood can be considered a place, but also the entire field that 
is defined by its surround.  
According to Meilinger (2008), vista spaces serve as local memory units. 
Vista spaces have been defined for example by Montello (1993) to describe 
spaces that are visually apprehensible from a single vantage point. However, 
as we navigate this notion of vista space becomes a continuum. So, what dif-
ferentiates the moment a navigator is standing in the middle of a corridor from 
the moment he is standing at the connection between two corridors? Space 
syntax, a set of architectural analysis techniques (e.g., Hillier, 1996), allows 
analyzing environmental spaces in terms of possible view axis from any point 
within the environment. A street or corridor is accompanied with a longer view 
from one to the other end of the street. Crossroads or turns typically involve 
the intersection of long view axes (one from each street) rendering these loca-
tions plausible transition points between two vista spaces. Additionally, cross-
roads and turns are typically evoking stronger changes in the percept com-
pared to simply walk straight along a street. 
So far, these discretizing notions of places concentrated on visual aspects 
of a scene. However, there are studies indicating that also the psychological 
value of a location affects how it is spatially represented. Decision points such 
as intersections have been found to have a special standing in spatial memory. 
Landmarks at decision points are faster recognized (e.g., Janzen, 2006; Janzen 
& Weststeijn, 2007), more often used in route descriptions (e.g., Michon & 
Denis, 2001; Tversky & Lee, 1999) and elicit higher activity in the parahippo-
campal gyrus (e.g., Janzen & van Turennout, 2004; Janzen & Weststeijn, 
2007) compared to landmarks along a street. Janzen (2006) also found that the 
route direction effect is primarily found for landmarks at intersections. Due to 
their high saliency decision point are likely to be represented as place nodes in 
a graph representation. They are particularly informative as they provide in-
formation about connectivity and much more distal cues. 
Interestingly, while the vista space approach emphasizes the importance 
of clearly defined enclosed spaces, such as individual corridors or streets, the 
above-mentioned findings highlight the importance of decision points, hence, 
the intersection points between two vista spaces. The high correspondence be-
tween the results in all my studies, indeed, indicates that both can serve as 
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molds for local memory units in a graph representation. Both “types” of places, 
the vista spaces used in study 1, 3 and 4 as well as the intersections in study 2, 
yielded place-to-place distance effects (study 1, 2, 4) and did not abstract from 
the directedness of the successive encounter during learning (study 1, 2). Fur-
ther, in study 2 and 3, the chunks of interrelated trials querying neighboring 
targets successively both led to the absence of corridor/place distance effects 
after the first target direction was estimated. Hence, in both studies, subse-
quent pointings to a neighboring target were probably based on the previous 
estimate. In sum, independent of the “type” of places used it seems that the 
same memory structures emerge, and the same processes are at work during 
recall. 
A potential follow-up experiment trying to differentiate continuous and 
discrete representations of a place and in the case of discrete representations 
aiming to distinguish between enclosed vista spaces and decision points as po-
tential place candidates could leverage the “place” distance effects found in the 
presented studies. For example, imagine an environmental space consisting of 
several interconnected corridors each of which is identified by a distinct color 
or wallpaper. After learning, participants are teleported to different locations 
in that space and must point to the middle of predefined corridors various cor-
ridors away. By varying participants standpoints within a corridor during 
testing, it is possible to ascertain when latency increase occurs. If the corridor 
distance effect is constant irrespective of whether people are standing at the 
beginning, in the middle or at the end of a corridor, this corridor is likely to 
have served as an individual memory unit. In contrast, if we find that the loca-
tions within the corridor also affects pointing latency this might either speak 
for a discretization of the environment into multiple subspaces (e.g., turns and 
middle of corridor) or indeed a continuous mapping of places (see footnote 8). 
Further variations could involve having people additionally point to the turns 
connecting two corridors to assess whether these turns serve as memory units 
as well. 
Taken together, the question “What is a place?” cannot be unambiguously 
answered here. Twilight zones exist which we might be able to enlighten with 
the help of more sophisticated studies. Nonetheless, these twilight zones might 
also simply remain due to the high flexibility of humans in selecting places 
from whatever spatial information are available and of significance to them 
whilst learning. Importantly, the results of my studies are in accordance with 
the view that places are represented as distinct memory units, probably in the 
form of local reference frames, and connected to other places in a network 
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structure that must be accessed successively along the path of connections that 
are stored. 
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4 Conclusion 
In my thesis, I was able to demonstrate that human survey performance does 
not rely on an embedded map-like memory structure that specifies metric rela-
tions between all visited places in a globally coherent format. Instead, my find-
ings indicate that local places are basic memory units (i.e., nodes) that are 
forming an interconnected graph structure enriched with local metrics. This 
graph structure is likely driven by opaque barriers that occlude the view be-
tween relevant places, which makes this memory format for environmental 
spaces fundamentally different from object-to-object relations memorized in a 
single vista space. Indeed, my results suggest that these place units are com-
posed of locally confined reference frames that are connected to their neighbor-
ing place units by directed links specifying the local metrics of how to get from 
A to B, reflecting the sequential egocentric learning experience. This memory 
structure determines that survey relations between distant places cannot 
simply be read-out right away but must be incrementally constructed in a 
time-consuming process on the fly, thereby following the place-to-place connec-
tivity along the graph. Albeit generally transient, for a short amount of time 
previous survey estimates can be used to base subsequent estimates on. Im-
portantly, this enriched graph must not be globally embedded in a coherent 
format. Instead, local place-to-place metrics can be distorted independently of 
each other, leading to globally impossible representations without inducing 
conflict. In contrast to learning in a single vista space, we usually do not have 
consistent access to stable landmarks in environmental space, making it par-
ticularly difficult to remain oriented relative to a global main orientation while 
navigating. However, following a deduction that integrated the findings of all 
my four studies, enriched graphs might possess a general reference direction, a 
“mental north” that propagates across multiple local place units in order to 
coordinate and ease recall thereof. These general reference directions can com-
prise only a subset of places—thereby allowing to form clusters of vista spac-
es—or the entire environment that was learned. The use of these general ref-
erence directions seems to be flexible and depending on the location of the 
target. 
The findings of my thesis have relevance not only for the ongoing theoret-
ical discussions about the structure of environmental survey knowledge in the 
spatial cognition community but can also be transferred to a range of more ap-
plied problems. The fact that clustering and compartmentalizing of space seem 
to likewise cluster our memory is affecting us every day in our life. If you need 
to decide whether you want to tear down the wall between kitchen and living 
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room during renovation to have an open-plan kitchen. If a city needs to decide 
whether to build a new, view-blocking apartment building on the yet undevel-
oped area between the city center and outskirts. If you need to describe a route 
to a city site, wondering whether you should lead the non-local visitor along a 
more direct path through a cluttered and complex neighborhood or have him 
make a detour involving longer, straighter streets and fewer turns. Such deci-
sions will alter how you represent your flat, affect how pedestrians plan routes 
and travel through a city, have an impact on how well the non-local visitor 
finds his way. Many of these things are known or already implemented for city 
planning or route descriptions. My thesis shows they are right to do so. 
Nowadays we are frequently exposed to maps of our environment. Google 
maps leads us through every new city or unknown neighborhood. You can easi-
ly access maps from any site you want to explore, for example, when visiting a 
new University campus or when strolling through a museum or exhibition. 
Larger buildings display emergency exit maps on every floor. The existence of 
a Euclidean mental map, therefore, has some compelling face validity for us as 
we are exposed to them ever so often. However, my findings show that there 
seems to be no coherent map in our head. Despite our elusive imagination that 
we have a coherent, consistent picture of the world around us in our heads, our 
memory of it is in fact like an impossible puzzle consisting of imperfect pieces 
that we need to constantly put together to find our way. 
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5 Statement of Contribution 
This thesis is presented in the form of a semi-cumulative thesis presenting 
work that is, at the time of submission, either published or in preparation. In 
the following individual author contributions to the experiments and publica-
tions are given for each study. 
 
Meilinger, T., Strickrodt, M., & Bülthoff, H.H. (2016). Qualitative differences 
in memory for vista and environmental spaces are caused by opaque borders, 
not movement or successive presentation. Cognition, 155, 77-95. doi 
10.1016/j.cognition.2016.06.003 
▪ Meilinger, T. and candidate Strickrodt, M. share first authorship  
▪ Meilinger, T.: definition of research problem, study design, program-
ming experiment, data collection, writing and revising paper 
▪ Candidate Strickrodt, M.: definition of research problem, data col-
lection, data analysis, writing and revising paper 
▪ Bülthoff, H. H.: revising paper 
 
Meilinger, T., Strickrodt, M., & Bülthoff, H.H. (2018). Spatial Survey Estima-
tion Is Incremental and Relies on Directed Memory Structures. In S. Creem-
Regehr, J. Schöning, & A. Klippel (Eds.), Spatial Cognition XI. 11th Interna-
tional Conference, Spatial Cognition 2018. Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelli-
gence (Vol. 11034). Springer. doi 10.1007/978-3-319-96385-3_3 
▪ Meilinger, T.: definition of research problem, study design, program-
ming experiment, data collection, writing and revising paper 
▪ Candidate Strickrodt, M.: definition of research problem, writing 
and revising paper 
▪ Bülthoff, H. H.: revising paper 
 
Strickrodt, M., Meilinger, T., Bülthoff, H.H., & Warren, W.H. (in preparation). 
Navigators learn a local graph, not a global map, of a complex environment.  
▪ Candidate Strickrodt, M.: definition of research problem, study de-
sign, programming experiment, data collection, data analysis, writing 
and revising paper 
▪ Meilinger, T.: definition of research problem, study design, revising 
paper 
▪ Bülthoff, H. H.: revising paper 
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▪ Warren, W.H.: definition of research problem, study design, revising 
paper 
 
Strickrodt, M., Bülthoff, H.H., & Meilinger, T. (2018). Memory for navigable 
space is flexible and not restricted to exclusive local or global memory units. 
Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and Cognition. doi 
10.1037/xlm0000624 
▪ Candidate Strickrodt, M.: definition of research problem, study de-
sign, programming experiment, data collection, data analysis, writing 
and revising paper 
▪ Bülthoff, H. H.: revising paper 
▪ Meilinger, T.: definition of research problem, study design, revising 
paper 
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Abstract 
Two classes of space deﬁne our everyday experience within our surrounding 
environment: vista spaces, such as rooms or streets which can be perceived 
from one vantage point, and environmental spaces, for example, buildings and 
towns which are grasped from multiple views acquired during locomotion. 
However, theories of spatial representations often treat both spaces as equal. 
The present experiments show that this assumption cannot be upheld. Partici-
pants learned exactly the same layout of objects either within a single room or 
spread across multiple corridors. By utilizing a pointing and a placement task 
we tested the acquired conﬁgurational memory. In Experiment 1 retrieving 
memory of the object layout acquired in environmental space was affected by 
the distance of the traveled path and the order in which the objects were 
learned. In contrast, memory retrieval of objects learned in vista space was not 
bound to distance and relied on different ordering schemes (e.g., along the lay-
out structure). Furthermore, spatial memory of both spaces differed with re-
spect to the employed reference frame orientation. Environmental space 
memory was organized along the learning experience rather than layout in-
trinsic structure. In Experiment 2 participants memorized the object layout 
presented within the vista space room of Experiment 1 while the learning pro-
cedure emulated environmental space learning (movement, successive object 
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presentation). Neither factor rendered similar results as found in environmen-
tal space learning. This shows that memory differences between vista and en-
vironmental space originated mainly from the spatial compartmentalization 
which was unique to environmental space learning. Our results suggest that 
transferring conclusions from ﬁndings obtained in vista space to environmen-
tal spaces and vice versa should be made with caution. 
Keywords: spatial memory; navigation; spatial scale; reference frame; dis-
tance; order; vista space; environmental space 
Introduction 
The ability to remember the location of non-visible targets is essential for a 
multitude of everyday life tasks, such as communicating the direction to the 
train station to a non-local person or pointing to a certain cupboard in the 
kitchen to guide your cooking mate. In order to solve such problems, target 
locations have to be represented in memory. People have the ability to remem-
ber locations in their immediate visible surrounding, i.e., vista space, such as 
rooms, corridors or open spaces (Montello, 1993). In vista spaces, properties of 
the surroundings and configuration of objects in space can be perceived from 
one vantage point by taking a look around. Yet, people are also capable of com-
bining information from several interconnected vista spaces, i.e., an environ-
mental space, such as in buildings or cities (Montello, 1993). Information, in 
this case, has to be gathered by traversing through and experiencing multiple 
spaces. Object-to-object relations have to be established mentally, for example, 
by integrating them into a single reference frame. 
Prior studies have already indicated differences between spatial repre-
sentations acquired in vista and environmental spaces. Firstly, it was found 
that borders of visibility often determine mental updating of object locations. 
Namely, locations beyond the currently visible vista space (e.g., locations on a 
campus) are less likely to be updated compared to locations within the same 
vista space (e.g., objects in a room) (Avraamides & Kelly, 2010; Kelly et al., 
2007; Wang & Brockmole, 2003a, 2003b). Such results suggest that the self-to-
object updating process concentrates more on the immediate environment and 
less on distant targets exceeding the current vista space. Secondly, locations 
within one vista space unit seem to have a greater degree of “mental closeness” 
than locations separated by spatial borders. Despite having the same Euclide-
an distance, the distances between objects is judged as being shorter within a 
single unit (e.g., room) compared to across units (e.g., to the next room) 
(Kosslyn et al., 1974; McNamara, 1986; Newcombe & Liben, 1982). Thirdly, 
switching between distinct environmental representations is costly, which 
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manifests in increased response times (Brockmole & Wang, 2002, 2003, Wang 
& Brockmole, 2003a, 2003b). Also, memory of environmental spaces can be 
comprised of multiple, local reference frames, one for each single vista unit of 
the environmental space (e.g., for each travelled passage of a route) (Meilinger, 
Riecke, et al., 2013; Werner & Schmidt, 1999). In general, these results sug-
gest that entering a new vista space by passing a visual border strongly affects 
how we represent the space and that an environmental space is potentially 
represented segmentally, comprising multiple vista space units.  
Importantly, most of these experiments did not control for the amount of 
information that is needed to be processed within a vista or an environmental 
space. The number of objects that had to be taken into account and the area 
that needed to be covered mentally was always larger for the environmental 
space compared to the vista space, for example when retrieving memory of ob-
ject location within and beyond the current test room, thus increasing memory 
load for the environmental space compared to the vista space (e.g., Brockmole 
& Wang, 2002, 2003; Kosslyn et al., 1974; McNamara, 1986; Newcombe & 
Liben, 1982). Therefore, effects might at least partially be explained by these 
differences. In order to match information quantity, we examined participants’ 
configurational memory after learning exactly the same object layout (keeping 
distances and angles constant) either within a vista space or in an environ-
mental space.10 In the following we will derive three hypotheses about poten-
tial differences that may arise in the spatial representations of the layout. In a 
second step, we will examine how distinct learning characteristics within vista 
and environmental spaces may underlie these differences. 
Order effects 
Learning an environmental space is inevitably temporal. One needs to pass 
through a discrete vista unit to perceive the next one. Thus, objects are en-
countered successively in a specific order. Several studies have examined the 
effects of order during spatial tasks. Results by Strickrodt, O’Malley and 
Wiener (2015) suggest that when learning a route, people memorize the se-
quence of encountered landmarks along the way in combination with the cor-
responding turning direction. Landmark and turning information of the pre-
ceding intersection were used to infer the correct direction of turn at the fol-
                                            
10 Studies utilizing vista space learning usually test what they call object-to-object relations 
(Avraamides & Kelly, 2010; Mou & McNamara, 2002; Yamamoto & Shelton, 2009). Studies explor-
ing navigation and wayfinding in environmental space typically examine object-to-object relations 
as well, but subsume it under the term survey knowledge (i.e., knowing where a target is located in 
terms of direction and distance without necessary knowing a route leading there; e.g., Siegel & 
White, 1975). 
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lowing decision point. Object order is also used to identify overall route direc-
tion, i.e., forward direction or return path (Wiener et al., 2012). How engrained 
object order is in spatial memory was demonstrated in a priming experiment 
by Janzen (2006). After learning a route in a large-scale virtual environment 
containing a range of landmarks, subsequent recognition was faster when par-
ticipants were primed with a former predecessor landmark, compared to a 
former successor landmark (see also Schweizer et al., 1998). These results are 
in line with the assumption that the representation of a route is highly inte-
grated, following a stimulus-response-stimulus pattern that allows memoriz-
ing route landmarks as a sequence (e.g., O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978).  
These studies all target characteristics of the acquired route knowledge. 
Interestingly, in addition to the above-mentioned results, route direction was 
also shown to influence performance in tasks designed to address configura-
tional memory (survey tasks), even though, typically configurational 
knowledge is thought to be uncoupled from the order of learning. In a study by 
Moar and Carleton (1982), participants were more accurate in directional and 
distance judgements to targets along a route when probed in the direction they 
had previously learned the route than in the opposite direction. For example, 
performance was better while standing at the location of the first object along 
the route and pointing to the third object encountered during learning than 
pointing from the third object to the first object. These results suggest that 
route direction is preserved within configurational memory and used not only 
for route tasks, but also for survey tasks. This result only represents an indi-
rect examination of whether object order is incorporated in participants’ con-
figurational knowledge when learning takes place in an environmental space. 
In the current study, however, we aimed for a direct measure by letting partic-
ipants perform a configurational placement task, where the layout of environ-
mental objects had to be reproduced from memory. We predict that, when 
learned in environmental space, the reconstruction of objects follows the order 
in which they were first encountered. This order should be easiest to retrieve 
and, as a result, most preferred. In contrast, presentation of an object layout in 
a vista space does not impose a predetermined learning order. All objects are 
visible at once. Access of configurational memory could be flexible following 
random order. Alternatively, scanning patterns during learning might influ-
ence retrieval. These scanning paths might be random as well, thus, being 
unique for every participant. There is also evidence for systematic scanning 
paths of grid layouts along horizontal paths (Gilchrist & Harvey, 2006; 
Hardiess, Gillner, & Mallot, 2008). In sum, whereas environmental space 
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learning should predetermine one specific order, the order of retrieving config-
urational memory from vista space should be much more varied. 
Distance effects 
Following the abovementioned results (Avraamides & Kelly, 2010; Brockmole 
& Wang, 2002, 2003; Kelly et al., 2007; Kosslyn et al., 1974; McNamara, 1986; 
Meilinger, Riecke, et al., 2013; Newcombe & Liben, 1982; Wang & Brockmole, 
2003a, 2003b; Werner & Schmidt, 1999), a compartmentalized space might 
cause the mental representation to be compartmentalized as well. Learning an 
environmental space is highly restricted compared to vista space learning. Vi-
sion of the entire space is obstructed, the order connected vista spaces are suc-
cessively entered is predefined as well as the walking distance between loca-
tions along the route. We assume that retrieving spatial information will de-
pend on this predefined structure of space.  
There is evidence suggesting that distance information from the learning 
experience might still be preserved within configurational memory. Thorndyke 
and Hayes-Roth (1982) reported an increased error in directional and distance 
judgements dependent on the number of corridors between the participant’s 
current position and target location. One possible explanation for this increas-
ing error with distance could indeed be that during task execution (retrieval 
process), memory of the environmental space is retrieved successively, along 
the route from which the environment was experienced from. This might be 
realized, for example, by mentally walking down the memorized route starting 
from the current location and approaching the target (P. Byrne, Becker, & 
Burgess, 2007a; Sanders et al., 2015) or by constructing a mental model of the 
non-visible parts of the environment corridor-by-corridor from one’s current 
location (Meilinger, 2008). Both theories predict an increase in computational 
effort for larger distances (route distance or amount of corridors) between cur-
rent and target location, since spatial information must be activated succes-
sively following the encoding procedure. However, providing evidence for the 
increase of pointing error with travelled distance and not for an increase in 
pointing latency (Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982) legitimates an alternative 
explanation: the accumulation of error during encoding (compare to path 
integration model of Fujita, Klatzky, Loomis, & Golledge, 1993). For example, 
corridors might be assumed shorter than they actually are, the angle of turn at 
an intersection might be encoded as a regular 90° turn, whereas in fact being 
80°. On average, this error will be larger the more distance travelled.  
We assume that pointing accuracy and latency are indicative of distinct 
processes of spatial learning. Whereas accuracy might be associated with the 
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encoding process, that is, the precision of memory, latency during pointing re-
lates to the process of retrieval, that is, accessing the memory content (see also 
Pantelides et al., 2016). The assumption that error and latency do reflect dis-
tinct aspects of cognition is used in other literature as well (Prinzmetal, 
McCool, & Park, 2005; Sternberg, 1969). We expect error accumulation during 
encoding to be independent of the time needed to retrieve the distorted 
memory. Therefore, even if a complete, integrated representation of the envi-
ronment was built, where no additional processing is needed regardless of in-
ter-object distance, the representation itself could be distorted, leading to an 
error increase with distance. By observing latency we investigate the retrieval 
process, which in turn should be bound to the structure of spatial representa-
tion. Studies examining path integration already demonstrated that both, er-
ror as well as latency, increase in a multi segment path completion task with 
increasing overall path length and/or number of legs (Klatzky et al., 1990; 
Loomis et al., 1993; but see Wan, Wang, & Crowell, 2013; Wiener & Mallot, 
2006). In contrast to these studies, retrieving configurational memory of an 
object layout for executing survey tasks strongly relies on a long-term repre-
sentation of space. Evidence regarding latency for retrieving survey knowledge 
is still missing. 
In a single vista space, learning is comparably unrestricted. Relations 
and distances between to-be-learned objects can be directly perceived in a 
commonly visible reference space. Typically, no walking path or encoding order 
is prescribed. When examining direction and distance judgement between tar-
gets learned as spread across a fully visible space, McNamara (1986) demon-
strated that the accuracy of judgements was sensitive to the Euclidean dis-
tance (i.e., the straight-line distance) between two object locations. Whether 
this is due to an unprecise layout memory or the retrieval process again can 
only be assessed when analysing latency. Indeed, Kosslyn, Ball and Reiser 
(1978) found that when learning the positions of landmarks from a map the 
time to mentally scan from one to another landmark depends on the straight-
line distances between them. 
In our study, we set out to examine whether and how the structure of en-
vironmental and vista space influences the structure of the corresponding rep-
resentation. We instructed participants to perform a pointing task after learn-
ing an object layout either in vista or in environmental space. In case of a seg-
mented, non-integrated representation of the environmental space, retrieval of 
spatial memory is expected to be successive, following the corridors. This 
would lead to an increase of pointing latency with increasing corridor distance 
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to the target. Again, in contrast to changes in error size, alteration in latency 
would explicitly imply the need to adjust processing time in order to solve the 
task. Access of vista space memory might be affected by the Euclidean dis-
tance, facilitating retrieval of objects nearby. 
Reference frame orientation 
It has been shown that the representation of space is orientation-dependent 
(for a review see McNamara, 2003). Here, orientation refers to the alignment 
of the body or visual field with respect to the environment, thus, the perspec-
tive onto the environment (independent of the target bearing). After learning 
the locations of objects within an environment and being subsequently tested 
for configurational memory, pointing between objects from certain perspectives 
leads to better performance compared to other perspectives. When learning 
took place in a vista space often the best pointing performance is shown from 
the originally learned orientation, i.e., the initial view upon the object layout 
(often referred to as 0°), compared to novel orientations. Additionally, con-
tra-aligned (180°) and orthogonal orientations (±90°) seem to be retrieved bet-
ter than oblique orientation (e.g., 45°). Hence, pointing performance usually 
yields a w-shape, or saw tooth, performance pattern in error and latency along 
the range of tested body orientations (e.g., Kelly & McNamara, 2008; Meilinger 
& Bülthoff, 2013; Mou & McNamara, 2002; Shelton & McNamara, 2001). One 
explanation for this pattern is the encoding of object locations relative to one or 
two orthogonal reference axes which are retrieved rather effortlessly. Testing 
from other perspectives requires additional inferential processes (McNamara 
et al., 2008; Mou et al., 2004; for an alternative explanation of this pattern see 
Street & Wang, 2014). 
The alignment of the spatial reference frame (i.e., orientations on which 
maximum pointing performance is centred) was found to be influenced by mul-
tiple factors. Not only the perspective during encoding (experienced views) is 
thought to be used, but also environmental geometry (extra-layout cues), such 
as the shape of the room or the mat on which objects were placed, and the in-
trinsic configuration of the object layout itself (intra-layout cues) (Mou & 
McNamara, 2002; Shelton & McNamara, 2001). We assume that for environ-
mental spaces the initial view and the global layout-intrinsic orientation are 
less determining for setting the reference frame alignment. Deriving the global 
layout is effortful and cannot be done until the last unit is reached. Instead, 
each room, corridor and street, constitutes a separate entity, which itself en-
tails discrete intra and extra-layout cues. When walking down, for example, a 
corridor, the observers’ view will naturally become aligned with the geometric 
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axis of the corridor. Such a viewer-space-alignment experienced later during 
learning was found to be more important for determining reference frame ori-
entation than initial views on a room (Kelly & McNamara, 2008; Shelton & 
McNamara, 2001; Valiquette & McNamara, 2007). A relatively simple envi-
ronmental space (e.g., few orthogonally interlinked corridors) may still be rep-
resented along a single main axis that spans the entire environmental space 
(axis presumably aligned with the first vista space encountered; Meilinger, 
Frankenstein, Watanabe, Bülthoff, & Hölscher, 2015; Tlauka, Carter, 
Mahlberg, & Wilson, 2011; Wilson, Wilson, Griffiths, & Fox, 2007). However, 
sufficiently complex environmental spaces seem to be represented within mul-
tiple local reference frames, with each local corridor or street occupying a dis-
tinct reference frame aligned with the respective corridor (Meilinger, Riecke, et 
al., 2013; Werner & Schmidt, 1999).  
In the current study we kept both the initial view within the environ-
ments and the orientation of the global object layout constant while setting the 
geometric axes of both learning spaces in conflict; this contrasts the reference 
frame alignment of vista and environmental space learning. We predicted that 
the reference frame in both environments should be aligned with the visible 
context. That is the room orientation in vista space and the corridor orienta-
tion in environmental space. 
The current study is concerned with the acquisition of object-to-object re-
lations under different learning conditions. Experiment 1 examined whether 
the acquired memory is different depending on whether exactly the same ob-
ject layout is either learned in vista or in environmental space. We predicted 
that knowledge acquired from environmental space preserves features of the 
spatio-temporal learning process, resulting in higher latency when pointing to 
targets with increasing corridor distance, and recall in the order objects were 
encountered in. We expected recall latency and order of vista space memory to 
be influenced by the layout structure instead. Furthermore, we predicted ref-
erence frame orientation in environmental space to be aligned with the visible 
context of the corridor and the learning experience rather than the initial view 
or the intrinsic layout orientation. In a second step (Experiment 2) we mim-
icked characteristics of environmental space learning (i.e., movement through 
space, successive learning experience) within a vista space to isolate the dis-
tinguishing factors between spaces. 
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Experiment 1 
Performance in visual pointing and object placement was ascertained after 
learning an object layout either in an environmental space (ES) or in a vista 
space (VS). 
Method 
Participants 
26 naïve participants were recruited from a subject database, gave written in-
formed consent and participated in exchange for monetary compensation. Par-
ticipants were randomly assigned to either of two conditions (ES or VS). Two 
participants had to be excluded. One participant did not perform significantly 
better than chance level (90°) in the pointing task. The other participant had 
to be excluded due to a lack of comprehension of task instructions. The remain-
ing sample of 24 participants (12 for each condition) had a mean age of 
M=26.09 (SD=6.94, [19;52]) and included twelve females (seven randomly as-
signed to ES condition, five to VS condition). The experimental procedure was 
approved by the ethical committee of the University Hospital Tübingen. 
Material 
We used Virtools® 5.0 (Dassault Systemes) for programming the virtual envi-
ronment and the experimental procedure. The experiment took place in a 
12x12 m tracking hall, enabling free movement in real space while wearing a 
head mounted display (HMD) visualizing the virtual space. Participants’ head 
coordinates were tracked by 16 high-speed motion capture cameras with 120 
Hz (Vicon® MX 13) to render a real-time egocentric view of the virtual envi-
ronment. We used a NVIDIA Quadro FX 3700M graphics card with 1024 MB 
RAM and a nVisor SX111 HMD with a field of view of 102° (horizontal) × 64° 
(vertical), a resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels for each eye, and 66% overlap. The 
interpupillary distance was fixed at 6 cm. We adjusted the HMD fit and screen 
position for each participant. This virtual reality setup provided important 
depth cues such as stereo vision, texture gradients, and motion parallax and 
enabled participant to physically walk through a virtual world. 
The object layout participants were asked to learn consisted of seven tar-
get objects lying on the floor of the virtual environment arranged within an 
incomplete 3 × 3 grid with bilateral symmetry (Fig. 1). From left to right a tea-
pot, a hammer and a banana were located in the closest row, and the middle 
row held a horse, a telephone and a tennis racket. A trumpet was located in 
the center of the furthest row. It is assumed that the linear relation between 
hammer, hair dryer and trumpet determines the global main axis of the object 
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layout, namely 0° (compare to Greenauer & Waller, 2010; Kelly & McNamara, 
2008). Additional objects by or on the walls, such as a vase or a fireplace, 
served as aids for orientation within the environment and remained visible 
throughout learning and testing phase, whereas the target objects were absent 
in the testing phase. Note that both ES and VS contained the same target ob-
jects and objects aiding orientation. 
 
 
Both, in ES and VS condition, exactly the same object layout was ar-
ranged on the floor, thus, distance and relations between the objects were 
identical. In the VS condition a rectangular room was presented to the partici-
pants from a constant point of view located in front of the object layout (X in 
Fig. 1, right). Body location within the environment was kept constant during 
the whole experiment. However, participants were allowed to look around. In 
the ES condition the environment consisted of walls placed to arrange four 
 
Fig. 1. Left: The layout of ES condition from a birds-eye perspective and participants view 
from within the environment. Right: Layout and participants view from within the VS condi-
tion. Xs indicate the starting position, grey arrows above the Xs the initial view upon the envi-
ronment. Layout orientation is similar in both environments. Alignment of the visible geome-
try differs, as indicated by the black, bold arrows. 
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parallel, interlinked corridors, offset by 45° to the main axes of object layout 
and room orientation in the VS condition (Fig. 1, left). To see all objects partic-
ipants had to walk from the start point X through all corridors sequentially 
passing each object. Initial view of both environments was set along the main 
axis of the object layout (grey arrows above the X’s in Fig. 1). This view also 
defined the zero-point of body orientation, as illustrated by the arrow flanked 
by 0° below the sketches of the environments in Fig. 1, top. Thus, for example, 
turning 45° to the left in ES in order to be aligned with the corridor would cor-
respond to a body orientation of −45° with respect to the reference orientation 
of 0°. 
Procedure 
After participants were familiarized with the equipment the learning phase 
started. Participants were positioned standing in the corner of the experiment 
room facing the opposite corner, shortly before being equipped with the HMD. 
We instructed participants to learn in depth where the virtual objects on the 
floor were located within the virtual environment and gave no time restrictions 
or details about later performance tests. 
Participants in ES condition moved through the environmental space, fol-
lowing the corridors. They moved twice from their start point, to the end of the 
last corridor and back to the start to ensure sufficient learning. Since no 
movement was required in VS condition, participants were instructed to in-
spect the whole room, including the walls and corners at their back, for later 
orientation. At no point they were allowed to leave their current position. To 
ensure correct object identification each object was tagged (in English) by the 
participant in both conditions. The experimenter corrected misidentifications 
(i.e., object names not used later in the experiment). After traversing through 
space twice in ES condition or indicating sufficient learning in VS condition, 
we removed the target objects and participants proceeded to the learning test. 
We successively presented blue spheres at former object positions. Participants 
then had to recollect and name the object located at this position from memory. 
In ES participants were obliged to walk through the environment again to en-
counter all blue spheres. The order of testing was the following: Teapot, ham-
mer, hair dryer, racket, trumpet, banana, and horse. This order was neither 
along rows and columns of the object layout nor along the order of first contact 
in ES condition. One or more errors resulted in a new learning trial (walking 
there and back in ES condition and self-paced learning in VS condition). This 
procedure was repeated until all locations were associated with the correct ob-
ject. Subsequently, after a short break, the test phase started. The procedure 
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of the test phase was identical for ES and VS condition. Participants stood in 
front of a table, mounted by a joystick and, first, had to conduct a visual point-
ing task within their previously learned environment (in the absence of the 
objects) and, subsequently, perform an object placement task. 
In the visual pointing task all target objects were removed from the envi-
ronment. Participants were teleported to a former object location in each trial, 
being randomly aligned with 1 out of 8 body orientations. Note that the physi-
cal orientation of the participant in the real tracking hall did not change 
(aligned with the table mounted with the joystick). Rather, for each trial the 
virtual reality was adjusted in position and orientation to render the desired 
trial characteristics. The possible orientations participants bodies were then 
aligned with in the virtual reality are illustrated by the arrows encircling the 
outline of the environments in Fig. 1, top. They are spaced around a full circle 
in steps of 45°. The current location (e.g., “You are at the hair dryer”) and the 
pointing target (e.g., “Point to the banana”) was indicated during each trial on 
the HMD screen. This example illustrated in Fig. 2, top, emulated a body ori-
entation of −45° with respect to the reference orientation of 0°. Participants 
had to identify their orientation based on the visual input from looking around. 
They were not allowed to walk through the environment during the test phase. 
Each of the eight body orientations was tested nine times from different 
object locations resulting in 72 pointing trials. For 8 of the 9 pointing trials of 
each body orientation the correct bearings of the target (the correct pointing 
direction) were spaced around a full circle in steps of 45°. In each body orienta-
tion participants had to point to the front, right-front, right, right-back, back, 
etc. To analyze distance effects, four of the remaining eight trials were set up 
to cover the largest distance in terms of corridors, i.e., pointing from the teapot 
to the racket/trumpet and vice versa. This led to correct pointing directions of 
either 18°, 64°, −108° and −63° relative to the current body orientation. For the 
remaining four trials targets were set to be located in the same corridor (min-
imum distance in terms of corridors) with the correct pointing direction of 0°, 
45°, −45° and −90°. In summary, 20 trials covered the minimum distance in 
terms of corridors, 29 trials covered a short distance (next corridor), 19 trials 
covered a medium distance (second next corridor) and 4 trials covered maxi-
mum distance. Trials were presented in random order to every participant. 
Participants executed pointing by moving a joystick handle, enabling pointing 
measurements across a 360° circle. For example, assuming the target to be 
located in front of one’s current position, the joystick handle had to be pushed 
straight forward; assuming the target to be located 135° to the left of one’s cur-
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rent position, the joystick handle had to be pulled backwards and to the left. 
The current pointing direction was accepted with a button press. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Top: View upon the environment of one exemplary trial in the pointing task. Bottom: 
Reconstruction of the layout in the placement task. The currently selected object for rear-
rangement is marked with an inverted cone. Note that when presenting the environments 
with the correct field of view no visual distortion was present. 
 
Participants were allowed to examine the environment by looking around. 
Consequently, during this time head orientation deviated from the body orien-
tation. In order to point to the target, however, participants were instructed to 
look straight again, thus, realigning with the body orientation in this trial (al-
so realigning with the joystick in front of them). Participants had to align 
properly in order to have their pointing response recorded and to continue with 
the next trial. Head orientations deviating more than 10° were not accepted by 
the program. Latency consisted of the duration between trial onset (appear-
ance within the environment) and button press. Pointing error consisted of the 
absolute deviation (in °) between pointing direction and correct direction. 
For the object placement task, participants were placed in a new virtual 
surrounding, containing a horizontal plane only (Fig. 2, bottom). Objects were 
located in a horizontal row in front of the participant, ordered in random se-
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quence determined for each participant. We instructed participants to arrange 
the objects in the layout they had previously seen in the virtual environment. 
Objects could be placed in any preferred order and could be (re)arranged until 
the participant was satisfied. Participants used buttons to switch between ob-
jects and the joystick to move the currently selected object. We recorded the 
order of replacement, i.e., which object was moved away from the start location 
first, which object was moved second, etc. 
Data analysis 
From the 24 participants approximately 4% of the pointing performance data 
was deleted due to deviation of more than two SD from a participant’s overall 
mean. All tests conducted were corrected for nonsphericity or inequality of var-
iance when appropriate. As adding participants’ gender to the analysis did not 
change any of the reported effects, we only report the pooled data. 
Results 
Distance to target 
We examined the influence of distance to a target on pointing latency in order 
to estimate whether this spatial information structured spatial memory. Two 
potentially meaningful distances between the current position and the target 
object were analyzed separately. Firstly, the distance in terms of corridors, and 
secondly, the Euclidean distance. Corridor distance distinguishes trials repre-
senting pointing within the same corridor (0), to the next corridor (1), across 
two (2) or three corridors (3). This classification is based on the ES layout, but 
was likewise applied to VS trials for control. Euclidean distance represents the 
straight-line distance between two objects. We differentiate the relative Eu-
clidean distance value of 1, representing the smallest possible distance be-
tween two objects (e.g., from teapot to horse) and ascending from there Euclid-
ean distance (e.g., from teapot to hair dryer), 2 (e.g., from teapot to banana) 
and  (e.g., from teapot to trumpet). A relative Euclidean distance value of 1 
represents an absolute physically distance of ca. 2.83 m. For analysis it is not 
meaningful whether absolute or relative values are used. It should be noted 
here that the two distance dimensions tended to be associated with one anoth-
er in our study by r = 0.22. Also we did not analyze absolute error as this was 
not the goal of the study. The following analyses were conducted for both dis-
tance dimensions separately. 
Starting with the dimension of corridor distance and its influence on 
pointing latency, we conducted an ANOVA with the between-participant factor 
environment (ES vs. VS) and the within-participant factor corridor distance. A 
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main effect of corridor distance, F(3, 66) = 5.47, p = 0.008, ηp2 = 0.20, and an 
interaction of corridor distance × environment, F(3, 66) = 4.58, p = 0.017, ηp2 = 
0.17, but no main effect of environment, F < 1, p > 0.800, were found. Thus, the 
influence of corridor distance on latency differed between environments. To 
further examine this interaction we regressed pointing latency onto corridor 
distance separately for each participant. From these regressions b was extract-
ed. This standardized slope describes the linear change of latency with increas-
ing corridor distance for every participant. Fig. 3, top left, depicts the individ-
ual and mean slopes for the two environmental conditions. T-tests were used to 
analyze slopes. As expected, slopes derived from ES did exceed 0, mean b = 
0.22, t(11) = 8.15, p < 0.001, d = 2.35 (see Fig. 3, top right), indicating an in-
crease in pointing latency the more corridors are residing between current and 
target location. With each additional corridor pointing took on average 1.02 s 
(SD = 0.53) longer. In VS, which worked as the control condition where no la-
tency increase with ascending corridor distance was expected, the mean slope 
did not differ from 0, mean b = 0.02, t(11) = 0.63, p = 0.542, d = 0.18. Thus, 
pointing did not take longer the further away targets were located with respect 
to corridors. Additionally, a comparison of mean slopes between ES and VS 
revealed that the linear increase of latency across ascending corridor distance 
was higher for ES compared to VS, t(22) = −4.28, p < 0.001, ds = 1.75. This pat-
tern was also evident in individual slopes. Whereas in ES data of each single 
participant rendered a positive slope, in VS this was only the case for 7 out of 
12 participants. Results suggest that in ES memory, the spatio-temporal pat-
tern of learning was preserved and this was not due to the structure of the lay-
out itself.  
As corridors were not meaningful (since nonexistent) in VS we conducted 
a control analysis with Euclidean distance. The ANOVA revealed a significant 
interaction of Euclidean distance × environment, F(3, 66) = 5.19, p = 0.020, ηp2 
= 0.19. Even though not significant, Euclidean distance tended to influence 
pointing latency, F(3, 66) = 3.13, p = 0.073, ηp2 = 0.13. No main effect of envi-
ronment, F < 1, p > 0.660 was found. Following this, the effect of Euclidean 
distance seems to differ between the two environments. Fig. 3, bottom left, de-
picts the mean and individual slopes derived from the regression of pointing 
latency onto Euclidean distance. The level of standardized slopes derived from 
ES did exceed 0, mean b = 0.08, t(11) = 2.57, p = 0.026, d = 0.74 (Fig. 3, bottom 
right), although smaller in size compared to the analysis of corridor distance. 
In the VS condition, the mean slope did not differ from a 0 slope, mean b = 
0.05, t(11) = 1.46, p = 0.172, d = 0.42. Thus, only in ES pointing latency in-
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creased with increasing Euclidean distance between current and target loca-
tion. When directly comparing ES and VS slopes did not differ between the 
environments, t(22) = −0.75, p = 0.470, ds = 0.30. Looking at individual slopes 8 
out of 12 participants (ca. 66%) had a positive slope in the VS condition, 9 out 
of 12 (75%) in the ES condition. Straight-line distances did not seem to play a 
prominent role when VS memory was retrieved. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Top: Linear increase of pointing latency with corridor distance between current position 
and target. Bottom: Linear effect of Euclidean distance on latency. Left: Individual (dashed 
line) and averaged (solid line) slope of pointing latency as a function of distance to a target. 
Right: Mean standardized slopes. Error bars depict SEM. * p<0.05. Asterisks within bars indi-
cate deviation from 0. 
 
Reference frame orientation 
To evaluate the reference frame orientation in memory, data derived from the 
visual pointing task was submitted to a repeated measure ANOVA with the 
factors environment (ES vs. VS) and body orientation (−135° to 180° in steps of 
45°). We expected an interaction. Second, pointing error and latency were fit-
ted to a w-contrast, which describes the primary pattern of performance found 
in prior research. Using a contrast avoids execution of multiple pairwise com-
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parisons between levels of conditions, but instead makes it possible to describe 
the fit of a curve to a predefined shape with one single parameter (Greenauer 
and Waller, 2010, Levin and Neumann, 1999). This predefined shape or pat-
tern has to be specified in advance reflecting your hypothesis. As learning per-
spective, visible intrinsic object layout, and room orientation in VS condition 
all entail the same main axis (0° perspective), this value was selected as base-
line for the contrast. The utilized w-contrast describes a saw tooth pattern cen-
tered on this orientation of 0° (see the legend of Fig. 4, Fig. 5, middle, for illus-
tration). The contrasts weights were defined to be lowest (−1) for the 0° orien-
tation and all orientation which are orthogonal (±90°) or opposed to it (180°), 
thus, predicting lowest error rate and fastest responses at these orientations. 
Highest error rate and slowest responses (worst performance) was ascribed to 
oblique orientations (±45° and ±135°) by setting higher contrasts weights (1). 
Note that a contrast weight of 0 would predict average performance. To calcu-
late contrast fit to the data, for each participant contrast weights were multi-
plied with the average performance in the respective perspective and added up 
(e.g., −1 × average in −180° + 1 × average in −135°, etc.). Contrast fits were 
inspected using t-tests. We predicted a high, therefore, positive contrast fit for 
learning an object layout in VS. Here the body orientations leading to best per-
formance should be the initial view upon the environment (0°), and ±90° and 
180° deviation from it. For learning in ES setup, however, even though the 
global layout and the initial view were aligned with 0°, we predicted a refer-
ence frame alignment with ±45° and ±135°, according to the visual input when 
walking through a corridor. A negative w-contrast fit is expected here. A con-
trast fit of 0 would indicate, that data can’t be described by a w-shape. 
The underlying assumption of the w-contrast is that the space is repre-
sented along two orthogonal axes (four body orientations rendering highest 
performance, four orientations rendering lowest performance). Alternatively, 
the space could be represented along a single axis, which can be expressed by 
an m-contrast centered on either one axis of the corresponding w-contrast. The 
pattern of an m-contrast implies that pointing performance is best when 
aligned with this specific axis. Thus, being aligned or directly opposed to one 
view should then yield best performance whereas decline occurs when deviat-
ing from these views, e.g., best performance with 0° and 180° body orientation, 
worst performance with ±90°. In order to examine which pattern represents 
our data best, in the last step we tested whether a m-contrast centered on 0° 
(along long room axis) or a m-contrast centered on ±90° (along short room axis) 
renders a better data fit than the previously examined w-contrast centered on 
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0°/±90° for the VS data. Similarly, for ES condition we tested whether the m-
contrast centered on 45°/−135° (facing the corridor wall) or the m-contrast cen-
tered on −45°/135° (along corridor axis) renders a better data fit than a w-
contrast centered on ±45°/±135°. In short, we tested whether the assumption of 
a single axis fits the data structure better than the assumption of two orthogo-
nal axes. In Fig. 4, Fig. 5, right, w- and m-contrasts of the respective learning 
condition are depicted. Note that the m-contrast centered on 45°/−135° is the 
inverse of the m-contrast centered on −45/135°. The same holds for m-contrasts 
centered on ±90° and 0°/180°. Thus, a positive fit of either corresponds to a 
negative fit of equal size for the respective other. Regarding the question of 
best fit, consequently, only positive fits are of interest and were compared via 
t-tests to the corresponding w-contrast. 
Pointing latency 
Fig. 4, left, depicts individual (dashed line) and averaged (solid line) pointing 
latencies of both conditions. The ANOVA yielded a significant main effect of 
body orientation on pointing latency, F(7, 154) = 4.50, p = 0.002, ηp2 = 0.17, and 
an interaction of body orientation × environment, F(7, 154) = 4.93, p = 0.001, 
ηp2 = 0.18, but no main effect of environment, F < 1, p > 0.900. As predicted, the 
interaction demonstrates that pointing latency at specific body orientations 
differed depending on the learning environment. W-contrast fits further identi-
fied the nature of these differences (Fig. 4, middle). In line with our hypothe-
ses, w-contrast fit of pointing latency data was higher in VS than in ES, t(22) = 
3.95, p = 0.001, ds = 1.61, suggesting different reference frame orientations. 
Average values for contrast fit (Fig. 4, middle) were significantly below 0 for 
ES, t(11) = −3.48, p = 0.005, d = 1.00. This indicates that pointing latency in 
ES can be well explained by an inverted w-contrast, centered on the oblique 
±45° orientations. Even though not significant, a trend was found for the con-
trast fit for VS to be larger than 0, t(11) = 1.88, p = 0.087, d = 0.54. 
Descriptive data of single participants support the pattern of w-contrast 
fits. In VS 9 out of 12 participants (75%) pointed faster in trials of aligned body 
orientation (0°, ±90° and 180°) compared to trials of oblique body orientation 
(±45°, ±135°). In contrast, in ES only 1 out of 12 participants showed this pat-
tern. Thus, the remaining participants (ca. 92%) pointed faster from oblique 
body orientations. 
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Fig. 4. Left: Individual (dashed line) and averaged (solid line) pointing latency as a function of 
body orientation. 180° is displayed twice for symmetry. Middle: Values for w-contrast fit cen-
tered on 0°/±90°/180° for pointing latency data. Right: Absolute values of contrast fit for w- and 
m-contrasts, separately for VS (upper) and ES (lower) condition. Pictograms define the used 
contrasts. Long = along long axis of room. Corridor = along corridor axis. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Left: Individual (dashed line) and averaged (solid line) absolute pointing error. Middle: 
Mean values for w-contrast fit centered on 0°/±90°/180° for pointing error. Right: Contrast fit 
for w- and m-contrast, separately for VS (upper) and ES (lower) condition. Pictograms define 
the center of the contrasts. Short = along short axis of room. Wall = facing corridor wall. 
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To test whether the assumption of a single axis fits the data structure 
better than the assumption of two orthogonal axes, data fit to the correspond-
ing m-contrasts was compared to the w-contrast fit for each condition. In Fig. 
4, right, w- and m-contrast fits of the respective learning condition are depict-
ed. For VS the positive m-contrast fit centered on 0°/180° (long room axis) sig-
nificantly exceeded the w-contrast fit centered on 0°/±90°/180°, t(11) = −3.22, p 
= 0.008, dz = 0.93. For ES the m-contrast centered on −45/°135° (along corridor 
axis) produced a positive fit that significantly exceeded the w-contrast fit cen-
tered on ±45°/±135°, t(11) = −4.78, p = 0.001, dz = 1.38. Furthermore, both de-
scribed m-contrasts exceeded 0 significantly, t’s > 4.67, p’s < 0.002. Thus, re-
garding pointing latency assuming a single reference axis aligned with the 
longest axis of the visible space fits the data better compared to two orthogonal 
axes. 
Absolute pointing error 
Fig. 5, left, depicts individual (dashed line) and averaged (solid line) absolute 
pointing error of both conditions. The ANOVA revealed a main effect of envi-
ronment, F(1, 22) = 27.6, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.556. Participants pointed more ac-
curately within the VS, indicating an advantage for environmental learning 
when the object layout was fully visible from one point of view. We also found a 
main effect of body orientation, F(7, 154) = 2.75, p = 0.010, ηp2 = 0.111, quali-
fied by a significant interaction of body orientation × environment, F(7, 154) = 
6.47, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.23. Hence, as predicted, error size at specific body orien-
tations differed depending on the learning environment (environmental vs. 
vista). According to our predictions, w-contrast fit was higher in VS than in 
ES, t(22) = 4.14, p < 0.001, ds = 1.69, suggesting differently oriented reference 
frame orientations (Fig. 5, middle). Moreover, average values for w-contrast fit 
were above 0 for VS, t(11) = 4.96, p < 0.001, d = 1.43. This indicates that refer-
ence frames in VS were oriented along orthogonal directions of room walls and 
the intrinsic orientation of the object layout (i.e., 0°, ±90° and 180°). In con-
trast, reference frame orientations in ES tended to be oriented along oblique 
orientations, t(11) = −2.15, p = 0.055, d = 0.62. Clearly, learning in ES deter-
mined a reference frame perspective different from VS learning, even though 
the object layout was exactly the same. 
Descriptive data of single participants mirror these effects. In VS 11 out 
of 12 participants (ca. 92%) showed better pointing performance in aligned tri-
als (0°, ±90° and 180°) compared to oblique trials (±45°, ±135°). In ES only 3 
out of 12 participants showed this pattern. 75% of the participants in this con-
dition pointed more accurate from oblique body orientations. 
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As for latency, we tested employment of one vs. two reference axes. Fig. 5, 
right, depicts the indicative w- and m-contrast fits of the respective learning 
condition. Again, only positive m-contrast fits were of interest and compared to 
the corresponding w-contrast. In contrast to latency now positive values were 
produced for m-contrast centered on ±90° for VS condition (along short room 
axis) and m-contrast centered on 45°/−135° for ES condition (facing the wall of 
a corridor). The latter was larger than 0, t(11) = 3.45, p = 0.005, d = 1.00. How-
ever, no difference between m- and w-contrast fit was observed, ES: t(11) = 
−1.75, p = 0.107, ds = 0.51, VS: t(11) = 1.64, p = 0.130, ds = 0.47. 
Further pointing results 
Our results suggest that pointing performance varied as a function of corridor 
distance and body orientation and differently so for VS and ES learning. Did 
these factors cover most for the variability in the data or are there important 
communalities between the learning situations remaining, originating from 
the common object layout? For example, it might be easier to memorize and 
recall the position of the teapot compared to the position of the trumpet. In or-
der to explore this, we calculated the residuals for latency and error that ex-
press unexplained variance after both, corridor distance as well as orientation 
during pointing, were accounted for. For each target location error and latency 
residuals were separately averaged over participants. We then calculated the 
correlation of these residuals between the two conditions. The same was done 
for each location participants were currently pointing from. Correlating the 
residuals of latency in VS and ES across the positions one is currently pointing 
from rendered a medium but non-significant result, n = 7, r = 0.598, p = 0.156. 
This correlation was mainly driven by the objects hammer and hair dryer. 
Both were located in the middle of the layout. Pointing from objects at the edge 
of the layout allows for a rather fast and rough estimation of the correct point-
ing direction since all remaining objects lie in somewhat similar direction. For 
example, being teleported to the trumpet, facing 0° (short wall in VS) any tar-
get object will lie behind you. In contrast, being positioned at hammer or hair 
dryer one is surrounded by targets. Pointing from there may naturally lead to 
longer decision times. We want to emphasize, however, that this correlation is 
not significant, thus, diminishing its importance. The remaining correlations 
for error residuals across current position and for error and latency residuals 
across target locations did not render significant results, n = 7, r’s < 0.37, p’s > 
0.42. While some idiosyncrasies of the layout might be present in both condi-
tions it seems that corridor distance and body orientation explain large parts 
of participants’ performance. 
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Considering either latency or error in isolation can lead to huge misun-
derstandings of the data and effects reported above. Therefore, we looked into 
possible interrelations of latency and error in our data. Not a single partici-
pants showed a significant negative correlation between pointing error and 
latency, all r > −0.16, p > 0.097. Considering this analysis one can assume that 
our pointing data is not suffering from a speed-accuracy trade-off. 
Order of object placement 
We analyzed the order in which objects were relocated in the placement task. 
For each single participant we computed the Kendal-tau ordinal correlation as 
a measure of agreement between the relocation order in the placement task 
and the order of first encounter as predefined in ES learning (i.e., teapot, 
horse, hammer, banana, hair dryer, trumpet and racket). This correlation cri-
terion reflects how much participants revert to this one possible learning or-
der. The agreement of the placement order in the VS condition with ES learn-
ing order, indeed, is expected to be non-existent. It rather functions as an im-
portant baseline value ES correlation is compared against. Fig. 6, left and 
middle, visualizes the degree to which participants preserved the order of 
learning in ES and used it to relocate the objects in the placement task. When 
learning took place in ES a clear relationship emerged with an average r = 
0.82. The correlation is larger than 0, t(11) = 8.62, p < 0.001, d = 2.49, and ex-
ceeds the correlation found in the VS condition, r = 0.11, t(22) = −4.34, p < 
0.001, ds = 1.77, which itself, as expected, does not differ from 0, t(11) = 0.79, p 
= 0.446, d = 0.23. The strong correlation found in ES is also supported by the 
individual data: 8 out of 12 participants provided a perfect match of r = 1, re-
maining participants uniformly showed a positive correlation. Hence, order 
induced by the learning process in the ES was still present in the context of 
conducting a configurational judgment task for which order was virtually ir-
relevant.  
As VS memory might be bound to a specific order as well, we examined 
multiple potential alternatives. The examined orders were clustered in three 
groups: (1) Recall along rows and columns of the object layout (including 16 
plausible orders), (2) following the random object presentation during the 
placement task (including eight plausible orders)11 and (3) along corridor based 
                                            
11 Orders along rows/columns included, for example, from nearest to farthest row, each row 
from left to right; or from rightmost to leftmost column, across all columns alternating between 
nearest to farthest object and vice versa; et cetera. Orders following object presentation in the 
placement task when objects are arranged in random order along a single row included, for exam-
ple, simply from left to right; or starting in the middle of the single row with the already active 
object to the leftmost object and from there the remaining object up until the rightmost object; et 
cetera. 
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encounter (single ES learning order as described above). The order in which 
the objects were presented to the participants in the placement task (i.e., a 
row) was randomized for each participant. However, orders along 
rows/columns of the uniform object layout are partly overlapping with the cor-
ridor order (mean correlation r = 0.50). For example, the potential order of 
learning and recalling the layout starting on the left and nearest object (tea-
pot) and from there column by column to the right (each column starting with 
the nearest object) is highly associated with the corridor order, r = 0.81. A par-
ticipant showing a high selection agreement with either will, thus, automati-
cally show a high agreement with the other as well. Due to this non-
independency a direct comparison between the strength of the different order 
correlations was not considered appropriate. Rather, we clustered participants 
with regard to the order that rendered the highest agreement with their indi-
vidual placement order. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Left: Placement order plotted as a function of the order objects were encountered when 
moving through the corridors. Middle: Mean correlation with corridor order. Right: Number of 
participants revealing best fit to either of three order clusters (along rows/columns, along ob-
ject presentation during the placement task and along corridor based encounter) when rear-
ranging the object layout from memory. 
 
Fig. 6, right, depicts the amount of people scoring highest in any of the 
three order clusters.12 The frequencies people were assigned to the three order 
groups differed significantly between the two learning environments, p = 
0.001, two-tailed Fisher’s exact test. More precisely, whereas in VS recall along 
rows/columns (7 participants; 3× best fit with order along rows, 4× best fit with 
                                            
12 For one participant of the VS condition the correlation of placement order with presenta-
tion order and row/column order was equally high. We considered presentation order as the more 
conservative, thus, more appropriate fit, as it does not assume a specific order preserved in 
memory. 
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order along columns) and along presentation of the objects in the placement 
task (5 participants) seems to be common, in ES most participants (9 out of 12) 
showed highest agreement with the corridor order. 
Learning time and repetitions 
Participants learning in ES needed significantly more time to meet the learn-
ing criterion (100% correct identification of objects at their corresponding loca-
tion) compared to participants learning in VS, ES: M = 8.13 min, SD = 1.82, 
VS: M = 4.38 min, SD = 2.08, t(22) = 4.71, p < 0.001. This result is hardly sur-
prising, since in ES movement was required to explore the environment. The 
number of repetitions needed to meet the learning criterion did not differ sig-
nificantly between learning in ES, M = 1.25, SD = 0.13, and VS, M = 1.17, SD 
= 0.11, t(22) = −0.48, p = 0.633, ds = 0.19. 
Discussion 
Many studies have examined spatial learning either in VS (e.g., Kelly and 
McNamara, 2008, Meilinger and Bülthoff, 2013, Mou and McNamara, 2002, 
Shelton and McNamara, 2001) or in ES (e.g., Avraamides and Kelly, 2010, 
Brockmole and Wang, 2002, Brockmole and Wang, 2003, Cohen et al., 1978, 
Kelly et al., 2007, Kosslyn et al., 1974, McNamara, 1986, Meilinger et al., 
2014, Newcombe and Liben, 1982, Wang and Brockmole, 2003a, Wang and 
Brockmole, 2003b, Werner and Schmidt, 1999). The present experiment aimed 
at answering the question of how spatial memory is different for VS and ES by 
comparing memory for exactly the same object layout. In summary, the ob-
served distance, order, and alignment effects indicate that spatial memory for 
ES and VS differ in terms of preserved spatio-temporal learning experience, 
and employed reference frame orientation. 
We examined whether the process of estimating object-to-object relations 
depended on corridor or Euclidean distance to the target. To date, better per-
formance for closer targets with regards to traveled distances in ES was main-
ly found in the inspection of errors (Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth, 1982), but not 
latency. However, since an increase in error over corridor distance could result 
also from error accumulation during learning (thus, memory precision), we as-
sume latency to be a more suitable criterion for indicating processing time 
(thus, retrieval) (see also Pantelides et al., 2016). We hypothesized an incre-
mental process when recalling memory acquired in ES. Indeed, when learning 
took place in ES results from the visual pointing task suggest that pointing 
latency increased with increasing corridor distance. With each additional cor-
ridor separating participant and target, more time was needed to point to the 
target. To our knowledge, this was the first time a traveled distance effect on 
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retrieval latency of survey memory has been demonstrated. It points to the fact 
that in ES the process of recalling locations beyond the current VS cannot be a 
simple and direct read-out from a single memory unit. Estimation of object-to-
object relations in ES rather happens incrementally during pointing, succes-
sively activating spatially and/or temporally related information from memory. 
Whether this process consists of mentally walking down the route (Byrne et 
al., 2007, Sanders et al., 2015) or of constructing a mental model of the non-
visible environment parts from one’s current location (Meilinger, 2008), how-
ever, remains an issue to exam further. 
The layout itself was not responsible for the corridor distance effect, since 
the effect was not evoked by VS learning. Similarly, pointing latency did not 
increase with increasing Euclidean distance between object pairs. As 
McNamara (1986) showed that Euclidean distance affects the accuracy of sur-
vey judgements, these results again support the disparity of error and latency 
measurements. Assuming that pointing latency is a manifestation of the recall 
process rather than the precision of memory, all objects learned within the VS 
seemed to be retrieved equally fast irrespective of both distance metrics. Like-
ly, no further mental constructions were needed here; rather, configurational 
memory already comprised all object locations in a single reference frame as 
suggested by prior research (McNamara et al., 2008, Mou et al., 2004). Addi-
tionally, this result might indicate that the positive association between point-
ing latency and Euclidean distance in ES was merely driven by the correlation 
of corridor and Euclidean distance. Taken together, learning differs across ES 
and VS environments which manifests in the absence of a distance effect in the 
VS environment, and an effect of corridor distance in the ES environment. 
Specifically, even though both groups of participants were instructed to learn 
the same object layout, in the ES environment the temporal and spatial learn-
ing procedure was preserved in memory retrieval, and thus, the structure of 
the layout representation. 
We predicted that retrieving memory for ES would be bound to the learn-
ing order due to the successive entering of corridors in ES learning. Indeed, a 
high correlation between the order of first object encounter in ES and the order 
of object relocation during the placement task was found for ES. It is im-
portant to note that this order effect was observed in the retrieval procedure of 
a survey task, a task that did not require placing the objects along a specific 
order. In fact, in order to select objects according to the encoding order in ES 
learning, participants even had to deselect items, disregard the random objects 
order presented in front of them and deliberately select other items. The 
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strong relation between encoding order and placement order in ES is in con-
tradiction to a VS process of reading-out from a single reference frame repre-
sentation (McNamara et al., 2008, Mou et al., 2004), which itself does not pre-
dict a preferred order, as mere inter-object relations are memorized. Interest-
ingly, from twelve participants in the ES condition, eight provided a perfect 
order match and all others showed a positive correlation as well. Hence, never 
was an object layout reconstructed from the endpoint of the ES to the starting 
position, even though this sequence was encountered just as often as walking 
from start to end. Previous research showed how explicitly landmark sequence 
is preserved and affects memory retrieval when learning a route (Janzen, 
2006, Schweizer et al., 1998, Strickrodt et al., 2015, Wiener et al., 2012) and 
when learning the configuration of an ES (Moar & Carleton, 1982). The pre-
sent experiment extends these findings by demonstrating that order effects are 
determined by the very first experience within the environment (original for-
wards direction) even when walking in both directions (forwards and return 
path). 
Similar to the effect of corridor distance, we did not expect the learning 
order of ES to be reflected in spatial memory acquired in a VS. VS learning 
functioned as a control condition and the absence of a meaningful correlation 
with corridor order demonstrates that effects in ES were not due to the layout 
structure itself. Regarding the best order fit analysis, placement order was 
much less consistent in VS. Participants showed placement order patterns 
along rows and columns (with no systematic preference for either following 
rows or columns) or merely along the random presentation order in the place-
ment task. From this result we cannot determine whether layout memory of 
VS is generally structured along rows and columns but easily overwritten by 
presenting alternative sequences or whether just some participant preserve a 
row/columns structure in memory. It should be noted that we consider a statis-
tical comparison within a learning condition as problematic as the amount of 
potential orders that were covered in our analysis differed between 
rows/columns, presentation and corridor order. We examined 16 plausible or-
ders representing selection along rows and columns, but only eight plausible 
orders of following the random object presentation in the placement task and 
one order representing corridor learning. Thus, the chance to be clustered in 
either order group is unequal. This is problematic for the distributions of or-
ders within a learning group, but less so for comparisons between learning 
groups. It should also be noted that the analysis of a best fit sequence depends 
on the selected orders that are taken into account. We clearly did not cover all 
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feasible orders, but only a subset of reasonable orders. As a result, most partic-
ipants have been clustered into order groups because all remaining correlation 
rendered lower values – even though their maximum correlation was not sig-
nificant. In sum, we showed a clear difference between VS and ES learning. ES 
learning clearly preserved the distinctive initial learning encounter. 
As expected, we found evidence for differently oriented reference frames 
in VS and ES indicated both by error and latency. W-contrast fits were positive 
for learning in VS, hence, reference frames were centered on the aligned orien-
tation of initial view, room geometry and object layout (0°, ±90°, 180°) as in 
prior studies (e.g., Kelly and McNamara, 2008, Shelton and McNamara, 2001, 
Valiquette and McNamara, 2007). In contrast, in ES negative w-contrasts were 
found, i.e., overall lowest error rate and fastest responses were shown when 
aligned with or orthogonal to the corridors (±45° and ±135°). Such an align-
ment with vista units of an ES has also been observed before (Meilinger et al., 
2014, Werner and Schmidt, 1999). Our study demonstrated in addition that 
the initial view and the global layout-intrinsic orientation are less important 
for setting the reference frame in an ES. In VS studies it has already been 
shown that the initial view can be dominated by another, if this new view is 
aligned with a geometric feature (e.g., global room, mat, object layout) (Kelly 
and McNamara, 2008, Shelton and McNamara, 2001, Valiquette and 
McNamara, 2007). Similarly, the same seems to account for ES learning. Dur-
ing walking participants are aligned with the corridor walls as well as with the 
locally visible objects. These factors seem to determine the alignment of spatial 
memory. 
We further examined whether the assumption of two orthogonal axes 
constituting a reference frame, i.e., performance following a w-shaped pattern, 
holds. Alternatively, space could be represented along a single axis, i.e., per-
formance following an m-shaped pattern. Considering both, pointing error and 
latency, our results are inconclusive about whether a single or two orthogonal-
ly aligned reference axes were involved. Pointing latency was better described 
by an m-contrast centered on the long axis of the room (0°/180°) in VS, and by 
an m-contrast centered on the corridor axis (−45/°135°) in ES compared to the 
corresponding w-contrasts. In contrast, when analyzing pointing error in ES 
the m-contrast centered on the orientations when facing a corridor wall 
(45°/−135°) produced a positive fit. Also, VS now evidenced two reference axes 
rather than one. From this no clear conclusions about the number of reference 
frame axes can be made. Nonetheless, our results demonstrated that perfor-
mance pattern in ES are in clear opposition to the performance pattern in VS 
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learning, which we assume to be the crucial point here. The overall orientation 
of the reference frame seems to be well captured in the w-contrast fit rendering 
this measurement a reliable, even rather conservative mean to detect differ-
ences in reference frame alignment between ES and VS. 
In addition to the alignment effect, VS learning also resulted in higher 
pointing accuracy than ES learning. This difference likely originated from the 
specific differences of VS and ES learning such as successive vs. instant visibil-
ity of objects, required movement and common visible anchor (i.e., the room) 
for VS, but not ES learning. In ES, participants need to relate locations that 
were never encountered together. The mental effort to construct a mental rep-
resentation of the object layout is likely to be higher and the process more er-
ror-prone in ES compared to VS learning. 
This is the first work showing that retrieving configurational memory for 
ES is bound to the traveled distance and order of learning. Observed effects 
cannot be accounted for by a simple read-out process from a single reference 
frame, which typically explains memory retrieval for VS. Albeit these results 
clearly show where memory for VS and ES differ, they do not answer the ques-
tion of the underlying reasons, which is the subject of Experiment 2. 
Experiment 2 
Experiment 2 was concerned with what aspects of the learning situations may 
cause differences in the memory structure. Most importantly, the separation of 
ES in multiple VS units (compartmentalization), the movement through space, 
and the successive encounter of objects should be treated as potentially rele-
vant factors for a divergence. 
Compartmentalization 
The nature of ES is that the environment is separated into units by spatial 
borders. Opaque barriers were found to elicit overestimation of physical dis-
tance between targets (Kosslyn et al., 1974). The effects of distance, order, and 
reference frame alignment found in Experiment 1 identify additional charac-
teristics on which ES memory differs from VS memory which, indeed, might 
have been caused by opaque borders. There is, however, evidence that not just 
opaque borders, but also non-opaque borders elicit distinct distortions in spa-
tial judgements. McNamara (1986), for example, reported a bias in distance 
estimation when learning an environment in which spatial borders were mere-
ly set by strings on the floor (i.e., no opaque border). As the compartmentaliza-
tion of space in the ES condition was inevitably linked to the need of move-
ment and to successive object encounter it is important to identify the cause of 
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effects found in Experiment 1. In the VS condition of Experiment 1 partici-
pants were restricted to learn the fully visible object layout standing at one 
location. To account for the potential influence of movement and successive 
object presentation we emulated both in a VS setting in Experiment 2. Indeed, 
in a real-world scenario one can easily move around in VS as well, successively 
passing the objects within. However, exploring a VS is not subject to re-
strictions comparable to restrictions imposed by an ES structure. Most im-
portantly, a VS provides a common reference space objects within the space 
can jointly be related to. This common reference space might facilitate the in-
tegration of object locations into a single reference frame compared to learning 
in a compartmentalized space (ES), regardless of movement and successive 
objects presentation. 
Movement 
The translation through space when learning an ES makes it possible to expe-
rience a multitude of visual and proprioceptive information. In contrast, many 
studies concerned with the learning of object layouts in VS typically exclude 
walking from the learning procedure. Often, visual information are presented 
from one up to a few predefined vantage points. Indeed, learning in VS does 
per definition not require movement, since it involves all spatial information 
that can be gathered from a single vantage point. 
To examine whether the effects of order, distance and alignment originate 
from movement, in Experiment 2 we now had participants walk through the 
room along a path matching exactly the movement through ES. Now the path 
determined, for example, that in order to travel from the teapot to the hammer 
the horse has to be passed by making a detour. The prevention of a direct path 
between teapot and hammer might be interpreted as a boundary, which in 
turn might influence memory structure. Furthermore, now a walking distance 
between pairs of objects was provided. Both spatio-temporal information, the 
impression of a non-visible boundary and the experienced walking distance, 
might promote order and distance effects. At the same time, these effects 
might be diminished since the VS itself allows for a global observation of all 
environmental features. 
Finally, walking across the object layout might also induce a different 
reference frame orientation. By introducing the path traveled in ES in a single 
room we created a conflict between multiple inputs. The visible context of the 
room (room geometry, global object layout) and the initial view now have to 
compete against varying viewpoints, perspectives and body orientations during 
movement with the main learning orientation being oblique to the room axes. 
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Previous papers have demonstrated the importance of self-to-geometry align-
ment that is experienced later during learning, after the initial view for setting 
the reference frame orientation (Kelly & McNamara, 2008). Also bodily cues 
were found to be of importance. Yamamoto and Shelton, 2005, Yamamoto and 
Shelton, 2007 showed that proprioceptive learning (blindfolded walking) by 
itself can yield a reference frame orientation seemingly independent of and 
comparable in strength to visual learning. Hence, multiple encoded views and 
different body orientations during learning might counterbalance the visible 
context and influence reference frame usage. Varying whether participants 
walk along the route or exhibit the object layout from a constant view will help 
to understand how these factors influence the structure of spatial memory. 
Object presentation 
Another aspect distinguishing learning in ES from learning in VS is that the 
visibility of objects is not simultaneous. The environmental borders and transi-
tion points from one spatial entity to the next determine the sequence in which 
objects are encountered. While objects of the previous VS will be out of sight, 
objects in the currently visited VS will now be attended. As an important as-
pect of the learning procedure in ES, we wanted to examine whether succes-
sive presentation cause or contribute to the maintenance of spatio-temporal 
encoding information in memory, i.e., distance and order effects, and to the 
alignment of the reference frame. Therefore, in Experiment 2 some of the par-
ticipants were confronted with the target objects step-by-step, adopting the 
object encounter of the ES condition of Experiment 1 within a VS. Objects lo-
cated within the same corridor in the ES condition of Experiment 1 were now, 
within the VS room, visible at the same time, alternating with the next object 
pair and so forth. Such a learning procedure will set the spotlight to discrete 
object pairs while preventing the view upon another proportion of the layout 
objects. Thus, similar to movement through space, successive object presenta-
tion determines a specific spatio-temporal learning experience that might as 
well induce order and distance effects. Furthermore, now the global object lay-
out as a potential cue influencing reference frame alignment, will not be ap-
parent anymore. Rather, pairs of objects aligned with orientations oblique to 
the room geometry constitute another visual cue, which might affect reference 
frame alignment. 
In Experiment 2 we set out to examine which aspects of the learning pro-
cedure that distinguish ES from VS learning lead to divergence in the spatial 
representation of the same object layout. As spatial separation along opaque 
barriers cannot be varied independently of movement and successive object 
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presentation we eliminate the compartmentalization of space, but varied the 
other two factors. Learning conditions in VS were step-by-step adapted to ES 
learning. We had three learning groups: Participants viewed objects succes-
sively from a static position (stat-succ), viewed the objects simultaneously but 
followed the path executed in ES (move-simult), or viewed the objects succes-
sively while following the path (move-succ). The last condition differed from ES 
learning only by the absence of walls, i.e., the absence of multiple VS units. In 
combination with VS learning in Experiment 1 (stat-simult) this yielded a 2 
(object presentation: simultaneous vs. successive) × 2 (movement: static posi-
tion vs. movement through space) plan to examine how far any of these condi-
tions leads to results matching findings of ES. Finding that movement or suc-
cessive object presentation (or their combination) in VS elicit similar effects to 
learning in ES would assign them to be determining factors for configurational 
learning of ES. However, the absence of order effects, distance effects, or refer-
ence frame alignment along oblique orientations in Experiment 2 would identi-
fy the separation of space as the remaining, determining factor for the distinct 
construction of configurational knowledge. 
Method 
Methods were identical to Experiment 1 except for the alternations described. 
Participants 
36 participants (19 females) with a mean age of 26.97 years participated (SD = 
7.57, [16;48]) and were randomly assigned to one of the three groups (12 per 
group). One participant withdrew from participation after completing the vis-
ual pointing task; hence, placement data of this participant was not recorded. 
From the original sample of 39, two participants were excluded since they did 
not perform significantly better than chance level of 90° absolute pointing er-
ror. Another participant was excluded due to computer problems during the 
pointing task. 
Materials and procedure 
All participants learned the object layout within the rectangular room of the 
VS condition of Experiment 1 and the same initial view (Fig. 1, right). The re-
maining procedure was adjusted according to the conditions. In condition stat-
succ no movement was required. Participants were not allowed to leave their 
current position, but they were obliged to look around. Objects were presented 
in successive order matching the presentation of objects of ES learning. Ob-
jects formerly presented within the same corridor in ES were now presented at 
the same time (object pairs). Common visibility of objects, henceforth, was as 
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follows: teapot – horse and hammer – banana and hair dryer – trumpet and 
racket. To enable self-paced learning participants pressed the button of a con-
troller. Following a duration of continued button press a switch from one object 
(pair) to the next took place. This duration matched average walking time 
through a corridor in ES as determined in pre-experiments. Importantly, when 
the former object (pair) disappeared, the next object (pair) appeared. Since in 
ES learning of Experiment 1 participants were allowed to stop at any point 
during their movement through space and, hence, determined encoding time 
themselves, also participants in the stat-succ condition could prolong the view 
upon the current object (pair) by pausing the button press of the controller. 
When reaching the last object pair (trumpet and racket), object pairs were pre-
sented in backwards order again. This procedure was repeated one more time 
(similar to walking twice from start to the end point in ES). 
Participants in the move-simult condition moved through VS, matching 
the path through the ES corridors of Experiment 1. Grey discs on the floor led 
participants on a specified path. When reaching a disc, the next target disc lit 
up. Disc locations corresponded to the location of direction change in ES, i.e., 
the end and start point of each corridor. Only the disc at the current and the 
next position was displayed. Participants had to walk on a straight line to-
wards the next disc without detours. However, they were allowed to stop at 
any point and to look around. Participants in the movement conditions had to 
follow the corridor route four times, alternating between forward and return 
path. In the move-simult condition the complete object layout was visible sim-
ultaneously during learning, analogous to VS learning in Experiment 1. 
The move-succ condition matched both the movement and the visibility of 
objects to ES learning. Objects were presented successively, as in the stat-succ 
condition, while participants had to follow the path mirroring movement in ES 
similar to the move-simult condition. The presentation of object pairs occurred 
automatically when participants reached positions that corresponded to the 
passage between two ES corridors. 
After translation between start and endpoint (movement conditions) or 
being confronted with all object pairs four times (stat-succ), the objects were 
removed and acquired object knowledge was tested. For the static learning 
condition, the learning test was identical to VS learning in Experiment 1. For 
the movement conditions, the learning test was identical to the environmental 
condition of Experiment 1, except that participants walked through the room, 
not the corridors and their walking was again guided by the discs. After reach-
ing the learning criterion (100% correct identifications) the test phase started. 
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Data analysis 
From the 36 participants, ca. 4% of the pointing performance data was deleted 
due to deviation of more than 2 SD from a participant’s overall mean. One par-
ticipant in the move-simult condition withdrew from continuing the experi-
ment after the pointing task, rendering only eleven participants in this condi-
tion for the analysis of placement order. The aim of Experiment 2 was to un-
derstand the impact of movement, successive object presentation and com-
partmentalization of space on the acquired memory. We focused on quantita-
tive effects on which VS and ES condition clearly differed in Experiment 1. 
Thus, we confined our analysis to latency increase with move-
ment/presentation distance (i.e., corridor distance) as represented by individu-
al regression slopes, pointing performance fits to a w-pattern centered on 
0°/±90°/180° and correlations of placement order with ES learning order (i.e., 
corridor order). These analyses enabled us to judge how much movement, ob-
ject presentation and their combination render equal values to those obtained 
from ES learning. We analyzed these data with a 2 (movement) × 2 (object 
presentation) ANOVA (including VS condition of Experiment 1) to estimate the 
influence of each factor separately, as well as of their combination. Subse-
quently, we compared the level of each parameter with the respective value in 
the ES condition of Experiment 1. Please note that comparisons across exper-
iments were valid as Experiment 1 and 2 were conducted together and partici-
pants were assigned randomly to all conditions. 
Results 
Distance to target 
For the distance analysis of Experiment 2 we regressed pointing latency of 
each single participant onto the two distance metrics and extracted the stand-
ardized slopes b. Fig. 7 depicts the mean slopes for the linear increase in point-
ing latency as a function of corridor distance (left panel) or Euclidean distance 
(right panel) to the target. The three bars on the right in each panel mark data 
collected in Experiment 2. Data from Experiment 1 is depicted again in the 
two bars on the left for ease of comparison. Note that corridor distance in Ex-
periment 2 was not induced by actual corridors but by walking and successive 
layout experience. The ANOVA on the linear increase of latency across ascend-
ing corridor distances revealed that neither movement nor object presentation 
exert a main effect on the level of slope. Further, no significant interaction 
could be found, F’s < 2.1, p’s > 0.159. Neither learning condition led to a slope 
larger than 0, t’s < 0.95, p’s > 0.363, similar to results of the VS condition in 
Experiment 1 (stat-simult). Thus, the manipulation of movement and object 
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presentation in VS did not lead to an increase of pointing latency across as-
cending corridor distances. When considering individual slopes, in each new 
VS condition 6 to 7 out of 12 participants revealed a positive slope. This fur-
ther supports the aforementioned results. Consistently, all VS slopes differed 
from the slope attained in ES, t’s > 4.01, p’s < 0.002. Since neither movement, 
nor object presentation or the interaction rendered effects this suggests that 
the increase in reaction time across corridor distance found in Experiment 1 
was due to the visual separation of the space. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Mean standardized slopes of the effect of corridor distance (left) and Euclidean distance 
(right) on pointing latency. The three bars on the right of each panel represent the new learn-
ing conditions of Experiment 2, mirroring ES learning in a single room. Move = Movement, 
Stat = stationary without movement, Succ = successive presentation of objects, Simult = sim-
ultaneous presentation of objects. 
 
A similar analysis was conducted for the effect of Euclidean distance. 
Standardized slopes representing the potential linear increase of latency 
across Euclidean distance were submitted to an ANOVA. Results mainly re-
sembled those attained for corridor distance: No main effects or interaction of 
movement and object presentation could be found, F’s < 1.71, p’s > 0.197. Also, 
neither VS condition that mirrored aspects of ES learning rendered slopes that 
exceed 0, t’s < 0.96, p’s > 0.359. Individual slope distribution was again near 
chance: 5 of 12 participants (ca. 42%) in each new VS condition yielded a posi-
tive slope. When comparing the linear increase of latency across ascending Eu-
clidean distance obtained in this experiment to the ES condition from Experi-
ment 1, only conditions stat-succ and move-succ differed significantly from ES, 
t’s > 2.13, p’s < 0.045. This supports results found in Experiment 1. Euclidean 
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distance again was of no significant importance when learning took place in a 
single room (VS). 
Reference frame orientation 
Pointing latency 
Pointing latency as a function of body orientation is depicted in Fig. 8, top left. 
Contrast fits to a w-pattern centered on 0/±90°/180° are displayed on the top 
right, the three bars on the right of the panel marking data collected in Exper-
iment 2. No main effects of movement or object presentation on w-contrast fit 
were found, F’s < 0.17, p’s > 0.676. There was, however, a trend for an interac-
tion of movement ∗ object presentation, F(1, 44) = 3.256, p = 0.078, ηp2 = 0.069. 
Condition stat-succ rendered highest contrast fits. Average contrast fits for 
pointing latency in all VS conditions were positive, for stat-succ significantly 
above 0, t(11) = 2.37, p = 0.037, d = 0.68. In line with the results of Experiment 
1, fits were clearly different from ES learning, t’s > 2.30, p’s < 0.032. Thus, nei-
ther movement nor successive presentation (or their combination) yielded a 
similar shift in reference frame orientation towards oblique directions (±45°, 
±135°) as found in ES learning. The same pattern was found when looking at 
single participants: In the stat-succ, move-simult and move-succ condition 9 
(75%), 7 (58%) and 6 (50%) out of 12 participants showed numerically faster 
pointing performance in trials of aligned body orientation (0°/±90°/180°) com-
pared to trials of oblique body orientation (±45°/±135°), respectively. 
Absolute pointing error 
Fig. 8, bottom, displays results for the absolute pointing error which parallel 
those of pointing latency. No main effect of movement or object presentation or 
an interaction between the two could be found, F’s < 0.51, p’s > 0.482. Again, 
presenting objects successively or allowing translation through space, did not 
seem to influence w-contrast fits, i.e., the selection of reference frame orienta-
tion. Contrast fit for move-simult exceeded 0, t(11) = 2.96, p = 0.013, d = 0.85, 
and for stat-succ by trend also, t(11) = 2.08, p = 0.062, d = 0.60. Just as for 
pointing latency, w-fits in all VS conditions were numerically larger than 0 
and significantly different from the contrast fit of ES learning of Experiment 1, 
t’s > 2.10, p’s < 0.048. This pattern again was mirrored in individual data: In 
the stat-succ, move-simult and move-succ condition 8 (67%), 10 (83%) and 9 
(75%) out of 12 participants pointed more accurate in trials of room aligned 
body orientation (0°/±90°/180°) compared to trials of oblique body orientation, 
respectively. 
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Fig. 8. Pointing latency (top) and absolute pointing error (bottom) as a function of body orien-
tation. Left: Individual (dashed line) and averaged (solid line) pointing performance of the new 
VS learning conditions of Experiment 2. Right: Data fit to the w-contrast centered on 
0°/±90°/180°. 
 
Pointing latency and error were negatively correlated in 1 out of 36 par-
ticipants, r = −0.31, p = 0.006, remaining correlations r < 0.21. The average 
correlation of error and latency across the three VS condition of Experiment 2 
was r = 0.01. As in Experiment 1, data does not seem to exhibit a speed-
accuracy trade-off. 
Order of object placement 
Fig. 9 shows the mean correlations between experienced order and placement 
order. Considering the different VS conditions neither a main effect of move-
ment or object presentation, nor a significant interaction was present, F’s < 
2.14, p’s > 0.151. Thus, varying movement and object presentation in VS did 
not seem to have influenced the corridor order effect. However, in contrast to 
VS from Experiment 1 the mean correlations of stat-succ, t(11) = 3.30, p = 
0.007, d = 0.95, and move-simult, t(11) = 3.49, p = 0.006, d = 1.05, differed from 
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0, and by trend also move-succ, t(11) = 1.861, p = 0.090, d = 0.54. Although la-
ger than 0, the correlations were still smaller than in ES for move-simult, t(21) 
= −2.42, p = 0.024, ds = 1.02, move-succ, t(16.1) = −2.15, p = 0.047, ds = 0.88, 
and by trend also stat-succ, t(22) = −2.05, p = 0.053, ds = 0.84. Consequently, it 
can be inferred that movement and successive object presentation either alone 
or in combination led to a mediocre relocation preference along the order of 
learning. However, the order effect still differed from the effect found in ES 
learning. When controlling for gender as a covariate, a main effect of gender 
was found, F(1, 44) = 6.583, p = 0.014, ηp2 = 0.141, which, however, did not 
yield any major changes in abovementioned results. Overall, female partici-
pants exhibited a larger correlation between learning and placing order, r = 
0.54, than males, r = 0.13, but both seem to be similarly affected by movement 
and object presentation. 
 
 
Fig. 9. Mean correlations of corridor order and placement order for each learning condition. 
 
Learning time and repetitions 
The time needed to learn the environment varied across the different VS con-
ditions. We observed a significant main effect of movement, F(1, 44) = 19.06, p 
< 0.001, ηp2 = 0.30, as well as a trend for object presentation, F(1, 44) = 3.47, p 
= 0.069, ηp2 = 0.07, on learning time. Learning took more time when movement 
and successive object presentation was introduced. The interaction of move-
ment and object presentation was not significant, F(1, 44) = 0.29, p = 0.598, ηp2 
= 0.006. Participants spent on average 6.77 min (SD = 3.20) learning in the 
stat-succ condition, 11.26 min (SD = 4.28) in the move-simult condition, and 
15.55 min (SD = 11.02) in the move-succ condition. 
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Average number of learning repetitions required to pass the learning cri-
terion (100% correct identification of objects at their corresponding location) 
were M = 1.42, SD = 0.15 for stat-succ, M = 1.75, SD = 0.18 for move-simult 
and M = 1.83, SD = 0.27 for move-succ. Movement conditions evoked more 
learning repetitions than learning from a static position, as indicated by the 
main effect of movement, F(1, 44) = 7.14, p = 0.011, ηp2 = 0.14. No main effect of 
object presentation or interaction of object presentation × movement could be 
found, F’s < 0.80, p’s > 0.377. Findings suggest that movement makes it harder 
to learn the locations of objects in space. Nevertheless, individual adaptation of 
learning time and number of repetitions ensured that acquired object location 
knowledge was sufficiently comparable between groups. 
Discussion 
Experiment 2 investigated possible underlying mechanisms differentiating VS 
and ES learning. Learning experience in ES differed from VS learning. Specifi-
cally, in ES navigators were confronted with a compartmentalized space, had 
to walk through the environment and experienced successive presentation of 
objects. This study manipulated movement and successive object presentation 
and their combination within the visual context of a VS to estimate their re-
spective and combined influence. Our results across all three parameters re-
vealed a clear picture: neither changes in movement, object presentation or 
their combination influenced the acquired layout memory in a way equal to 
learning in ES. In fact, basically each single VS condition differed on each pa-
rameter from the ES condition (only learning order for stat-succ did – with p = 
0.053 – not reach significance). We conclude that the separation via opaque 
borders must be the main source of differentiation. 
No evidence could be found, that either the successive visibility of objects, 
movement through space or the combination of both had a specific effect on 
pointing latency with increasing movement/presentation distance (i.e., corridor 
distance). In Experiment 2 no additional time was needed to activate memory 
for objects which were passed and/or perceived later during learning, regard-
less of the strong spatio-temporal characteristics of movement and successive 
object presentation. Movement, providing additional proprioceptive input, has 
previously been found to shape spatial knowledge (Chrastil and Warren, 2013, 
Waller et al., 2004, Yamamoto and Shelton, 2005, Yamamoto and Shelton, 
2007). However, bodily walking cues did not yield an ES-like memory struc-
ture when learning in VS. Similar pointing latencies for both corridor and Eu-
clidean distance also strengthen the conclusion that object locations in each VS 
condition were memorized within a single, integrated representation, irrespec-
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tive of the learning procedure and straight-line distances between objects. This 
implies that the presence of borders between corridors in ES learning is re-
sponsible for the incremental processing during retrieval that was found in 
Experiment 1. 
In the placement task we observed medium size order effects. The corre-
lation between learning order and placement order were larger than 0 in every 
VS condition incorporating movement and/or successive object presentation 
(for move-succ at least by trend). This dissociates VS conditions of Experiment 
2 from the original VS condition of Experiment 1 (stat-simult), where no order 
effect was present. Creating a spatio-temporal contingency by guiding move-
ment and/or restricting the attentional focus led to the incorporation of learn-
ing order in configurational memory for VS as well, guiding memory retrieval, 
however, to a lesser extent compared to ES learning. Sensitivity for route di-
rection or order was mainly shown in studies utilizing ES (e.g., Janzen, 2006, 
Moar and Carleton, 1982, Schweizer et al., 1998, Wiener et al., 2012). Our re-
sults imply that this sensitivity seems to be – at least partly – independent of 
whether there is a common reference space (VS) or not (ES). Most importantly, 
none of the VS conditions induced similar learning order effects as ES learn-
ing. This illustrates that guidance of attention can only partly explain the or-
der effect found in ES and it reveals the impact of opaque borders on shaping 
order dependency. Relying on order when learning in ES or uncoupling from 
the learning order in VS can each for itself yield advantages. In ES order 
might be particularly advantageous to not confuse the sequence of single corri-
dors. This is exceedingly important if ES memory consists of multiple subu-
nits. In contrast, VS memory that is not bound to a specific order might be re-
trieved more flexibly. 
Why did movement and successive object presentation in VS yield middle 
sized order effects, but no effects of movement/presentation distance (i.e., cor-
ridor distance)? We speculate that placement order in the layout reproduction 
task (irrespective of where exactly participants place the objects) is associated 
with the temporal aspect of spatial knowledge, whereas pointing latency across 
varying distances captures how spatial aspects (direct relations between pairs 
of objects) are retrieved from memory. Such a dissociation of memory systems 
specialized in spatial locations vs. behavioral responses, which incorporate also 
the temporal order, have been proposed before (Packard and McGaugh, 1996, 
Restle, 1957). In a case study van der Ham et al. (2010) demonstrated how 
temporal and spatial aspects of navigation are dissociated in humans. Im-
pairment in a route ordering task did not similarly lead to impairment in route 
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continuation task, or vice versa. Likewise, addressing different aspects of sur-
vey knowledge might be prone to an analog dissociation between temporal and 
spatial aspects. Furthermore, predefining an order by movement or successive 
object presentation might generate an additional verbal memory trace con-
structed along the learning order. Verbal memory was shown to be involved 
within route learning (Meilinger et al., 2008, Wen et al., 2011) as well as learn-
ing of an object layout (Meilinger & Bülthoff, 2013). Memory retrieval in the 
subsequent placement task might be initialized following this verbal code. Fe-
male participants exhibited larger order correlations than males. This was the 
only effect of gender observed in both experiments. We speculate that this ef-
fect might originate from a stronger reliance on a verbal coding strategy for 
spatial material in women (Coluccia & Louse, 2004). Thus, the dissociation 
between spatial and temporal aspects of spatial memory may explain the 
emergence of mediocre order effects in the absence of distance effects, and/or 
verbal coding along the learning experience might be responsible for part of 
the order effect observed. 
In Experiment 2, we induced a conflict of available reference axes evoked 
by movement, successive object presentation and a common reference space. 
Participants moved along paths and/or were confronted with pairs of objects 
which were aligned with an axis (main axis of −45° to 135°) that is oblique to 
the initial view, room geometry and global object layout (0°/±90°/180°). W-
contrasts of all VS conditions differed clearly from ES learning. This does not 
imply that movement and successive object presentation have no effect on the 
alignment of the reference frame. For example, the pattern of orientation de-
pendency of the pointing performance in move-succ (most similar to ES learn-
ing) seems to become more leveled, not showing a clear trend in either direc-
tion. Here the maximum conflict of available geometric axes and views is expe-
rienced. However, as the pattern even in this condition induced no conversion 
of the dependency pattern of body orientation and clearly differed from ES 
learning, we conclude that on their own movement and successive object 
presentation are not sufficient to assimilate the clear reference frame align-
ment along oblique orientations that was found in ES. Following this, we con-
clude that compartmentalization through opaque barriers – the remaining fac-
tor differentiating ES and VS learning of Experiment 1 – was responsible for 
the clear shift to oblique orientations in ES. Within a single corridor of the ES 
the visible objects, corridor walls and experienced views through movement 
were jointly aligned, supporting a corresponding reference frame alignment 
(Kelly and McNamara, 2008, Shelton and McNamara, 2001, Valiquette and 
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McNamara, 2007). We assume that the potentially conflicting cue of the initial 
view was easily overwritten by the viewer-space-alignment when walking 
through the corridors (compare to Kelly & McNamara, 2008). Furthermore, the 
opaque borders literally cut off the perception of the potential conflicting cue of 
the global layout orientation. This could only be inferred at the moment the 
last object was discovered and indeed only a mental, probably distorted repre-
sentation could have been used. As our results demonstrated, no effortful re-
structuring and realignment of layout memory on the basis of an inferred 
global layout orientation – a cue that extends beyond the current corridor unit 
– was carried out in ES. Both in VS and ES the visible surrounding geometry 
seems to serve as the main cue organizing a reference frame for remembering 
locations in space. 
In conclusion, our results clearly show that movement and object presen-
tation introduced in a VS do not render the performance pattern observed in 
ES learning. This leaves the compartmentalization of space as a main factor 
causing the memory structure of an ES to differ from the memory structure of 
a VS. Having a common, continuously visible reference within the VS allowed 
participants to (1) integrate all target locations into one representation with-
out successively activating spatially distant information from memory, (2) rely 
less on the order of learning although full decoupling was not observed, and (3) 
to employ reference frames different from the ones used in ES learning. 
General discussion 
We examined memory for an object configuration learned within a VS (a single 
room) or within an ES that is spread across multiple corridors. Experiment 1 
showed that configurational memory differed qualitatively: Contrary to VS 
learning, retrieving memory of the ES was bound to the distance experienced 
and to the order in which the objects were learned. Also, ES learning employed 
different reference frames whose orientation followed the orientation of corri-
dors rather than the initial view of the environment or the layout-intrinsic ori-
entation. Experiment 2 revealed that neither the movement trajectory, nor the 
successive presentation of objects, or the combination of both could fully ac-
count for the qualitative differences. Having examined these factors we con-
clude that compartmentalization into multiple sub-spaces is the main factor 
responsible for the dissociation of memory between these two classes of space. 
Our results blend nicely into existing findings. Spatial borders were 
found to affect updating (Avraamides and Kelly, 2010, Kelly et al., 2007, Wang 
and Brockmole, 2003a, Wang and Brockmole, 2003b), distance estimation (Co-
hen et al., 1978, Kosslyn et al., 1974, McNamara, 1986, Newcombe and Liben, 
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1982), reference frame selection (Meilinger et al., 2014, Werner and Schmidt, 
1999) and switching costs between spatial units (Brockmole and Wang, 2002, 
Brockmole and Wang, 2003). Also interpretation of the current results clearly 
supports the theoretical distinction between VS and ES proposed by Montello 
(1993). Our results extend prior findings in that they demonstrate clear differ-
ences in the memory structure of different spaces on three different aspects by 
directly comparing VS and ES learning with the same material, thus, exclud-
ing additional differences. 
A distinction between ES and VS based on opaque borders is found in 
neuroscience as well (for recent overviews on navigation see Spiers and Barry, 
2015, Wolbers and Wiener, 2014). Visual borders were shown to influence the 
organization of spatial representations on the level of single neurons. Special-
ized cells fire whenever a rat is close to an enclosing wall (Solstad, Boccara, 
Kropff, Moser, & Moser, 2008) and opaque borders strongly influence the firing 
patterns of hippocampal place cells (O’Keefe & Burgess, 1996) as well as ento-
rhinal grid cells (Stensola, Stensola, Moser, & Moser, 2015). A place cell fires 
at – and therefore identifies – a specific location within an environment (e.g., 
the south-west corner of a room). In a single room the same cell will show reac-
tivation (in addition to base rate activity) if the same location is visited again. 
Importantly, across multiple interconnected spaces (i.e., within ES) often cells 
are not firing at a unique location only. Rather, the same cell may fire again (is 
reused) within different vista spaces (Grieves et al., 2016, Skaggs and 
McNaughton, 1998, Spiers et al., 2015). Transferred to the present experimen-
tation, a single place cell might fire in multiple corridors, but it will not do so 
at corresponding locations within a single VS room. Not only place cells, but 
also grid cells are sensitive to compartmentalization along opaque VS borders 
(Carpenter, Manson, Jeffery, Burgess, & Barry, 2015). An entorhinal grid cell 
fires at repeated locations arranged along a regular grid covering the whole 
space. Interestingly, rats were found to use different grids for different corri-
dors (ES), but a single grid pattern when walking similar trajectories within a 
single VS (Derdikman et al., 2009). These findings indicate that compartmen-
talization of ES into multiple VS along opaque borders is also reflected in the 
neuronal response. 
When navigating towards a goal location, hippocampal place cells are ac-
tivated consecutively along the route to that goal, even before physical move-
ment (Pfeiffer & Foster, 2013). This successive activation has been proposed to 
correspond to mind (i.e., non-physical) travel – or mental walk – along a route 
(Byrne et al., 2007, Sanders et al., 2015). Path integration along mind travel 
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may then be used to estimate a vector towards the goal. Indeed, such survey 
estimations were associated with hippocampal activity in humans before (Wol-
bers & Büchel, 2005). One specific prediction for path integration via mind 
travel is that longer distances towards a goal will result in more place cell ac-
tivity and therefore larger overall hippocampal activation. Indeed changes in 
blood flow associated with higher summed activity at longer paths to a goal 
location was observed in humans as well, while watching a video of a travel 
through a familiar city part (Howard et al., 2014) and when sequentially pre-
senting pictures of close-by and distant city locations (Morgan, Macevoy, 
Aguirre, & Epstein, 2011). It should, however, be noted that this increase of 
hippocampal activity can also be explained by an alternative process, namely, 
by mentally adding blocks of vista spaces to form a mental model of the non-
visible surrounding (Meilinger, 2008). Importantly, this positive correlation of 
distance and hippocampal activity reversed when distances were introduced 
within a VS, i.e., a virtual room (Viard, Doeller, Hartley, Bird, & Burgess, 
2011), or an endless plane (Sherrill et al., 2013). Thus, the human hippocam-
pus presumably has a share in both spaces, but the processing involved differs 
qualitatively. In summary, the VS-ES distinction brought forward in the cur-
rent study corresponds to some recent distinctions obtained from single cell 
activity in rodents as well as summed activity within humans. We do think 
that future experimentation along these lines will be fruitful. 
Consistent with the literature our results show that memory for VS and 
ES differ due to visual borders. But how is that memory organized? A VS clear-
ly seems to be treated as a unique unit. As in other studies where learning 
took place in a single room (e.g., Mou and McNamara, 2002, Shelton and 
McNamara, 2001) our results suggest a common reference frame for all loca-
tions in the VS conditions. Close-by and distant pointing targets were pro-
cessed equally fast indicating similar access from within a common memory 
unit. While we do find reminiscence of the experienced order, this order effect 
still differs from ES learning and might be based on a memory system inde-
pendent of the organization of spatial relations (Packard and McGaugh, 1996, 
Restle, 1957, van der Ham et al., 2010). Findings showing that place and grid 
cells in rats do not remap within a single constant VS (Derdikman et al., 2009, 
Skaggs and McNaughton, 1998) do further support the assumption of a single 
VS unit in memory. Similarly, this accounts for results demonstrating an ad-
vantage of mentally switching between object locations within a VS (Brock-
mole and Wang, 2002, Brockmole and Wang, 2003) and the preferred updating 
of object locations within a VS as compared to locations in neighbouring spaces 
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(Avraamides and Kelly, 2010, Kelly et al., 2007, Wang and Brockmole, 2003a, 
Wang and Brockmole, 2003b). 
Contrary to VS, data from our and other studies suggest that ES memory 
is split into multiple units. Each unit, in our case, each individual corridor of 
the ES is assumed to operate as a VS. Thus, conclusions about underlying 
learning mechanisms drawn from the VS room should likewise be effective in a 
single corridor. In line with this, reference frame orientation followed the im-
mediate visible input, both in a VS room as well as in an individual ES corri-
dor. The observed distance effect in pointing latency suggests that memory 
access is fastest within the pre-activated memory unit, i.e., within the corridor 
one is currently located in. Beyond the visible unit the distance effect indicates 
a process of successive activation corridor per corridor, unit by unit, not a one-
time recall of a single unit. Similar to switching costs, that are interpreted as 
an effortful retrieval of a new memory unit (Brockmole and Wang, 2002, 
Brockmole and Wang, 2003), latency increase with traveled distance can be 
interpreted as a successive activation (and integration) of the individually rep-
resented VS. This might be reflected in higher hippocampal activity with in-
creasing path distance to the target location (Howard et al., 2014, Morgan et 
al., 2011). Our order effect in ES, which is exceeding the effect found under 
conditions of movement and successive presentation in VS, is also consistent 
with a structure of multiple connected subspaces which are accessed in the 
order of connection. Such a structure has already been proposed in the litera-
ture (Chrastil and Warren, 2014, Mallot and Basten, 2009, Meilinger, 2008, 
Trullier et al., 1997). Updating of object locations across subspaces might not 
naturally and easily emerge, as would be expected from single VS spatial unit. 
This is exactly what prior results showed (Avraamides and Kelly, 2010, Kelly 
et al., 2007, Wang and Brockmole, 2003a, Wang and Brockmole, 2003b). In 
sum, results from the present study as well as from the literature are con-
sistent with the idea that ES are represented within multiple spatial units. 
The representation of subspaces may rely on distinct reference frames, 
and the orientation of each reference frame might depend on the spatial cues 
available in each vista unit (Meilinger et al., 2014, Werner and Schmidt, 1999). 
These units might be further embedded within a hierarchical structure (Mallot 
and Basten, 2009, McNamara et al., 2008) with a common top-level reference 
frame encompassing multiple subunits. Such a top level reference frame might 
play a stronger role for individuals with high spatial abilities (e.g., Meilinger 
et al., 2014) or when familiarity with an environment increases. Importantly, 
extending the assumption of a single, common reference unit (e.g., Gallistel, 
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1990, O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978, Sholl, 2001) to ES without postulating a hier-
archy with sublevels needs additional specification of the processes that gener-
ated the observed ES-specific distance and order effects and an explanation 
why these processes were not evoked in a VS. 
The main conclusion from the present study is, that memory for VS and 
ES is structurally different – even if the same spatial information was learned. 
Accessing memory for ES was constrained by the distance and order in which 
objects were learned. We demonstrated that these effects cannot be fully ex-
plained by movement through the environment and successive object presenta-
tion, rather spatial separation is needed for that. The visible geometry of cor-
ridor and room determined the reference frame orientation in memory, and 
also likely the units ES memory was subdivided into. These results ultimately 
emphasize that transferring conclusions of findings obtained in VS studies to 
the more complex learning of ES (and vice versa) should be made cautiously. 
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Abstract 
This study examined how navigators of large-scale environmental spaces come 
up with survey estimates of distant targets. Participants learned a route 
through a virtual city by walking it multiple times in one direction on an om-
nidirectional treadmill. After learning, they were teleported to intersections 
along the route and pointed to multiple other locations. Locations were always 
queried in chunks of related trials relative to a participant’s current position, 
either to all locations route forwards or all locations route backwards. For their 
first pointing, participants took twice as long as for the later pointings and la-
tency correlated with the number of intersections to the target, which was not 
the case for later pointings. These findings are inconsistent with reading out 
coordinates from a cognitive map but fit well with constructive theories which 
suggest that participants integrated locations between their current location 
and the target along the learned path. Later pointings to adjacent intersec-
tions within a chunk of trials continued this process using the previous estima-
tion. Additionally, in first pointings participants’ estimates were quicker and 
more accurate when targets were located route forwards than route back-
wards. This route direction effect shows that the long-term memory employed 
in generating survey estimates must be directed – either in form of a directed 
graph or a combination of a directed route layer and an undirected survey lay-
er.  
Keywords: spatial memory; survey knowledge; environmental space; cog-
nitive map; mental walk; mental model; virtual environment 
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Introduction 
After walking through cities and buildings humans can grasp metric relation-
ships such as distances and directions between remote landmarks. In order to 
do so they must integrate spatial information obtained across multiple views 
and places along their navigation trajectory. How do humans store the experi-
enced information and how do they infer survey relations from them when 
asked to do so?  
To solve a survey task, such as pointing to a distant landmark, at least 
one’s current location and the target location must be brought into direct ref-
erence. Some theories assume that navigators form a global, world-centered 
reference frame within which all relevant locations are represented [1–4]. In 
the following a global world-centered reference frame will be called a cognitive 
map. Survey relations can be obtained from a cognitive map by reading out the 
coordinates of the relevant locations (e.g., the current location and the target 
location) and compute the difference vector between the coordinates to get the 
relative direction or the distance between the locations, etc. An alternative ap-
proach is taken by theories suggesting that a navigable space is not represent-
ed within a cognitive map, but by multiple local memory units which are con-
nected in a graph structure [5–7]. For such graph structures Meilinger [7] sug-
gested that for making survey estimates the integration of one’s current posi-
tion and the target within a single reference frame happens on the fly during 
retrieval by constructing a mental model of the non-visible environment (a re-
lated vector-addition model was presented for updating by Fujita et al. [8]). 
For example, navigators could imagine what the environment would look like 
if the surrounding walls were transparent. First, they imagine the adjacent 
street from their current position, then they add the street branching off from 
it, etc. In this way all locations from the current location along a route leading 
towards the target location are imagined step by step within the current ego-
centric reference frame, building a mental model of the environment. No one 
mentally walks through this constructed environment and the underlying 
memory structure is no cognitive map, but a graph consisting of local memory 
units of places interconnected by links.  
Increasing evidence for the presence of local memory units can be found 
in the literature. The use of multiple, locally confined reference frames (one for 
each corridor) for pointing to distant targets was shown in multi-corridor envi-
ronments [9–11]. Also, knowledge of spatial relations of targets within a single 
room seems to be partly dissociated from the knowledge about the location of 
the room itself [12]. Those studies clearly support graph theories [5–7]. In sev-
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eral studies, longer reaction times were shown for recalling a target location 
the more local units (e.g., individual corridors) were experienced along the 
path during learning between one’s current location and the target [11,13,14]. 
In our study we will refer to this effect as the “distance effect”, which should 
therefore not be understood in its Euclidean sense (i.e., straight line distance), 
but instead refers to the number of locations visited along a route. Such dis-
tance effects can be well explained by a mental model built from a graph-like 
memory structure [7]. Here, a time consuming, incremental process of activat-
ing spatial information along the learned route is underlying the estimation of 
the relative direction of a target. In contrast, there are other studies support-
ing the idea of global, cognitive maps, which could be used for a simple read 
out of coordinates. For example, some studies indicate that participants form 
reference frames (or reference directions) that are covering multiple local sub-
spaces, such as corridors or streets [9, 11, 15]. They suggest that all spatial 
information gathered across multiple subspaces have been stored (also) rela-
tive to a single reference system in long-term memory. Furthermore, several 
models allow [6] or propose [16] the combination of local (often route related) 
and global (typically survey related) memory structures.  
Many empirical findings suggest that human spatial memory is directed, 
or in other words, asymmetric. For example, people occasionally select differ-
ent routes when either going from A to B compared to going from B to A [17]. 
Also, the error patterns that are observed when participants estimate the rela-
tive direction along a route from location A to location B do not coincide with 
error patterns when pointing from B to A ([14] same volume). This indicates 
that no coherent map was underlying survey performance. Two propositions 
seem eligible to account for such results. Either, one could argue that two (ra-
ther than one) coherent cognitive maps have been built, one for the forward 
one for the backward direction of the route, which do not need to coincide. No 
additional information about directed connections between locations need to be 
stored. Depending on the direction queried (i.e., either from A to B or from B to 
A), either of the two maps is selected, leading to the observed asymmetries in 
pointing directions. Alternatively, no global embedding took place, but a graph 
structure with local memory units that are connected by directed links was 
stored, for example, a link emphasizing the direction from A to B, but not the 
other way around [6, 7]. The directed links might render different paths to be 
preferred for forward and backward route planning and may lead to asymmet-
ric pointing errors as link usage along the link orientation is easier than in 
opposite direction. For the latter the link must be inverted, which is computa-
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tionally costly. Support for an embedded directedness in spatial memory comes 
from studies utilizing primed recognition of landmarks. Re-cognizing land-
marks previously experienced along a route is faster when they are preceded 
by another landmark in the same order as during learning, compared to being 
preceded by a landmark that was succeeding the target during learning [18, 
20]. This route direction effect is explained by a directed encoding of connected 
places in the experienced direction. However, it is unclear whether findings 
obtained from this simple recognition task generalize to survey tasks as well. 
Therefore, we aimed to investigate whether directedness is a determinative 
part of a large-scale space representation utilized in a survey task. To exclude 
the possibility that navigators formed separate memory structures for route 
forwards and backward learning (as done by [17] same volume) we had partic-
ipants learn a route only in one direction. 
An interesting aspect not yet addressed in the literature is the question of 
how transient constructed survey estimations in working memory are and 
whether subsequent survey estimations can be based on them. Imagine learn-
ing landmarks A, B, C, and d along a route and being queried the bearing of d 
while standing at A in a first trial. Following a construction model, location B 
and C would be successively activated on the way of mentally walking to or 
constructing the relative location of D. Now, having pointed to d you are sub-
sequently asked to point to C, the direct neighbor of D. Either this can be done 
by again constructing a new model from A via B to C. Alternatively, subse-
quent pointing to C could also be based on the previous estimation of d and 
calculating backwards from there to derive the location of C. In short, one 
could use information from the old model to compute subsequent steps from 
there rather than built a new model from scratch. In that case later pointings 
should be much quicker than first pointings if neighboring targets are queried, 
and their latency should not depend on the distance between pointer and tar-
get. In our study we set out to examine whether the recall of survey relations 
is based on all-at-once or incremental processes and whether prior recall of 
related locations can serve as a base for succeeding targets. 
Experiment and Predictions 
We had participants learn a virtual route containing a set of to-be-learned lo-
cations multiple times from start to end. Subsequently, we administered a 
survey task where participants were teleported to different intersections along 
the route and needed to face straight line direction towards several of the re-
maining intersections. Hereby, we manipulated multiple factors. We always 
queried chunks of related locations. Being teleported to an intersection, partic-
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ipants always had to successively recall a sequence of neighboring intersec-
tions. This was administered to examine whether later pointing was influ-
enced by prior pointing estimates. Furthermore, targets were always selected 
relative to participants’ current location on the route following two rules: First-
ly, we varied whether the targets were lying towards the end of the route (i.e., 
forward, in route direction) or towards the start of the route (i.e., backwards, 
against route direction). Secondly, in order to balance the number of intersec-
tions between current location and target (i.e., route distance) for first and lat-
er pointings within a chunk of related trials, participants were pointing to lo-
cations in a target sequence either away from their current location (i.e., first a 
minimum distance to the adjacent intersection, then the second-next intersec-
tion, etc.) or participants pointed in a sequence towards their current location 
(i.e., first a maximum distance to the start or the end of the route, then to the 
second/second last intersection, etc., until ending up pointing to the neighbor-
ing intersection). 
Depending on the underlying memory structure and retrieval process dif-
ferent predictions can be made. An all-at-once read-out process from a cogni-
tive map would neither predict an effect of distance to the target nor an effect 
of route direction on the performance in the direction estimation task. In con-
trast, a graph representation accessed via the construction of a mental model 
assumes a time-consuming incremental retrieval of survey knowledge along 
the successively visited places towards the target, thus, taking the longer the 
further the target is away from the navigator along the route (distance effect). 
Additionally, if the graph representation consists of directed links between ad-
jacent places faster recall of targets located towards the end of the route rela-
tive to one’s current position should be shown (in learned route direction) com-
pared to estimating direction to targets located towards the start of the route 
(against route direction). Regarding the interdependence between trials, later 
pointings within a chunk of trials may re-iterate the whole process and yield 
identical results as initial pointings. Alternatively, participants may build up-
on earlier pointing estimates and only add the difference from the previous 
target to the adjacent intersection. In this case later pointings should be 
quicker than earlier pointings, show no distance effect and route directions 
effects might cancel out each other as later pointings depending on the target 
sequence (towards or away) follow equally often a route upwards and down-
wards direction.   
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Methods 
Participants 
24 participants took part in the experiment. One participant’s performance did 
not significantly differ from chance and was not included, leading to 23 partic-
ipants (11 females and 12 males) aged between 21 and 64 (M = 29.6 years, SD 
= 9.3 years) used in the analysis. All participants were recruited via a subject-
database, gave written informed consent, and were paid for their participation. 
The procedure was approved by the ethical committee of the University Clinics 
Tübingen. 
 
 
Fig. 1. The virtual city as seen from navigation perspective (left side) and from bird’s eye view 
with the route marked in red (right side). During learning the start, the end and each of the 
six intersections in-between were marked with white crosses on the floor (marked by red dots 
in this figure). They served as locations to be teleported to and as targets during the test 
phase. 
 
Material 
The Virtual City  
In the learning phase, participants had to learn a route through a virtual city. 
Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the city as seen during walking, as well as a 
bird’s eye view of the route. The route consisted of a start, six intersections and 
an end, resulting in eight locations that served as targets during testing. Dur-
ing learning, all eight locations were marked with a white X on the floor. The 
type of houses changed along the route, as did street width and the heights of 
houses. In addition, individual houses ensured sufficient landmark infor-
mation to identify each location. The eight locations were not labelled by 
names. 
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The Setup 
Participants walked on a 4x4 meters omnidirectional treadmill (Fig. 2 left 
side). It allowed them to walk for infinite distances in any direction by moving 
them back to the center of the treadmill. This unique interface allows for real-
istic proprioceptive and vestibular feedback as well as efference copies while 
walking in virtual environments. Participants wore a climbing harness for the 
unlikely event of falling and hurting themselves on the moving platform. To 
obtain participants’ location on the treadmill we tracked their head position 
with 16 high-speed motion capture cameras at 120 Hz (Vicon® MX 13). This 
data was used both to control the treadmill and to update the visualization of 
the virtual environment. The visual surrounding at a location was rendered in 
real time (60Hz) using a NVIDIA Quadro FX 4600 graphics card with 768 MB 
RAM in a standard PC. Cables connected the PC to the display via the ceiling. 
Participants viewed the scene in stereo using a nVisor SX60 head-mounted 
display that provided a field of view of 44×35 degrees at a resolution of 
1280×1024 pixels for each eye with 100% overlap. The setup thus also provided 
important visual depth cues such as stereo images and motion parallax. Dur-
ing the test phase a circular handrail around them with 0.48 meters diameter 
prevented participants from leaving their location (Fig. 2 middle) and respons-
es were given by rotating the head and pressing a button on a gamepad they 
were holding. 
 
  
Fig. 2. Left: Participant walking on the omnidirectional treadmill during learning. Middle: 
Participant pointing to a target during testing by facing the target and pressing a button on a 
gamepad. Right: Order of learning and examples of chunks of testing phase. The current posi-
tion could be at any of the eight locations, distance to the targets would vary accordingly. Fac-
tors pointing number and route direction are visualized and that we varied the target se-
quence.  
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Procedure 
In the learning phase, participants walked the route at least six times from 
start to end. They were instructed to first learn the route, and secondly be able 
to self-localize when teleported to an X along the route after the learning 
phase. Participants were free to look around as long as they wanted, however 
they were not allowed to look or walk back to where they came from. In their 
first run, they walked up to an intersection, looked around, and the experi-
menter pointed out the street to take when the participant looked down the 
correct street by stating “the route is this direction” (the experimenter was in 
the same room and could talk with the participant). No verbal turning infor-
mation (e.g., “left”, “straight on”, etc.) was given. When reaching the end and 
having looked around participants were teleported back to the start. From the 
second run onwards participants were asked to approach an intersection, look 
into the direction the route was going on and say “this way”. The experimenter 
gave feedback whether this was right or wrong, before participants proceeded. 
They were not allowed to leave the route. For each new run, the virtual envi-
ronment was rotated 90° clockwise relative to the lab. Sound sources within 
the lab could thus not be used to derive global orientation. The learning phase 
ended when participants walked the route at least six times and at least two 
runs were error-free. This criterion ensured comparable levels of route 
knowledge for all participants. Participants briefly trained walking on the 
treadmill before starting the experiment.  
In the following test phase, participants were teleported to the eight loca-
tions on the route (i.e., the start, the end or i1-i6). The mark (i.e., X) for all lo-
cations was removed. For self-localization, participants could look and rotate 
around, but not walk around. As soon as they subjectively knew their location 
and orientation, they were asked to press a button on a gamepad. Then they 
pointed to a chunk of multiple targets. Pointing was done by turning on the 
spot until a vertical black line in the middle of the display matched the direc-
tion in which the participant thought the target was located. Thus, they would 
look directly at the target location as if the surrounding houses were transpar-
ent. When participants thought they faced the target, they pressed a button to 
confirm the direction and then pointed to the next target. No feedback was 
provided. After they had pointed to all targets within a chunk, participants 
pressed a second button on the gamepad and were teleported to a new position.  
Figure 2 right, visualizes examples for four chunks of trials participants 
had to solve. The initial trial within each chunk was labelled “first” trial (dark 
green in figure), the remaining as “later” trials (light blue in figure), yielding 
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the factor pointing number, which was introduced to examine potential de-
pendencies between subsequent survey estimates. Four conditions determined 
the targets and the order in which participants were asked to point towards 
them within a chunk of trials. For each chunk they were instructed to point 
either (1) first to the start and then to all locations between start and their 
current location in the order of walking (i.e., start, i1, i2, etc.) (lower left exam-
ple in figure), or (2) they should point to the same locations, but in reverse or-
der (i.e., first the intersection before the current location, then the intersection 
before that, etc. until finally pointing to the start) (lower right example in fig-
ure). (3) They should point to the next intersection along the learned route di-
rection after their current location, then the second next, etc. until pointing to 
the end (upper right example in figure). Or they should (4) point first to the 
end, then i6, i5, etc. until pointing to the intersection after their current loca-
tion (upper left example in figure). Consequently, we varied the route direction 
(backwards to start vs. forwards to end) and target sequence (away vs. towards 
the current location) within a chunk of trials. Route direction served as a factor 
for analyzing potential directedness in survey estimates. Target sequence was 
introduced to balance average distance from the current location for first and 
later targets. Depending on one’s current location along the route the maxi-
mum number of intersections one had to point to within a chunk of trials var-
ied. For example, as visualized in Figure 2 right, standing at i2 facing back-
wards to the start involves two targets to point to with decreasing or increas-
ing route leg distance across a chunk depending on being queried in towards or 
away target sequence, while facing forward to the end involves five tar-
gets/intersections to point to. Therefore, distance in terms of route legs varied 
across the experimental trials. Please note that the adjacent, neighboring in-
tersections were always visible during pointing.  
From the eight locations on the route (including start and end) partici-
pants pointed to every other location twice (away and towards their current 
location). The 28 pointing chunks were presented in random order for each 
participant (pointing route forwards from seven locations, backwards from 
seven locations, both in two target sequences). This whole procedure was re-
peated resulting in 56 pointing chunks. After finishing a chunk participants 
received feedback on how many targets they missed or how many redundant 
targets they added. No feedback about pointing accuracy was provided. 
Chunks with too few or too many responses were not analyzed as target loca-
tions could not be assigned. We recorded self-localization time (not reported), 
pointing latency and pointing direction for each trial. For the analysis we used 
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latency and computed the absolute pointing error (i.e., the deviation between 
correct and estimated pointing direction irrespective of the direction of the er-
ror). Values deviating more than three standard deviations from the overall 
mean were not analyzed. Individual pointing accuracy all differed significantly 
from a random pointing behavior (i.e., 90°), indicating that all participants ac-
quired some survey knowledge. 
Results 
To ascertain potential directedness in survey estimates as well as dependen-
cies between subsequent pointings we first conducted a 2 x 2 ANOVA with the 
factors pointing number (first vs. later pointings) and route direction (pointing 
route forwards towards end vs. route backwards towards start). Table 1 sum-
marizes the results for this analysis, Figure 3 visualizes the performance pat-
terns. Both main factors show a significant effect on latency, pointing number 
also on error. Additionally, both for error and latency, pointing number inter-
acted significantly with route direction.13 For first pointings participants 
pointed quicker (t=4.01, p<.001) and more accurately (t=2.11, p=.042) when the 
target was located route forwards towards the end than when located route 
backwards towards the start. This indicates a route direction effect in survey 
estimates predicted by directed graph models, but is not expected when read-
ing out coordinates from a cognitive map. Interestingly, no such differences 
occurred in later pointings (t’s< 1.2, p’s >.23). Participants pointed slower in 
their first pointing than for later pointings, but also conducted less errors. The 
effect on latency is consistent with incremental graph theories when assuming 
that subsequent estimates are based on previous estimates to their direct 
neighbors. 
Table 1. Results of the ANOVA for latency and error. Degrees of freedom are 
F(1, 22) for each factor(-combination). Significant effects are marked in bold.   
 Latency  Error 
 F p ηp2  F p ηp2 
Pointing number 51.23 < .001 .70  34.86 < .001 .61 
Route direction 10.04 .004 .31  0.27 .608 .01 
Number x direction 6.50 .018 .23  11.79 .002 .35 
 
                                            
13 When including target sequence (albeit not decisive on the introduced models) into the 
analysis all reported effects remained significant. There was no significant three-way-interaction 
which could have changed one of the reported effects, and no interaction with route direction. The 
analysis showed an effect of target sequence and its interaction with pointing number. Here partic-
ipants were much quicker and accurate when their first pointing was away from their current loca-
tion towards the visible neighbor intersection.  
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Fig. 3. Pointing performance in the form of latency (left) and absolute error (right) as a func-
tion of route direction and pointing number. Means and within-participants standard errors as 
estimated from the marginal means are shown. 
 
For the further investigation of a potential incremental process of re-
calling survey knowledge we additionally considered a correlation analysis, 
namely, we examined whether latency and error for first and later pointings 
were associated with the route leg distance to the target. Indeed, first point-
ings showed a distance effect on latency. The further away along the route 
path the target was the longer participants required for pointing as indicated 
in a positive correlation between distance to the target and latency, with an 
average correlation of r=0.39, SD=0.29, significantly larger than zero, 
t(22)=6.55, p<.001. We observed no such correlation for later pointings, r=0.03, 
SD=0.12, difference from zero t(22)=1.03, p=.31. Errors correlated with dis-
tance both for first pointings, r=0.70, SD=.14, t(22)=23.8, p<.001, as well as for 
later pointings, r=0.45, SD=0.19, t(22)=11.5, p<.001. 
Discussion 
In our study we aimed to clarify whether survey estimates within navigable 
space are based on the incremental process of recalling target locations from a 
graph representation including the successive place-to-place activation of spa-
tial information along the learned path, or whether they are based on an im-
mediate read out of coordinates from an integrated cognitive map. More pre-
cisely, in case of reliance on a graph representation we examined whether sur-
vey estimates are based on directional encoding in long-term memory and also 
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whether subsequent survey estimates will depend on previous estimates, thus, 
continuing the incremental process of recalling place-to-place information. 
The Route Direction Effect in Survey Knowledge  
We found a route direction effect, namely, a difference in performance for first 
pointing trials depending on whether participants pointed to the start or the 
end of the route. Participants pointed quicker and more accurate to targets 
located route forward towards the end of the route compared to pointing route 
backwards towards the start during the initial trial within a chunk. Such re-
sults support graph theories that assume route forwards encoding, as this di-
rected encoding should speed-up integration towards the end, but slow down 
integration towards the start. Results for the first pointing are in line with 
asymmetries observed in spatial memory before in landmark recognition [18, 
20] and route choice [17] and extend them to survey tasks (see also [14] same 
volume). They suggest that participants’ long-term memory consisted of a di-
rected graph and survey estimates were directly constructed from that graph. 
Such a directed graph was proposed by Meilinger [7] and the undirected 
graph-model from Chrastil and Warren [5] is easily adjusted to it. The effect of 
route direction was not present in later pointings, indicating interdependence 
of successions of trials discussed further in the following section.  
Incremental Integration and Interdependence of Survey Estimates 
Contrasting incremental graph theories with simple read-out of coordinates 
from a cognitive map, only the former predict a route leg distance effect for 
latency (processing speed) in the first, but not in later pointings of a chunk of 
trials and interdependence between trials within a chunk (i.e., faster later 
pointings which profit from earlier pointings). Consistent with incremental 
theories participants pointed slower in their first pointing than for later point-
ings, but also conducted less errors. For the first pointing within a chunk par-
ticipants had to integrate all intersections between the current location and 
the target. This time took the longer the more intersections were involved as 
indicated in the positive correlation of latency with route leg distance—an in-
dicator for successive activation of local memory units along the previously 
learned path, rather than a read out from a cognitive map. Later pointings, 
successively following neighboring locations of the previous target, showed dif-
ferent patterns. Performance was much quicker on average and did not corre-
late with the target distance from the participant. This suggests that partici-
pants did not repeat the incremental process of integrating all intersections 
between their current location and the target again, but only added or sub-
tracted the single segment between the old and the new target. Targets for 
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first pointings were on average 2.5 intersections away (averaging towards and 
away target sequence, where initial pointings for away chunks have a route leg 
distance of one intersection and where initial pointings for towards chunks can 
vary between one and seven). In the case of interdependence between trials in 
a chunk later pointings are always just one intersection away from the previ-
ous estimate. Thus, the mean difficulty for estimating the direction to a new 
target with regards to a distance effect is lower for later pointings compared to 
first pointings and quicker reaction expected. Alternatively, no new estimate 
had to be conducted, but instead the target was already present in working 
memory as part of the constructed mental model and just had to be accessed 
from there. Neither effect on latency would be expected by read-out from a 
cognitive map. 
For error both in first and later pointings route leg distance correlated 
with error. This could be due to errors encoded in long-term memory. Assum-
ing a roughly constant random error during encoding, integration across larger 
distances will aggregate larger errors no matter which process is used. In fact, 
all models would assume such an effect. In case of integration into a cognitive 
map, this map would store all locations inside a single reference system, but in 
a distorted way. In addition to the overall distance effect, error was larger for 
later pointings. A simple all-at-once read-out from a cognitive map would not 
predict such a difference, but incremental models do so. In line with latency 
results, building upon first estimates, adds up the number of estimates across 
the chunk of trial. Higher error can be explained by assuming additional error 
for every mental processing step that is made. 
Please note that longer latency for first pointings cannot be explained by 
additional processing time for self-localization as this happened before point-
ing. Another aspect is the required head turn. For the first pointing one can 
expect an average turn of 90° (from a random heading during self-localization 
to first target). For later pointings, participants only turned towards an adja-
cent intersection which required a clearly smaller average head turn. We reck-
on that head movement itself surely is a part of the overall performance but 
that the observed average latency difference of 2.6 seconds between first and 
later estimates encompasses other processes as well. Furthermore, head turn-
ing cannot explain the distance effect in our experiment (distant targets do not 
necessarily require larger head turns – see Fig. 1) and other experiments 
where no head turning was involved at all and distance effects were still ob-
served [11, 13]. Participants took longer and were more accurate for first point-
ings, but quicker and more error prone for later pointings. As latency and error 
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correlated within participants on average by r=.04 (SD=0.11), we think that 
this effect is not simply be due to a speed-accuracy tradeoff. 
The fact that the route direction effect disappeared for later pointings fur-
ther supports the idea that later pointings build upon earlier pointings. If for 
every target a new incremental construction process was initiated, we should 
have observed a similar route direction effect as in the first pointings. Subse-
quent construction from the previous target was equally often along as well as 
against route direction: as participants pointed in target sequences towards 
and away from them later pointings always incorporated both route directions 
and any difference would average out. Therefore, no route direction effect 
would be expected, just as was observed in our experiment14. 
Limits and Alternative Explanations  
Our results are well explained by forward directed graph models. They account 
for the observed effects of route direction and distance on error and latency 
when performing the first trial within a chunk of related trials and can explain 
the absence of these effects for later trials. However, there are some alterna-
tive explanations and considerations that need to be addressed before getting 
to the conclusion. 
The process of recalling survey estimates from a directed graph was de-
scribed before by Meilinger (see introduction): constructing a mental model of 
the surrounding non-visible space [7]. Alternatively, navigators could mentally 
walk through a fully integrated cognitive map following the path they walked 
during learning. While mentally moving from one point to another, they use 
their path integration system to integrate the metric survey relation between 
their starting location and their mental position in the map until reaching the 
target [4, 21], resulting in a homing vector pointing back to their actual, cur-
rent location. By inverting the resulting vector survey estimates from the loca-
tion to the target can be derived. The activation pattern of hippocampal place 
cells is a plausible mediator for this process, although the conscious imagery of 
the mental walk might take place in posterior parietal cortex. Place cells rep-
resent locations within an environment. Even in the absence of sensory stimu-
                                            
14 If later estimates were based on estimates of previous targets, the route direction effect for 
later pointings should invert in the case of towards pointing (see examples in Fig. 2, right). Initially 
the most distant location must be constructed followed by closer targets, hence, moving along the 
graph structure in the opposite direction compared to the first target. This inversion for towards 
pointings is not reflected in participants performance (see footnote 1, no meaningful interactions 
with target sequence). Thus, the route direction effect does not seem to change in a meaningful way 
as a function of target sequence. Here participants might have also accessed previously constructed 
mental model parts still present in working memory. The role of route direction for later pointing 
thus is not yet fully clear. 
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lation (e.g., during sleep) they can fire in an ordered fashion as they would do 
when walking a route [22] and such firing patterns were shown even when sta-
tionary within an environment [23]. Similar neural processes might happen 
during mental walks when performing a survey task. Such a mental walk pro-
cess is also constructive and incremental but not based on a single graph 
structure. 
Importantly, our findings regarding the route direction effect exclude the 
possibility that pointing relied exclusively on a cognitive map that abstracted 
from the walked direction, for example, a coordinate system. Assuming a pro-
cess of mentally walking within a fully integrated cognitive map is not suffi-
cient to explain the observed route direction effect. However, it is possible to 
account for this effect if survey relations are stored in such a map layer in ad-
dition to an asymmetric route knowledge layer [6, 16]. This route layer then 
must be involved in generating the survey estimates to introduce the observed 
asymmetries based on the mental walk approach. 
Our study extends findings from [14] where participants learned a route 
in both directions and asymmetries in pointing accuracy were observed. These 
results could have relied on two separate and differently distorted maps for 
each walking direction. This is no viable explanation for the result of the pre-
sent experiment. The learning experience in our study was uni-directional and 
effects were found both in error and latency. Thus, the asymmetry must be 
intrinsic to the memory of a single walked direction. Overall, the route direc-
tion effect shows that the long-term memory used for pointing must be orient-
ed – either in form of a directed graph or a combination of a directed route lay-
er and an undirected survey layer. 
There is an important aspect inherit in the interpretation of our results of 
route direction as forward encoding, namely, the integration from one’s current 
location towards the target. Such an “away” integration is assumed by both 
constructive positions, the mental model and the mental walk. However, our 
data can also be explained otherwise, namely by reversing the assumptions of 
forward encoding and integration away from the current location into route 
backward encoding and integration from the target towards the current loca-
tion. While no theoretic position clearly proposes this possibility, it is still a 
conceivable alternative explanation that should be considered and discussed. 
For their first pointing participants might imagine themselves standing at the 
target location, mentally walk from there towards their current location while 
updating the vector towards the target. The resulting vector points towards 
their target. Importantly, to point correctly participants then must align the 
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orientation when mentally arriving at their current location with their actual, 
physical orientation at that location as both will differ in most of the cases. For 
a backwards encoded route this process is quicker and/or more accurately for 
targets located towards the end (i.e., mentally walking route backwards to the 
current location) than for targets located towards the start when mentally 
walking route forwards opposite to encoding. Such a backwards route encoding 
might be based on spatial updating of previous locations while walking to the 
next location during learning, thus resulting in vectors pointing backwards. 
Potentially, navigators then could update not just the last visited intersection, 
but all previously visited locations as proposed by Wang [24]. For later point-
ings the previous target vector from current to the first target location first has 
to be inverted again, the navigator mentally teleported to the old target loca-
tion which again involves an alignment of the current orientation and the 
mental orientation taken at the old target. Only then vector updating while 
mentally walking from the old target to the adjacent novel target can start. 
While not impossible, the required vector inversions with their associated 
alignment processes do seem cognitive demanding.15  
Overall, the reverse model based on the assumption of backwards route direc-
tion encoding and integration from the target towards the current location is 
consistent with our data. Yet, it is disconnected with other theoretic positions, 
it requires the assumption of cognitive demanding inversion processes, and it 
is not able to incorporate findings from the literature that clearly support for-
ward encoding. For example, the route direction effect in landmark recognition 
[18–20]. Furthermore, recognition triggered response models for route 
knowledge [6, 16] and supporting evidence from route choice [25] also are in-
trinsically forward oriented. Support for the mental path integration away 
from ones current location towards the target is given by successive activation 
of hippocampal place cells along a path to the goal [23]. We think that the eas-
iest explanation and most consistent with the literature is that the route was 
encoded in walking forward direction and participants integrated from their 
current location towards the target either by constructing a mental model of 
the non-visible surrounding [7] or by mentally walking there and using path 
integration to estimate the resultant vector based on a cognitive map [4, 21] 
and an additional layer of directed route knowledge. 
                                            
15 Note that the mental walk model faces similar inversion problems for later pointings. No 
such inversions are required when pointers construct a mental model of their non-visible surround-
ing based on a graph representation from their current location towards the target which then is 
mentally “visible” as an ego-centric vector.  
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We are confident that our study provides a reliable basis for our conclu-
sions. Participants learned a highly controlled but realistic city environment 
and learned from physically walking real life distances on an omnidirectional 
treadmill involving proprioceptive and vestibular cues. While the sample is not 
too large (23) it comprises of roughly 50% females and males and spans from 
21 to 64 years of age showing a comparatively broad age spread. Furthermore, 
over 7200 data points went into our analysis which minimizes any random ef-
fects. The different comparisons and parameters such as route direction and 
distance effects across first vs. later pointings nicely correspond and are theo-
retically and empirically well connected.  
We clearly cannot exclude that direction estimates sometimes relied on 
strategies rejected here. However, based on the strengths mentioned we think 
that such strategies can only comprise in a small minority of trials or persons 
in the present data. For generalization to other situations it is clear that dif-
ferent learning situations can result in different representations and estima-
tion processes such as learning from maps vs. navigation [26, 27]. The reduced 
visual field and the instruction to not look back towards where participants 
came from during learning slightly limits generalizability of results as this re-
striction partly prevents natural navigation behavior. However, support for 
asymmetries in spatial memory were found in survey estimates despite learn-
ing the environment in route-forward and -backward direction [14]. Overall, 
we belief that our findings apply to real live-experiences when navigators learn 
a large-scale space exclusively from navigation. Based on our results we cannot 
exclude the possibility that global integration into a cognitive map and full ab-
straction from the directedness and incrementality of the learning experience 
might occur, for example, with extensive exposure to a sufficiently small envi-
ronment. Nevertheless, one of the main insights from our study remains: to be 
able to make survey estimates in navigable space it is not necessary to rely on 
a globally consistent cognitive map. Survey estimates can and seem to be gen-
erally based on piecewise spatial knowledge connected by directed links that is 
used to incrementally recall target locations on the fly. 
Conclusions 
The most plausible interpretation of the present results in the light of previous 
findings and theoretic considerations is that participants encoded the envi-
ronment route piecewise in route-forward orientation and integrated this in-
formation incrementally during survey estimates from their current location 
towards the first target and from there onwards to later targets. Following the 
mental model approach, this estimation process relied on a directed graph 
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memory of the space. When extending the mental walk approach, it can like-
wise explain the results by assuming that the direction estimation is based on 
a combination of a directed route layer and an undirected survey layer (cogni-
tive map). Importantly, we showed that later pointings depended on earlier 
pointings. Overall, our results add to the growing evidence that survey esti-
mates obtained via navigation are constructed incrementally during recall and 
they further show that also survey knowledge is intrinsically oriented.  
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Abstract 
We are navigating in a complex world, yet we are able to grasp the spatial re-
lations between the different places we visit. It is still an unresolved issue how 
we represent navigable space and use this information for shortcutting and 
survey estimates such as pointing to distant, non-visible landmarks. In this 
study we set out to compare two competing theoretical approaches on how nav-
igable space is represented. We contrast the idea of the metric embedding of 
the spatial information we gather into a single global reference frame (i.e., Eu-
clidean mental map) with models assuming that only local place-to-place met-
rics are stored that can be used to compute survey estimates when needed (i.e., 
labelled graph representation). Two groups of participants learned either of 
two circular, multi-corridor, virtual mazes containing seven objects by walking. 
One maze architecture was the impossible non-Euclidean version of the possi-
ble Euclidean maze. In the impossible environment the local place-to-place 
metrics after walking one lap would not match on a global metric level. In-
stead, participants were covertly teleported into the start corridor again de-
spite being located distant from its initial Euclidean location. In a subsequent 
pointing task targets were queried in predefined sequences, either clockwise or 
counterclockwise around the circular connectivity of the environment relative 
to one’s current location. In contrast to the possible maze group estimates of 
the impossible maze group violated the metric postulates of a Euclidean map: 
Participants did not point the same direction albeit being queried the same 
target. Instead their estimates were biased by the order of target sequence and 
strongly followed the pre-activated local place-to-place metrics. Our results 
suggest that navigable space is not stored in a globally consistent format such 
as the Euclidean map, but instead that a labelled graph was underlying survey 
estimates. 
Keywords: spatial memory; graph knowledge; labelled graph; network of 
reference frames; Euclidean map; cognitive map; impossible environments 
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Introduction 
In our everyday life we pass through and by a number of different places. For 
example, for doing grocery shopping we have to leave our apartment, walk a 
few (or more) streets, thereby maybe passing our hair dresser. On our way 
back from the supermarket, we might decide to take a detour to stop by at a 
friends’ house for a coffee and head back home afterwards. One characteristic 
of such navigable environments is, that they can never be grasped from a sin-
gle standpoint but must be experienced successively. Still we are capable to 
understand the relative location of the places visited and form survey 
knowledge of our neighborhood that allows us to estimate straight line direc-
tion and distance and to do novel shortcuts across unexplored terrain between 
learned places. 
There are different understandings of how such survey knowledge is rep-
resented in our brain. One influential proposition is that of the cognitive map. 
The term was first expressed by Tolman (1948). Even though he did not neces-
sarily want his “cognitive map” term to be interpreted in its literal sense, the 
term was adopted and expanded by other researchers in this vein (e.g., Byrne, 
Becker, & Burgess, 2007; Gallistel, 1990; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978). In its rigid 
definition the cognitive map approach suggests that we form a metric, map-
like mental representation of our surrounding space. The discovery of (among 
others) place cells and grid cells in rats (e.g., Hafting, Fyhn, Molden, Moser, & 
Moser, 2005; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978) and later also in humans (in the form of 
intracranial recordings or more indirectly by corresponding fMRI BOLD pat-
terns) (e.g., Doeller, Barry, & Burgess, 2010; Ekstrom et al., 2003; Jacobs et 
al., 2013; Jacobs, Kahana, Ekstrom, Mollison, & Fried, 2010) are often brought 
forward as the neurological fundament for the embedding of place information 
into a stable, cognitive reference system. A key component of the mental map 
approach is, that all places experienced can be assigned distinct places in the 
cognitive reference system, just as coordinates in a x-y coordinate system. An 
example is given in Figure 1 panel A and B, where four places (J, K, L and M), 
which are experienced successively in a circular manner in the external world, 
are represented in the form of a Euclidean map. Taken literally such a global, 
all-encompassing, Euclidean map must be bound to the metric postulates of 
positivity, symmetry, and triangle inequality (e.g., Beals, Krantz, & Tversky, 
1968; McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997; Warren, Rothman, Schnapp, & Ericson, 
2017). Positivity refers to the idea that the distance between any point and 
itself must be zero, as there can only be one point in the Euclidean mental map 
representing a place in the external world. Further, the distance between any 
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two points must be larger than zero, as representation of distinct places cannot 
overlap. Symmetry of points is achieved when the distance estimated from 
point A to B is the same as the distance estimated from point B to A and when 
the direction vector from A to B is the exact reverse from B to A. Triangle ine 
 
 
Figure 1. Contrasting predictions for Euclidean map and labelled graph representation. A| 
Example of navigable space, four places (J, K, L M) connected successively. B| Distorted but 
globally consistent Euclidean map representation of panel A. Each place is assigned to distinct 
coordinates which can be read-out from the coordinate system to make survey estimates. C| 
Example of recalling the location of place L when standing at place J based on a labelled graph 
(visualized in detail in panel D). Depending on which local place-to-place metrics are used 
(clockwise or counterclockwise) different estimates of the location of place L are possible. D| 
Labelled graph representation where represented translational and rotational metrics are 
restricted to the direct neighbors of a place. These local place-to-place metrics do not need to be 
globally consistent, leading to violation of metric postulates when used for survey estimates of 
distant places (see panel C). Note that, albeit redundant, some distances here are visualized 
twice for clarification reasons to grasp the idea of local metrics to direct neighbors which are 
not brought in global consistency.  
 
quality defines the relationship between any three points in the Euclidean 
map and inherits the rules that the distance between point A and B and from 
there adding the distance between point B and C must always be larger or 
equal to the distance between A and C. Further, when assuming a Euclidean 
representation the inner angles of such a triangle should sum up to 180°. This 
can also be extended to the relationship between the four points in the Euclid-
ean mental map in panel B that must form an irregular quadrilateral with a 
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sum of inner angles of 360°. Such a Euclidean mental map must not be perfect 
in representing the external world, but translational and rotational metrics 
can be distorted within the limits of the metric postulates. We know, for exam-
ple, that the human path integration used for judging walked distance and di-
rections to a starting location suffers from a rather low resolution and discon-
tinuities (e.g., Loomis et al., 1993; Zhao & Warren, 2015a, 2015b). Further, 
humans tend to remember irregular environments and junctions as more regu-
lar (e.g., orthogonal streets) as they are (e.g., Byrne, 1979; Moar & Bower, 
1983; Tversky, 1981) and allow boundaries to bias their distances judgement 
between places (e.g., Kosslyn, Pick, & Fariello, 1974; McNamara, 1986; 
Newcombe & Liben, 1982). None of these findings contradict the idea of a Eu-
clidean map representation per se, which can well be distorted as long as clear 
locations within the Euclidean mental map are assigned. 
Alternative approaches emphasize that there is no need for a global met-
ric embedding of all places in spatial long-term memory to be able to perform 
survey tasks such as distance and direction estimation to non-visible land-
marks or novel shortcutting. Instead, what may be stored are spatial infor-
mation about the connectivity of all places (topological graph with neighbor to 
neighbor connections) which are enriched by local information about metric 
rotation and translation between the neighbors (e.g., Chrastil & Warren, 2014; 
Meilinger, 2008; Warren, Rothman, Schnapp, & Ericson, 2017). Albeit differing 
in small details about the nature of local place representation and attached 
labels such theories can be summarized under the term labelled graph theo-
ries. Figure 1, panel d visualizes the idea. For example, when memorizing the 
connectivity of J-K-L we additional represent the distance between K and M as 
well as the distance between K and J. Furthermore, angular information about 
the direction of J relative to L when standing at K are stored. Such local place-
to-place metrics that are stored for the other neighboring places as well. To 
solve survey tasks, for example standing at J pointing to L, one’s current posi-
tion and the target first must be brought into direct reference by successively 
recalling the stored local metrics from one’s current position to the target to 
come up with an estimate. This can be done by vector addition (Warren et al., 
2017), for example by mental imagination of how the nonvisible parts of the 
environment could be strung together successively (Meilinger, 2008). Like the 
Euclidean map representation the labelled graph considers potential distor-
tions of those local metrics that arise during the encoding process. The crucial 
difference between the two approaches, however, is that these local metrics to 
not need to be globally consistent. An example for estimating the direction 
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from J to L based on the local graph information is given in Figure 1, panel C. 
Depending on whether one mentally constructs the estimate from J to L via K 
(clockwise) or via M (counterclockwise) different estimates for the location of L 
are formed, as one follows the local metrics along either direction which each 
underly distinct distortions. Such distortions might be rather small and re-
main unnoticed in the majority of studies due to the very high absolute angu-
lar error of 20-100° which are typically found in pointing performance in navi-
gable space (e.g., Chrastil & Warren, 2013; Foo, Warren, Duchon, & Tarr, 
2005; Ishikawa & Montello, 2006; Meilinger, Riecke, & Bülthoff, 2014; 
Schinazi, Nardi, Newcombe, Shipley, & Epstein, 2013; Weisberg, Schinazi, 
Newcombe, Shipley, & Epstein, 2014). As a consequence of distorted local 
place-to-place metrics the metric postulates of positivity and triangle inequali-
ty can be violated on the global scale. There is not one distinct location for each 
place and calculating the sum of the inner angles between the four places does 
not need to correspond to what would be expected in Euclidean terms (i.e., not 
360° in our scenario in Figure 1). 
There is ample evidence for the formation of distinct memory units of in-
dividual local environments. For example, the updating of object locations was 
found to be impaired when leaving the test room (Wang & Brockmole, 2003a). 
Likewise, the updating of objects outside the test room was impaired when re-
orienting with respect to the test room compared to reorienting with respect to 
the outside of the test room (i.e., university campus) (Wang & Brockmole, 
2003b). Also, knowing the exact location of an object within a vista space does 
not necessarily seem to be accompanied with knowledge about where this vista 
space itself is located (Marchette, Ryan, & Epstein, 2017). Furthermore, it was 
found that participants direction estimation performance in multi-corridor 
spaces is facilitated when their body is re-aligned with the view first experi-
enced within each corridor the task was performed in (i.e., when looking along 
the corridor), compared to being aligned otherwise (e.g., looking against the 
wall) (e.g., Meilinger et al., 2014; Strickrodt, Bülthoff, & Meilinger, 2018). This 
is typically interpreted as the formation of local reference frames, mental ref-
erence systems confined to the locally visible environment (i.e., an individual 
corridor in the cited studies). Relative to this local reference frame locations of 
objects within that local environment are stored. Being aligned with the refer-
ence axis of the mental reference system alleviates the recall of stored spatial 
information, while being non-aligned involves effortful mental transformations 
to map the orientation of the reference system onto one’s current perspective 
(e.g., McNamara, Sluzenski, & Rump, 2008; Mou, McNamara, Valiquette, & 
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Rump, 2004). The findings of local reference frames are often accompanied by 
increasing pointing latencies across increasing number of traversed corridors 
between one’s current location and the target one has to point to (e.g., 
Meilinger, Strickrodt, & Bülthoff, 2016; Tobias Meilinger, Strickrodt, & 
Bülthoff, 2018; Strickrodt et al., 2018). Such corridor distance effects seem to 
reflect nicely the recall process expected for labelled graph representations. 
Because individual corridors (and objects within) do not seem to be represent-
ed within a single reference system, but instead the local reference frames (i.e., 
memory units) had to be successively activated along the order of experience 
until reaching the target. 
Previous studies already found evidence contradicting the metric postu-
late of symmetry for Euclidean mental maps. It was shown, that a number of 
spatial performance measures differed between the same pair of places, de-
pending on whether they are made from place A to B or from place B to A. 
Such asymmetries were found in route selection (Stern & Leiser, 2010) and 
distance estimations (Burroughs & Sadalla, 1979; McNamara & Diwadkar, 
1997; Sadalla, Burroughs, & Staplin, 1980). They indicate that the underlying 
memory structure might not be a Euclidean representation. Over the years, 
however, alternative models and processes were suggested that could account 
for such asymmetries while leaving the assumption of a Euclidean mental map 
with symmetric distance representation untouched. Two bias models have 
been introduced that define the cause for asymmetries not in the representa-
tion of spatial properties but in biases introduced by the estimation process 
itself. The category-adjustment model of spatial coding (Huttenlocher, Hedges, 
& Duncan, 1991; N Newcombe, Huttenlocher, Sandberg, Lie, & Johnson, 1999) 
assumes a hierarchical representation on a fine-grained (conceivably Euclide-
an) and a categorical level. Biases are produced during retrieval by adjust-
ments made to the fine-grained place information based on its distance to a 
category prototype. A typical category prototype is the middle of a quadrant of 
a circle which is drawn on a piece of paper and formed by vertical and horizon-
tal visual axes. Biases in location estimations towards the center of category 
are expected, resulting in asymmetric biases. In contrast, the contextual-
scaling model (McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997) assumes that different places 
evoke different contexts in working memory when being referenced depending 
on their salience (e.g., familiarity, functional importance). Thus, a different 
context is activated when standing at place A recalling the location of B com-
pared to standing at place B recalling A. This scales the retrieval process ac-
cordingly and leads to asymmetries. Both models allow for the existence of a 
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Euclidean mental map and renders the asymmetries found in route choice and 
distance estimation much less of a violation of metric postulates than original-
ly thought. Along this line, it was shown in a few experiments that besides lo-
cal reference frames for each visited place also global reference frames can be 
formed and used by participants. The self-localization time (Meilinger et al., 
2013) as well as the direction estimation process (e.g., Strickrodt et al., 2018; 
Tlauka, Carter, Mahlberg, & Wilson, 2011; Wilson & Wildbur, 2004; Wilson, 
Wilson, Griffiths, & Fox, 2007) within navigable space was shown to be facili-
tated when participants were oriented along a uniform global orientation dur-
ing testing, independent on where in the environment estimates were made. 
Such an environment-encompassing orientation dependent recall along a glob-
al orientation can be interpreted as the formation of a reference system that is 
covering and inheriting place information from the entire environment 
learned, thus, being an indicator for a global metric embedding. 
In our study we took a rather novel approach to examine the Euclidean 
nature of spatial representation. We investigated how the human spatial 
memory system deals and makes sense of non-Euclidean, impossible environ-
ments that are learned in virtual reality. As a baseline we constructed a nor-
mal, possible virtual environment and then manipulated the architectural 
properties such as angles between connecting corridors or length of corridors to 
produce an impossible version of it (see Method). This is one technique which 
is occasionally used in the virtual reality community to enable users to experi-
ence a large virtual environment despite walking in a limited physical space. 
There, often overlaps of virtual rooms that are visited successively are pro-
duced, with the aim to be imperceptible to the user (e.g., Suma, Lipps, 
Finkelstein, Krum, & Bolas, 2012; Vasylevska, Kaufmann, Bolas, & Suma, 
2013). Another technique is the manipulation of the mapping of virtual and 
real rotational and translational gain. Both result in what the VR community 
calls “redirected walking” (see Nilsson et al., 2018 for a review). In our study 
we concentrate on the first technique while leaving the real and virtual gain 
perfectly matched and untouched.  
Impossible architectures have been used before in the spatial cognition 
literature. Zetzsche, Wolter, Galbraith and Schill (2009) showed that partici-
pants could successfully find the shortest routes to objects within impossible 
environments learned from a 2D projection (see also Ruddle, Howes, Payne, & 
Jones, 2000; replicated in walkable environment by Warren et al., 2017). 
Kluss, Marsh, Zetzsche and Schill (2015) used a complex virtual reality setup 
where participants wore a head-mounted display and walked on a treadmill to 
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explore simple environments. For example, one possible environment consisted 
of three corridors forming a triangle (sum of inner angle 180°) whereas the im-
possible version imitated walking three legs of a triangle albeit 90° connecting 
angles (sum of inner angles 270°). Participants subsequent task was to repro-
duce one walk through each environment blindfolded. Examining participants 
turning angles showed that in sum they were comparable to what would be 
expected when relying on local metrics in the impossible maze (sum of angles 
around 270°). However, due to a high variability in responses the authors fail 
to show that this angle sum is different from the behavior found in the possible 
triangle environment (180°). Therefore, albeit indicating that local metric 
knowledge was acquired without detecting that an impossible maze was 
walked, these results cannot exclude that participants adjusted the local met-
rics experienced during learning to match up globally and fit into a Euclidean 
mental map.  
In a study by Warren and colleagues (2017), participants learned the lo-
cation of eight objects within a complex, 11m x 11m virtual hedge maze by 
walking in a large tracking hall being equipped with a head-mounted display. 
For one group of subjects they installed virtual “wormholes” that, upon con-
tact, rotated the maze by 90° around the midpoint without participants notic-
ing any visual change in the current corridor view. Thus, for some of the ob-
jects the local metrics from object A to object B when walking there via the 
constant midpoint of the maze would be globally inconsistent with the local 
metrics traversed when walking back from B to A but via a route crossing a 
wormhole. When participants were instructed to perform straight line esti-
mates between the learned objects strong distortions towards the wormhole 
locations were found for objects near wormhole entrances. Compared to the 
possible maze group where no rotation occurred, near-wormhole locations in 
the impossible maze were represented as ripped apart from other close-by ob-
ject locations thereby folding over to be represented closer to other objects ac-
tually farther distant in the visual reference frame of the environment. It re-
mains somewhat unclear whether those biases in direction estimates can also 
be explained by a highly distorted but overall globally consistent Euclidean 
map, because it is hard to make clear, testable predictions for a potential glob-
al embedding. Indeed, using a different wormhole maze Muryy and 
Glennerster (2018) found that participants pointing behavior could be well 
modelled by assuming distortions to the locations and orientations of local 
places. However, the study by Warren and colleagues (2017) clearly shows how 
local metrics experienced from one object to the next strongly shape and influ-
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ence the (potential graph) structure of the representation. If global embedding 
is attempted, it clearly involves the integration and adaption of multiple local 
metric information.  
How might global embedding be achieved? It is generally known that 
humans can update the position of landmarks in their environment without 
visually attending them (e.g., Farrell & Robertson, 2000; Martin & Thomson, 
1998; Wang & Spelke, 2000). For this updating process path integration pro-
vides useful information. By introducing sudden conflicts in homing tasks, it 
has been shown that humans can integrate information acquired from self-
motion cues gathered via path integration with visual landmark information 
that were covertly changed on the return path (e.g., Cheng, Shettleworth, 
Huttenlocher, & Rieser, 2007; Nardini, Jones, Bedford, & Braddick, 2008; Zhao 
& Warren, 2015). We know from research with desert ants that the path inte-
grator can be reset at known location (i.e., the nest) to remove error that ac-
cumulated during foraging (e.g., Müller & Wehner, 1994; Wehner & 
Srinivasan, 1981). The gain factor of the path integration system itself was 
shown to be modifiable when introducing a mismatch between visual and idi-
othetic translation and/or rotation gain during normal exploration of an envi-
ronment both in rats (Jayakumar et al., submitted) and men (Tcheang, 
Bulthoff, & Burgess, 2011). These studies suggest a strong coupling between 
visual landmark cues and idiothetic self-motion cues to make sense of the 
space around us on a global level. In a relatively new theoretic approach Wang 
(2016) proposes the use of multiple path integrators to simultaneously track 
and update the location of multiple targets during walking a track as basis to 
form a cognitive map of this environment. Vectors to all the object and places 
of interest are carried along the way which are all subject to possible recalibra-
tions when in view of a known landmark. If such updating and recalibration 
processes take place in more complex, navigable environments as well they 
constitute a mechanism that supports Euclidean embedding of impossible ar-
chitectures. In contrast to achieving global embedding during the encoding 
process it could also be accomplished by performing local triangulation on the 
long-term memory of stored metrics. Like this, inconsistencies can be removed 
and the representation globally optimized (e.g., Mallot & Basten, 2009). 
In our study we set out to test the two models for the representation of 
human survey knowledge by contrasting clear predictions for the reliance on 
either local place-to-place metrics that were experienced during learning (la-
belled graph) or reliance on a globally embedded Euclidean mental map. Two 
groups of participants learned either of two circular, multi-corridor, virtual 
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mazes, one being the impossible, non-Euclidean, torn-apart version of the pos-
sible maze. They then had to estimate the straight-line direction between pairs 
of objects within the environment. During this testing phase the order targets 
were queried was manipulated, following either the clockwise or counterclock-
wise object sequence around the circular connectivity of the environment. If a 
labelled graph representation is underlying the estimation process, direction 
estimates should be based only on the local place-to-place metrics that are ac-
tivated by the biased target sequence (compare to Figure 1, panel C). In the 
impossible maze case this procedure should lead to clearly different direction 
estimations for one and the same reference-target pair because of the impossi-
ble architecture that was learned. In contrast, if global embedding takes place 
this should involve distorting the perceived local place-to-place metrics to form 
a Euclidean map obeying the metric postulates. The questions we asked are: 
Do participants in the impossible maze group always point the same direction 
when queried the same object (positivity postulate)? And how much do their 
estimates either fit to the directions predicted when following local place-to-
place metrics or a global embedding? 
Method 
Participants 
Forty-eight participants with normal or corrected to normal visual acuity par-
took in the experiment, all naïve to the research question and the experiment, 
receiving monetary compensation for participation. Without their knowledge 
25 of them were assigned to learn the possible maze, 23 to learn the impossible 
maze. The experiment was terminated before completion for two participants, 
one in each maze type group. One requested to stop early during the testing 
phase as he found the task too hard. For the other one the learning phase 
could not be completed because of equipment failure. In the possible maze 
group another six participants and in the impossible maze group another four 
had to be excluded from the analysis because of chance level performance in 
the testing phase (see Results). Eighteen participants remained in the possible 
(M 7, F 11, age M=29.61, SD=9.73) and 18 participants in the impossible maze 
group (M 5, F 13, age M=28.94, SD=12.46) that were included in the analysis. 
Half of the participants in each maze type group (nine each) started learning 
the environment walking clockwise first, the other half walking counterclock-
wise first (see Procedure). The experiment was approved by the local ethics 
committee. 
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Material 
The experiment took place in a large tracking space of 12×12 m equipped with 
20 high-speed infrared cameras (Vicon® MX 13). The system tracked partici-
pants’ head position at 180 Hz and transmitted the information wirelessly to a 
portable computer (MSI VR One) carried by the participant. The egocentric 
view within the virtual environment was displayed to the participants via a 
head-mounted display (HMD), an Oculus Consumer Version 1 (CV1), rendered 
with a NVIDIA GTX 1070 graphics card. The CV1 provided a field of view of 
ca. 110° diagonal at a resolution of 1080x1200 pixels for each eye. This immer-
sive virtual reality setup involved visual as well as idiothetic cues and allowed 
a self-determined exploration of the virtual world, thus, delivering a realistic 
learning experience. 
The following measures were taken to prevent participants from using 
real-world reference points to anchor their spatial knowledge: After being 
equipped with the portable backpack and the HMD participants were disori-
ented before learning the virtual environment by being led on a random path 
through the tracking hall while the HMD rendered a black screen, thereby 
loosing track of their orientation and starting position in the tracking hall. The 
experimenter followed participants closely during learning to eliminate direc-
tional auditory cues from an otherwise constant position when giving further 
instructions (and to ensure safe movement through the tracking space). Addi-
tionally, bird sounds were played to the participants’ via HMD headphones 
throughout the whole learning and testing phase to prevent any audio cues 
(e.g., conversation from outside the tracking hall, sounds from slamming doors 
or construction works) to be used as a reference direction. 
We ran two groups of participants, each group learning either of two vir-
tual environments, a possible or an impossible, non-Euclidean maze. Both en-
vironments consisted of seven interconnected corridors varying in corridor 
length and connecting angles, thereby forming a complex, circular environ-
ment (see Figure 2). This means, after passing through the seventh corridor 
participants would end up in the corridor that was experienced first again. The 
circularity of the environments enabled participants to continuously travel 
through the environment for multiple laps (clockwise and counterclockwise). 
The corridors all had a corridor width of 90cm and each corridor contained a 
picture of an object hanging about eye height centered on the wall of a half-
round alcove. In each corridor the alcoves were located at the inner walls with 
respect to the circular environment. Thus, when traversing through the corri-
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dors alcoves would always be located on participants’ right when walking 
clockwise, but located on participants’ left when walking counterclockwise.  
 
 
Figure 2. The two virtual environments that had to be learned and the procedure of the learn-
ing phase. A+B| Birds eye perspective of the mazes. Corridors are connected to form a com-
plex environment with left and right non-orthogonal turns. The seven places to be learned 
(marked by green dots) are evenly spread across seven corners of a decagon (impossible maze) 
or a heptagon (possible maze), visualized here in grey. Within each corridor each place is iden-
tified by an object hanging in an alcove (small black lines at center of alcove wall). Participants 
could fully look around when standing on a green dot. A| Layout of impossible maze and ex-
ample of learning procedure when starting clockwise (cw). Lap 1 is started at the book corridor 
(marked here in red) and continued clockwise (key, duck, etc.), until reaching a book corridor 
identical to the first one (marked here in green, book2) without having reached the original 
location in physical space. At this point the virtual maze was rotated by 108° (without partici-
pants noticing) to match up the first book corridor with participants current position in the 
maze. Visually seamless lap 2 started (middle of panel A) and participants continued walking 
clockwise till reaching the book corridor distant from where they started off again (marked in 
green, book2). The maze was rotated again. When reaching the book corridor a third time after 
lap 3 (book2, right side of panel A) participants changed walking direction and returned along 
their previous path in the counterclockwise corridor order for another three laps (panel A from 
right to left). Like this the local corridor-to-corridor metrics remained constant across each lap 
although the space was not matching up on a global scale in physical space. B| Layout of pos-
sible maze. Global and local metrics match up to form an Euclidean space. After one lap the 
same physical location of the book was reached again (marked here in blue). Except for no ro-
tation of the environment the learning procedure was identical to the impossible maze group. 
C| Corridor/object order when learning the environments. Each participant walked the envi-
ronment three times clockwise (cw) then three times counterclockwise (ccw) (or vice versa) 
before undergoing a first learn-check. D| Example of an egocentric view. A green dot on the 
floor indicated the exact place that had to be learned and was identified by the object hanging 
in the center of the alcove wall. A wooden panel structure was attached to the walls, a blue 
carped on the floor. Red lines at the connection between corridors mark the walkable area. 
 
The diameter of each alcove was 60cm and their center marked by a 
green dot on the floor. These green dots marked the places participants had to 
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memorize. Thus, each place was unambiguously localized by the green dot on 
the floor in each corridor and labelled by the respective object hanging in the 
alcove. The following objects were depicted in black-and-white on a 25 x 25cm 
plane (2D) floating in the alcoves, thereby identifying the places to be learned 
in the consecutive corridors: book, key, duck, comb, dice, shoe, lamp (clockwise 
order). We selected monosyllable objects. Identifiability was verified in a pre-
test. Four naïve participants (not included in the sample of this study), three of 
them native English speakers, named the items correctly and unambiguously. 
The possible maze served as the baseline: a complex but Euclidean space. 
Corridors differed in length and connecting angles, however, the places to be 
learned (green dots at the center of alcoves) were evenly spaced around an im-
aginary circle, forming the layout of a symmetric heptagon (i.e., seven-sided 
polygon). The straight-line distance between direct neighbors (e.g., dice and 
shoe, key and duck) was 2.38m, corresponding to the side length of the hepta-
gon underlying the place layout. The interior angle (i.e., angle between two 
adjacent sides of the heptagon) was 128.57°. This corresponds to, for example, 
the pointing angle between shoe and comb when standing at the dice or the 
pointing angle between duck and book when standing at the key. All non-
adjacent objects relative to one’s current position (e.g., lamp, book, key, duck 
when standing at dice) were evenly spread within this interior angle defined 
by the two direct neighbors, following an angle difference of 25.71° when point-
ing from neighbor to neighbor (e.g., standing at the dice the angle difference 
between shoe and lamp, then between lamp and book, between book and key, 
key and duck, as well as angle difference between duck and comb is 25.71°). 
Because of the symmetry of the underlying polygon the neighbor distance, in-
terior angle and neighbor-to-neighbor angle difference is constant across all 
locations. This structure makes pointing performance across all locations com-
parable, thus, allowing to average them for the analysis. 
The impossible maze was a distorted version of the possible maze. We dis-
jointed the connection between the first (book) and seventh corridor (lamp) and 
pulled apart the layout of the seven places to be spread across seven adjacent 
corners of a symmetric decagon (ten-sided polygon). Individual corridor length 
and angles between adjacent corridors were adjusted to fit this new layout 
(corridor width remained 90cm), thereby keeping the overall path length of one 
lap similar to the path length of the possible maze (about 33.3m ±5cm). Like-
wise, the succession of left and right turns and the straight-line distance be-
tween direct neighbors (2.38m) was kept constant across both mazes. This en-
sured comparable memory load. The underlying decagon had an interior angle 
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of 144° and a neighbor-to-neighbor (corner-to-corner) angular difference of 18°. 
The deformation of the impossible maze determined that after the participant 
walked one round (leaving the seventh corridor entering the first one again) 
they ended up at a position in real, physical space a few meters distant from 
where they started off. At this point the impossible, virtual environment was 
rotated by 108° within milliseconds without participants noticing any change 
in the visual scenery, matching up the first corridor with participants’ current 
position (see Figure 2, panel A), enabling the participant to walk another lap. 
Like this, the local corridor-to-corridor metrics remained constant across each 
lap although the maze was not matching up on a global scale. 
In both maze types the connection between two corridors was always 
slightly longer than needed for walking the environment. Corridor walls were 
elongated until they could be connected by an approximately 90cm wall (not 
until they met – this would have led to redundantly long corridor connections 
and overlap with other parts of the possible maze). We decided for this visual 
cue as the exploration of the maze was restricted by learning rules, one of 
them was to not turn around to investigate the corridor one came from (read 
procedure further below). Like this, exploration of the connection of the corri-
dors was slightly constrained. The elongation of corridor connection should 
therefore serve as a visual cue to understand how two corridors are connected 
to each other. The resulting impossible maze was slightly bigger than the 
walkable space in the tracking hall. To prevent collisions with the walls of the 
tracking hall we decided to restrict the walkable area within the virtual world 
in a constant format, placing red lines on the floor in a distance of 90cm from 
every sharp corner one turns around to enter the next corridor. Participants 
were instructed to not walk the area behind those lines. The restriction to the 
walkable area of the corners was assimilated in the possible maze as well to 
equalize the learning experience.  
For the testing phase audio stimuli were recorded to guide participants 
through each trial. Recording, preprocessing and cutting of the audio recording 
was done with praat (http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/). An adult male speak-
er, native English, produced instructions for guiding the testing phase, name-
ly, the self-localization (“You’re at the [object].”, “Do you know where you are?”) 
and the direction estimation phase (“Face the [object]”). 
Procedure 
The learning and testing phase were similar for both maze types with the only 
difference that the maze was rotated every lap during learning in the impossi-
ble maze group to enable a natural walking experience for multiple rounds.  
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Learning phase.  
The experimental session started with a briefing about the procedure. Partici-
pants were informed that they first had to learn the layout of a virtual envi-
ronment and the places within (green dot associated with an object) and that 
their spatial memory for that environment was about to be tested in a subse-
quent spatial task. They were told: “Your task is to memorize as accurately as 
possible the locations of these places in the environment. Later, in the test 
phase, in each trial you will be teleported to one place and asked to indicate 
the exact locations of the other places from your current position.” 
After being equipped with HMD and portable backpack participants were 
disoriented by several random left and right turns (HMD display turned off) 
while being led to the position of the starting corridor, which was always the 
book. Then the virtual reality was presented to them. In a pseudo-random 
fashion, participants either started walking the environment in the clockwise 
(cw) or a counterclockwise (ccw) direction. This was done to prevent potential 
directional effects to bias the analysis. During the learning phase the experi-
menter gave further instructions. Participants could explore the environment 
for six laps, three consecutive laps cw then turning around and walk three laps 
ccw (or vice versa). They could walk in their own pace but were restricted to 
walk or look back to where they came from (except of after three laps when 
they had to change walking direction). This was done to circumvent partici-
pants in the impossible maze to recognize the rotation of the maze. There were 
exceptions to the “do not look back”-rule, namely, when participants stood 
right on top of a green dot in the middle of an alcove that marked a place. 
There they could take a full look around, visually exploring the entire corridor 
and the connection to the two adjacent corridors. Participants were informed 
that the red lines on the floor should not be passed, but elongated connections 
could be used as visual cues to understand the angles corridors are connected 
with. During their first lap participants had to name each place/object to en-
sure correct identification of the place labels. Participants could ask questions 
about the experimental procedure throughout the whole experiment, however, 
questions regarding the nature and structure of the environment (e.g., “How 
many corridors/objects are there?”) were not answered, as the environment 
had to be self-explored. 
After six laps through the environment a learn-check was carried out. We 
deprived the environment of the objects in the alcoves and had participants 
walk another two laps cw and two laps ccw to recall from memory the names of 
every other place they passed. All seven corridors were queried in each walk-
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ing direction. In case of errors participants again had to learn the environment 
for two more laps, one cw one ccw (same order as during initial learning), fol-
lowed by the identical learn-check. This was repeated until participants 
reached 100% accuracy in identifying the places. As soon as they reached the 
learning criterion the learning phase was concluded, and the testing phase 
started after a short pause. If the learning criterion wasn’t reached within a 
maximum of six learn-checks the experiment was terminated and the partici-
pant sent home without completing the testing phase.  
Testing phase.  
After a short pause of approximately five minutes and written instructions on 
the task participants would have to perform, they were equipped again with 
HMD and portable backpack and the testing phase started. The task was con-
ducted standing at a fixed position in the tracking hall. The testing phase 
composed of multiple sets of coordinated trials. Refer to Figure 3, panel A and 
B, for examples of trial sets for the possible and impossible maze group. At the 
beginning of each set of trials participants were teleported randomly in virtual 
space to one of the seven places that had to be learned, standing on top of a 
green dot in the middle of the alcove. They could fully rotate their body around 
the spot but were instructed to not walk away from the green dot. Their view 
along the corridor was blocked by a white fog (see Figure 3, panel D). Thus, all 
they saw was the object hanging in the alcove, the alcove and the opposite wall 
and a few centimeters to either side of the corridor. They were not able to see 
the connection to the adjacent corridors. Participants had been informed about 
the absence of these visual cues already during the learning phase. The object 
in the alcove as well as the audio instructions (e.g., “You’re at the shoe.”) 
served as cues for self-localization and orientation. Participants had to press a 
button on a handheld controller to indicate familiarization with and self-
localization at their current position (audio instructions “Do you know where 
you are?”). Thereupon the object in the alcove disappeared, while subjects re-
mained at their current location in the environment, and a target object was 
given via audio instructions (e.g., “Face the lamp.”). At the same time a verti-
cal, black line appeared in the center of participants visual field, following eve-
ry head movement the participant made. Participants task was to align their 
head and therefore the black line with the location of the green dot of the tar-
get place. Thus, they had to indicate the straight-line direction towards the 
remembered location of the target place by directly facing it “as if the walls 
would be made of glass” (instructions of experimenter). To do so participants 
could fully rotate their body and head around the spot. After confirming the 
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Figure 3. Testing phase. A+B| Two example sets of trials from the possible and the impossible 
maze. Standing at the shoe (black corridor) within one set of trials participants had to face 
four targets in a row, either along a clockwise (cw) target sequence (green corridors and arrow) 
with increasing relative corridor distance (1-4), or along a counterclockwise (ccw) target se-
quence (red corridors and arrow). Visualized are the local place-to-place metrics from corridor 
to corridor which had been experienced during learning. A| In the possible maze group we 
expected that participants point out the same directions to the same target whether queried in 
cw or ccw target sequence. B| For the impossible maze the local place-to-place metrics do not 
match up on a global scale. Depending on the order of target sequence (cw or ccw) the use of 
local metrics should lead to different estimated directions for the same targets. For example, 
the facing direction of key and duck (relative corridor distance three and four) should yield 
average estimates shifted to the left for the cw target sequence compared to the ccw target 
sequence where estimates should be shifted to the right, just as if participants would point to 
two different locations. C| General pattern of the target location based on local metrics rela-
tive to one’s current location for the possible (heptagon) and impossible (decagon) maze group. 
This pattern can be applied to any location participants are tested from because of the sym-
metry and even spread of the places across heptagon or decagon. Compared to the possible 
maze we expect an outwards bias for the impossible maze group when following local place-to-
place metrics. D| Example of an egocentric view during testing when looking to the left while 
standing at the green dot of one’s current location. The view along the corridor was blocked to 
both sides of the alcove by a white fog. The black line at the center of participants field of view 
(following every head movement) should be used as an aiming device to face the straight-line 
direction towards the target place. 
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facing direction with a button press another target was given to the partici-
pant. Participants were instructed to face the target places as accurate as pos-
sible and execution was not constrained by any time limit. No feedback was 
given about the accuracy of their performance. At each position, participants 
were asked to face four targets, one by one, composing one set of trials. Then 
they were teleported to a different location in the environment and a new set of 
trials began, again starting with self-localization, followed by four target ob-
jects to face. At the beginning of the testing phase participants were familiar-
ized with their task during four randomly chosen sets of trials. Then data col-
lection started. 
The sequence of the four targets was predefined in each set of trials. Par-
ticipants either had to face four targets in consecutive order following the 
clockwise walking direction (cw), starting with their direct neighbor, followed 
by the subsequent neighbor and so on. An example is visualized in green in 
Figure 3, panel A and B. Standing at the shoe participants first had to face the 
lamp, then the book, key and finally the duck before being teleported to a new 
location. Alternatively, the queried target sequence followed the counterclock-
wise walking direction (ccw), again starting with the direct neighbor followed 
by the subsequent neighbors. An example is visualized in red in Figure 3, A 
and B: standing at the shoe participants first had to face the dice, then the 
comb, then duck and key. Thus, along a set of trials the corridor distance rela-
tive to one’s current location increased along the predefined order (cw or ccw). 
Following the assumptions made by graph theories (labelled graph or 
network of reference frames) recall of spatial knowledge should follow the se-
quence of stored local place-to-place metrics. In a circular space to access spa-
tial information of any other place in the environment there are two possible 
sequences of nodes and edges one might utilize for retrieving the relative loca-
tion of that place, namely, along the clockwise or the counterclockwise place-to-
place sequence. Therefore, the manipulation of the retrieval direction with cw 
or ccw target sequences was done to bias the order in which local place-to-place 
information are accessed. In the case of the impossible maze those local place-
to-place metrics are globally inconsistent leading to distinct predictions of the 
facing behavior depending on the biased direction, as depicted in Figure 3. 
Querying four consecutive places either clockwise or counterclockwise in an 
environment consisting of seven corridors involves an overlap in the last two 
targets of each sequence. As can be seen in Figure 3, panel A and B, standing 
at the shoe the two targets key and duck (with the relative corridor distance 
three and four), are pointed to in both cases, the clockwise and the counter-
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clockwise order. While in the possible maze following both directions should 
lead to roughly identical directional estimates, in the impossible maze follow-
ing the local place-to-place metrics would predict that participants point to dif-
ferent locations depending on whether they are biased in a cw or ccw direction. 
More precisely, as the impossible maze is a disjointed and widened up version 
of the possible maze direction estimates should show a strong outwards bias, 
more to the left when following the cw target sequence, more to the right when 
following a ccw target sequence. Because of the symmetry of the underlying 
heptagon and decagon for the possible and impossible maze the overall pattern 
remains the same independent of the current position a participant is perform-
ing the task from. Thus, the performance patterns of all sets of trials accom-
plished by a participant can be merged and averaged (Figure 2, panel C). A 
more detailed description of the predictions can be found in the results section. 
Never had the participants to point the full circle within a set of trials. 
We decided to restrict the relative corridor distance to a maximum of four as 
we wanted to prevent participants to notice their own potential outwards bias-
es. For example, imagine participants perfectly recall the local place-to-place 
metrics along the predefined clockwise target sequence. The global mismatch 
and the mismatch with the place-to-place metrics of the counterclockwise tar-
get sequence should become more and more apparent the closer one gets to 
closing the circle, thereby coming closer and closer again to one’s current loca-
tion. At some point it becomes easy to compare the estimated location of the 
counterclockwise, direct neighbor target and the estimated location when fol-
lowing the clockwise place to place metrics. Potentially participants might 
start to adjust for these mismatches in hindsight during recall, preventing us 
from drawing conclusions about their stored representation. 
In sum our experiment followed a 2 maze type (possible vs. impossible) x 2 
order of target sequence (cw vs. ccw) x 4 relative corridor distance (1-4) design 
with maze type varied across participants and order of target sequence and 
relative corridor distance varied within-subject. From all seven places within 
the environment each participant faced four target places following a target 
sequence along the relative corridor distance one to four (first the direct neigh-
bor then the following three subsequent neighboring corridors), and this was 
either done in a clockwise or counterclockwise facing order, summing up to 56 
individual facing trials. Those were repeated twice across two blocks, adding 
up to 112 trials per participant in total. Sets of trials were presented randomly 
within a block. Short pauses of self-determined length were provided after ac-
complishing seven sets of trials (i.e., 28 pointing trials). Time for self-
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localization as well as latency and error (angular error between the correct di-
rection to the target following the local corridor-to-corridor metrics and the 
facing direction of the participant) when facing the target objects were record-
ed. 
After the experiment we asked participants to draw a map of the envi-
ronment and to fill out a questionnaire. In the questionnaire and in the subse-
quent debriefing we tried to assess whether participants that learned the im-
possible maze noticed the global mismatch by asking indirect (“Did you notice 
anything unusual in the environment?”) and direct questions (“Sometimes we 
visually teleported you from one object location to another. Did you notice?). 
Sometimes participants reported the impression that the order or number of 
places or the length of the corridors changed during learning. As this was 
clearly not the case we attributed such comments to the difficult process of 
learning the complex environment rather than noticing a global inconsistency. 
Additionally, we marked down comments made by the participants during the 
learning phase, the testing phase or short interview in the debriefing phase 
that indicated detection of global inconsistency (e.g., “I should not be back at 
the book yet”; “Is this environment possible?”; “There are two places I could 
point to, where should I face?”, “I noticed something was off, but I tried to 
make sense of it.”). To validate their answers, we asked the same questions to 
the possible maze group. If either of these recordings suggested that a partici-
pant felt that the environment does not match up he/she was labelled as some-
one who “noticed” a mismatch. If not, he/she was denoted as “not noticed”.  
Results 
From the sample we excluded 4% of the data points from pointing error and 
4.9% of the data points from pointing latency as those deviated more than ±2 
SD from a participant’s mean performance. As mentioned in the sample de-
scription we excluded four participants in the impossible maze group and six 
in the possible maze group based on their poor pointing performance. This pro-
cedure was straight-forward in the possible maze group as targets where clear-
ly anchored in Euclidean space and pointing error defined relative to these lo-
cations. If participants mean absolute pointing error was not significantly bet-
ter than chance (90°) we concluded that no approximately correct representa-
tion of the maze was formed and decided for exclusion of the participant. For 
the impossible maze group different outcomes were possible. We calculated 
participants pointing error relative to the graph prediction, thus, as a devia-
tion from the correct location when following the local place-to-place metrics. 
Additionally, we calculated the error relative to a potential global embedding, 
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which should involve the distorted representation of local place-to-place metric 
to form a Euclidean representation of space. Averaging across all places this 
should lead to a somewhat even spread of the seven places along a circle, 
therefore, approximating alignment with the predicted directions in the possi-
ble maze group (a heptagon; see following paragraph “Predictions”). Tests for 
chance level performance were done for both errors, relative to local and global 
predictions, and participants excluded when they were below chance in both 
cases. Decisions for exclusion based on the two errors coincided perfectly. The 
four participants showing chance performance relative to local predictions also 
showed chance performance relative to global predictions and vice versa. Thir-
teen trials had to be excluded from the analysis as they were close to an error 
of 180° (facing away from the correct direction) and their sign of the error dif-
fered depending on whether they were calculated relative to local or global 
predictions. Thus, these trials were ambiguous in their interpretation of 
whether they reflect a leftwards or rightwards bias relative to a target loca-
tion. On average participants in the possible maze walked 8 laps (SD = 3.20) 
through the environment during learning (excluding the laps during the learn-
check phase), did 2.00 (SD = 1.60) learn-checks before reaching the learning 
criteria of 100% correctly recalled places, and spent 32.30 min (SD = 20.87) 
learning the environment. Full exposure time including the time during the 
learn-check in the deprived maze was on average 43.89 min (SD = 22.81). Cor-
respondingly, in the impossible maze participants walked 6.63 laps (SD = 
1.34), did 1.32 (SD = 0.67) learn-checks and spent 24.89 min (SD = 9.39) learn-
ing the environment, and had a full exposure including learn-check time of 
32.63 min (SD = 12.61) before continuing with the testing phase. Neither the 
pure learning time nor the full exposure time including the learn-check time 
was significantly different between groups, ts < 1.89, ps > .070. 
Facing the same direction? 
If space is represented in the form of a Euclidean map participants should face 
the same direction when being queried the same target independent of the or-
der of target sequence (cw vs. ccw) that is biased within a set of trials. In our 
experimental setup with seven targets in both of our circular mazes facing the 
two targets in clockwise order with a relative corridor distance three and four 
are identical to the two targets with relative corridor distance four and three 
when faced in counterclockwise order (compare to Figure 3). If the place-to-
place metrics of the impossible maze are adjusted to fit a Euclidean maze we 
would expect participants to form a representation which is approaching a 
symmetric heptagon. Of course, individual corridors and their neighbors might 
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be susceptible to distinct representational deviations and those might differ 
across participants. However, as we are averaging across all possible location a 
participant is pointing from such deviations should be centered out. Therefore, 
we reckon a symmetric heptagon—similar to the predicted pointing pattern for 
the possible maze—to be a fair baseline for testing global, Euclidean embed-
ding of our impossible space. In contrast, if a graph-like representation is un-
derlying survey estimates leftwards biases are expected for sets of clockwise 
target order and rightward biases for sets of counterclockwise target order for 
the impossible maze group. Therefore, in our first analysis we examined how 
participants facing direction for relative corridor distance three and four devi-
ate from a symmetric heptagon. The predictions are summarized in Figure 4, 
left. 
 
 
Figure 4. Left: Predicted biases when facing the same targets (targets three and four corridors 
away) when facing clockwise or counterclockwise. In the case of global embedding participants 
in the impossible maze group should face the same direction independent of biased direction 
(cw or ccw), thus approximating facing directions that are expected for the possible maze (hep-
tagon). When relying on a graph like representation of local place-to-place metrics leftward 
and rightward biases are expected for cw and ccw target sequences respectively. Right: Aver-
aged facing error for relative corridor distance three and four with respect to predicted head-
ings for a symmetric heptagon are shown for the possible and impossible maze type groups. 
While the possible maze group shows the expected pattern of pointing along the heptagon and 
faces the same direction irrespective of the target sequence, clear leftward and rightward bias-
es are found for the impossible maze group. Participants in this group do not point to the same 
location when being queried to face the same targets. * p < .050; *** p < .010 
 
Using signed error with respect to a predicted global embedding along a 
heptagon we conducted an ANOVA with the factors maze type (possible vs. im-
possible) and order of target sequence (cw vs. ccw). We included data points 
from half of each set of trials, namely, only when participants reached relative 
corridor distance three and four (which included the same target objects for cw 
and ccw target sequence). Thereby, we left out the first and second trials of 
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each set when facing the neighboring corridor and the second neighboring cor-
ridor. No main effect of maze type was found, F(1, 34) = 1.42, p = .241, np2 = 
.04, but a significant main effect of order of target sequence, F(1, 34) = 6.84, p = 
.013, np2 = .17, as well as an interaction of maze type x target sequence F(1, 34) 
= 6.37, p = .016, np2 = .16. When further examining the error pattern for 
clockwise and counterclockwise sets of trials (visualized in Figure 4, right) 
post-hoc t-tests revealed that the possible maze group showed similar perfor-
mance for cw and ccw trials, t(34) = -0.06, p = .949. However, the error pattern 
for the impossible maze group differed significantly, t(34) = -3.63, p < .001. 
While for trials biased with the clockwise order of target sequence participants 
yielded a significant leftward bias, different from zero with t(17) = -2.93, p = 
.009, trials biased with the counterclockwise order participants showed a sig-
nificant rightward bias, t(17) = 4.03, p < .001 (two sided t-tests against the 
global embedding prediction). Thus, participants in the impossible maze group 
did not face the same direction in the cw and ccw sets of trials although being 
queried to face the same targets. Although not shown in the Figure, this pat-
tern was identical for both targets when examined separately. This means, 
only examining error when facing relative corridor distance three cw in con-
trast to relative corridor distance four ccw or when facing relative corridor dis-
tance four cw in contrast to relative corridor distance three ccw revealed that 
participants did not face the same direction, ps < .010, but instead exhibited 
leftward and rightward biases accordingly. 
We evaluated whether participants noticed that the environment they 
learned was impossible (see Procedure). Based on this, eight participants in 
the impossible maze group were classified as “noticer”. The remaining ten par-
ticipants did “not notice” anything and were surprised when being undeceived 
post-hoc, stating that everything felt totally normal during the experiment. An 
ANOVA with the between subject factor mismatch noticed (noticed vs. not no-
ticed) and the within-subject factor order of target sequence (cw vs. ccw) based 
on the data of the impossible maze group revealed neither a main effect of nor 
an interaction with mismatch noticed, p’s > .103. Only the main effect of target 
sequence was significant, F(1, 16) = 16.76, p = .001, np2 = .51. Both the partici-
pants who “noticed”, t(16) = -3.11, p = .007, and the ones who did “not notice” a 
mismatch, t(16) = -2.72, p = .015, differed in the displayed error. Thus, both 
groups of participants faced different directions albeit being queried the same 
targets and either showed a leftwards or rightwards bias depending on wheth-
er they were biased with a cw or ccw target sequence. Interestingly, also in the 
possible maze group four out of 18 participants reported to have felt a mis-
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match as well (e.g., “I felt I was moved to a different position each lap.”, “I 
couldn’t make a circle in my mind.”) albeit learning a Euclidean space. 
Survey estimates based on local metrics? 
In the second part of the analysis we aimed to ascertain where exactly 
participants in the impossible maze point to, more precisely, whether their er-
ror pattern fits to the pattern predicted by the local place-to-place metrics ex-
perienced during learning. Figure 3, panel B, visualizes the predictions based 
on the target layout of the possible and impossible maze. Now cw and ccw or-
der of target sequences are normalized and mapped onto each other to repre-
sent the expected outward bias instead of the equivalent left- and rightward 
bias16. Taking the heptagon layout of the possible maze as baseline, precise 
predictions for the expected outward distortions when following the local place-
to-place metrics of the decagon can be made for the impossible maze group. For 
relative corridor distance one an outward bias of ca. 7.71° can be expected and 
the expected distortion increases by ca. 7.71° across increasing corridor dis-
tances up to ca. 30.86° outward bias expected for relative corridor distance 
four. The two patterns predicted for global embedding approximating a hepta-
gon and graph knowledge following the decagon structure are visualized in the 
result graph in Figure 5, panel B, with a solid line with a slope of zero and a 
dashed line with a slope of 7.71° intercepting at zero (representing one’s cur-
rent position), respectively. Normalized error relative to the heptagon as a 
function of relative corridor distance is depicted, positive values representing 
outward biases. 
First, using the normalized error an ANOVA with the factors maze type 
and relative corridor distance showed that the error patterns of possible and 
impossible maze group differ, supporting the first part of the analysis. The 
ANOVA yielded a significant main effect of maze type F(1, 34) = 8.07, p = .008, 
np2 = .19, further supported by post-hoc t-tests showing that the difference of 
                                            
16 We tested whether the error pattern shown by the two groups of participants for inward-
outward biases differ between cw and ccw sets of trials by running and ANOVA with the factors 
relative corridor distance and order of target sequence for each maze type group separately. For the 
impossible maze group, no main effect of target sequence and no significant interaction with relative 
corridor distance was found, p’s > .290, indicating comparable error patterns both for cw and ccw 
sets of trials. For the possible maze group a significant interaction of relative corridor distance x 
target sequence was found, F(3, 51) = 3.27, p = .029, np2 = .16. As already implied in Figure 4, right 
panel, there seems to be a slight, overall leftward bias for the possible maze group, which is reflect-
ed in a slight outward bias for cw and an inward bias for ccw sets of trials in the normalized case, 
leading to the observed interaction. Nevertheless, we decided to merge data for cw and ccw sets of 
trials. Firstly, the possible maze group is merely considered as a baseline condition and the left-
ward bias is not strong, secondly, normalization and merging of data is valid for the crucial condi-
tion of the impossible maze group. 
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error patterns is immanent in relative corridor distance two, t(71.16) = 2.25, p 
= .027, three, t(71.16) = 3.16, p = .002, and four, t(71.16) = 2.61, p = .011, but 
not yet in distance one, t(71.16) = 1.23, p = .223. This might be related to the 
small difference in predicted directions for graph representation vs. Euclidean 
map of only 7.71° for this corridor distance. Furthermore, a significant main 
effect of relative corridor distance was found, F(1.89, 64.15) = 4.38, p = .018, 
np2 = .11, but no interaction with maze type, F(1.89, 64.15) = 1.48, p = .237, 
np2 = .04 (p-values and degrees of freedom for the following effects were 
Greenhouse-Geisser-adjusted as Mauchly p ≤ .05): relative corridor distance; 
maze type x relative corridor distance). Taking a closer look at the effect of cor-
ridor distance with post-hoc t-tests revealed that significant differences across 
distances in the outward bias pattern were only found in the impossible maze 
group. The outward bias increased significantly from relative corridor distance 
one to three, t(102) = -3.53, p = .004, and one to four, t(102) = -3.37, p = .006 
(remaining ts ≤ 2.17, ps ≥ .136). No difference in error pattern across distances 
could be found in the possible maze group, ts ≤ 1.30, ps ≥ .565 (Tukey method 
correction for comparing a family of four estimates). 
 
 
Figure 5. Examination of outward biases. A| Predicted outward biases relative to a global 
embedding when instead following the local place-to-place metrics. Matching up the heptagon 
and decagon underlying the target layouts for possible and impossible maze a linear increase 
of the outward bias by ca. 7.71° per additional relative corridor distance can be expected if 
pointing is based on a local graph representation. B| Normalized error (positive values repre-
senting an outward bias) across relative corridor distances and the predicted patterns for ei-
ther the Euclidean map (estimates approaching a heptagon) in black solid line (zero line) or 
the local graph representation (estimates following corners of decagon) in black dashed line 
with a slope of 7.71°. C| Average slopes extracted from linear regressions of individual per-
formances across relative corridor distances. Average slope of the impossible maze group leans 
towards the predicted slope for a graph representation but remains significantly different from 
it. 
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We again controlled whether there is a difference in the error pattern for 
participants that “noticed” a mismatch and participants that did “not notice” 
anything in the impossible maze group. We ran an ANOVA with the factor rel-
ative corridor distance and mismatch noticed, but neither found a main effect, 
F(1, 16) = 3.38, p = .085, np2 = .17, nor an interaction with mismatch noticed, 
F(1.81, 29.01) = 1.45, p = .250, np2 = .08, only a main effect of corridor dis-
tance, F(1.81, 29.01) = 5.04, p = .016, np2 = .24. Therefor the patterns shown in 
both groups are comparable. 
In a second step we examined whether the increase across relative target 
distance found in the impossible maze group is in accordance with the predict-
ed slope when perfectly following local place-to-place metrics. For the full data 
set of each participant we ran a linear regression of normalized error over the 
four relative corridor distances. The intercept (distance zero) was hardcoded to 
zero, as this corresponds to participants’ current position and no deviation 
would be expected if participants would have to directly point to their own cur-
rent location. From each linear regression we extracted participants’ individu-
al slope, reflecting the increase in outward bias over the relative corridor dis-
tances. A similar procedure was pursued for the possible maze group. Figure 5, 
panel C, shows the average slopes of both maze groups. The mean slopes differ 
significantly between groups, t(31) = 2.69, p = .011, d = .90. The average slope 
of 5° per additional corridor distance for the impossible maze group is signifi-
cantly higher than a zero slope, which would be expected for global embedding 
approximating a heptagon, t(17) = 4.37, p ≤ .001. Yet again it is also smaller 
than the slope of 7.71° expected for a graph representation, t(17) = -2.38, p = 
.029. The average slope for the possible maze group of -0.15° is not significant-
ly different from the expected slope of zero for this group, t(17) = -0.10, p = 
.925, reflecting a good fit to the heptagon prediction. As expected this slope is 
significantly smaller than 7.71°, t(17) = -5.14, p ≤ .001. 
To examine which prediction fits the data of our impossible maze group 
best we consulted the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) for the fit of two 
different linear regression models: (1) the local graph model describing the lin-
ear relationship across distances with a slope of 7.71° and (2) the Euclidean 
map model describing the relationship across distances with a slope of 0°. This 
time we regressed over the averaged data for each participant (thus, the data 
that underlies Figure 5, panel B, and the previous ANOVA). Again, for both 
models the intercept at distance zero (current position of participant during 
pointing) was hardcoded to zero. For calculating the likelihood and based 
thereon the BIC for the two models, sigma was specified based on the standard 
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deviation of normalized error from the control group, the possible maze group 
(SD = 19). The local graph model yielded a BICLG of 639.1, the Euclidean map 
model a BICEM of 647.0, resulting in a difference of BICDIFF = BICEM – BICLG = 
7.9. Based on the likelihood ratio of the local graph and Euclidean map models 
we further calculated a general Bayes Factor of BFGM = 52.9. The size of both 
the BICDIFF as well as the BFGM correspond to strong evidence that the local 
graph model fits the data better (according to Raftery, 1995). 
What is happening at relative corridor distance four? 
As can be seen in Figure 5, panel B, the error pattern of the impossible maze 
group does not fit perfectly to the local graph model. Most prominent is a flat-
tening of the previously increasing outward bias over corridor distances when 
switching from corridor distance three to four. In contrast to the other distanc-
es (t-tests of error pattern at relative corridor distance 1, 2, 3 against labelled 
graph prediction, ts < 1.53 , ps > .144) the pattern of distance four is signifi-
cantly different from the local graph prediction, t(17) = 2.58, p = .019. Howev-
er, it is also clearly different from the global embedding prediction, t(17) = 
3.15, p = .006. This is opening the question as to what is happening at relative 
corridor distance four and whether there might be strategic or procedural 
changes in recalling spatial information. Relative corridor distance four is spe-
cial in a sense. While being biased in a predefined target sequence following cw 
or ccw order reaching the fourth target is closer for the opposite, non-biased 
direction in terms of numbers of local entities that must be activated along the 
path to the target. For example, facing the fourth target in a row along a cw 
order corresponds to the same object which is only three corridors away from 
one’s current position if following the ccw corridor order. Thus, if following 
nodes from a graph representation only three instead of four local entities 
must be activated if taking the opposite “mental route” towards the target. 
One reason for the dip could be that individual participants vary in the 
way they recall the fourth target within a set of trials. For example, sometimes 
they might be taking the predefined, biased “mental route” while recalling the 
place-to-place metrics, sometimes they might switch to recalling the fourth 
target by successively activating local entities along the opposite direction. If 
this is the case for the fourth target participants should show higher variabil-
ity in their error pattern for corridor distance four and the time needed for fac-
ing should increase compared to the relative corridor distances one to three 
and compared to the possible maze group. First, we examined the standard 
deviation of participants individual error pattern across distances (Figure 6, 
panel A). An ANOVA revealed only a main effect of relative corridor distance, 
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F(1.91, 64.89) = 10.51, p < .001, np2 = .24, but no main effect of, F(1, 34) = 
0.00, p = .994, np2 < .01, or interaction with maze type, F(1.91, 64.89) = 0.09, p 
= .904, np2 < .01. In both groups of participants noise in the data increased 
with increasing corridor distance. Post-hoc t-tests yielded significant differ-
ences in standard deviation averaged across both groups between corridor dis-
tance one and three, t(102) = -3.62, p = .003, one and four, t(102) = -5.15, p ≤ 
.001, and two and four, t(102) = -3.77, p = .002, remaining ts ≤ 2.23, ps ≥ .120. 
No particular increase of noise for distance four that goes beyond the linear 
increase that is visible throughout the whole range of distances can be detect-
ed. Also, the averaged individual standard deviation did not differ between 
groups, for neither of the four relative corridor distances, also not for distance 
four, ts ≤ 0.14, ps ≥ .888. The constant increase can be well explained by the 
successive activation of and associated error accumulation across local memory 
units along the way, which would be predicted by graph representations. Sec-
ond, we ran a similar ANOVA but on pointing latency (Figure 6, panel B). 
Again, only a main effect of relative corridor distance was found, F(1.43, 48.59) 
= 23.68, p < .001, np2 = .41, but no main effect of or interaction with maze 
type, Fs ≤ 0.66, ps ≥ .422. For both maze types facing the first target in a set of 
trials took significantly longer than facing to the succeeding targets, ts ≥ 6.11 , 
ps ≤ .001. The remaining post-hoc tests between relative corridor distance two 
to four (including latency difference between relative corridor distance three 
and four) were not significant, ts ≤ 1.09, ps ≥ .698. 
In sum, both approaches suggest that participants do not change their 
procedure to estimate survey relations when facing the fourth target compared 
to the previous targets within a set. Besides error accumulation across local 
entities there is no particular additional increase in noise for distance four, 
instead participants seem to be rather constant in their behavior and their de-
cision for a target to face to. This speaks against the potential strategy that a 
participant alternates between the biased sometimes the unbiased direction 
(cw or ccw). 
Besides intra-individual differences in survey estimates also between-
subject variation in responding to the fourth target can lead to the examined 
flattening of the error pattern over relative corridor distance. Figure 6, panel 
C, shows a more detailed version of Figure 5, panel B, where the distribution 
of the average performance of each participant across all distances is depicted 
as well. For the impossible maze group the range of responses is highest for 
relative corridor distance four. The standard deviation of the averaged values 
across distances are: SD1 = 13.56, SD2 = 10.93, SD3 =15.25, SD4 = 25.37. While 
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a few participants show a very strong outward bias one participant even shows 
an inward bias. Hartigans' dip test for unimodality/multimodality, however, 
did not yield indications for bimodality or multimodality though, not for the 
distribution of error pattern for distance four nor the other three distances, ds 
≤ 0.08, ps ≥ .376. Thus, it does not seem appropriate to divide the sample in 
groups of different responders, for example one group that points along the 
local graph prediction, some that show adjustments towards global embedding. 
  
 
Figure 6. Examining what is happening at distance 4. A| Dispersion of each participant’s re-
sponses about their own mean direction estimate. No particular increase for relative corridor 
distance four that goes beyond the linear increase across all distances is shown. B| Time 
needed to estimate target directions. Relative corridor distance four is not particularly more 
time consuming. C| Detailed version of Figure 5B including (in shades of grey) individuals 
average performance across distances and the distribution of participants average pointing 
patterns for each corridor distance in the form of a violin plot. In the impossible maze group, 
the highest standard deviation of inter-individual error variability can be found for relative 
corridor distance four. 
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Although the analysis of latency and individual standard deviation does 
not indicate that there is a general change in the way a participant estimates 
survey relations for the fourth target in the impossible maze group, we also 
considered possibilities alternative to the biased local graph or global embed-
ding models. One possibility stated above already is that participants switch to 
estimate the targets’ location along the opposite direction of the mental route 
(e.g., being biased in cw target sequence but recalling target four along the ccw 
place-to-place metrics). If this would be the case a strong inward bias would be 
expected, which is clearly not reflected in the data. Alternatively, albeit being 
biased along one direction two vectors to the same target might have been es-
timated along both the cw and ccw direction and then averaged for the fourth 
target (i.e., averaging vectors to the biased cw4 location and the additionally 
activated ccw3 or for the other direction averaging vectors to the biased ccw4 
location and the additionally activated cw3). In this case a weak outward bias 
of 6.21° would be predicted for distance four, which is visualized as a violet 
triangle in Figure 5, panel B. The error pattern of the impossible maze group 
at relative corridor distance four is not significantly different from this predic-
tion, t(17) = 1.27, p = .223. Yet, running a Bayesian analysis on the difference 
of the predicted and the shown error pattern only revealed a weak support for 
the Null-hypothesis (BF01 = 2.07, anecdotal evidence according to Wagenmak-
ers et al., 2011). Note that vector averaging of the previous corridor distances 
1biased | 6unbiasedOpposite, 2biased | 5unbiasedOpposite, 3biased | 4unbiasedOpposite would have 
led to inward biases. 
It should be noted that when running the slope analysis (linear regres-
sion on participants individual data points) again while excluding relative cor-
ridor distance four the average slope increases to 5.75° and is not anymore 
significantly different from the 7.71° slope predicted for local graph represen-
tations, t(17) = -1.65, p = .118. But running a Bayes analysis reveals only an-
ecdotal evidence for the Null-hypothesis, BF01 = 1.33, namely, that there is no 
difference between the calculated slope and the expected slope for the labelled 
graph model.  
General Discussion 
In our study we set out to examine which memory structure underlies survey 
estimates within a complex environment, more precisely, we compared two 
competing approaches that describe how spatial survey knowledge is repre-
sented. The Euclidean map approach implies that locations we experience in 
space are assigned to discrete points in a mental coordinate system, thus, in a 
globally consistent format. In comparison, labelled graph approaches suggest 
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that we store units of local information only, meaning, we memorize distance 
and angle between adjacent places. Those individual place-to-place metrics can 
be globally inconsistent. Variations of how the individual pieces are recalled 
can results in different estimates of direction and distance to a target. We con-
trasted both approaches by having participants learn either of two circular en-
vironments, a possible Euclidean space or an impossible non-Euclidean space, 
where local place-to-place metrics to not match up on the global scale. The pos-
sible maze group was well able to learn the complex seven-corridor environ-
ment and pointed consistently to targets along the underlying heptagon distri-
bution of the places irrespective of the biased direction. In contrast, the impos-
sible maze group did not face the same direction to the same target. Depending 
on whether they pointed towards the targets in a cw or a ccw order along the 
circular layout, leftward and rightward biases were shown respectively. Con-
densed these distortions reflect an outward bias in the direction of the local 
place-to-place metrics of the impossible maze. The pattern is better explained 
by the labelled graph model than the global embedding model since the latter 
would have required the mental representation to be brought into a coherent 
format, hence, making the impossible environment possible in memory in Eu-
clidean terms. In other words, the Euclidean map format should have distorted 
the local place-to-place metrics navigators experienced in a way to match up 
globally, leading to uniform pointing patterns. 
Our first analysis that concentrated on the two targets distant three and 
four corridors away showed a mean leftward bias of 17.89° when being biased 
in cw sequence and mean rightward bias of 16.92° when being biased in ccw 
sequence relative to an even spread around a heptagon which was predicted 
for global integration. For these trials from each of the seven locations within 
the environment the exact same target identities had to be estimated with the 
only difference that participants were pointing to the targets in a different or-
der. Clearly, participants in the impossible maze group did not face the same 
direction despite being asked the same targets while standing at the same 
spot. This pointing pattern conflicts with the metric postulate of positivity, 
which implies that each unique place can only be assigned to a single location 
in the mental map. The positivity further specifies that the distance from any 
point to itself must be zero and no other place can be assigned the same coor-
dinates (e.g., Beals et al., 1968; McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997; Warren et al., 
2017). The divergence of pointing directions for the impossible maze group, 
however, indicates that there is more than one true location for the targets 
pointed to. 
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Can the category-adjustment model of spatial coding (Huttenlocher et al., 
1991; N Newcombe et al., 1999) or the contextual-scaling model (McNamara & 
Diwadkar, 1997) explain or results just as they are able to explain asymme-
tries previously found in distance estimation between pairs of places (e.g., 
Burroughs & Sadalla, 1979; McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997; Sadalla et al., 
1980) thereby refuting violations of Euclidean embedding? We reckon they 
can’t. Let’s consider an example using the category adjustment model. During 
learning categories or regions should be formed in addition to a Euclidean rep-
resentation of space. This involves merging of a subset of places into clusters. 
Typically, this clustering is assumed to follow salient information from the 
surrounding (the typical example is that vertical and horizontal imagined axes 
divide a computer screen or a map into four quadrants, each of which is then 
possessing a category prototype). In our case it is hard to make claims about 
which places are clustered, but for now let’s assume lamp, book and key form 
cluster 1 (the starting area), duck and comb cluster 2 (connected by sharp 
turning angle) and dice and shoe cluster 3 (connected by obtuse turning angle). 
If a participant must estimate the direction to the key (target) while standing 
at the shoe (reference) (see also Figure 3) the bias model holds that the catego-
ry prototype of the target (key belongs to cluster 1) should bias its location es-
timate. This bias now differs when pointing the other way around, hence, from 
the key (reference) to the shoe (target) as now a different category prototype 
(shoe belongs to cluster 3) is activated and integrated in a Bayesian manner 
with the location information from the Euclidean map. Hence, asymmetries 
occur. Similarly, also in the contextual scaling model the asymmetry arises 
from interchanging reference object and target object. Hence, both approaches 
are able to explain specific asymmetries found for distance estimations (e.g., 
Burroughs & Sadalla, 1979; McNamara & Diwadkar, 1997; Sadalla et al., 
1980) and route selection (Stern & Leiser, 2010) by the activation of different 
contexts or prototypes specific to distinct places. Our study, however, does not 
rely on interchanging reference and target objects, but instead utilizes sets of 
trials that have the same reference object (i.e., current position of participant) 
and the same target objects (relative corridor distance three and four) and only 
varies what objects are faced to beforehand (cw vs. ccw). Two arguments can be 
made against the explanatory power of the two models with regards to our 
study. First, as we average across all sets of trials for the analysis (i.e., merg-
ing sets of trials where pointing is done from the book to the dice and from the 
dice to the book) all potential prototype and category effect should average out. 
Still, we observe bimodal estimates, hence, a violation of the positivity postu-
late. Second, the bimodality does not seem to be an artifact of this averaging 
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process. When considering only subsets of trials with the same reference ob-
ject, hence, when only looking at the pointing patterns made from the book, or 
those made from the key, or from the dice etc. to the targets three/four corri-
dors away, the bimodality pattern of leftward and rightward bias for clockwise 
and counterclockwise target sequences that was found in our first analysis was 
reflected all subsets. In four out of seven reference objects (i.e., current loca-
tion) this difference in estimated target direction was statistically significant 
and for the remaining three out of seven the descriptive values went into the 
predicted direction (additional analysis not reported in the results). Thus, de-
spite constant reference-target pairings, or in other words, despite the same 
context or category prototype that is activated, the direction estimates still dif-
fered.  
One could argue that the context-scaling model could be adjusted by add-
ing the assumption that previous estimates of targets at relative corridor dis-
tance one and two are considered for subsequent estimates as well. Each esti-
mated target possesses its own saliency (note that differences in saliencies be-
tween places should be averaged out as all sets of trials are merged). Each 
previous target might bias the subsequent estimates towards their location. 
We do not think this is a likely explanation for our results, as in this case we 
should see similar outward biases in the possible maze group as well. In sum, 
we reckon current bias models to be insufficient to explain the results of our 
study. Our results line up nicely with asymmetries found in direction esti-
mates that are facilitated when done route forward compared to route back-
ward but are independent of the actual reference and target objects (e.g., 
Meilinger, Henson, Rebane, Bülthoff, & Mallot, 2018; Meilinger, Strickrodt, et 
al., 2018). We consider these route direction effects in survey estimates to be 
just as difficult to be accounted for by bias models as our results. Correspond-
ingly, our results suggest the use of place-to-place metrics of a labelled graph 
representation, and that we succeeded in determining the use of only a subset 
of such memory units for each set of trials with our manipulation of target se-
quence.  
In our second analysis we ascertained that the outward bias (relative to 
facing along a symmetric heptagon) that was observed in the impossible maze 
group was well captured by the impossible local place-to-place metrics experi-
enced during learning. Despite no perfect match was achieved the outward bi-
as increased steadily as predicted by the labelled graph prediction up until rel-
ative corridor distance three (the flattening at distance four will be discussed 
further below). This captures how precise (on average) local metrics are per-
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ceived and stored in memory. Our results provide statistical support for previ-
ous studies that indicated violation of metric postulates using impossible maz-
es. For example, findings by Kluss and colleagues (2015) indicated that that 
the angular metrics experienced in an impossible triangle environment were 
represented as they were experienced and not embedded globally. However, 
the authors did not succeed in substantiating this with inference statistical 
analyses (i.e., no significant difference from 180° sum of inner angles). Indeed, 
a similar problem occurred in a pre-study to the one presented here. It in-
volved learning either of two circular six-corridor mazes, a possible and an im-
possible version of it. The corridors or the mazes were arranged in a much 
simpler and regular form than the ones used in this study (i.e., a slightly dis-
torted regular hexagon) and the differences in outward bias predicted for the 
impossible place-to-place metrics compared to the possible hexagon where too 
small. In the end, despite compelling biases in the descriptive values of the 
pointing patterns the predicted differences were too small to be detectable in 
the variable performance of the participants. Hence, future research on this 
should be cautious to choose environments and experimental setups that in-
deed allow detection of differences within the typically very noisy pointing da-
ta. Coming back to previous impossible maze studies, our study further implies 
that the rips and folds and pointing biases towards wormhole locations in the 
study of Warren and colleagues (2017) are likely not based on a distorted yet 
Euclidean representation of space. Instead and taken together a labelled graph 
that specifies metrics on the local place-to-place level is the most feasible rep-
resentational structure to explain the current as well as previous studies. 
Previous studies have shown that the number of corridors residing be-
tween one’s current location and the target is correlated with the time needed 
for making the estimate (e.g., Meilinger et al., 2016; Meilinger, Strickrodt, et 
al., 2018; Strickrodt et al., 2018). Such corridor distance effects (which cannot 
be accounted for by straight-line Euclidean distance effects between locations) 
were typically interpreted as the successive processing of interlinked places 
following the mental route along a graph representation from one’s current 
location towards the target. Each additional memory unit (i.e., a corridor) 
along the mental route must be activated first, thus, results in latency increase 
for making the estimate. Our study both uses and supports this notion. First 
and foremost, we used this successive activation to trigger which direction 
along the mental graph of our circular environment is used to come up with an 
estimate (cw or ccw). By predefining the sequence of targets within a set of re-
lated trials we successfully prescribe which of the stored metrics are used for 
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the survey estimate leading to observed outward biases that nicely follow the 
predicted local metrics.  
Second, from previous studies we know that when pointing to a number of 
related, neighboring targets subsequent pointings seem to be based on previ-
ous pointings (Meilinger, Strickrodt, et al., 2018). More precisely, it seems that 
when pointing from neighbor to neighbor only the difference between the new 
target and the previous target is calculated instead of discarding all retrieved 
information from previous targets and re-starting the entire recalling process 
again. This is reflected in our results as well, importantly, both for the possible 
as well as the impossible maze group. Albeit increasing relative corridor dis-
tance across a set of trials pointing latency remained stable after the first es-
timate17. This implies that for every new target only one more memory unit 
was activated and integrated with the previous estimate to come up with the 
next one. Hence, subsequent estimates are not independent. Only when being 
teleported to a new location at the beginning of a set of trials led to reiteration 
of the entire process (i.e., again all the way from my current location to the 
target) from scratch. Note that the longest response latencies were found for 
the first trial within a set. Here, participants might partly still be in their final 
phase of self-localization when trying to relate one’s current position and corri-
dor orientation to neighboring corridors. Additionally, the first trial is the one 
with largest uncertainty of which target is going to be asked—either the cw or 
the ccw neighbor corridor. As soon as this first estimate is done all subsequent 
targets can be predicted unambiguously (always the next neighbor along the 
predefined order) and the relation between one’s current position and the first 
target serve as a good reference for one’s overall orientation within the envi-
ronment, making subsequent estimates faster.  
A third argument for successive activation of local memory units along 
the graph can be made based on participants intra-individual standard devia-
tion of pointing error. Individuals standard deviations increased linearly 
across the sequence of trials in a set both in the possible and the impossible 
group. Such a pattern can be well explained by error accumulation during re-
call as each new memory unit that is accessed and incorporated into previous 
estimates adds noise to the process. In a Euclidean map estimates should be 
independent of each other. Each direction to a new target can be estimated 
                                            
17 Note that this procedure contrasts with studies showing corridor distance effects on laten-
cy. Such distance effects seem to be only found when there is no prior knowledge activated in work-
ing memory where one’s current position is brought into direct reference to another target, thus, 
corridor distance effects on latency seem to be shown only directly after teleportation to a new loca-
tion. 
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again from scratch with similar ease making it unnecessary to rely on previous 
estimates. Hence, no noise accumulation should occur.  
What is happening at relative corridor distance four? Indeed, the outward 
bias produced by distance four seems to flatten out compared to what would be 
expected looking at relative corridor distance one to three, suggesting a switch 
in retrieval procedure. If the opposite, non-biased target sequence was sudden-
ly used for this estimate we would have expected a strong inward bias, which 
we clearly did not observe. Alternatively, participants might average both vec-
tor estimates based on the cw and ccw graph sequence. While such a behavior 
would predict an inward bias for relative corridor distance one to three, indeed 
a slight outward bias would be predicted for relative corridor distance four. We 
only found anecdotal evidence for a fit to this predicted bias for the fourth cor-
ridor distance. However, if we hypothesize a switch in the retrieval procedure 
for relative corridor distance four, for example by suddenly switching to vector 
averaging, this should lead to additional estimation processes along the non-
biased corridor sequence, none of which was activated and maintained in 
working memory before within the set of trials. This should lead to an increase 
in latency for relative corridor distance four compared to the previous one. Un-
fortunately, we don’t find this further support in our data.  
An alternative explanation that could partly explain the flattening for 
distance four was, that individual participants dealt with the two conflicting 
vector estimates from cw and ccw target order in a variable fashion, meaning, 
they sometimes (maybe more often) chose the biased estimate leading to an 
outward bias sometimes the unbiased estimate leading to an inward bias. This 
should yield higher variability in the participants response pattern for dis-
tance four. However, no clear indication for such a behavior could be found. 
Individuals standard deviations increased linearly in both groups across all 
distances without a particular increase from relative corridor distance three to 
four. Distinguishing here whether the high intra-individual standard deviation 
is due to noise accumulation or due to variations in choosing the cw or ccw es-
timate for corridor distance four unfortunately will not be possible here. If the 
flattening pattern at distance four cannot be properly accounted for by intra-
individual variations in the retrieval process, maybe inter-individual differ-
ences in handling the situation of a steadily closing circle and conflicting in-
formation of cw and ccw place-to-place metrics might be driving this change. 
While some participants might stick to following the local place-to-place met-
rics, others might switch to a vector averaging or responding based on the op-
posite non-biased corridor order. Looking at the distribution of in-/outward bi-
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ases between subjects showed that the highest deviation can be found for rela-
tive corridor distance four. There seem to be a few “outliers” with strong out-
wards and inwards biases, yet it seems not feasible to divide participants into 
reliable groups of switchers vs. non-switchers, as there is no clear bimodal dis-
tribution of responders. Also looking at the individual patterns over distances 
it seems that the response pattern for relative corridor distance four is not cor-
responding to similar behavior in the other distances. Our analysis remains to 
be somewhat inconclusive of what exactly is happening at distance four. Dif-
ferent scenarios are possible (e.g., vector averaging), which however all revert 
to a spatial representation in the form of a local graph structure and cannot be 
explained by global embedding into a Euclidean map. 
We compared whether our observed patterns for the impossible maze 
group differed between participants that noticed a global mismatch and partic-
ipants that did not. Firstly, we seem to have introduced a global mismatch so 
large that it is noticeable to nearly half of the participants. In the wormhole 
study by Warren and colleagues (2017) 0-9% of participants noticed the 90° 
rotation of the environment. Suma and colleagues (2012) found that roughly 
14% of participants noticed that symmetric rooms connected by an adjacent, 
straight corridor overlapped in an impossible manner. Authors further showed 
that detection rate seem to be dependent on room overlap and room size. Rea-
sons for the perceptibility of our impossible architecture could be the strong 
rotation of the impossible maze by 108° in every lap and the visual elongation 
of the connection between corridors. The latter was introduced to provide a 
better understanding of the angle of connectivity between corridors (i.e., longer 
corners = sharper angles), but could have led to the feeling of overlapping cor-
ridors in the case a participant consciously tried to merge corridor information 
into a globally consistent format. Especially one corridor connection (between 
duck and comb) is very long and reaching inside the circular layout and far 
beyond the underlying decagon midpoint, thereby potentially drawing atten-
tion to violation of a possible space. Importantly, it should be noted that while 
identifying eight noticer in the impossible maze group we also found four par-
ticipants in the possible maze group that noticed something albeit learning a 
Euclidean space. Thus, part of the effect of noticing a global mismatch in the 
environment might simply be attributed to the fact that learning took place in 
a VR setup which is close to but of course not 100% equal to natural space. Ad-
ditionally, participants also might have higher alertness to being tricked as 
they partook in a psychological experiment, walking an unusually complex en-
vironment under a constraint learning procedure. Albeit the uncertainty of 
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how much of the noticer effect can indeed be attributed to the impossible maze 
itself we found it valid to compare both groups. Interestingly, we never found 
significant differences between the two groups. Noticer did not seem to account 
for the mismatch by adjusting their pointing estimates to match up globally. 
We can only speculate why this is the case. Potentially they grasped the idea of 
the experiment and went along with it. Alternatively, they did not know how 
else to account for the mismatch and decided simply to use what knowledge is 
available for them. Either way it remains that participants seem to base their 
estimates on local metrics, whether noticing impossibility or not. 
As a potential mechanism for enabling global metric embedding we pro-
posed the recalibration of the path integration system that updates the differ-
ence vector to all visited landmarks along the circular environment (compare 
Wang, 2016). While walking participants could have updated a number of vec-
tors each pointing to one of the objects that had to be learned. Upon first walk 
through the impossible maze the book is reached again even though the updat-
ed vector towards the book may indicate otherwise. Also, the vector to, for ex-
ample, the key should point elsewhere but the neighboring corridor after the 
book. These vectors could then have been corrected and adjusted accordingly. 
Another approach stated by Mallot and Basten (2009) specifies that global em-
bedding could be achieved not necessarily during encoding but by mental tri-
angulation on the local place-to-place metric stored in long-term memory. 
These are compared, coordinated and adjusted to remove global inconsisten-
cies. Albeit theoretically possible and plausible with the amount of exposure 
participants have to the seven-corridor environment, revisiting the original 
book corridor at least six times, our results suggest that neither updating and 
recalibration nor mental triangulation on the stored metrics took place. Re-
garding the updating hypothesis, indeed, most studies that showed recalibra-
tion of the path integrator used open spaces (e.g., Jayakumar et al., in press; 
Tcheang et al., 2011) in contrast to the multi-corridor environment used in our 
study. Further, leaving a local environment was found to impair the updating 
of objects left behind (Wang & Brockmole, 2003a). Considering mental triangu-
lation, the number of places and stored local metrics might have been too high 
and mental calculations thereon too complex to be realizable in working 
memory. We cannot preclude that global embedding was not attempted based 
on either of these mechanisms. If attempted, it wasn’t successful in yielding a 
globally embedded Euclidean map representation. 
Taken together, our study implies that the processing of survey estimates 
is based on a graph structure and is bound to a successive re-activation of the 
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interlinked places following a mental route along the graph from one’s current 
location towards the target. Each estimate is generally transient but can be 
used at least for a short while to base subsequent estimates on it. Importantly, 
the metrics stored in this graph are probably purely local and do not need to be 
adjusted to match globally. 
Accounting for contradicting arguments 
We are aware that the merging of the impossible local metrics to fit a symmet-
ric heptagon is a rather strong claim for testing global embedding. Indeed, if 
places are brought into globally consistent relations we do not object the possi-
bility that unique distortions of length and angle of individual corridors or 
connections may occur and differ across participants and across the neighbor-
ing corridors of our environment. However, because of the circular nature of 
our environment there are clearly limits to such unique distortions. The seven 
places revisited again and again along the circular environment must at least 
roughly be spread across a circle or ellipse If global embedding is achieved the 
object layout should thereby form a globally consistent map of a non-
symmetric heptagon, rather than, for example, a somewhat straight line with-
out a viable connection between the first and last corridor. As we averaged 
across all current positions and targets such unique distortions of non-
symmetric heptagon layouts should average out to a somewhat even spread 
across a symmetric heptagon. Thus, if participants had formed a Euclidean 
representation but with strong distortions we would have expected partici-
pants error patterns to vary widely around the zero line of Figure 4 and 5 but 
on average not deviate significantly from it. Therefore, we consider the sym-
metric heptagon which is also underlying the place layout of the possible maze 
to be a fair and valid prediction to test for potential global embedding in the 
impossible maze group. 
By having participants learn a non-Euclidean, impossible space we vio-
lated the coherence of spatial cues naturally encountered in the real world. 
How can we be sure that we did not alter the natural, spatial learning process-
es simply by introducing a global mismatch with our impossible maze manipu-
lation. In other words, if humans usually form Euclidean mental maps of navi-
gable space, how can we argue they do not if we have prevented them from 
forming one by making them learn a space they would never experience in eve-
ryday life? Our results might merely reflect that a different learning procedure 
was triggered in the impossible maze group. We don’t think that this is likely. 
If fundamentally different processes would take place and the nature of repre-
sentation differ significantly between both groups, this should reflect in their 
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learning behavior and testing performance. First, learning time and the aver-
age laps through the environment during learning was comparable for the pos-
sible and impossible maze group. We even had to exclude a few more subjects 
from the possible maze group because of chance performance in the task. Sec-
ond, looking at the time needed for pointing and the intra-individual variation 
in the error pattern showed no significant difference between the two groups. 
Instead in both groups the variance in direction estimates increased linearly 
across the relative corridor distances. A Euclidean map could not account for 
such an increase as locations should be assigned unambiguously to a pair of 
coordinates. Even if these coordinates are not reflecting the external world cor-
rectly, participants should at least always face the same direction irrespective 
of relative corridor distance, resulting in constant standard deviation. Instead 
increase in variance can be explained by error accumulation across more and 
more local units that are accessed and incorporated into the estimation pro-
cess. Thus, our results speak for the formation of a local graph representation 
and similar processes underlying direction estimates in both groups. 
The data we present here is not based on a long-term navigation study 
with repeated exposure to the same environment. Our participants learned the 
space within a single session, experiencing it a minimum of half an hour with 
clear instructions on the later task. In contrast to everyday life navigation full 
concentration to all spatial properties of the environment is ensured and only 
competent navigators were excluded into the analysis. Albeit being able to per-
form a survey task our results suggest that both groups do not revert to a Eu-
clidean map where each place is already brought into direct reference with the 
other places. Instead, reference between one’s current position and the target 
seems to be constructed online during testing. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude 
the possibility that with sufficient exposure to the impossible maze global em-
bedding might take place, equalizing error patterns for both groups. Indeed, 
there are studies showing that alignment with a global main orientation facili-
tates retrieval of survey knowledge in navigable space (e.g., Strickrodt et al., 
2018; Tlauka et al., 2011; Wilson & Wildbur, 2004; Wilson et al., 2007). Such 
results suggest the formation of global Euclidean maps that relate more than 
only a single corridor or room but integrate spatial information from multiple 
local places into a coherent format. However, besides evidence for global em-
bedding, effects of local memory units that are accessed successively remained 
in the study of Strickrodt and colleagues (2018) (see also Meilinger et al., 
2013). The question arising here is why participants can’t make use of this 
global embedding by simply reading-out coordinates from the Euclidean map? 
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Why do they still follow the local corridor connectivity experienced during 
learning instead? It remains a subject of further investigation and theoretic 
devotion to understand whether evidence for orientation dependent facilitation 
of survey estimates following a global direction indeed reflect a global embed-
ding into a Euclidean mental map. Indeed, Strickrodt and colleagues (2018) 
proposed an alternative explanation, namely, the representation of a general 
reference direction, an additional vector attached to each local memory unit 
that specifies a constant global direction across multiple local spaces. Despite 
these ambiguities our results emphasize two things. First, local graph repre-
sentations seem to be a core medium to solve survey tasks and, second, that a 
global, Euclidean map is not necessary to conquer navigational challenges like 
shortcutting or straight-line pointing successfully. 
Conclusion  
Although we can assume that similar processes do underly survey esti-
mates both in the possible and the impossible maze group—as indicated by 
similar pointing latency and noise in the data—the direction estimates made 
by the impossible maze group strongly violate the metric postulate of positivi-
ty. Despite being queried to point out the direction to the same target the es-
timated direction differed and depended on the predefined path we triggered. 
Clearly, the impossible space that was experienced was not embedded into a 
global format such as a Euclidean mental map. Instead, the observed pointing 
pattern could be well described by the predicted outward biases when follow-
ing a predefined “mental route” along a labelled graph representation. Basing 
estimates on such a graph structure seems to follow a successive activation of 
all local memory units along parts of the graph and the local metrics that spec-
ify their connectivity. In sum, our results indicate that our mental representa-
tion of objects in navigable space consists of a number of piece-wise, intercon-
nected information (Chrastil & Warren, 2014; Meilinger, 2008; Warren et al., 
2017), not a large mental reference system which incorporates the metric rela-
tions between all places in a Euclidean sense (e.g., Gallistel, 1990; Ishikawa & 
Montello, 2006; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978). 
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Abstract 
Objects learned within single enclosed spaces (e.g., rooms) can be represented 
within a single reference frame. Contrarily, the representation of navigable 
spaces (multiple interconnected enclosed spaces) is less well understood. In 
this study we examined different levels of integration within memory (local, 
regional, global), when learning object locations in navigable space. Partici-
pants consecutively learned two distinctive regions of a virtual environment 
that eventually converged at a common transition point and subsequently 
solved a pointing task. In Experiment 1 pointing latency increased with in-
creasing corridor distance to the target and additionally when pointing into the 
other region. Further, when pointing within a region alignment with local and 
regional reference frames, when pointing across regional boundaries alignment 
with a global reference frame was found to accelerate pointing. Thus, partici-
pants memorized local corridors, clustered corridors into regions and integrat-
ed globally across the entire environment. Introducing the transition point at 
the beginning of learning each region in Experiment 2 caused previous region 
effects to vanish. Our findings emphasize the importance of locally confined 
spaces for structuring spatial memory and suggest that the opportunity to in-
tegrate novel into existing spatial information early during learning may in-
fluence unit formation on the regional level. Further, global representations 
seem to be consulted only when accessing spatial information beyond regional 
borders. Our results are inconsistent with conceptions of spatial memory for 
large scale environments based either exclusively on local reference frames or 
upon a single reference frame encompassing the whole environment, but ra-
ther support hierarchical representation of space. 
Keywords: spatial memory; reference frames; hierarchical models of spa-
tial memory; levels of spatial integration 
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Introduction 
When learning a new environment, for example, after moving to a new city, 
spatial memory of our surrounding is gathered successively. Each time we 
leave the house we visit multiple places sequentially, thus, we are confronted 
with chunks of spatial information over time. One day we leave our home and 
walk to the market place, thereby passing the bank, the pharmacy and the 
bakery. Yet, on another day, we take the bus or subway to the remote book 
shop in another borough of the city. From there we stroll through the city, 
passing a café, then a butcher, until we, unexpectedly, end up at the market 
place again. Not only our everyday experience but also scientific evidence 
shows that we are quite able to learn the relationship between two (or more) 
separately learned neighborhoods. Schinazi, Nardi, Newcombe, Shipley, and 
Epstein (2013), for example, who had people learn two separate routes first 
and introduced the connecting route in a second learning session, found a rap-
id learning of between route constellation of landmarks (see also Ishikawa & 
Montello, 2006; Weisberg, Schinazi, Newcombe, Shipley, & Epstein, 2014). 
What remains unclear: How do we deal with those chunks of information? How 
do we relate the locations of pharmacy and café without having experienced 
them coincidentally? These questions are addressed within the present work. 
There are theories postulating that we rely on a network of locally con-
fined places when representing navigable space, such as buildings or cities 
(Chrastil & Warren, 2014; Meilinger, 2008; Warren, Rothman, Schnapp, & Er-
icson, 2017). Chrastil and Warren (2014), for example, postulate the use of a 
labelled graph. Places are represented as nodes and the connectivity between 
places are represented as edges. This graph is labelled with additional, metric 
information, such as distances between the places and angles between the 
edges starting from the same node. In the graph model of Meilinger (2008) 
nodes represent reference frames limited to vista spaces, i.e., places one can 
see from a single vantage point (e.g., a street, a room) (Montello, 1993). Object 
locations and surrounding geometry within a vista space are stored relative to 
this local reference frame. The edges connecting local reference frames are 
specified perspective shifts (distance and angles). In both theories, a complex 
navigable space is represented without the need for a coarser, global integra-
tion that is stored in long-term memory, but with the help of local information 
only. To point to distant targets from memory local information are integrated 
during the recall process online within working memory to, for example, form a 
transient reference frame incorporating one’s current position and the target 
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(Meilinger, 2008). Following these theories new connected routes are simply 
added to the existent graph representation by adding new nodes and edges. 
There is ample evidence that immediately visible surroundings (i.e., vista 
spaces) are core units when memorizing and dealing with navigable space. 
Updating of objects located in a room is disrupted when leaving this room 
(Wang & Brockmole, 2003a). Visual borders clustering an object array seem to 
likewise cluster the representation of the array (e.g., Kosslyn, Pick, & Fariello, 
1974; Marchette, Ryan, & Epstein, 2017; Meilinger, Strickrodt, & Bülthoff, 
2016). Also, when participants learn the layout of objects that are spread 
across multiple streets or corridors (i.e., multiple interconnected vista spaces) 
evidence was found that multiple reference frames are memorized, which are 
defined by and confined to the immediately visible surrounding of a street 
and/or corridor (Meilinger, Riecke, & Bülthoff, 2014; Werner & Schmidt, 1999). 
Spatial memory based on reference frames is usually detected by utilizing one 
key characteristic of reference frames, namely, the orientation dependency of 
spatial memory. Accessing relative directions between object locations that are 
stored in memory is faster and more accurate when one is (physically or men-
tally) aligned with certain orientations compared to other orientations. This is 
explained by encoding objects relative to one or more orthogonal reference ax-
es. Alignment with an axis allows for a rather effortless retrieval, while being 
misaligned requires costly additional transformations (McNamara, Sluzenski, 
& Rump, 2008; Mou, McNamara, Valiquette, & Rump, 2004). Meilinger, 
Riecke and Bülthoff (2014) showed that participants that learned a rather 
complex virtual environment consisting of seven corridors performed best in a 
subsequent pointing task when they were bodily aligned with the initial view 
within each single corridor. This indicates that local memory units were 
stored, more precisely, in the form of one reference frame for each corridor. 
An alternative approach to spatial memory structures based on mere lo-
cal units are hierarchical conceptions of spatial memory (e.g., Mallot & Basten, 
2009; Stevens & Coupe, 1978; Wiener & Mallot, 2003). They do not oppose con-
cepts based on mere local units but extend them. They assume multiple levels 
of representation and start from the premise that local spatial entities (places) 
can be subsumed under another memory unit on a superordinate hierarchical 
level to form a region, for instance. There is evidence that we indeed represent 
regions and use this information for spatial tasks. Route decisions were shown 
to be made according to the least number of transitions between predefined 
regions (e.g., Schick, Halfmann, & Mallot, 2015; Wiener & Mallot, 2003) and 
judgements about the relative position of two remote cities (e.g., San Diego in 
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California and Reno in Nevada) was found to be based on the relative position 
of the two federal states the cities are in (e.g., California is west of Nevada), 
rather than the actual location of the cities (e.g., San Diego, California is east 
of Reno, Nevada) (Stevens & Coupe, 1978). Such studies, however, remain un-
informative about the format of this superordinate memory unit. What do we 
store on the higher level of hierarchy? Do we store conceptual or topological 
knowledge (Hirtle & Mascolo, 1986; Meilinger, 2008; Wang & Brockmole, 
2003a, 2003b; Wiener & Mallot, 2003), or do we embed multiple vista spaces 
that form a region into a new metric relational scheme, another superordinate 
spatial reference frame (e.g., McNamara, Sluzenski, & Rump, 2008; Meilinger 
& Vosgerau, 2010)? 
In fact, it was shown that reference frames can spread across multiple ad-
jacent vista spaces. For example, Wilson, Wilson, Griffiths and Fox (2007) had 
people learn object locations within a simple three-corridor environment, con-
taining four target objects. A subsequent pointing task provided evidence for a 
global reference frame covering all three corridors. Irrespective of the corridor 
participants were in, they performed best when aligned with the perspective of 
the very first corridor compared to other orientations. Thus, there seem to be 
circumstances under which spatial information from multiple enclosed vista 
spaces are aggregated and integrated into one reference frame (see also 
Meilinger, Frankenstein, Watanabe, Bülthoff, & Hölscher, 2015; Richardson, 
Montello, & Hegarty, 1999; Tlauka, Carter, Mahlberg, & Wilson, 2011).  
An interesting study by Greenauer and Waller (2010) showed that people 
seem to build not only micro- but also macroreference frames when learning 
two arrays of objects within the same room (vista space). Depending on wheth-
er participants pointed within one object array or within the other, orthogonal-
ly-aligned object array or whether they pointed across arrays, different body 
perspectives were identified to elicit best pointing performance. In the case of 
within-array pointing best pointing performance was found when participants 
were aligned with the geometry (i.e., main axis) of the respective object array 
pointing was currently performed in. This indicates that two orthogonally 
aligned microreference frames were formed, one reference frame for each ob-
ject array, and used when the current position and the target object both are 
located within the same microreference frame. In contrast, when the partici-
pants imagined themselves to be standing within one object array, but the tar-
get was located in the other object array another, single orientation was found 
to elicit best pointing performance. In these across-array pointing trials evi-
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dence for a macroreference frame was found that aligned with the salient axis 
of the between-array geometry.  
This indicates that a hierarchy of reference frames can be formed for 
chunks of spatial information presented in a vista space. For spaces extending 
a vista space a hierarchy of reference frames was discussed in the literature 
(McNamara et al., 2008; Meilinger & Vosgerau, 2010) assuming that reference 
frames for vista spaces can be grouped together to form distinct regions which 
are integrated to form distinct regional reference frames on a higher level of 
the hierarchy. However, it was not yet experimentally tested for.  
Altogether, past research produced results that indicate that local vista 
spaces serve as memory units for navigable space (e.g., Marchette, Ryan, & 
Epstein, 2017; Meilinger, Riecke, & Bülthoff, 2014; Meilinger, Strickrodt, & 
Bülthoff, 2016), but likewise can be aggregated and integrated into a single 
reference frame (e.g., Meilinger, Frankenstein, Watanabe, Bülthoff, & 
Hölscher, 2015; Wilson, Wilson, Griffiths, & Fox, 2007). Additionally, regions 
that are clustering navigable space are stored and used for route planning 
(e.g., Wiener & Mallot, 2003) and relational judgements (e.g., Stevens & 
Coupe, 1978). Therefore, in this study we investigate whether spatial memory 
acquired in navigable space is stored on multiple levels, similar to the micro- 
and macroreference frames found in vista spaces (Greenauer & Waller, 2010). 
To examine this, we built a clustered virtual environment consisting of two 
obliquely aligned regions. Corridors within a region were similar in many at-
tributes (e.g., color, category of landmarks, distance, see Materials) while being 
maximally different from the attributes of the other region. Assuming a hier-
archy of reference frames opens two questions: First, how many hierarchical 
levels are formed, and which areas do units on each level comprise? For exam-
ple, multiple local units might be stored on a single level where each reference 
frame is limited to a single corridor (vista space). Corridors belonging to the 
same region might be aggregated and integrated to form a regional memory 
unit on a superordinate level. It is also possible that a global memory unit is 
formed that spans across the entire environment, thus, comprising all spatial 
information from all encountered vista spaces of the environment within a sin-
gle reference frame. Different combinations of local corridor units, regional 
units or a global unit are conceivable, for example, local memory units on the 
lower level and a single, global reference frame on a superordinate level of hi-
erarchy, while there is no hierarchical level for regional units. The second 
question is: What sets the main orientation of the reference frames on the dif-
ferent levels of hierarchy? We addressed these questions by assessing partici-
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pants performance in a spatial memory task where they pointed from selected 
locations in the environment to memorized landmarks. 
The first question—expansion of reference frames and number of levels—
is addressed based on two main assumptions: (a) Each new memory unit that 
is accessed during recall will lead to an increase in pointing latency (see also 
Meilinger, Strickrodt, & Bülthoff, 2016) and (b) being aligned with the orienta-
tion of a stored reference frame during recall will lead to fastest pointing la-
tency compared to being aligned otherwise (e.g., McNamara, Sluzenski, & 
Rump, 2008; Mou, McNamara, Valiquette, & Rump, 2004). We focus on latency 
rather than accuracy, based on the assumption that both are indicative of dis-
tinct processes of learning and memory (e.g., Prinzmetal, McCool, & Park, 
2005; Sternberg, 1969). We more strongly associate pointing accuracy with the 
precision of memory set mainly during the encoding process, whereas latency 
more strongly relates to the retrieval of the memory content, may it be more or 
less precise (see also Meilinger, Strickrodt, & Bülthoff, 2016; Pantelides, Kelly, 
& Avraamides, 2016).  
Based on the two above stated assumptions, clear performance patterns 
were specified that would be in favor of the distinct hierarchical levels. If local 
corridor units and the successive connections between them are stored, then 
the relative position of objects will be retrieved via the successive activation of 
all local memory units that are represented between one’s current position in 
the environment and the location of the target. This means, pointing to a tar-
get that is three corridors away requires the consecutive activation of one’s 
current position, the two corridors in-between and the memory unit of the tar-
get corridor. Thus, pointing latency should increase with increased corridor 
distance between current and target corridor, as the number of costly transi-
tions between connected local reference frames increases (corridor distance 
effect). More precisely, pointing to a target in an adjacent corridor should be 
faster than pointing to a target two corridors away, and so on. A similar pat-
tern can be predicted for the regional level: If regional units and their connec-
tion are memorized, having to point from one’s current location to the target in 
the other region should lead to performance loss as a new memory unit (the 
other region) must be activated (effect of target region). Both distance effects—
corridor distance and target region effect—can occur in parallel. If all corridors 
are exclusively integrated into a global reference frame covering the whole en-
vironment pointing latency should be independent of corridor distance or tar-
get region because the memory unit of the environment is activated no matter 
where people are located. This approach has some similarity with the concept 
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of spatial priming. For example, McNamara (1986) had participants learn the 
arrangement of multiple objects within a large hall (vista space). The hall was 
divided into sections by long bands on the floor. He used a primed object 
recognition task, where the previous trial either contained an object from with-
in the same region (section) or another region, and either far or close with re-
spect to Euclidean distance. One assumption was that recognition time is de-
pendent on the level of activation that was induced by the prime. Another as-
sumption was that recognition priming mirrors an automatic process of re-
trieving spatial memory, not influenced by recall strategies. Therefore, speed 
of recognition should tell about the structure of spatial memory. McNamara 
(1986) found both distance and region effects for this clustered vista space. Our 
approach is similar to spatial priming as both regard the time needed for re-
calling spatial memory to be highly dependent and thus informative about the 
underlying memory structure. Yet it is different as we concentrate on a more 
complex task in a complex navigable space, the precise recall of target loca-
tions during pointing. 
The effect of body orientation during pointing should be telling with re-
gards to deployed reference frames. If pointing is based on local reference 
frames, pointing should be fastest when aligned with the initial view within 
every corridor. In case of regional reference frames, aggregating multiple cor-
ridors, we should be able to identify one main orientation within each region 
that leads to best performance when aligned with it. Yet again, if a global ref-
erence frame is deployed, there should be one facing orientation across the 
whole environment yielding best pointing performance. All three alignment 
effects might be observed in parallel. 
There are many studies examining reference frame orientation for object 
locations in vista spaces, but less that examine navigable space. Therefore, as 
a second question, we ask what sets the reference frame orientation beyond an 
enclosed vista space, thus, on higher levels of the spatial hierarchy? Vista 
space studies suggest that there are multiple factors influencing the orienta-
tion of a reference system, namely, egocentric experience (e.g., first perspec-
tive) (e.g., Kelly & McNamara, 2008; Rieser, 1989), salient layout intrinsic 
cues (formed rows and columns) (e.g., Kelly & McNamara, 2008), salient layout 
extrinsic cues (room geometry) (e.g., Shelton & McNamara, 2001; Valiquette & 
McNamara, 2007) and even instructions (e.g., Mou & McNamara, 2002). 
Whether all these factors play a role when integrating multiple vista spaces 
into a reference frame on a higher level is not yet known. However, it seems 
plausible to assume that the notion of space that is interpreted in terms of a 
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conceptual north (e.g., Shelton & McNamara, 2001) is not only accounting for 
vista, but also for navigable spaces (e.g., McNamara & Valiquette, 2004). 
Some studies examining navigable space emphasize the importance of the 
first perspective experienced within the environment (e.g., Tlauka, Carter, 
Mahlberg, & Wilson, 2011; Wilson, Wilson, Griffiths, & Fox, 2007) and report, 
what they call, the First Perspective Alignment effect. Yet again, as has been 
shown in vista space studies already, the selection of a reference frame direc-
tion is not constrained to the assimilation of later information into an already 
existing reference frame, but can likewise succeed via accommodation (Piaget 
& Inhelder, 1969), thus, adapting a representation by integrating the cumulat-
ed input to form a reference frame with a main orientation distinct from the 
initial perspective. When learning an object array in vista space the saliency of 
an initial view can easily be overwritten by emphasizing specific perspectives 
without directly experiencing it (Greenauer & Waller, 2010; Mou & McNama-
ra, 2002) or by an alignment with a layout intrinsic or extrinsic cue when ex-
amining an object array from a different perspective at a later time (Kelly & 
McNamara, 2010; Shelton & McNamara, 2001). The possibility to update ear-
lier experienced spatial memory through movement can contribute to that 
(Wang, 2016). When examining the environmental layouts used in studies evi-
dencing a global reference frame in navigable space (e.g., Meilinger, Franken-
stein, Watanabe, Bülthoff, & Hölscher, 2015; Meilinger, Riecke, & Bülthoff, 
2014; Richardson, Montello, & Hegarty, 1999; Tlauka, Carter, Mahlberg, & 
Wilson, 2011; Wilson, Wilson, Griffiths, & Fox, 2007) we identified two alter-
native factors besides the driving force of the first perspective, that might 
(partly) explain the global alignment. Often the first corridor/street of the en-
vironments used in those studies was also the longest. Thus, the first perspec-
tive was confounded with the most frequent perspective experienced during 
the initial walk through the environment. Additionally, often environments 
with a simple geometric structure were used, for example, three corridors in an 
upside-down U-shape. Thus, starting from the initial segment participants 
turned 90° towards the second segment and 90° thereafter following the same 
turning direction as before, ending up in a corridor parallel to the first one. 
Already Wertheimer (1923) identified parallelism (among others) as a key 
principle of perceptual grouping of 2D elements (Gestalt laws). Indeed, recog-
nizing parallelism on 2D planes seems to be a core component of geometrical 
understanding in humans (see for example Dehaene, Izard, Pica, & Spelke, 
2006; Dillon, Huang, & Spelke, 2013). Also, studies investigating human spa-
tial memory in orientation tasks after disorientation within rooms of various 
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shapes showed sensitivity to environmental geometry (e.g., Hermer & Spelke, 
1996, 1994). Humans even have the tendency to remember irregular environ-
ments as more parallel and regular than they are (e.g., Byrne, 1979; Moar & 
Bower, 1983; Tversky, 1981). Thus, when confronted with natural, navigable 
space, we seem to be prone to search for, even superimpose easy structures to 
conceptualize space and to anchor our knowledge. We therefore reckon that the 
overall geometry of such a U-shaped environment—two parallel leg segments 
which converge to the same orthogonal segment, thereby forming a weak bilat-
eral symmetry—is easy to infer and might serve as a salient cue for setting the 
reference frame orientation along this U-shape. Of course, when first entering 
the U-shape its structure is not apparent. Only after traversing through the 
connector segment and leaving the U-shape from the second parallel leg one 
might be able to understand the configuration. When reentering the U-shape 
later in time the shape is recognized (i.e., “I am back at the U-shape”) and an-
ticipation of the subsequent corridors is facilitated, therefore, boosting saliency 
of the orientation when entering the U-shape. Using such a cue requires relat-
ing multiple corridors and, therefore, might be identified only after sufficient 
experience with the environment.  
We addressed this issue of multiple salient cues for reference frame ori-
entation by examining three potential reference frame alignments for the two 
superordinate levels: (1) Alignment with the first perspective within each re-
gion and across the overall environment, (2) alignment with the most frequent-
ly encountered perspective during the first walk through each region and 
across the overall environment, and (3) alignment with the salient geometric 
cue of a U-shape within each region or across the environment. To our 
knowledge this is the first study testing for multiple potential reference frames 
on three levels of hierarchy. Predictions are described and visualized in the 
result section of Experiment 1 (Deployed Reference Frames). 
In summary, our study aimed to explore the architecture of spatial 
memory acquired in navigable space. Participants were asked to explore and 
learn the layout of a virtual environment consisting of two regions by walking. 
Two main questions were addressed: Do people memorize the environment in 
the form of local, regional or global memory units or within multiple forms, 
thus, revealing hierarchical structure of spatial memory? And what sets the 
main orientation of the reference frames on the different levels of hierarchy, 
the first perspective, the most frequently experienced perspective, or the geo-
metric salience of a U-shape? Between the two experiments we manipulated 
the regional start point of learning to vary ease of global integration. In Exper-
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iment 1 participants started at the outer ends of both regions and reached the 
regional transition point only after walking through the entire region. Con-
ceivably, this makes it harder to integrate both regions into a global memory 
unit, while facilitating regional clustering. In Experiment 2 participants start-
ed learning from the transition point between the two regions, enabling them 
to encode the connection of the two regions from the start and integrate each 
additional corridor into their existing knowledge. Compared to Experiment 1 
this learning procedure might facilitate global integration. After learning the 
environment, we tested participants spatial memory with a pointing task. 
Their performance was analyzed for distance and alignment effects on the lo-
cal, regional and global level to shed light on how their memory was struc-
tured. 
Experiment 1 
Method 
Participants 
After providing informed consent, 23 participants partook in the experiment, 
all naïve to the research question and the experiment. They received monetary 
compensation for participating. The experiment was approved by the local eth-
ics committee. Participants were required to have normal or corrected to nor-
mal visual acuity. For three participants, the experiment was terminated be-
fore completion: one was unable to reach the learning criteria (see Procedure), 
two did not finish the experiment in the maximally available time of three and 
a half hours. We excluded another two because of bad performance (see Re-
sults). The remaining 18 subjects were included in the analysis, 6 of which 
were male. Their average age was 29.72 years (SD = 10.61).  
Material 
During learning participants walked freely in a large tracking space of 12×12 
m, while their head position was tracked by 16 high-speed infrared cameras at 
150 Hz (Vicon® MX 13) and transmitted to a computer (with NVIDIA 
GTX1080 graphics card). The computer rendered the respective egocentric 
view within the virtual environment, which was displayed to the participants 
via an Oculus Rift Development Kit 2 that provided a field of view of ca. 
100°×100° at a resolution of 960×1080 pixels for each eye. Head-mounted dis-
play (HMD) and computer were connected via a long cable. The experimenter 
followed participants closely during learning, carrying and repositioning the 
cable to ensure safe movement through the tracking space and to eliminate 
direction cues through the cable origin. This immersive VR setup allowed for a 
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realistic learning experience, including proprioceptive cues and stereopsis as 
well as self-determined exploration of the virtual world. 
The virtual environment (Figure 1) consisted of eight interconnected cor-
ridors, each containing one distinct virtual 3D object standing on a pedestal in 
the middle of the corridor on either side. The environment was constructed to 
induce maximal separation between the two regions of the environment. Be-
sides visual cues (colored walls and pedestals: blue and red) additional factors 
were held constant within one half while being maximally different from the 
other region: semantic similarity (categories: animals used as landmark ob-
jects in the blue region, red region contained only tools), distance between re-
gions (longest corridors in the middle of maze at regional transition point), and 
complexity of turning angles between corridors (90° angles within a region, 45° 
at transition point). Also, the two halves of the environment were explored one 
after another (spatio-temporal learning contingency), with an overlap only at 
the regional transition point (mandala). Each region comprised the same num-
ber of corridors and objects, ensuring similar memory load. 
The objects served as landmarks for self-localization and orientation and 
as target objects in a subsequent pointing task. For each participant, a sample 
of eight landmarks (four animals, four tools) were randomly selected from a 
pool of 16 objects (eight animals, eight tools) and distributed across corridors 
(animals in blue, tools in red corridors). The remaining eight objects served as 
distractors objects in a primed recognition task (not described here). The pool 
of 16 objects had previously been validated in a pre-test and selected from a set 
of 24 objects as being well recognizable. In the virtual environment landmarks 
were either standing on the right or on the left corridor wall and facing either 
direction along the corridor. For each participant, the four possible combina-
tions of side and facing (four possible positions of a landmark) were assigned 
randomly to the four corridors of a region. 
Procedure 
Participants were instructed that they were about to learn a virtual environ-
ment, starting with one half of the environment, then followed by the other 
half of the environment. Participants either started in the blue or in the red 
region (pseudo-randomly assigned) to account for saliency effects of individual 
regions.  
Learning phase Before exploring the environment participants were 
briefed about the experimental procedure. They were informed that they were 
about to learn a virtual environment, first one then the other half of the envi-
ronment and that they need to memorize the whole environment and how the 
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objects and the corridors relate to each other. The instructions made clear that 
they will be teleported to different positions within the environment later, 
where they must be able to orient themselves and to relate to any other object 
from there. Participants then were equipped with the HMD. With the display 
turned off, they were disoriented, led through a few left and right turns to a 
predefined starting position. 
In both halves participants started at the very end of a region, standing 
with their back to the dead-end of the last corridor, facing along the corridor 
(end-to-transition condition). They then walked through the corridors towards 
the transition point (mandala). Standing at the transition point the view into 
the other, yet unexplored region was blocked by a curtain. Only parts of the 
corridor of the other region was visible, however, neither the object and the 
pedestal nor the turn to the next corridor of the other region was visible. 
Standing at the mandala they had clear visual information about how the two 
corridors of the two regions are connected to each other. Here participants 
were explicitly informed: “You are now at the point where the two halves of the 
environment come together. Only currently the view into the next corridor is 
blocked. You will learn this part of the environment after you have learned the 
first half”. The experimenter emphasized again that participants would be re-
quired to relate objects from both halves of the environment later in the test-
ing phase and therefore would need to know how the halves relate to each oth-
er. 
 
 
Figure 1. Left: Schematic, aerial view of the environment. Each corridor contained one object 
(x). A mandala marks the transition point between the two regions. Black dots with arrows 
indicate initial positions and orientation within both regions (Experiment 1). Wave lines indi-
cate the approximate position of the curtain obstructing the view into the other region when 
standing at the mandala. Star of black arrows: Eight body orientations tested during pointing 
while standing at different predefined positions within the environment (at the x’s within each 
corridor). Right: Example of egocentric view in the environment as experienced by partici-
pants. See the online article for the color version of this figure. 
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Participants walked from the dead-end to the mandala and back again to 
the dead-end corridor three times. They had to name the objects during learn-
ing to ensure they could identify each object by name. Apart from that, partici-
pant could walk in their own speed and stop anytime they liked to look around 
the environment. However, they were not allowed to walk back before fully 
translating the region. 
After learning the environment three times a learn-check was carried out. 
Objects and pedestals were removed from the scene and fog occluded the turn-
ing direction to the next corridor. While walking through the deprived envi-
ronment, participants had to recall from memory name, side, and facing direc-
tion of the object in the respective corridor as well as the turning direction to 
get into the next corridor. All four corridors were queried, two from each learn-
ing direction (dead-end to transition point and vice versa). If participants did 
not reach 100% accuracy (learning criteria), they had to learn the environment 
again. This time they walked to the mandala and back only once and then did 
the learn-check again. This procedure was repeated until participants reached 
the learning criteria, or a maximum of six times. Participants were excluded 
from the experiment in case they were not able to learn the environment with-
in a maximum of six learning repetitions. After reaching the learning criteria 
participants took a short break and continued learning the second half of the 
environment, following the same end-to-transition point procedure as in the 
first region. When reaching the transition point for the first time in the second 
region they were explicitly informed that “This is where the two parts of the 
environment come together. You are now at the exact same position as before 
when you were at the end of the first half of the environment.”, and the exper-
imenter emphasized again that it is important to know how the two halves re-
late to each other to solve the subsequent memory test. Like this, we ensured 
participant would pay enough attention to this part of the environment, a part 
that they would never fully explore by walking across this point. The learning 
phase ended after reaching the learning criteria for the second region as well. 
After a short break, the testing phase started.  
Testing phase The first task was a primed recognition task, which is not 
reported here. Participants recognized target objects from the environment 
among distractors after being primed by other target objects or distractors. 
The task took approximately 20 minutes. Subsequently, after a short break, 
the pointing task started.  
During pointing participants sat on a high chair. A joystick was used for 
recording responses, standing right in front of the participant at belly height. 
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In each trial of the pointing task, participants were teleported to the middle of 
a corridor of the environment next to a landmark. Their head and body was 
aligned with one of eight possible orientations, evenly spread around 360° in 
steps of 45° (Figure 1, black arrows). First, they looked around, self-localizing 
themselves with the help of the object in the corridor. On both sides of the cor-
ridor arms the view was blocked by a white fog, thus, the turning direction to 
the next corridor was not visible. After confirming self-localization and orien-
tation by clicking a button on the joystick, the name of one of the remaining 
seven objects was projected over the rendered environment and participants 
were required to point to this object. This means, they had to indicate the di-
rection towards the target with respect to their current position and orienta-
tion. The direction had to be indicated by moving the joystick handle (allowing 
for the full range of 360°) and confirming the target direction with a button 
press. No visual feedback about the joystick direction was given. Participants 
had to look straight ahead while giving their response (both for self-
localization and pointing) otherwise their response was not registered. After-
wards, the experiment continued with the next trial. 
From each of the eight corridors participants pointed eight times, cover-
ing all eight body orientations, to a target within the same region, and again 
eight times, covering all body orientations, while pointing to a target of the 
other region. This adds up to 128 trials. Target objects were selected randomly 
for every trial under the constraint that each object within a region was used 
equally often as a target. Trial order was random. Each task started with eight 
practice trials, randomly chosen from the pool of 128 trials, to familiarize par-
ticipants with the task. Those were not included in the analysis. Including the 
practice trials there were 136 trials with four blocks of 34 trials each. Each 
block was followed by a pause of self-determined length. Participants were in-
structed to point as fast and as accurate as possible. No feedback was given 
about the accuracy of the response and task execution was not constrained by 
any time limit. At the end of the experiment we asked participants to judge 
their general sense of direction (SOD) on a five-point Likert scale. 
To summarize, we varied the within-subject factors body orientation 
(while pointing being aligned with 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, 315° rel-
ative to the environment, see Figure 1), target region (target within same re-
gion vs. across region with respect to current position) and corridor distance 
(current position and target one to seven corridors apart). We recorded self-
localization time (not reported), pointing latency (i.e., the time between dis-
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playing the target name and registering a response), and pointing error (i.e., 
absolute deviation between correct and indicated target direction). 
 
Results 
As mentioned in the sample description we excluded two participants based on 
their pointing performance. Either pointing accuracy did not significantly ex-
ceed chance level or latency was 2 SD slower than the sample mean. We fur-
ther excluded data points deviating more than ±2 SD from a participant’s 
overall mean pointing latency and pointing error18. On average, we excluded 
4.12% (SD = 2.57) values from pointing error and 4.64% (SD = 1.33) values 
from pointing latency per participant. Participants needed on average 2.00 
learning repetitions (SD = 1.19) to learn the blue region (reflecting about 8 
walks through the environment, exclusive of walks during learn-check) and 
2.11 learning repetitions (SD = 1.13) to learn the red region (reflecting about 
8.22 walks). They spend on average 35.79 (SD = 12.07) minutes in the envi-
ronment. 
Distance and cluster effects 
We conducted an ANOVA with the within-subject factors distance and target 
region. Across region pointing trials with a distance to the targets of more than 
three corridors were excluded from the analysis to match corridor distance for 
both target locations (within and across region). Thus, 88 out of the 128 trials 
were used for this analysis, 64 within-region and 24 across region trials. 
Pointing latency (Figure 2, left) was indicative of mental separation be-
tween corridors and regions. We found main effects of distance, F(2, 34) = 9.74, 
p < .001, ηp2 = .36, and target region, F(1, 17) = 4.88, p = .041, ηp2 = .22. Point-
ing latency significantly differed between corridor distance 2 and 3, t(34) = -
2.856, p = .019, as well as 1 and 3, t(34) = -4.342, p < .001, but not between cor-
ridor distance 1 and 2, t(34) = -1.487, p = .310 (p-value adjusted by Tukey 
method for multiple comparisons). The response was on average 1.98 sec faster 
when pointing within the same region compared to pointing to a target in the 
opposite region. No interaction between target region x distance was found, 
                                            
18 Exclusion of latency values did not coincide with exclusion of error values of the same trial. 
Rather outlier exclusion was done separately for both dependent variables. As stated in the instruc-
tion we reckon latency and error to mirror different aspects of spatial memory (precision of memory 
vs. retrieval of the memory content) (Meilinger, Strickrodt, & Bülthoff, 2016; Pantelides, Kelly, & 
Avraamides, 2016). Mutual exclusion of latency and error values (i.e., excluding the whole trial) did 
lead to higher percentage of excluded trials per participant, but did not lead to any significant 
changes to the results of separate exclusion, which are reported in this paper. 
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F(1.41, 23.92) = 2.19, p = .146, ηp2 = .11 (Greenhouse-Geisser-adjusted). Thus, 
there is no evidence that the effect of target region varies across distances. 
For pointing error (Figure 2, right) we found a main effect of distance, 
F(2, 34) = 19.57, p < .001, ηp2 = .54. Pointing error was significantly lower for 
distance 1 compared to distance 2, t(34) = -3.978, p = .001, as well as compared 
to distance 3, t(34) = -6.171, p < .001, but not significantly different between 
distance 2 and 3, t(34) = -2.193, p = .087 (p-value adjusted by Tukey method for 
multiple comparisons). We did not observe a main effect of target region, F(1, 
17) = 0.35, p = .561, ηp2 = .02, or an interaction of target region x distance, F(2, 
34) = 2.44, p = .102, ηp2 = .13. Thus, the analysis does not provide evidence that 
pointing error is higher when pointing across regional boundaries as compared 
to pointing within ones’ current region. 
 
 
Figure 2. Distance and cluster effects in Experiment 1. Pointing latency (left) and error (right) 
as a function of corridor distance to the target, pointing to targets within the same region ver-
sus across-region. Means and SEMs are depicted. Only data points from corridor distances 1, 
2, and 3 were analyzed. See the online article for the color version of this figure. 
 
Adding gender, first learned region (blue or red), number of learning tri-
als, and self-reported sense of direction (SOD) as covariates to the analyses of 
latency and accuracy did not change the inference statistical values and inter-
pretation of the abovementioned effects in a meaningful way. The results de-
scribed here are therefore limited to reports of statistics without the considera-
tion of covariates. Further, no main effect of gender, first learned region (blue 
or red), and SOD on latency or accuracy were found. Only the number of learn-
ing trials was associated with pointing error, r = 0.69, p = .002. Participants 
who quickly learned the environment were also comparatively better pointers. 
Deployed reference frames 
The further analysis concentrated on the pointing latency to assess the pro-
cesses underlying spatial recall (compare to Meilinger, Strickrodt, & Bülthoff, 
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2016; Pantelides, Kelly, & Avraamides, 2016, and see Introduction). In con-
trast to the distance analysis, where trials with distances beyond three corri-
dors were excluded, we now used the full data set of 128 trials (excl. outlier 
values) per participant. To account for the strong distance effect we first con-
ducted an ANOVA with distance as the within-subject factor on the full da-
taset. The computed residual values instead of the raw values of pointing la-
tency were now used for the following analysis of reference frames. By control-
ling for the known effect of distance on latency, we hereby removed unwanted 
variance, and in the following, were aiming to explain variance in the data not 
yet explained by distance. Interpreting residual values is not as intuitive as 
interpreting raw pointing latency values (e.g., they center on 0), nevertheless 
they do preserve the relation and magnitude of difference between data points 
that are manifest in the raw data (i.e., faster or slower pointing performance). 
In the following description of the results we will use the more intuitive term 
of “pointing latency” and “reaction time”, but we mean to refer to “latency re-
siduals” after statistically accounting for the effect of distance. 
The environment used in the current study consisted of two obliquely 
aligned regions. Literature suggests that one’s current position and target lo-
cation affect which reference frames are selected to base spatial recall upon. 
For example, results from Greenauer and Waller (2010) suggest that 
macroreference frames are used when pointing from one to another object ar-
ray in a vista space, but not when pointing within one array (see also Zhang, 
Mou, McNamara, & Wang, 2014, for nested spaces). Therefore, and based on 
the region effect found in the previous analysis we analyzed the effect of body 
orientation on pointing performance separately for within and across region 
trials. 
At each position in the environment participants were tested while being 
aligned with one of eight body orientations.19 Depending on the reference 
frame(s) deployed clear predictions can be made about which body orientation 
should elicit fastest memory access compared to the other body orientations. 
Figure 3 illustrates our predictions. For each prediction at each position in the 
environment one orientation can be identified as being superior. If participants 
use local reference frames, pointing latency should be fastest when being 
aligned with the first perspective experienced in each corridor compared to be 
 
                                            
19 Supplementary material, Figure S1 and Figure S2, left, give an overview of the pattern of 
pointing latency before further aggregation to test for the specific reference frame predictions. The 
figures provide a visualization of pointing latency as a function of body orientation on corridor scale 
(Figure S1, left) and on global scale (Figure S2, left) (global scale corresponds to compass rose in 
Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Visualization of the predictions for formed reference frames. We tested for reference 
frames on the local, regional, or global level (rows) that are either following the first perspec-
tive, the most frequent perspective or the alignment of the U-shape of three consecutive corri-
dors (columns). Cues driving the reference frames are marked with gray lines in the respective 
corridor(s). Following each prediction one orientation can be identified as being superior, 
marked by a black, solid arrow, compared with the remaining orientations, marked by gray, 
dashed lines. Being aligned with this orientation should yield fastest spatial recall compared 
to being aligned otherwise. The predictions depicted here are exemplary—they represent pre-
dictions for Experiment 1 (learning from dead-end to transition point). Further, the global 
prediction accounts for subjects that start off learning the blue region and later continue with 
the red, therefore, global reference frame predictions follow the blue (first learned) region. 
Learning from transition point to dead-end (Experiment 2) and starting off with region red 
(half the sample of Experiment 1 and 2) are not depicted here but can be inferred following the 
same logic. See the online article for the color version of this figure. 
 
ing aligned with one of the seven remaining orientations (e.g., facing a 
corridor wall). If participants use a reference frame covering a whole region 
and the reference frame direction was set by the first perspective experienced 
in this region, latency should be fastest when being aligned with the perspec-
tive experienced in the very first corridor, independent of the current position 
within this region. Thus, for example, facing the left wall in the second corri-
dor of the blue region, should yield faster response times than being aligned 
otherwise (e.g., facing straight along the corridor). Likewise, if participants 
form and use a global reference frame covering the whole environment and the 
reference frame direction was set by the first perspective experienced in the 
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first region, pointing latency should be fastest when being aligned with this 
first perspective at each single position tested. This means, having started off 
learning the blue region followed by the red region, should yield faster pointing 
when being aligned with the first experienced orientation in the blue region – 
even if located in the red region during recall. In this latter case the superior 
orientation is obliquely aligned with one’s current visual scene in a red corri-
dor. Both on the regional and global scale alternative cues could be used to set 
the reference frame orientation. Therefore, the most experienced perspective 
during the first walk through the environment and the salient geometry of the 
environment, in our case the U-shape of a region are explored as well20. For 
each participant and each prediction, we contrasted the mean pointing latency 
in the superior orientation trials with the remaining, non-aligned trials. This 
reaction time differences were then further assessed. A mean positive reaction 
time difference is indicative of a fit to the respective prediction. Zero corre-
sponds to no difference in pointing latency. 
For within region pointing Figure 4, left, side shows the fit for the seven 
considered predictions, Table 1, left side, the results of the analysis. For each 
prediction, we analyzed with a t-test whether the reaction time difference is 
significantly larger than zero. When subjects pointing within their current re-
gion we found a significant fit for the prediction of local reference frames and 
of regional reference frames, both for the first perspective experienced within a 
region as well as the U-shape. No evidence could be found that participants 
used a regional reference frame following the most frequently experienced per-
spective or that they use global reference frames. As mentioned in footnote 2, 
our reference frame predictions are not uncorrelated. Furthermore, their corre-
lation varies. Local corridor alignment correlates with the prediction of region-
al reference frame by r = 0.29 for first perspective alignment, r = 0.43 for most 
frequently experienced perspective and r = 0.14 for U-shape. We therefore re-
analyzed the fit to our regional and global reference frame predictions after 
correcting for the effect of local alignment. Similar results were obtained. We 
                                            
20 The predictions tested for are by no means comprehensive, but based on observations of 
environmental layouts of previous studies. Further, it should be noted that the predictions are not 
orthogonal. For example, the prediction of a regional reference frame following the first perspective 
alignment is identical with the prediction of a regional reference frame following the U-shape when 
considering the blue region, but not when considering the red region (compare to Figure 3). When 
combining both regions, as done in our analysis, a correlation of first perspective and U-shape pre-
diction remains with r = .43. Same holds for the global level, when considering all subjects, half of 
which learned in the blue, half in the red region. Likewise, the prediction of a regional reference 
frame following the U-shape is correlated with the prediction of a global reference frame following 
the U-shape of the first region by r = .43. Predictions of U-shape and most frequent alignment can 
be considered orthogonal with a correlation of r = -.14. 
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still find the fit to the predictions of regional reference frames following the 
first perspective, t(17) = 1.785, p = .046, d = 0.42, as well as the regional refer-
ence frames following the U-shape, t(17) = 2.309, p = .017, d = 0.54, while no 
other predictions fit well, t’s < 1.043, p’s > .155. Similarly, we also corrected the 
data for the two meaningful regional reference frame predictions separately to 
see whether we still find a significant fit to the local prediction. The fit to the 
local prediction remains significant after correcting for the regional U-shape 
prediction, t(17) = 1.761, p = .048, d = 0.42, and remains as a trend after cor-
recting for the regional first perspective prediction, t(17) = 1.419, p = .087, d = 
0.33. 
 
Table 1. T-tests exploring whether the difference in pointing latency of Exper-
iment 1 is significantly larger than zero, which indicates a fit to the respective 
prediction. For pointing across region (right) only a subset of trials with a max-
imum corridor distance of three are included in the analysis reported in this 
table. 
  Pointing within region Pointing across region 
Prediction  t(17) p d t(17) p d 
Local First perspective in corridor 2.019 .030 * 0.48 -0.511 .692 -0.12 
Region First perspective 2.176 .022 * 0.51 0.977 .171 0.23 
 Most frequent perspective -0.718 .759 -0.17 -0.170 .566 -0.04 
 U-shape geometry 2.622 .009 * 0.62 0.643 .265 0.16 
Global First perspective 0.639 .266 0.15 2.128 .024 * 0.51 
 Most frequent perspective -1.554 .931 -0.37 0.600 .278 0.15 
 U-shape geometry 1.039 .157 0.24 2.147 .023 * 0.51 
Note. For pointing across region (right) only a subset of trials with a maximum corridor dis-
tance of three are included in the analysis reported in this table. 
* <.05, one-sided, larger than zero, no correction for multiple comparisons. 
 
A similar analysis as for within region pointing was conducted for trials 
in which participants pointed across the regional boundaries. This time, re-
sults are inconclusive. Across region data fitted to none of our predictions, t’s < 
1.14, p’s > 0.136, thus, being aligned with the local corridor or with one of the 
three possible regional or global reference frame does not seem to facilitate 
spatial memory access compared to being otherwise aligned. Reckoning that 
this might be due to greater noise in the across region data, we compared indi-
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vidual standard deviations for within and across region pointing. Indeed, 
standard deviations were significantly higher in across region trials, t(17) = -
2.25, p = .038, d = -0.75, thus, potentially obstruct detection of used reference 
frames. Therefore, we decided to re-run the same analysis of the fit to the sev-
en predicted reference frames with only a subset of the across region trials, 
namely, only for trials querying targets that are lying one, two or three corri-
dors away, excluding trials with corridor distance four and higher. With this 
trial subset (24 trials per participant) the same corridor distances as for the 
evaluation of the within-region pointing trials are covered, similar as for the 
analysis of distance and cluster effects. Indeed, individual standard deviation 
of this subset was comparable to variance for within region trials, t(17) = -1.50, 
p = .151, d = -0.50. Table 1, right, shows the results of the analysis of across 
region trials with corridor distance one to three, in Figure 4, right side, latency 
differences are depicted. As before, data did not show significant fit to neither 
local nor regional reference frame predictions. However, now significant fits to 
the predictions of global reference frames were found, more precisely, for the 
prediction of the first experienced perspective of the first learned region as 
well as the U-shape experienced in the first learned region. The prediction of a 
global reference frame based upon the most frequently experienced perspective 
in the first learned region did not reach significance. 
Continuing with the previously used data set we also examined whether 
pointing across region led to fastest pointing when aligned with the main ref-
erence direction of the target rather than the main reference direction of one’s 
current position – a result found by Zhang, Mou, McNamara and Wang (2014) 
for pointing between two nested spaces. In our study no difference in pointing 
latency on across region trials could be found between being aligned with the 
four main orientations of one’s current region and being aligned with the four 
main orientations of the neighboring region containing the target, t(17) = 0.43, 
p = .674, d = .14, thus, we did not find evidence for the alignment with the tar-
get reference frame.  
Discussion 
In Experiment 1 participants memorized a regionalized environment. They 
explored both halves of the environment separately by physical walking, start-
ing from the outer ends and walking towards the transition point, where they 
had a glance into part of the other region. We were interested in how their 
memory might be structured and what spatial units they form and use to solve 
a subsequent pointing task. During this pointing task participants were ran-
domly teleported to different locations within the environment, being aligned 
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with one of eight possible body orientations, while pointing to targets within 
the same region as their current standpoint or to targets located in the other 
region. The first experiment revealed evidence that participant formed local, 
regional as well as global spatial units that are accessed during recall.  
 
 
Figure 4. Reference frame alignment in Experiment 1. Difference in pointing latency when 
being aligned with the superior orientation identified for each prediction compared with the 
remaining seven orientations, separately for within (left) and across-region trials (right) cover-
ing only corridor distance 1, 2, and 3. Positive values are in favor of the prediction, showing 
faster pointing when aligned with the superior orientation. We do not show negative values in 
this figure. We tested for seven potential outcomes: local reference frames, and then a refer-
ence frame following the first experienced perspective, the most frequently experienced per-
spective or the salient geometry of a U-shaped environment, either on a regional or a global 
level. * p ≤ .05, one-sided, larger than zero, no correction for multiple comparisons. 
 
Pointing latency increased with increasing corridor distance to the target, 
independent of whether participants pointed within their current region or 
across regional boundaries. One possible explanation is, that local corridor 
units were stored in memory which then had to be successively activated in a 
fixed, learned order, to recall the location of a target object multiple corridors 
away (e.g., Meilinger, Strickrodt, & Bülthoff, 2016). For every new unit acti-
vated the mental effort increases reaction time (and is accumulating error). 
Besides this latency increase across spatial corridor units, we also found a fa-
cilitative effect of local alignment with the corridor. Participants were signifi-
cantly faster when aligned with the first perspective experienced within each 
corridor, compared to the seven remaining orientations.  
Pointing to targets within the other region, i.e., standing in the red region 
pointing to a target in the blue region or standing in the blue region pointing 
to a target in the red region, led to higher pointing latency compared to point-
ing to a target within one’s current region. This effect was not dependent on 
the corridor distance to the target (no interaction of target region and dis-
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tance). Additionally, pointing performance in within-region trials was signifi-
cantly faster when subjects were aligned with the first perspective experienced 
within a region (first corridor orientation). For example, facing the right wall 
in the second corridor of the red region, should yield faster response times than 
being aligned otherwise (except when being aligned with the first experienced 
perspective in the corridor). Also, pointing performance was significantly faster 
when subjects were aligned with the orientation when entering the U-shape 
that is made up by three consecutive corridors. For example, facing the left 
wall in the third corridor of the red region, should yield faster response times 
than being aligned otherwise. No fit (even a negative value) was found to the 
prediction of a regional reference frame following the most frequently experi-
enced perspective within a region. The fit to a regional reference frame follow-
ing the first perspective and the U-shape remains significant even after statis-
tically accounting for the effect of local corridor alignment. Taken together, 
participants seem to have formed obliquely aligned, regional reference frames 
of the blue and red region. 
The fit to regional reference frame predictions cannot be explained by a 
facilitative contra- or orthogonal alignment with the reference frames of the 
local corridors. This would allow for a speeded access as soon as participants 
are aligned with either of the four main orientations of the local reference 
frames (0°, ±90°, 180°). In this case we would expect a fit to all three regional 
predictions. However, we only find a fit to two predictions.  
We further found support for the formation of a global reference frame 
encompassing both regions. Data of within region pointing did not fit to either 
of the three predictions for global reference frames. However, pointing perfor-
mance of across region trials querying targets one to three corridors away re-
vealed a fit to the global predictions following the U-shape as well as the first 
perspective experienced in the first learned region. This support is somewhat 
weakened by the fact that it is only found for a subset of the across region tri-
als. Analyzing latency patterns of the full data set of across region trials (cor-
rected for the effect of distance) was non-descriptive. Neither prediction for a 
specific reference frame alignment fit our data, potentially due to the higher 
variance in pointing performance for higher corridor distances. Nevertheless, 
taken equal corridor distances, the selection of remembered reference frames 
seems to be depending on the relationship between one’s current position and 
the target location. This will be elaborated upon more in the General Discus-
sion. An alternative approach based on results obtained by Zhang, Mou, 
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McNamara and Wang (2014), that showed that the reference frame direction of 
the target is used, did not describe our data well. 
Our results imply that participants embedded multiple vista spaces, 
formed distinct memory units, one for each region, and memorized the whole 
environment in a global format. Importantly, as indicated by the alignment 
effect, those memory units seem to be metric relational schemes, linking mul-
tiple vista spaces to one superordinate reference frame direction, thus, they 
are spatial in nature (compare to McNamara, Sluzenski, & Rump, 2008; 
Meilinger & Vosgerau, 2010) (see also General Discussion). 
Being able to identify a fit to the U-shape prediction besides a first per-
spective alignment on the regional level is a first indication that—also for nav-
igable space—reference frames are formed that do not merely assimilate newly 
incoming spatial information into an already existing reference system (i.e., 
assimilate new corridor information into the direction of the first perspective), 
but that information of multiple corridors are accumulated and accommodated 
(geometry of three corridors) to form a reference frame with a new, distinct 
reference direction (Piaget & Inhelder, 1969). This is in line with studies exam-
ining object arrays in vista space, which show that egocentric alignment with a 
salient geometric cue at a later time point during learning can shape the refer-
ence frame accordingly (Kelly & McNamara, 2010; Shelton & McNamara, 
2001). 
The prediction for a reference frame following the U-shape structure was 
tailored to the orientation experienced when entering the U-shape, walking 
towards the connector segment of the two parallel corridors. We decided for a 
single main orientation to equalize predictions for all potential reference 
frames (one main orientation vs. the remaining orientations) and because we 
assumed that the moment one enters the simple shape is particularly promi-
nent as (after enough exposure to the environment) anticipation of the two 
subsequent corridors is facilitated. During learning each participant entered 
the U-shape of each region at least six times (3x end-to-transition, 3x transi-
tion-to-end). Alternatively, the orientation when leaving the U-shape might be 
of significant saliency as well, as this orientation is accompanied with the 
emerging realization of the easy structure of the just travelled corridors. To 
test for this possibility, we analyzed fit of the within region pointing latency to 
the prediction of a regional reference following the U-shape with the main ori-
entation centered on the orientation when exiting the shape, thus 180° oppo-
site to the originally tested orientation when entering the U-shape. Interest-
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ingly, also here a significant fit was found21. Based on this we cannot conclude 
whether the main orientation of a superordinate reference frame is set when 
entering or exiting the U-shape. Yet, it remains that the simple structure of 
two parallel leg segments connected to the same orthogonal segment, thereby 
forming a weak bilateral symmetry, might serve as an important cue for set-
ting the orientation of superordinate reference frames. 
Despite taking longer to recall spatial memory for the other region, point-
ing accuracy was not affected by the regional belonging of the target. Pointing 
to targets within the other region did not lead to higher error in pointing. This 
shows that participants were capable to learn the two halves of the environ-
ment separately with overlap at only one common position, the transition 
point. And this, even though the turning angle at the transition point was 
more complex (45°) than within region angles (90°)—complexity was previous-
ly shown to enlarge pointing error (e.g., Moar & Bower, 1983)—and even 
though participants were only allowed to examine this transition point visual-
ly, but never walked across it. This indicates that the regional transition point 
was memorized just as accurately as the corridor angles within a region.  
Results of Experiment 1 indicate that corridors triggered a clustering of 
spatial memory into vista space units and that we could successfully trigger 
clustering into regional memory units. Additionally, it seems that integration 
into a global unit spanning the whole environment occurred, although this was 
only detectable for smaller corridor distances. All three levels manifested in 
spatial metric schemata, the reference frames on the local, regional and global 
level. In Experiment 2 we set out to replicate findings of Experiment 1 and 
elucidate the indeterminate findings regarding a global memory unit. Partici-
pants in Experiment 1 learned both halves separately, always starting at the 
outer end of each region, walking towards the transition point. This learning 
procedure makes it particularly difficult to integrate both regions into a global 
memory unit. After the first half participants memorized the layout of four 
corridors and the relative position of the four objects within. When starting to 
learn the second half, relating each new corridor to the previously formed 
memory unit was not immediately possible. Participants first had to walk 
through the four corridors of the second region before ending up at the transi-
tion point again. Only then were they able to understand the layout of the 
whole environment. By reaching the regional transition point again they might 
                                            
21 This analysis was not mentioned in the result section. Significant fit of pointing latency to 
the prediction of a U-shape but with the main orientation centered on the orientation experienced 
when exiting the U-shape, t(17) = 2.389, p = .014, d = 0.56. Significant fit remains even after cor-
recting for local alignment, t(17 ) = 2.116, p = .025, d = 0.50. 
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already have formed a first “draft” of the second region that now must be con-
nected to the representation of the first learned region. Integrating both repre-
sentations into one spatial unit might entail considerable effort. In a second 
experiment, we wanted to see whether lowering this effort might lead to clear-
er results regarding global integration. Regions were still learned separately. 
However, now participants started learning from the transition point, walking 
towards the outer ends of each region. Like this, global integration, corridor by 
corridor, should be possible right away. 
Experiment 2 
Method 
Participants 
Twenty-one naïve participants partook in the experiment, receiving monetary 
compensation. The experiment was approved by the local ethics committee. 
Participants were required to have normal or corrected to normal visual acui-
ty. Two participants had to stop the experiment before completion: one was 
unable to reach the learning criteria, one experienced motion sickness during 
testing. One additional participant was excluded due to chance level pointing 
performance. The remaining 18 subjects (10 males) were included in the anal-
ysis. Their average age was 28.22 years (SD = 8.59). 
Material 
The material and equipment used was identical to Experiment 1. 
Procedure 
The procedure was identical to Experiment 1, except of the learning direction. 
While participants in Experiment 1 started to learn each half of the environ-
ment at the outer end of the succession of corridors, walking towards the tran-
sition point, participants in Experiment 2 started to learn each half with their 
initial position at the transition point. Thus, from the beginning they were 
aware of how both regions are connected to each other. Also, starting with the 
second region it was immediately possible to relate each newly explored corri-
dor to the previously learned corridors.  
Results 
We excluded data points deviating more than ±2 SD from a participant’s over-
all mean pointing latency and pointing error. This resulted in exclusion of on 
average 5.38% (SD = 2.14) values from pointing error and, separately, 4.39% 
(SD = 1.20) values from pointing latency per participant. Participants needed 
on average 1.61 learning repetitions (SD = 0.98) to learn the blue region and 
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1.61 learning repetitions (SD = 0.85) to learn the red region (reflecting about 
7.22 walks through the environment for each region, exclusive of walks during 
learn-check). They spend about 35.21 (SD = 7.14) minutes in the environment. 
We rerun the same steps of analysis as ran in Experiment 1. 
Distance and cluster effects 
We conducted an ANOVA with the within-subject factors distance and target 
region. Figure 5 depicts pointing latency and error across the full range of dis-
tances. But again, across region pointing trials with a distance to the targets of 
more than three corridors were excluded from the analysis to match corridor 
distance between conditions (64 within-region and 24 across-region trials re-
maining). 
 
 
Figure 5. Distance effects in Experiment 2. Pointing latency (left) and error (right) as a func-
tion of corridor distance to the target, pointing to targets within the same region versus across-
region. Means and SEMs are depicted. Only data points from corridor distances 1, 2, and 3 
were analyzed. See the online article for the color version of this figure. 
 
We found a main effect of distance, F(1.26, 21.34) = 19.01, p < .001, ηp2 = 
.53 (Greenhouse-Geisser-adjusted) on pointing latency. Pointing latency dif-
fered significantly between corridor distance 1 and 2, t(34) = -3.762 , p = . 002, 
as well as 1 and 3, t(34) = -6.111, p < .001, but only by trend between corridor 
distance 2 and 3, t(34) = -2.349 , p = .062 (p-values adjusted by Tukey method 
for multiple comparisons). In contrast to Experiment 1 no significant effect of 
target region, F(1, 17) = 2.06, p = .169, ηp2 = .11, was found. Thus, now partici-
pants didn’t need more time to access spatial memory from the other region 
compared to recalling targets located within the same region. We observed no 
interaction between target region x distance, F(2, 34) = 0.15, p = .864, ηp2 = .01. 
To further evaluate the non-significant result of target region we run a Bayes-
ian repeated measure ANOVA with the factors distance and target region (r 
scale for fixed effects = 0.5) to evaluate the likelihood of a null-effect of target 
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region. The highest Bayes factors value was found for the model assuming a 
single main effect of distance, BF10 = 69,530,000. This is the model that out-
performed the null model the most. The model assuming a single main effect of 
target region revealed a particularly small value, BF10 = 0.371. This is, ac-
cording to the classification defined by Lee and Wagenmakers (2013) (adjusted 
from Jeffreys, 1961), within the range of BF10 = 1/3 – 1, which is interpreted 
as anecdotal evidence for H0 (no effect of target region) compared to H1. Both 
additionally tested models of two main effects (distance and target region, 
BF10 = 34,830,000) and the model assuming two main effects and an interac-
tion (BF10 = 4,779,000) only reach BFs smaller than the main effect model of 
distance. More precisely, the distance model is 2.00 times more likely than the 
model assuming two main effects and 14.55 times more likely than the full 
model (main effects and interaction). 
For pointing error (Figure 5, right) we again found a main effect of dis-
tance, F(2, 34) = 10.29, p < .001, ηp2 = .38. Pointing error was significantly low-
er for distance 1 compared to distance 2, t(34) = -2.522, p = .042, as well as 
compared to distance 3, t(34) = -4.526, p < .001, but not significantly different 
between distance 2 and 3, t(34) = -2.004, p = . 127 (p-values adjusted by Tukey 
method for multiple comparisons). We did not observe a main effect of target 
region, F(1, 17) = 1.29, p = .272, ηp2 = .07, or an interaction of target region x 
distance, F(1.47, 25.00) = 0.49, p = .562, ηp2 = .03. Like Experiment 1 partici-
pants pointing error was not significantly larger when pointing across regional 
boundaries compared to pointing within one’s current region. 
Similar to Experiment 1, adding gender, first learned region (blue or red), 
number of learning trials, and SOD as covariates to the analyses of latency 
and accuracy did not change the results for accuracy and latency. We therefore 
concentrated on reporting statistics without modelling covariates. Besides the 
number of learning trials, r = 0.68, p = .002 (more error the more learning tri-
als), no other covariate was associated with latency and error. 
Deployed reference frames 
After statistically accounting for the effect of distance on pointing latency (see 
Experiment 1 for a more detailed explanation) we continued with the analysis 
of deployed reference frames, again concentrating on trials participants point-
ed within their current region and across regional boundaries separately.22   
                                            
22 Supplementary material, Figure S1 and Figure S2, right, give an overview of the pattern of 
pointing latency before further aggregation to test for the specific reference frame predictions. The 
figures provide a visualization of pointing latency as a function of body orientation on corridor scale 
(Figure S1, right) and on global scale (Figure S2, right) (global scale corresponds to compass rose in 
Figure 3). 
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Figure 6, left, shows the fit for the seven considered predictions for with-
in-region pointing, Table 2, left, the results of the analysis. When participants 
pointed within their current region we observed a significant fit for the predic-
tion of local reference frames and of regional reference frames, this time for the 
most frequently experienced perspective. As mentioned in footnote 2 our refer-
ence frame predictions are correlated. The strongest correlation can be found 
for the predictions of local corridor alignment with the regional reference 
frame following the most frequently experienced perspective (r = 0.43). Indeed, 
when correcting data of within region pointing further for the facilitative effect 
of local alignment the significant fit to the prediction of regional reference 
frames following the most frequently exposed perspective disappears, t(17) = 
1.381, p = .093, d = 0.33. The fits to the other predictions remain non-
significant, t’s < 0.605, p’s > .275. Likewise, correcting for the effect of regional 
alignment with the most frequently experienced perspective, causes the fit to 
the local reference frame prediction to disappear as well, t(17) = 0.590, p = 
.281, d = 0.14. The contribution of each single factor hence remains unclear. 
However, considering the analysis of distance and cluster effects which is sup-
porting local memory units only it is quite likely that local reference frames 
are producing the observed fits. Data of Experiment 2 did not fit the predic-
tions of regional reference frame following the first perspective or the U-shape. 
Similar to Experiment 1, no evidence could be found that participants used 
global reference frames in within region pointing trials. 
Finally, trials were analyzed in which participants pointed across the re-
gional boundaries. Again, results for the full set of across region trials are in-
conclusive. No fit to either prediction of local, regional or global reference 
frames was found, t’s < 1.21, p’s > .122. As again variance in pointing was 
higher for across compared to within region pointing trials, t(17) = -2.35, p = 
.031, d = -0.78, we re-ran the reference frame analysis for across region trials 
with corridor distance one, two and three only (comparable standard deviation 
for within and across trials, t(17) = -1.23, p = .236, d = -0.41). A figure and re-
sults of the analysis can be found in Figure 6, right side, and Table 2, right 
side. Again, a significant fit to a global reference frame prediction was found, 
namely, for a global reference frame following the U-shape experienced in the 
first learned region. Neither of the remaining predictions fitted well. Similar to 
Experiment 1 participants were not faster when aligned with the reference 
direction of the target region (four main orientations of the obliquely aligned 
other region), t(17) = -1.25, p = .230, d = -0.42 (based on dataset with all dis-
tances), speaking against an alignment with the target reference frame. 
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Figure 6. Reference frame alignment in Experiment 2. Difference in pointing latency when 
being aligned with the superior orientation identified for each prediction compared with the 
remaining seven orientations, separately for within (left) and across-region trials (right) cover-
ing only corridor distances 1, 2, and 3. Positive values are in favor of the prediction, showing 
faster pointing when aligned with the superior orientation. We do not show negative values in 
this figure. * p ≤ .05, one-sided, larger than zero, no correction for multiple comparisons. 
 
Table 2. T-tests exploring whether the difference in pointing latency of Exper-
iment 2 is significantly larger than zero, which indicates a fit to the respective 
prediction. For pointing across region (right) only a subset of trials with a max-
imum corridor distance of three are included in the analysis reported in this 
table. 
  Pointing within region Pointing across region 
Prediction  t(17) p d t(17) p d 
Local First perspective in corridor 2.045 .028 * 0.48 -0.580 .715 -0.14 
Region First perspective 0.218 .415 0.05 -0.191 .575 -0.05 
 Most frequent perspective 2.064 .027 * 0.49 0.177 .431 0.04 
 U-shape geometry 0.422 .339 0.10 0.803 .217 0.19 
Global First perspective 0.654 .261 0.15 0.423 .339 0.10 
 Most frequent perspective 0.794 .219 0.19 -1.743 .950 -0.42 
 U-shape geometry 0.558 .292 0.13 2.185 .022 * 0.52 
Note. For pointing across region (right) only a subset of trials with a maximum cor-
ridor distance of three are included in the analysis reported in this table. 
* <.05, one-sided, larger than zero, no correction for multiple comparisons. 
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Discussion 
In the second experiment, a new sample of participants memorized the same 
regionalized environment as in Experiment 1. Again, both halves of the envi-
ronment were explored separately. However, this time, participants started 
learning from the transition point between the two regions, walking towards 
the dead end of either region. Thus, in contrast to Experiment 1, participants 
now had the chance to encode the connection of the two regions from the be-
ginning and integrate each additional corridor into their existing knowledge. 
We again observed effects in favor of local corridor units and global integra-
tion. Results regarding regional memory units are less clear. 
Pointing latency increased with increasing corridor distance to the target. 
Similar to Experiment 1, this pattern can be explained by local corridor units 
that are stored in memory and connected along the learning order. Accessing 
the location of a target is bound to successively activating each memory unit 
until reaching the unit that contains the target. Each transition costs time and 
accuracy. In line with the distance effect, the examination of orientation de-
pendency showed that participants were significantly faster when aligned with 
the first perspective experienced in each corridor, compared to the seven re-
maining orientations. This as well speaks for local memory units.  
As in Experiment 1 participants learned the connection of both regions 
well, even though they never experienced the entire environment at once. 
Pointing accuracy depended on corridor distance, but not on whether partici-
pants pointed within or across region. In Experiment 1 we found a facilitative 
effect on pointing latency when recalling spatial information within one’s cur-
rent region compared to a more time-consuming access of targets positioned in 
the other region. This effect disappeared in Experiment 2. Time needed for 
pointing within one’s current region and across regional boundaries now was of 
comparable length. The analysis of reference frames for within region pointing 
revealed—besides the local corridor alignment—a fit to a regional reference 
frame following the most frequently experienced perspective. This, however, 
could simply be an artifact of the collinearity of the consulted predictions. Ac-
counting for the facilitative effect of local corridor alignment dissolves the facil-
itative effect of the most frequently experienced perspective within a region 
and vice versa. Since the regional reference frame analysis is ambiguous and 
we find no region distance effect in latency we are reluctant to argue in favor 
of regional memory units. We cannot exclude them with absolute certainty, but 
if they are present they seem less strong than in Experiment 1.  
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Just as in Experiment 1 results suggest that no global reference frames 
were used for pointing to target location within one’s current region. However, 
again evidence for global embedding was found in the reference frame analysis 
of across region trials when limiting target distance to maximum three corri-
dors. Like Experiment 1 the full set of across region trials (target distance 1–7) 
was indecisive with regards to any reference direction tested.  
In sum, our results of Experiment 2 suggest that subjects relied on local 
memory units and that integration into a global memory unit might have oc-
curred. Surprisingly, changing the learning procedure between Experiment 1 
(end-to-transition point) and Experiment 2 (transition-to-end point) appears to 
mitigate the clustering effects of regions. And this, even though there are still 
other cues triggering a regionalization. Like Experiment 1, regions in Experi-
ment 2 were still dissociated by color, semantic membership of landmarks, 
complexity of the angle of turn and spatio-temporal learning experience. Alt-
hough the effort for global embedding was presumably lowered in Experiment 
2 by allowing for a continuous integration of new spatial information, specifi-
cally when starting to learn the second region at the transition point partici-
pants are already familiar with, this did not elucidate further the findings re-
garding a global memory unit that were found in Experiment 1. This will be 
elaborated upon in the General Discussion.  
General Discussion 
In two experiments participants memorized an environment consisting of two 
connected regions by active exploration of a virtual environment. Participants 
either learned each region starting at the dead-end, exploring the four corri-
dors of the region until ending up at the inter-regional transition point (Exper-
iment 1) or they learned each region starting at the transition point, walking 
‘outwards’ to the dead-end of each region (Experiment 2). Subsequently, partic-
ipants pointed from different locations within the environment to targets with-
in the same region or the other region. The aim of this study was to identify 
how the memory for this clustered space might be structured. Specifically, we 
aimed to establish whether participants stored the environment on a local cor-
ridor level or (also) formed memory units comprising individual regions or the 
environment as a whole, thus, revealing hierarchical structure of spatial 
memory. Additionally, we addressed different cues that might set the orienta-
tion of potentially formed reference frames on the different levels of hierarchy. 
In sum, we found evidence for local, regional as well as global memory units 
across two experiments, and different cues driving reference frame orientation. 
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To examine the existence of different hierarchical levels we decided for a 
two-fold approach when analyzing participants pointing performance. First, an 
analysis of pointing latency with varying corridor distance to and regional be-
longing of the target was conducted. The speed of memory retrieval should be 
telling about the memory structure, as pointing latency should increase with 
every new memory unit that is accessed (see also Meilinger, Strickrodt, & Bü-
lthoff, 2016). Second, we tested how well participants’ performance in different 
body orientations fit to a number of potential spatial reference systems, either 
limited to local corridors or spread across regions or the whole environment. 
Bodily alignment with the main orientation of the formed reference frame 
should facilitate memory recall (e.g., McNamara, Sluzenski, & Rump, 2008; 
Mou, McNamara, Valiquette, & Rump, 2004). Since measured within the same 
spatial task (i.e., pointing to non-visible targets located beyond ones’ current 
vista space) both approaches should draw from the same memory source, thus, 
jointly add to the picture of how the spatial memory for the regionalized space 
is structured. Whereas the first can give insights into the number and expan-
sion of memory unit(s), the second allows to make conclusions about the nature 
of those memory units, that is whether they possess the spatial feature of an 
oriented reference system. 
We found clear evidence for the formation of local memory units in both 
experiments and both in the analysis of distance and cluster effects and the 
analysis of reference frames. Pointing latency increased with increasing corri-
dor distance to the target. This pattern can be explained by the presence of 
local, interconnected corridor units in memory and by a time-consuming pro-
cess of successively retrieving all local units that lie between a participant’s 
current location and the target location (see also Meilinger, Strickrodt, & Bü-
lthoff, 2016; Pantelides, Kelly, & Avraamides, 2016). We also found quicker 
pointing when participants were aligned with the first experienced orientation 
within each local corridor, compared to being aligned with the remaining body 
orientations, which indicates that local reference frames were employed, one 
for each corridor. This was found irrespective of the learning direction (Exper-
iment 1 and 2). Other studies observed evidence for local corridor units as well, 
in the form of distance effects (Meilinger et al., 2016), local alignment effects 
(Meilinger et al., 2014; Werner & Schmidt, 1999), and confusion errors based 
on vista space information (Marchette et al., 2017). The importance of local, 
bounded places as a core unit for the representation of large-scale space is fur-
ther substantiated by our results.  
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Experiment 1 indicates that participants formed regional memory units 
as well. In addition to the local corridor effects, pointing latency also increased 
when pointing to targets across regions compared to pointing the same dis-
tance within a region. Accordingly, the analysis of reference frames revealed 
evidence for distinct regional reference frames that go beyond the facilitative 
effect of local corridor alignment. We found a fit to predictions of regional ref-
erence frames that follow the first experienced perspective (first corridor of 
region) and the salient geometry of a U-shape when concentrating on within 
region pointing trials. Thus, we established clustering into regional units. So 
far, literature concerned with hierarchical spatial representation and the for-
mation of regions is inconsistent in its understanding of how exactly regions 
are represented. The format of representing regions or clusters is argued to be 
either rather non-spatial, such as conceptual or semantic labels (Hirtle & 
Jonides, 1985; Hirtle & Mascolo, 1986), as well as spatial, in the form of a topo-
logical understanding of connectivity and containment (Stevens & Coupe, 
1978; Wang & Brockmole, 2003a, 2003b; Wiener & Mallot, 2003) or in the form 
of a metrical relational representation (Greenauer & Waller, 2010; McNamara 
et al., 2008; Meilinger & Vosgerau, 2010). Our study is the first (at least to our 
knowledge) to provide experimental particulars permitting the conclusion that 
two distinct reference frames accumulating multiple vista spaces can be 
formed in regionalized space. Jointly considering both analyses and in particu-
lar detecting regional memory units not only by latency increase beyond re-
gional borders, but also by facilitative effects when aligned with regional refer-
ence frame levels highlights the spatial character of the regional memory unit. 
Thus, our results support the concept of regional memory units that are stored 
in the form of metric relational schemes. For example, multiple vista spaces 
are linked to one superordinate regional reference frame direction (McNamara 
et al., 2008; Meilinger & Vosgerau, 2010). Hereby, they extend results by 
Greenauer and Waller (2010) of micro- and macroreference frames formed for 
object arrays within a single vista space onto navigable space. 
Experiment 2 was less conclusive about the structure of spatial memory 
on the regional level. In contrast to Experiment 1, the fact that the reference 
frame alignment effect with the most frequently experienced perspective van-
ishes when controlling for local corridor alignment does not allow for the con-
clusion that regional memory units were formed. This is consistent with the 
absence of a region effect on pointing latency. Corridor distance effects remain 
across both experiments, supporting the finding of local reference frames. 
Thus, following the most conservative approach we reckon that the most solid 
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interpretation is that no or only very weak regional units have been formed in 
Experiment 2. This contrasts studies that succeeded in clustering a navigable 
space into regions by far less regional cues than those used in Experiment 2 of 
the current study. Utilizing semantic membership of landmarks and color 
alone was sufficient to affect subsequent route decisions (Schick et al., 2015; 
Wiener & Mallot, 2003). One tentative explanation for this inconsistency 
across studies might be that indeed different formats of regional memory co-
occur—semantic (Hirtle & Jonides, 1985; Hirtle & Mascolo, 1986), topological 
(Stevens & Coupe, 1978; Wang & Brockmole, 2003a, 2003b; Wiener & Mallot, 
2003), and metrical (Greenauer & Waller, 2010; McNamara et al., 2008; 
Meilinger & Vosgerau, 2010)—, but do not necessarily synchronize. Depending 
on the used task (i.e., pointing, route planning, etc.) different formats could be 
targeted. Building on this rationale it seems plausible to assume that the re-
gion effects found in Experiment 1 do not originate from effects of categorical 
belonging to semantic groups (animals vs. tools) or color (blue vs. red). In this 
case we would have expected to find similar effects on latency when pointing 
across regional boundaries in Experiment 2 as well. Nevertheless, it is beyond 
the scope of the current study to try and clarify this discrepancy. 
Importantly, all we changed between Experiment 1 and 2 was the learn-
ing direction, and thus, participants awareness of how both regions are con-
nected to each other at the very start of learning both regions. Although our 
data does not allow for strong claims, one possible explanation for the absence 
of regional memory units in Experiment 2 could be the opportunity to immedi-
ately relate each newly explored corridor to the existing memory structure of 
the first region when starting to learn the second region at the transition point 
again. In contrast, in Experiment 1 (end-to-transition) the immediate connec-
tion of unfamiliar corridors with existing memory structures was not possible. 
A novel, independent spatial unit might have been formed at the start of the 
second region with the new, following corridors added immediately. Restruc-
turing the already existing two separate regions when reaching the familiar 
transition point into one common unit might be associated with higher mental 
effort compared to simply learn how the two regions are connected to each oth-
er, leading to the observed region effects. Indeed, comparable results to our 
study were found by Han and Becker (2014), who had participants learn land-
marks located in two connected regions while varying the point of time the 
connecting route was introduced (e.g., immediately/very early in the learning 
phase vs. only after a few blocks of learning regions separately and being test-
ed throughout) and the extend and means of encounter with it (e.g., watching a 
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video of the connecting route vs. seeing the connecting route and parts of the 
other region constantly vs. actively navigating across regions). Slower pointing 
latencies for across region pointing where only found when the connecting 
route was introduced in later blocks, while enabling immediate and very early 
encounter always led to comparable pointing latencies for within and across 
region pointing. From studies investigating film and narrative comprehension 
it is known that, among others, (unexplained) changes in spatial locations of 
the protagonist negatively effects reading time of a narrative (e.g., Rinck & 
Weber, 2003; Scott Rich & Taylor, 2000), film cuts alter comprehension and 
memory of the movie (Schwan, Garsoffky, & Hesse, 2000), and temporal shifts 
in a narrative can weaken memory binding of pre- and post-shift content 
(Ezzyat & Davachi, 2011; Zwaan, 1996; Zwaan, Langston, & Graesser, 1995). 
Hence, strong discontinuities in an episode alter how such content is perceived 
and remembered. This is in line with, for example some associative memory 
models that suggest that (un)available shared context affects associative bind-
ing between incoming information (Howard & Kahana, 2002; Polyn, Norman, 
& Kahana, 2009a, 2009b). Translated to the context of this study, not having 
access to an immediate reference to the previously learned region when stating 
to learn the second region in Experiment 1 may both lead to the detection of a 
spatial discontinuity (“I am somewhere else”) as well as stronger temporal dis-
continuity compared to Experiment 2 because the transition point is discov-
ered later in time. In sum, the availability of a reference point early on during 
learning connected spaces that at best allows for a continuous flow of incoming 
information across regional boundaries might be a very crucial factor for the 
integration of the two spaces and, vice versa, the unavailability thereof deter-
mine clustering in memory. Although this explanation fits to the pattern ob-
served across the two experiments, further research is necessary to under-
stand the processes of regional clustering. For example, alternatively the walk-
ing direction itself, namely whether regions were first explored on a conver-
gent (end-to-transition point, Experiment 1) or on a divergent path (transition-
to-end, Experiment 2), irrespective of the time the transition point was 
learned, could alter memory formation. 
In both Experiments we observed evidence for the integration of all eight 
corridors into a global memory unit. In Experiment 1 global reference frames 
following the first experienced perspective and the U-shape of the first learned 
region were indicated by the reference frame analysis of across region trials, in 
Experiment 2 for the U-shape. However, this was only the case when reverting 
to trials querying corridor distance one to three, leaving out trials with higher 
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corridor distances. Individual standard deviation suggests that this might be 
due to the increased noise in the across region data of all distances compared 
to within region trials were only corridor distance one, two and three were 
tested. It should be noted here that the analysis of distance and cluster effects 
is tailored to detect either local and regional memory units or, in contrast, the 
absence of local and regional memory units and the exclusive presence of one 
global memory unit. In the latter case, no increase in latency across corridors 
or the regional boundary would have been expected, since all spatial infor-
mation was accessible with similar ease from within one common memory unit 
as when learning from a city map (Frankenstein, Mohler, Bülthoff, & 
Meilinger, 2012). However, we observed distance and regional cluster effects 
that are in favor of local and regional memory units; and based on these re-
sults alone no conclusions about the formation of an additional global memory 
unit can be made. Therefore, consulting results from the reference frame anal-
ysis is essential. Interestingly, jointly considering results from the distance 
and cluster analysis and from the reference frame alignment for across region 
pointing covering distance one to three reveals successive activation of local 
memory units and the formation of a global reference frame. This indicates 
that although a global reference frame is used for recalling across region in-
formation no simple all-at-once readout from this memory unit occurred. Ra-
ther, even a retrieval process that is based on a global embedding seem to be 
bound to successive activation of local memory units. A similar interpretation 
can be made based on the observation of local and regional memory units for 
within region pointing in Experiment 1. Having access to and using a regional 
reference frame does still involve successive activation of local memory units, 
leading to both local and regional effects. If successive activation of local 
memory units is essential even in the presence of and during utilization of 
higher order memory units it, first of all, raises the question of what exactly is 
stored in a global (and regional) reference frame if this information cannot be 
used for an easy and fast read-out. Secondly, it might explain why including 
higher corridor distances led to non-conclusive results for across region trials. 
The successive integration of local memory units—even though stored addi-
tionally within a global reference system—at the moment of testing might be 
subject to limitations of working memory capacity. Utilizing both representa-
tions from local and global memory units might functions exclusively as long 
as this can be done within working memory capacity. The process, however, 
cannot be upheld when going beyond the limit at a specific corridor distance, 
therefore, our effects vanish with corridor distances higher than three. Consid-
ering Figure 2 and 5 this might well be the case at around corridor distance 4 
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or 5, where the distance effect on latency seems to flatten out. It remains a 
question for further investigation what exactly is happening to the spatial re-
call process if working memory limit is reached. 
We cannot completely rule out an alternative explanation for the fit to a 
global reference frame prediction for smaller distances in across region point-
ing, namely, that no global but an additional memory unit on the regional level 
was formed which is not covering the whole environment, but only the corri-
dors around the transition point. Indeed, across region trials covering maxi-
mum corridor distance of three are limited to the area around the transition 
point, namely from there three corridors of the blue and three of the red re-
gion, leaving out the outermost corridors. However, if another unit on the re-
gional level was formed we would expect to find a fit to local reference frame 
predictions as well, just as for pointing within region. As this was not the case, 
formation of a global reference frame seems more likely.  
The use of global reference frames for pointing across regional boundaries 
only is in line with findings on spatial layouts learned in vista space by 
Greenauer and Waller (2010) and extend them to environmental space. 
Greenauer and Waller (2010) found evidence for a macroreference frame when 
pointing across two separate object layouts that were learned in a single room, 
but not when pointing within one object array. Particularly, the study implies 
that superordinate reference frames might only be used when pointing to a 
target which is located beyond the scope of a smaller microreference frame. 
Likewise, in our study global reference frames seem to be accessed flexibly on-
ly when required, namely, when recalling the relative direction of a target in 
the other region. 
As pointed out before, the reported effects indicating local and regional 
reference frames are restricted to trials of within region pointing, while point-
ing trials that target objects within the other region show recall behavior inde-
pendent of local and regional main orientations. Importantly, even though we 
also see corridor distance effects in across region trials, here no evidence for 
local reference frames can be detected. In other words, even though the dis-
tance effect supports the use of local memory units when pointing across re-
gional boundaries, the facilitative effect of local alignment disappears as soon 
as participant point to a target within the other region. An attempted explana-
tion could be that, when pointing across region, the corridor orientation visible 
from one’s current location might conflict with the obliquely oriented geometry 
of the other region, if visualized in the same reference frame. A study by 
Meilinger and Bülthoff (2013) suggests that visual pointing can lead to inter-
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ference between the surrounding visual geometry and the geometry of the 
memorized environment. However, this interpretation is speculative. Whether 
and how visual input can interfere with selected reference frames, however, 
cannot be resolved based on our results.  
What is setting the direction of a regional reference frame? Former stud-
ies concerned with the formation of a reference frame covering multiple vista 
spaces focused on the importance of the first perspective taken in the naviga-
ble space that must be memorized (e.g., Richardson, Montello, & Hegarty, 
1999; Tlauka, Carter, Mahlberg, & Wilson, 2011; Wilson, Wilson, Griffiths, & 
Fox, 2007). In these studies, the first corridor walked was typically also the 
longest and/or parallel to the last corridor, forming a salient geometric U-
shape. Thus, the salience of the first perspective was partially associated with 
the most frequently exposed perspective and the parallel environmental struc-
ture. In Experiment 1 we found support for the influence of the first perspec-
tive as well as the U-shape for setting the regional and global reference frame 
direction and Experiment 2 replicated the fit to a global reference frame fol-
lowing the U-shape of the first learned region. This indicates that the repre-
sentation of navigable space might not only be shaped by initial views (first 
corridor) that form the basis of a reference frame into which subsequent spa-
tial information (following corridors) are integrated into (assimilation), but by 
spatial information gathered across a sequence of corridors which, in combina-
tion, can form a new distinct reference direction (accommodation) (Piaget & 
Inhelder, 1969). This is in line with an outlook given by McNamara and Vali-
quette (2004) after outlining their theoretical framework of spatial reference 
systems, where they state “the first segment is a strong candidate because of 
the salience conferred by novelty”, but furthermore “It is also possible that one 
or more of the other segments of the path might be used to establish a refer-
ence system” (pp. 21-22). Many studies examined the factors influencing the 
alignment of the mental reference frame in vista space (e.g., Kelly & McNama-
ra, 2008; Mou & McNamara, 2002; Shelton & McNamara, 2001; Valiquette & 
McNamara, 2007). Our study highlights, that comparable efforts should now 
be taken to shed light on the factors influencing reference frame selection in 
navigable space as well. 
We realize that one must remain cautious in making too strong interpre-
tation based on the analysis of reference frames alone, and in particular, about 
the evidence for regional and global reference frames. Significant fits reported 
are based on one-sided t-tests, without correction for multiple tests evaluating 
the three theoretical predictions (first perspective, most frequent, U-shape) on 
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regional and global level for within and across pointing. Nevertheless, both the 
separation of within and across trials and the three potential cues for reference 
frame alignment are theoretically motivated and specified as directional hy-
potheses. Furthermore, results of local and global reference frames could be 
replicated across two experiments. And most importantly, the reference frame 
results are in high accordance with the analysis of distance and region effects.  
Participants were well able to learn the environment. Pointing accuracy 
did not depend on whether participants pointed to targets within one’s current 
region or to targets within the other region. And this, despite separate learn-
ing of both regions and despite a single, comparatively complex (45°) common 
reference point at the transition between the two halves of the environment. 
Previous studies already showed the rapid learning of spatial relations be-
tween two areas immediately after being exposed to a connecting route (e.g., 
Ishikawa & Montello, 2006; Schinazi, Nardi, Newcombe, Shipley, & Epstein, 
2013) and our study is in line with those results. In addition, we present evi-
dence that global metric embedding can take place without ever walking the 
entire environment at once. 
Substantiating the presence of local, regional and global reference frames, 
our study promotes hierarchical concepts of spatial memory (e.g., Mallot & 
Basten, 2009; Stevens & Coupe, 1978; Wiener & Mallot, 2003). It should not be 
left unsaid that the current analysis is indecisive of whether multiple hierar-
chical levels occur within a single participant or only across participants. The 
analysis is based on the average pointing performance of the whole sample. 
Efforts to identify single level or hierarchical memory structures within single 
participants failed to produce interpretable results. Also, it was not possible to 
separate participants in local-only, region-only or global-only groups based on 
their performance. It remains an issue of further examination to ascertain 
whether multiple reference frames are used by single individuals (i.e., hierar-
chical representation), or whether our results mirror the average of individual 
strategies across participants, where each participant relies exclusively on the 
local, regional or global level.  
In past research going beyond the immediately visible surrounding of 
vista space uncovered multiple aspects of spatial learning. Opaque borders 
seem to distort distance judgements (e.g., Kosslyn et al., 1974; Newcombe & 
Liben, 1982), affect online updating of landmark locations (e.g., Avraamides & 
Kelly, 2010; Wang & Brockmole, 2003, 2003) and lead to latency costs when 
switching between spatial units (e.g., Brockmole & Wang, 2002, 2003) or when 
pointing to targets located in increasingly distant corridors (Meilinger et al., 
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2016). Also, exact spatial knowledge of a target within a vista space does not 
coincide with a similarly good knowledge about where this vista space itself is 
located (Marchette et al., 2017). Additionally, individual reference frames were 
found to be formed for individual vista spaces (Meilinger et al., 2014; Werner 
& Schmidt, 1999). Considered jointly these findings suggest that visual bound-
aries enclosing vista spaces seem to serve as molds for local spatial memory 
units. Results of these studies can be well explained by non-hierarchical theo-
ries postulating the formation of local memory units and their successive con-
nection (e.g., Chrastil & Warren, 2014; Meilinger, 2008; Warren, Rothman, 
Schnapp, & Ericson, 2017). Non-hierarchical theories assuming not multiple 
local, but a single global representation of all spatial information cannot ac-
count for these results. 
Notwithstanding, there is a large number of studies indicating hierar-
chical structures in human spatial memory. For example, Stevens and Coupe 
(1978) showed that the relative position between remote cities seemed to be 
judged based on the relative position of the federal states the cities are in ra-
ther than their actual location. Both for vista (McNamara, Hardy, & Hirtle, 
1989) and environmental space (Hirtle & Jonides, 1985) hierarchical clusters 
were unveiled based on participants landmark recall protocols. Landmark 
proximity in these hierarchical clusters were associated with distorted dis-
tance estimations between landmarks (Hirtle & Jonides, 1985; McNamara et 
al., 1989) and priming effects in a recognition task (McNamara et al., 1989). 
Evidencing clustering of spatial information is a prerequisite for hierarchical 
organization of space. However, a common concern regarding these studies is, 
whether the results could likewise be explained by non-hierarchical theories 
when assuming that object locations are indeed clustered, but they are not or-
ganized in a hierarchical fashion. In this case, judgements of relation and dis-
tance as well as priming effects might only reflect a distorted memory misrep-
resenting physical space, but not necessarily a memory that does possess an-
other level of hierarchy for regions and clusters. 
We suspect that to make profound interpretations regarding hierarchical 
spatial representations often additional dependent variables and/or approach-
es need to be consulted, as was done in a number of other studies. For exam-
ple, McNamara (1986) contrasted participants distance judgements between 
landmarks (reflecting possible distortions in memory) and spatial priming ef-
fects in a recognition task after participants learned a clustered vista space 
containing four regions. While non-hierarchical theories would predict an ex-
ponential decay of priming effects with psychological distances this was not 
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reflected in the data. Thus, priming effects seemed to not simply mirror an er-
roneous representation distorted according to formed clusters, but a hierar-
chical representation. In a route choice task Wiener and Mallot (2003) showed 
that participants tended to approach the region containing the target object 
directly rather than choosing a path with a longer dwelling time in the non-
target region but equivalent in length and complexity. Importantly, for one of 
the environments they used it seems reasonable to assume that the two alter-
native routes would also lead to equally long psychological route distances. The 
environment was a grid field of two rectangles arranged opposite each other 
that formed two regions. One would expect a similar distortion in spatial 
memory within both regions, potentially towards the centroids of each region 
(e.g., Huttenlocher, Hedges, & Duncan, 1991), thus, distortions in memory 
could not account for a bias in route selection. Still detecting region effects on 
route planning suggests an additional memory layer for representing regions. 
Our results line up nicely with these studies by highlighting local, regional and 
global effects with two complementary analyses that jointly indicate hierar-
chical structures in human spatial memory. Latency increase across corridor 
distance and regional boundaries indicate that new memory units must have 
been activated. The reference frame analysis supports the effects further and 
acknowledges the spatial character of the units, while complementing them 
with evidence for global reference frames. We reckon that non-hierarchical 
theories have difficulties explaining these results. 
Following an alternative approach, the superordinate level, which mani-
fests in regional boundary and regional and global alignment effects, might not 
consist of a coordinate system that is yielding metric embedding of subordinate 
units within a region or across the environment, but rather of a common refer-
ence direction or vector. This does not touch the assumption that memory 
units for vista spaces are stored in the form of locally confined, spatial refer-
ence frames, leading to the observed distance and local alignment effects. 
However, the encountered regional and global effects could also be caused by 
additional regional or one additional global reference vector stored in memory 
on a single superordinate level, a main orientation extrapolated across a lim-
ited or the entire number of vista spaces. Like the spatial reference system 
proposed by Shelton and McNamara (2001) the direction itself can be de-
scribed as a conceptual “north”, a privileged direction in the environment. It 
might be set, for example, by the first segment walked (first perspective 
alignment), or by salient inner-regional structures such as a U-shape. Howev-
er, in contrast to Shelton and McNamara (2001), the superordinate vector is 
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different in a sense that spatial relations are not explicitly specified with re-
spect to a spatial reference system as coordinates, but rather it reflects an an-
chor orientation propagated across multiple corridors, for example, via a global 
sense of direction system (Sholl, Kenny, & DellaPorta, 2006). Bodily alignment 
with this superordinate vector does allow for an easy access of the remaining 
object locations not due to the availability of and alignment with a spatial ref-
erence system that contains the relative position of objects located beyond 
one’s current vista space, but rather because the superordinate vector facili-
tates the coordination and alignment of the local memory units stored on the 
subordinate level. Such a vector approach could explain the fact that distance 
effects prevail—suggesting successive activation of local memory unit, rather 
than an all-at-once readout—in the presence of regional and global orientation 
dependencies, as found in our study. However, based on a global sense of direc-
tion system (Sholl et al., 2006) it also limits the hierarchical representation to 
a maximum of two levels, a local level and an additional vector. This would 
indeed imply that the detection of regional and global memory units in Exper-
iment 1 are due to individual differences, meaning that some participants 
formed two separate regional vectors, others formed a single global vector. 
This would be an additional conjecture to explain our results. At the same time 
this approach is more economic than assuming an additional third level to be 
represented as in the case of the hierarchical representation of local, regional 
and global reference frames. Such a superordinate vector could account for 
alignment effects found across multiple vista spaces and still allow for globally 
inconsistent spatial memory and biases (e.g., Warren, Rothman, Schnapp, & 
Ericson, 2017) as only orientation, but not location is specified on the superor-
dinate level. Forming such a vector across multiple corridors during the learn-
ing phase should involve accumulation of error during updating, thus, accura-
cy of this vector should decrease with increasing corridor distance. Besides the 
aspect stated earlier, namely, that limited working memory capacity affects 
successive recall of local units, also error accumulation during learning could 
explain why higher corridor distances for across region pointing led to incon-
clusive results about a uniform global reference direction. In that sense a su-
perordinate spatial reference system might consist of a full-blown coordinate 
system or a single reference direction. Although such an approach might be 
uncommon and in need of additional theoretical polishing, we regard it worth 
further investigation in future experiments.  
Taken together, we find that participants encoded navigation spaces on 
the local (Experiment 1 and 2), regional (Experiment 1) and global level (Ex-
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periment 1 and 2). The presence of regional reference frames indicated in the 
alignment effects suggest that multiple vista spaces that form clearly circum-
scribed areas may serve as molds for spatial memory units on the regional lev-
el, and that the representation of regions is not limited to conceptual or topo-
logical knowledge (Hirtle & Mascolo, 1986; Meilinger, 2008; Wang & Brock-
mole, 2003a, 2003b; Wiener & Mallot, 2003), but can indeed rely on distinct 
mental reference systems subsuming multiple places, thus, possessing a spa-
tial character (e.g., McNamara et al., 2008; Meilinger & Vosgerau, 2010). The 
segmentation into distinct spatial reference systems on the regional level 
might be dependent on the learning procedure. Experiment 2, which allowed 
for an immediate relation of new spatial information to existing knowledge by 
starting to learn the second region at a familiar reference point, does not seem 
to trigger the formation of regionally confined spatial reference systems as 
strongly as being introduced to a common reference point between two areas at 
a later time during learning (Experiment 1). Thus, the point in time when the 
connectivity between separately learned spaces is introduced might play a role 
for the emerging structure of spatial memory. Spatial information of the entire 
environment was found to be integrated on a global level. The use of this level, 
however, was dependent on the relationship between one’s current position 
and the target location (i.e., only for across region pointing), indicating that the 
stored mental structures representing navigable space are not consulted ex-
haustively every time spatial information are recalled but used in customized 
fashion instead. Importantly, our findings demonstrate that the representation 
of navigable space is not limited to local memory units encompassing single 
corridors or streets (e.g., Chrastil & Warren, 2014; Meilinger, 2008; Warren, 
Rothman, Schnapp, & Ericson, 2017). Similarly, the evidence for local and re-
gional memory units besides support for a global embedding speaks against a 
purely global integration into a single, common reference frame (e.g., Gallistel, 
1990; Ishikawa & Montello, 2006; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Sholl, 2001). 
Ultimately, our results show that object locations in navigable space seem 
to be represented flexibly on different levels (maybe not necessarily within a 
single individual) and thereby support hierarchical theories of spatial memory 
(e.g., Mallot & Basten, 2009; Stevens & Coupe, 1978; Wiener & Mallot, 2003). 
We found strong support that local memory units seem to be a key component 
for memorizing navigable space, as they are pervasive across both experi-
ments. Potentially, they form the basic units in spatial memory, that subse-
quently can be consolidated to form memory units on one or more superordi-
nate levels, for example, in the form of regional and global reference frames. 
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The processes involved in the generation of such hierarchical representation 
and how the memory units interact within and across hierarchical levels will 
have to be clarified in future research. 
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Figure S1. An overview of the pattern of pointing latency with respect to each local corridor. 
Pointing latency as a function of eight possible body orientations during execution of pointing, 
for Experiment 1 (end-to-transition, left) and for Exeriment 2 (transition-to-end, right). 
Orientation 0° corresponds to the first perspective experienced within each corridor when 
exploring the environment, and should lead to fastest pointing performance compared to the 
remaining orientations in accordance with the prediction of local reference frames (compare to 
Figure 3, predictions). Deviations from this orientations were made in steps of 45° either 
clockwise (+) or counterclockwise (-). ±180° is depicted twice. Means and SEMs are depicted. 
Only data points from within region pointing are included, corrected for effect of distance. 
Mean reaction time of 9.85 sec for Experiment 1 and 12.05 sec for Experiment 2 was added to 
the residuals to make them easier to interpret. 
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Figure S2. Visualization of the pattern of pointing latency with respect to the whole 
environment. Pointing latency as a function of orientation on global scale, for Experiment 1 
(end-to-transition, left) and for Exeriment 2 (transition-to-end, right). Orientations 0°, ±90° 
and 180° correspond to the four main orientations of the blue region, orientations ±45° and 
±135° correspond to the main orientations of the red region (compare to compass rose shown in 
Figure 3, predictions). ±180° is depicted twice. Means and SEMs are shown. Only data points 
from within region pointing are included, corrected for effect of distance. Mean reaction time of 
9.85 sec for Experiment 1 and 12.05 sec for Experiment 2 was added to the residuals to make 
them easier to interpret. The figure allows to observe the latency pattern for each region sepa-
rately. In general, reverse patterns for the obliquely aligned regions with best pointing per-
formances along 0°, ±90° and 180° for the blue region and along ±45° and ±135° for the red 
region would be in favor for local/regional reference frames. An approximation of the patterns 
of both regions would be in favor for a global embedding. Note that this figure was included to 
give an idea of the latency pattern. For a meaningful interpretation we concentrated on clear 
predictions that we tested for in the result sections of the manuscript. 
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